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1. Introduction 

id 
-_.    One of the basic elements of the system, invented by A.S.Popor, of radio recei- 

rer (storm indicator) and transmitter, is an antenna, previously made of a long wire« 
'■-- , ~ "    1 

_ In fact, the use of antennas permitted Popov to sharply increase the sensitivity of ' 
'' — „ i ! 

- the first radio receiver, while the development of new forms of antennas resulted in 

. a subsequent increase in the eomnunJ cation range, in his experiments on ships* The j 

success of radio conaunication across the ocean achieved by Karconi in 190Q. is due to 

a large extent to the use of a special antenna, hi^ily complex for that period« One 
1,. 

can readily understand the exceptional important part played by antennas in estab-    { 
'      " i 

lishing radio communication, if taking into consideratioi. that the transmitting an- , 
■' — i 

tenna is that component of a radio station which transforms the energy of high- 
■ ' "I 

frequency currents into energy of radio waves which propagate over the surrounding 
1 i 

space and establish connection with the receiving radio station. The antenna of the 

latter produces a reverse transformation of the energy of the electromagnetic wave 

which actuates it, into energy of high-frequency currents« j 

The development of the technique of transmitting and receiving antennas as well 

as of transmission lines connecting them with transmitters and receivers, proceeded 

simultaneously with the development of radio technique in general and determined to 

a large extent its success and sphere of application. The basic stages of this de- 

velopment, during the first 50 years of the existence of radio are covered in the 
1 

compilation n50 Tears of Padio1*. The purpose of this article is to give a short sur- 

vey of the achievements of Soviet antenna technique during the last 10-15 years as 

well as to describe the achievements in this field in other countries ovar the sans i 
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period of tlm9 thna parosentiag tbo wdn featuro« of the present etetne of 

teofanlqne. 

It Is obrloas that snoh a survey cannot be oanplete) only the nost iaporUoi 

trends detenilnlng the oharaoter of the developorat In antenna technique vlll be dl#» 

cussed, and only a few of the »ore typical examples of aehlerBoent in the field 

rerlev will be glvea, 

Trca the point of Tiev of presentation^ it is ooavenlent to sobdiTide the 

ous antennas into the following groopst 

a) Antennae for radio broadcasting staticne 

b) Television anteoaas 

c) Antennas for rcdlo networks 

d) Antennas need in radar 

e) Antennas for radio astroncty 

In addition to the types of antennas listed above9 we also discuss the aohiemente is 

the field of feeder lines and in conclnsioo also the progress nale In the theoory of 

antenna installations« 

2«   Anttm?» for Tmntnlseltn end Reception of Rcdio Broadeaat^ 

Antennas for radio broadcasting stations can be subdlTided into radio broedoast- 

ing antennas of long, Bedite^ short and ultrashort waves« 

The main task to be solved in constructing radio broadcasting antennas for the 

long-wave range (1100-2000 ■) is to obtain a sufficiently high radiation rsslstanee 

Baking it possible for the antenna to pass the necessary frequency bands without di»> 

tortion and to radiate high power without voltage overload«   la order to increase the 

field strength in the areas services by the radio stations^ the antenna is often re- 
quired to produce directive radiation«   Occasionally, it is required to operate in 

the broad band of wavee« 

The necessity of aaeting a whole series of specifications requires tha develop» 

nent of new methods of building an antenna able to operate on long radio waves« One 

such method is to use complex aerial systems made of flee-standing supports (towers) 

insulated from the ground«   According to this principle^ an antenna array of the 
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2-1 
type Shown In Flg.l was built during the period of the Great Patriotic War, consist-1 

ing of four towers for a radio broadcasting station of 1200 kw power.   The design for 
4_J i 

_   this antenna was suggested by LJUfopytin.   Its creators are M.S,Neyman and B.B» 
6_, 

r-^' 

;c_! 

Braude«   When all four towers are fed cophasaU!^, the antenna is nondirective.    For 
i 

directive radiation, two of the towers arc fed, while the other two act as passive 
i ! 

reflectors«   Both the active and the passive towers have their own tuning elements«   ' 

Etaezgjr from the transmitter is fed to the antennas across a coaxial cable, whose in- 

ner conductor has a diameter of 150 ran (consisting of several lO-nm copper tubes lo-; 

eatad along the circumference of a circle with a diameter of 150 mn), while the oute* 
I I i 
conductor (seen from the inside) has a diameter of 570 mu    To test the operation of 

:        . i 
the line when tuning to a traveling wave, a reflectometer, recommended by the author 

i 
of this article and hy M«S«lJeymau is used.    This is a device vhich permits comparing; 

the amplitudes of the reflected and incident wave and which directly indicates the 

coefficient of the traveling wave«   Antennas designed for operation in the 750-1500 m 
i 

wave band have been successfully used for radio broadcasting for over ten years« 

As far as medium radio waves (180-550 m) are concerned, no difficulties are ex- 

perienced in obtaining sufficiently high values of radiation resistance, due to the 
I 

fact that, with a shortening of the wave the required height of the mast decreases 

(usually by 100 ■)• 

The efforts of Soviet specialists were directed toward a possible simplification 
i i i 

of the antenna system for a given range or band, with the purpose of a further lower» 
i i 

ing of the antenna height. An example of the results in this direction is a low cy- 
i 

lindrical antenna, developed during the last several years under the guidance of 

G«Z«Ayzenberg. It represents a circular cylindrical surface, made of wires, with a 

diameter of 60 and a height of 20 m, on top of which is placed a plate, also made of 
: | j 
wires, with a diameter of 120 m. Underneath the antenna there is a grounding system 

consisting of 120 radial cables of 150 m length. Although the resistance of this 

antenna is lower than that of a mast of 100 m, its efficiency is substantially high-' 

d 
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er because of the Increase in cross section of the surface along which the current 

flows in the antenna itself as «ell as in the part of the grounding syatem adjoining 

—I 

r 
-] 

\- 

-i 

.*_ 

Fig.l - Antenna of a 3adio Broadcasting Station, 1200 lor Power 

it. The lower current density In the given sections results in a reduction energy 

loss in the antenna and particularly in the ground. The antenna cables are connect-! 

d 
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o :  
- ed to th» ooBMantrie feeder «faldh raw •xpand the «ntemut.   Both ends of this feeder 

2-i 
_ are led out underneath the eyllndrlcel part of the antenna and are provided with \ 

4-J 
_ abort-elrsultlng hrldgee for toning. The feeder leading to the tranealtter la eon» ; 

C J . _ ! 
„ aeoted la r^*^1*'1 with the toned ecoeentrlo llae# In order to obtain a trafeling 

8—' j 
_ wafo there« 

j_i 
_. The antenna of the deaorlbed type, in vbose derslonaent A.M.Model9 L.P.PozsdnT»* 

12-J 
koTf and MJL.Slntakar partlolpated, guaranteea (by neana of retoning) operation in 

U.J 
the wn band trm 200 to 600 B| the antenna effleiency in the 500-B wm band la of 

16-' ^ '' 
_ the order of 90%» i 

18_J ! ' 
_' In «any eaaea, one antenna haa to aerrlee a wave range from 180 to 2000 wu   Ibe 

2 0_J '■ 
■ain difflenltj there liea la the fact that the height required for long vavea mtj 

22 _J ' ; 
. be eaoeaaite relatlte to abort vavea, and will cause a current diatribtrtion of the ' 

24—' 
current in the antenna of a nagnltnde to direct the baalo radiation at an angle to 

26_J ' ' I 
the groond rather than along it.   G.Z.ijaeaberg end XeaA.AnfiloT deaigned a broad-   ' 

o 

601 

band antenna vhleh eliminatea thia difficulty. This antenna ia a neat of 250 u 

_ hei^bt, Inaalatad fTon the groond, with ite lower third aorrounded by a aereen of 
2_l ' ! 

cablea (Flg.2). The current produced on the outer surface of the eoraen, together { 

with the current of the upper part of the mast and gay vires, ensures a concentm- i 

tion of radiation along the earth vhen operating on shorter waves, thus iBparting 
i t 

"— 
antifading qualities to the antenna« 

DirectlTe radio broadcasting antennas in the ISO - 550 n band cane recently liw 
;_' '     i 

to increasing use« Antenna tuning is carried out in a parilion connected with the | 
• —■ i 

transmitter by neana of the feeder« The necessity for such antennas ia especially : 
j 

acute ia the USA, where nany radio broadcasting stations are prorlding serrloe ia the 

territory of a single State and must, therefore, operate la such a way as to create 

a Mlnlima of interference with the reception in other States, where radio stations 
-1 

operate on short waves«   The ataber of enittera ia the font of tower antennaa, used 

for this purpose, oonea to five ia one antenna ayvtan« 

A special group are the antennaa used for radio broadcasting on abort vavea« 

F-TS-907^    — 5 
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This function is usually taken over by rhombic and horizontal cophasal antennas« It 
i 

is well to note the Improvement of the latter effected by V.D.Kuznetsov, «hieh 
I 

mltted an increase in the operating frequency range by 1 - 1.5* The basis for this 

r 

. 1.. 

:o — 

' ■■) 

16 I 

•tJ 

Fig.2 - Broad-Band Antenna, 200 - 2000 ■ 

improvement is a substitution of the half-wave oscillators by Nadenenko dipolss and 
- ! 

a change in the feeder system of the antenna« 
_ I ■ 

In a nurfcer of countries in Western Europe and America, radio broadcasting on 
— i 
ultrashort waves (A.10 - 4*55 m band) cams into increasing use. In this connection, 

I 
special types of ulorashort-wave antennas are used, which mist radiate uniformly in 

I 
the horizontal plane and focus the emitted energy in a horizontal direction« 

—i ' I 

Antennas of this type are used for nondirective emitters of,usually, horizontal 

polarization, azranged in several stages at the top of a high support. A rather   j 
-1 i 
high support is necessary to obtain coverage of a larger area in view of the fact 

H i i 
that guaranteed ultrashort-wavo reception is only possible within the direct visi— 

bility range. As nondirective elements, horizontal loops or vertical slot antenaasr 
t 

arranged on the surface of the cylindrical support, are usually used«  

P-IS-9076/r  
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Finally, we have to mention one new type of receiving antenna used in portable ' 

medium-wave radio broadcasting receivers, shaped like a small suitcase« In this par^ 

ticular case, it is inconvenient to use grounding and conventional antennas, even in 

1-4 
the form of a cable sector; therefore, builders of the receivers in question have 

I I 
used loop antennas mounted inside the suitcase. However, the fact that the receiver! 

operates in the field of the loop causes additional energy losses and lowers the ef- 
: -J ~ i 

ficiency of the loop« Instead of the conventional receiving loops, loop antennas 
•■-,, I 

(coils) with a ferromagnetic core are used«  As ferromagnetic material, various 
it—/ ! 

kinds of ferrite can be used, which have small losses at high frequency and a 

2 0-4 
high 1'elatlvs permeability 

I 
(order of magnitude of tens and even hundreds). 

Ferrite is a ferromagnetic semiconductor with a very high resistivity, as a result of 

which practically  eddy  currents are produced, which are the main cause of energy 

loss in other ferromagnetic materials. Ferrite used for the receiving loop usually 
■t _J i j 

- has the form of a rod (diameter 1 - 2 cm and length 20-30 cm) with a single- or  i 
::ti—' 

!:__' 

■ 4 

Ji- 

two-layer winding« 
i 

The success achieved in the field of radio broadcasting antennas is based on ex^ 

tensive scientific research and exploratory work. An important role is played here 

by preliminary research and development - done on decimeter and centimeter waves - 

using models of the projected antennas. The wavelength, in these cases, decreases 

in proportion to the size of the model. Research is being continued on antenna mod- 

i i 
els for radio broadcasting bands, both here and abroad« 

i-'-j 

_! 

3« Television Antennas 

Antennas for television transmitteTS are produced differently in different coun- 

tries. However, all of them have two basic functions; to permit passage, without 

distortion, of the wide frequency bands necessary for good quality of the transmit- S1-l i I 
ted television program, and to transmit, simultaneously with the spectrum of the tel~ 

)-• ! 
evision waves, the spectrum of the sound track. The latter requirement necessitates! 

_ F-I3-9076A- 
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rather conq)llcated filters, which permit transmission to the antenna of two differen; 

frequency spectra without interference« 

6 

_i 

Fig.3 - A Tirplcal Television 

Transmitting Antenna 

Figure 3 shows a television transmit- 

ting antenna array of the type used in the TJSSB 

The main element of the antenna is a flat 

vibrator of the lattice type (1), made of 

tubular steel. On the first tier there 

are four such vibrators, staggered at an 

angle of 90°. For the first and second 

television frequency channels, two tiers 

are used and for the third to fifth chan- 

nel, three tiers. All vibrators are mount- 

ed to the vertical steel tube (diameter 58 j 

mm) which accomodates the main and individ- 

i 
ual coaxial feeders, connected to the cen- \ 

ter of the vertical inner rim of each vi- 

brator (point 2). The vibrators of all 

tiers of one semiplane (on one side of the 

main tube) are fed with the same phase. 

The phase of the feeding voltage in one 
1 
semiplane is shifted relative to the phase 

I _ 
of the next semiplane by 90 , which ensure 

i 
nondirectional radiation in the horizontal, 
| I 
plane. The shifting of the phases takes I 

I j 
place at the expense of the length of the I 

feeders (one quarter-wave) which connect the vibrators of the various semiplanes 

with the principal feeder* I 

The range characteristics of the described television antenna are specific in 

sd 
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-that the coefficient of the traveling wave never drops below 0.85 in the frequency    j 

H ^ t i ~ band, which amounts to 15 - 20% of the carrier wave«—-  

-J In connection with the development of television, receiving television antennas [ 
6 J  i...     .. ! 
_ cams into increasing use.   As a rule, a synmetrlcal or bent vibrator is used as an    ' 
-J ! ■ : 

- antenna, the vibrator being connected, across a symmetrical arrangement (,V-elbown), 
f 

'0. 

.J 
with the coaxial cable leading to the receiver. 

i 

In proportion to the distance from the transmitter and the weakening of the sig- 

— nal power, it becomes necessary to complicate the antenna, by first adding a reflect- 

__ or behind the antenna and then one or several vibrators known as directors - in front 

... of the antenna. 

_. A "forest" of television antennas on the roofs of large towns is now very com- 
-:_ I '■ | 

mon.   However, this is not desirable since it spoils the architecture of the building 
1.1 | 

and causes distortion of reception due to mutual reflections between the antennas; 

in addition, this is responsible for an irrational usage of high-frequency cables. 

— Therefore, in the new apartment houses in Moscow, arrangements are now being 

made for television receiving antennas for collective use.    From the high-quality re- 
IT; 
J  

ceiving antenna, which is supplied with a reflector and director, a distributing net- 

work leads to the apartments of the section of the house served by this antenna. 

— Special intermediate systems are placed at the branching points, for obtaining < 

a distribution schedule in the cable near the traveling wave. A system of resist- j 
1 

ances is installed in the sockets of the receiver, which smoothes the oscillations { 

of the signal level in the mains when plugging in the receiver or when shutting it 

off. When the distances from the television transmitter are short or when the num- 

ber of television sets in service is insignificant, no amplification of the signals i 

received is necessary; otherwise, a special bread-band amplifier for television sig- 

nals must be inserted between the antenna and the mains. In the Soviet Union, the 
5:-1 ; i 

systems of television receiving antennas for collective use were developed by 7.D. , 

■i-. 

t . 

3Ci_L 

58" 

luznetsov and R.I.Perets (without use of an amplifier) and by S.G.Kallchman (with 

d 
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~, amplifier). 

I Besides In the fundamental wave band assigned to television (3*0 - 6.5 a), soln. 
<J i 

id steel carriers have been used in recent /ears for the decimeter band (34 - 6U  cm), 
6J .. ..... '     - 

The advantages of the decimeter band consist in that the required frequenC7 band 
.' —! " i 

is smaller with resp«ct to the carrier; for this reason, the requirements on the 

broad-band antenna decrease and its construction is simplified. Apart from that, 

when the vertical dimensions of the antenna are small (but not of its supporting 

pole), a considerable concentration of energy can be obtained in the horizontal plane 

' '• - ' I 
(coefficient of amplification of the order of 25), which results in considerable pow* 

r, J 
er savings of the transmitter.    The television antennas for this band are of the 

multi-tier system of emitters which give nondirectional radiation in the horizontal 

plane. 

4, Antennas for Radio Networks 

The types of antennas for various forms of radio communication are extremelj 
1 

numerous.    It suffices to mention the antennas of the national short-wave lines of 

radio communication - transmitting and receiving antennas, antennas for short-wave 

stations of regional radio links, antennas for radio-relay lines, antennas for ndli- 
i-_J I I 

tary radio stations, antennas for radio stations on ships, and airborne radio net- 

- works. 
•'' _J 

Among the various types of antennas for the national short-wave lines of radio 

communication, a receiving traveling-wave antenna came into use, in which a large 
•;_ '   ! ' '       i 

number of symmetric oscillators are connected across small capacitors to a two- or > 
'-_ i I 

four-cable feeder, which terminates by absorbing resistance.    This antenna is charac-i- 
'" -! ' , i 

terized by good directional qualities and a large range, which makes it possible to 
r-j       ' | ! 

use only two tyrjes of antennas for covering a short-wave band (12 - 50 m). The die-, 

advantage is its low receiving power, due to the weak coupling of the vibrators with 

the feeder lines Strengthefiing this coupling is impossible without impairing the 

F-TS-9076/?.. _10_ 
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- directional qualities of the antenna.   { 

H ' 
Becently, G*Z«^-zenberg and A.MJIodel developed a traveling-wave antenna with 4 J ^ -^ . 

_  resistances instead cf capacitances, previously used for connunication (Fig.4)*    The 

.   use of resistances permitted not only to increase the power of reception but also to 
r_J '" t ' ' I 

viden the band of tbs antenna, eobracing by one antenna the entire short-wave band.   , 
! 

The increase in the range of the| 
i 
i 

antennas of the type of synmetric os-j 

cillators. intended for non-National j 
i 

short-wave lines of radio coinaunica- 

tion, was achieved by using a broad- 

band dipole, developed by G.Z.Ayzen- 

berg (Fig.5).    The special feature of 

this doublet is a wire shunt.    The in- 

ductive susceptance of the shunt com- 

pensates in part for the capacitative 

susceptance of the doublet, which co- ' 

incides with the lengthening of the 

wave and which permits to obtain in     , 

the feeder line charged by the ossil- \ 

later the coefficient of the traveling 

wave, being lower than 0.3 in the 12 - 

50 m band. j 
! ' 

Fig.& - Travclfj^g-Wave Antenna with 

Resistances 

a) Terminal resistance; b) Coupling 

impedance; c) Tlbrator; d) To the 

i^ceiver 

The original t^pe of antenna for a radio network operating in the band of short 
i 

meter waves, was der-aloped by G.Z.Ay?.ehberg, A.K.Model, V.D.Kuznetsov and V.V.Iyam- 
i 

kov. The antenna v^s to give an amplification factor of the order of 1000, and si- 

multaneous operaticc on two waves (transmitting and receiving), in the wave band of 

1:2. The antenna ias a mirror made of vertical cables, and represents part of the 

i 

surface of a vertical parabolic cylinder.    In the focal line of this cylinder, a linear 

-d 
—I 
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-   systeja of broad-band vibrators equipped with angular counter-reflector, uhieh   - 
H ' < ' 

concentrates the radiation In horizontal plan« surface. Thanks 

to this arrangement, the energy emitted by the broad-band oscillators in almost Its I 

entirety is incident on the mirror and, after being reflected from there, coincides i 

with the direction of the correspondent. The same system of oscillators is also used 
*• -' i 

for reception.    The signals received and omitted are separated by means of a filter 

system« 

Insulator 

i Shunt I 

Fig.5 - Broad-Band Dipole 

j 

The described antenna system serves as an original example of the   »mptplm of 

transferring methods, employed in the technology of Image antennas, fron the WOK»      \ 

of an and short do-waves Into the zone of much longer waves - meter vsrss« - 

During the last decade, a new type of radio communication antennas came Into in- 

creasing use - antennas of radio-relay stations operating on centimeter or short deci- 

meter waves. These antennas are installed on the tops of high towers or mastn and 

serve for receiving and transmitting the wide spectrum of frequencits, which includes 

not only hundreds of telephone channels but also the spectrum of the television chan- 

nel. Rigid requirements are made with respect to antennas of radio-relay stations, | 

primarily, relative to coordinating the antennas with their feeder lines (the coef- j 

ficient of the traveling wave must be about 0.95 in the frequency band of the order 
,  ■"" * i 

of 10^ of the medium frequency of the band in which the antenna is operating).    Such! 

,a requirement is based on the recessity to ensure a linear phase change of the slg- ! 

nal In the antenna channel as a function of the frequency, in order to prevent dis- 

tortion of relayed signals.    Meeting this requirement is complicated by the filter— 

system, which has to be used for parallel connection of several transmitters into  

_ip-TS-9076/I  _JÜL 
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the antenna, serving separate parts of the transmission spectrum. 

Rigid requirements are made on antennas of radio-relay lines with respect the _ 

side lobes, particularly in cases where only two frequencies are used in the inter- | 
_._....  .   . i.   ., ._  , ' 

mediate point: one for reception (from both sides), and the other for transmission 

(also from both sides). 

In such a case, the lobe lev- 
i 

el behind the antenna must be at ! 

least 50 db lower than the maxi- j 

mum of the directional diagram« ' 

As far as radio-relay sta- i 

tions are concerned, mostly two j 
j 

types of antennas are used: horn- 

type lens antennas and image an- 

tennas. The antennas of the first 
l 

type are widely used by the Bell , 

Laboratories in the U.S.A. and re- 
l , 

presents a pyramidal horn carry- 

ing a planoconvex lens of an arti- 

•i 

1800 

Fig,6 - Hom-T^pe Lens Antenna 

ficial dielectric at its inlet (Fig.6).    The artificial dielectric recommended first 

by A.N.Kaptsov is actually a system of flat narrow and long metal strips imbedded in I 

polystyrene foam aid intersected at short intervals.    Due to the considerable ampli-! 
i:_i  " i i 

tude and the shortness of the wave (7 - 8 cm), these antennas produce an amplifica- i 
i  : ! 

tion of the order of 10,000, while the shielding qualities of the horn ensure a lo»-: 

ering of the side lobes of the directional diagram, 
!■■-.    " i I 

Image antennas for radio-relay stations consist of a uniform or reticulated 

fleeter with a paraboloid surface of revolution in whose focus an emitter in the 
.--1 

form of a small horn or oscillator with reflector is placed. 

Considerable difficulties are encountered in solving the question of channeling 

d 
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the energy from the transmitter to the antenna, because of the considerable antenna 

height (usually from 50 to 100 m).    The use of long coaxial or wave lines is iapra*-. 
I I 

ticable because of design difficulties, considerable energy losses, and detrimsntal 

effect on the coordination of the heterogenoity in the Junctions,    The Bell Labors- ] 

&yQ&^TAMS^r.^ 

a 

Fig.7 - Feeding the Antenna by Means of Reflectors 

tories erect the transmitter on the platform,  slightly below the antenna.    Another 

way of solving the problem is to transmit energy from the ground to the antenna (and 

vice versa) with the aid of a system of reflectors.    Figure 7 shows the design of an 

antenna developed by V.D.Kuznetsov and A.A.Metrikin, built according to this prin- 
I 

ciple and designed to operat J in the 15 - 20 cm band. 
( 

The horn (3), actuated by the transmitter, exposes a slanted ellipticnl reflec- 

tor (2) which directs the radiation upward along the support (t). An inclined flat- 

i '    . 
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c _ 
reflector (1), fixed at the top of the support, reflects and theretyr focuses energ7 ' 

: i 
in the direction of the correspondent.   The efficiency of such a transmission amounts 

<_! 
to about 50£* | | 

' _      i   . _. j 

It is also of interest to mention antennas of so-called passive rebroadcastlng ' 
I 

or relaying, which wer* used in radio-relay lines during the last several years when- 

ever obstacles are met in the path of propagation of radio waves between the trans- j 

Bdtter and the receiver (for example, high elevations like hills or mountains in the 
i 

vicinity of a station).    In such a case, the passive relay in the form of a system    : 

of reflectors or lenses is placed on the hill in question and re-radiates the absorb^ 

ed energy« i j 

In sunsnatlon, we will briefly discuss the special features of a radio network 

used in aircraft.   The high speed of modern aircraft makes the application of previ- 

ously used wire antennas (whether of the trailing type or strung above the fuselage) 

and those of the horn type impossible.   Quite popular at present are antennas for 

meter waves In the form of vertical rods, fitted into the dielectric plate which is 
i 

part of the vertical fin of the aircraft.    For radiation of short waves one had to 

find methods of producing oscillations of the entire conducting body of the aircraft, 

5« Antennas for Radar Stations 

The technique of radar antennas developed during the last decade, represents a 

broad and multiform branch of antenna technique corresponding to a variety of prob- 

lems solved by radar stations and the broad wave band used in modem radar. 
i j 

It is naturally impossible for this survey to give, even briefly, a more or less 

systematic review of antennas for the various types of radar stations.    Therefore, 

we will deal only with a few types of antennas and with a few questions character-    i 

istlc of the field of antenna technique under review, 
f '   ■ i 

The largest antennas, as far as size is concerned, are those of spotter radar j 

stations which detect aircraft at considerable distances from the grounl. In accord- 

-•d 
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ance with the function of the station, the antenna must have a high amplification coj 

efficient (of the order of several thousand) and be capable of handling pulses of 
^-J i i 

substantial power (1 megawatt and more).    The antenna must permit a panorama search | 
^ > ..,.._  

of the air space and be supplied with means for determining not only the azimuth but 

also the elevation of the spotted aircraft« 

:-4 

^-  'N' 

ty*v 

Fig,5 - Antenna of a Radar Spotter Station 

i 

Figure 8 shows such an antenna. It consists of two truncated cylir»lrical para- 

bolic reflectors, made of metal netting: horizontal (with a vertical focal line) and 

slanted. The dimensions of each reflector are 305 - 762 cm^ and the focal distance '. 

about 2 m. Along the focal line in each of the reflectors, a complex system of ex- 

citers which ensures reception of the given pattern in the vertical plane. The 

width of the radiation pattern in tho horizontal plane is of the order of 1° at half- 

:,?H 
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c_ 
povrer.   The slanted reflector vd.th its excit«3r in conjunction with the horizontal an4 

i i 
Vmna permits c^etenaiiiing the height of the spotted aircraft.    The entire system ro- 

t _ 
tates about the vertical axis at a speed of 6 rpou 

.1  __._     ._ _         

Another characteristic example of a radar antenna is an antenna for scanning 
! '  , 

lie ground from an aircraft. To ensure an even contrast of the image of the object I 
: c — ! | 

CQ the PPI of the radar station, the antenna must have a so-called cosecant radiation 
I 

77777777777^77777777777777777777 
<*J 

Fig,9 - Cosecant Pattern and CTJSS Section of Reflector 
! 

js.ttern in the vertical plane (Fig.9a); in this case, the intensity of the signal at' 

the receiver input, created by the reflection from some section of the earth's sur- i 
j 

f£-3e (free of buildings), does not depend on the distance from this section r.    In 

crier to obtain a cosecant patten» a cylindrical reflector is normally used, whose 

cross section has a special form close to parabolic in its lower part, forming the 

rerrirnum of the cosecant pattern.   Figure 9b gives an example of such a cross section, 

EIJSO showing the path of the rays which form the various sections of the cosecant     i 

radiation pattern» i 

For exciting the cylindrical parabolic reflector, a linear exciter (of the type 

y-rs-9076/?- 
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i  I 
of the luminescent line), fixed along the focal lines must be used. Such systems 

include the popular segment-parabolic exciter (or, is it is sometimes called ..  

"cheese") schematically shown in Fig.10. Between the two conducting parallel planeSi 

a reflector mirror in the form of a parabolic cylinder, swept by a hornlike cheese 

is inserted, in the zone of the focal line of this reflector. The radiating surface 
i 

is a long and narrow slot (aperture) of the ^cheese•• 

at which the rays reflected from the reflector arrive  j 
1 

in phase. The field created by such an aperture corre- 
i 

spends to the field of the linear exciter. The linear' 

exciter can also be made in the form of a slotted wave- 

guide operated cophasally, or in the fcrm of a system j 

of two conducting parallel planes between which the ex- 

citer is placed at one end and the focusing lens at the 

other (in the aperture). 

An important item in the technique of radar anten- 

nas is the question of "scanning", i.e. rapid shifting or swinging of the radiation : 

pattern. Thus, for gun-laying stations conical scanning is used in which the radia- 

tion pattern (Fig,11) is displaced slightly from its direction and rotates about 

this equisignal direction. VJhen the direction at the sight does not coincide with i 

! 
the equisit7ial direction, the intensity of the received signals will be modulated by 

j 
the rotatlo.i frequency. At the instant the sight coincides with the equisignal di- i 

Fig. 10 - Piano-Parabolic 

Radiator 

rection, the modulation stops. 
' -• ' ! 

To obtain conical scanning, reflectors having the shape of a paraboloid of r»- I 
i 

volution are used.    The exciter is not placed in the focus but at a certain distance 

from it and rotates about the axis of the reflector with a speed of several thousand! 1 ( 

rpa.    If instead of rotating the exciter it is rapidly swung to the right and left 

of the focus, the radiation pattern will swing in the horizontal plane.    However, if; 

the pattern is varied by more than 5-8° (depending on the focal distance of th« 

-■d 
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lobes), its shape will quickly deteriorate due to the broadening of the principal 
I 

lobe and the appearance of side lobes.    .J_                  ...  ... 

i 
-1 

2 < i 
l 

—i 

--1 

To Increase the swing sector of the rays, moire compllccted reflector antennas 

are used, by giving the surface of the reflector a special form and by shifting the 
i 

exciter in the above-mentioned system of two conductive parallel plates« 

| In a number of cases, requirements are made 

on radar antennas to ensure radiation with dreo- 

lar polarization, where the vector of the electric 

field does not have a fixed direction but makes one 

full revolution for each period. For obtaining 

circular polarization, many methods are used. 

Quite widespread are spiral antennas which are easy 

to build and have good range qualities. 

The developoent of radar for aircraft created 

the problem, in antenna technique, of protection 

from the airflow. This problem is solved by using 

special casings of streamlined form, so-called fairings. The design of the latter, 

while satisfying the requirements of mechanical strength, must simultaneously pendt 

the passage of emitted energy without significant loss, without reflections fro« the 

inner walls of the fairing and without distortion of the directive properties of the 

antenna. [ 
I 

At present, the vast majority of directive antennas used in radar belong to the 

reflector type. However, it should be mentioned that intensive research is being 

done on designing new types of directive antennas for the centimeter wave range, such 

as lenses. Considerable attention is being paid to the developnent of antennas of 

the surface type, based on the use of corrugated conductive surfaces, which have the 

property of concentrating in their vicinity the field of a wave propagating along 

the surface and to regulate its phasal speed by means of changing the parameters of j 

Fig. 11 - Radiation Pattern 

for Conical Scanning 

5a 
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the corrugation* 

"j_ _    _ _'._ . .  
.  6. Use of Antennas In Radio Astronomy.   Radio Telescopes 

;- __. . ;    I 
In 1929, K.Tanaldy, with the aid of a beam antenna, discovered a special kind 

of interference with radio reception in the 10 - 15 m wave band, caused b7 cosndc ra^- 

diation from the direction of the Mill«7 Way. Thus was bom a new branch of science j 

- radio c'stronony, which was intensively developed during the past several years. 

Radio astronomy uses that section of the spectrum of radio waves (from 8 nm to 10 - i 

15 m) which has the property of passing through the layers of the earth's atmosphere* 

without significant absorption. To pick up the weak radiation of energy in the wave ' 
, ■. ' 1 1 

range arriving on earth from the sun, the moon, and other cosmic sources, a highly 

! 
sensitive receiver with a good antenna is required. The beam antennas used in radio i 

astronomy are called ralo telescopes. The requirements made on radio telescopes are 

for greater directivity which raises the level of the picked-up power and results in 

a high resolving power of the system; all this must be acconplishod in the widest 

possible wave range, under the condition that the radio telescope must possess the 

necessary mobility penaitting to aim it to any part of the sky. > 

The above requirements led to the construction of huge mobile parabolic roflec-, 

tors, with a diameter of several tens of meters, whose manufacture presents consider- 

able techrJ-cal difficulties. The rigidity of the system when exposed to hi^x winds 

and the precision of surface finish must be such as to keep the deviation of the 

Hector shape from a paraboloid to less than 1/16 of the shortest wave received« 

Thu above difficulties are being successfully overcome by modem technique. 

Figure 12 shows a radio telescope of 66 m diameter, set up in Manchester (Ehgland) 

and intended for studying radio radiation from the Galaxy. At a wavelength of 1*9 

u, the principal lobe (at half-power) has a width of 2°. 

In the near future a radio telescope of the above type will be set up at the 

Observatory of Pulkovsk in the Soviet Union. 

1 -i 
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However, even huge radio telescopes do not give radio astronondsts the resolving 
:-j i i 

power required nowadays«    For example, the angular diameter of the sun equals £ •      J 

In order to observe radio radiation of different sections on its surface, a ray, 

whose width is measured In ndnutes is required.    This problem is solved by so-called 
i i i 

radio interferometers, which consist of two or more antennas connected In parallel 

- and spaced at a distance of several wavelengths.    As Is kncwn. In such a case the 

IS 

» 
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Flg.12 - A large Radio Telescope 

I 
radiation pattern for two antennas will have rmiltilobe character, similar to the one 

shown in Fig.13. What is Important is that the width of the lobe of the radiation 

pattern is smaller than the angular diameter of the sun, while the distance between I 

the lobes is larger than this diameter. Then, for the motion of the earth relative , 

to the sun, the lobes will scan the surface of the sun and record the radio radlsF- 

' I ' 
tlon of the individual sections. { 

1 i 
- Figure 14 shows a mnltielemsnt radio Interferometer, designed for operating on~ 

' I 
the 21-cm wave. The device consists of 32 image antennas, with a diameter of about 1 
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2 m each, placed in a row at equal intervals, making a line of 200 nu   The radiation 
i 

pattern of such an antenna system consists of a few narrow lobes, about 3 minutes — 
i 

wide, spaced at an angle of 1.5 degrees»    In 

1 

Fig.13 - Radiation Pattern of the 

Radio Interferometer 

radio astronony, the antenna technique \nt 

given an unexpected and independent direction 
j 

of development.    However, this powerful and 

complicated technique originated in the prii&- 

itive receiving antenna, which was used by 

A.S.Popov in observations of storm dischar^-' 

es, occurring in the earth*s atmosphere. 

From this antenna grew huge radio tele- 

scopes which permit exploration of remote 

sources of radio radiation spread out in the 

limitless spaciousness of the universe. 

7. Achiever.ent3 in the Field of Transmission Lines 
I 

During the last 10 - 15 years significant progress was mode in the technique of, 
1 i 

transmission lines (feeder lines), mainly in the field of ultrashort waves.    During  j 

that period the problem of finding a plastic dielectric with low energy loss at high' 
I 

frequency was solved (polyethylene), which permitted the construction of a flexible  ; 

cab'^e, now in widespread use (particularly, for the erection of television receivingi 

antennas).    For short decimeter waves, special high-frequency cable systems were de-i 

signed which permitted expansion of the field of application to waves of the order 

of 10 cm. 
■< . 

VJhen channeling high-frequency currents, it is generally known that the surface 

effect must be taken into consideration; this requires conductors consisting of 
i i 

hoavy-gage wires (usually silver-plated) or of a large number of very thin braided 

wires.    In 1951» an American, A.M.Klogston, proposed a new design in the form of & 

.d 
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multilaye:.: conductor, which presents, in cross section, a series of concentric very , 

thin layers of wire and dielectric.  (Flg.lJ).    In the cross section of such a cable,J 

the current density is distributed by a cosine curve, with zero at one of the center! 

layers.    On both sides of this layer the current flows in opposite directions,    A 
i i 

large quantity of conducting material in the cross section decreases the attenuation 

MA 

M 

t 

.^-1 

Fig.H - Interferometer of 32 Antennas ! 

(as compared with the coaxial cable) in some frequency band which is detemdued by 

the structural data of the cable. Thus, when 4-he thickness of the layers of the con- 

ductor and the dielectric is 0.0025 mm and the outside diameter is 2.5 nm, the band 

will be in the range of 21 kc to 20 mc and when the diameter is 19 nm this will be 

370 cycles to 2.5 megacycles. In the given wave range, the attentuation of the nul-: 

tilayer cable docs not depend on the frequency. 

During the past 15 years, a new field was created in the technique of channel- 
i 

ing hi^i-frequency energy - waveguides - used for long millimeter waves and in the 

entire region of centimeter waves. The use of waveguides in the practice of radio 
■ i 

networks and particularly radar stations required solutions of a series of prollems, 

such hi design of butt joints, bends, rotating couplings, waveguide coomutators, not 
i 

to mention the problem of coordination of the entire waveguide channel with its feed 
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generator. It was necessaiy to solve all these problems - and still is - not onlj 

from the point of view of obtaining the marlnnim band of operating frequencies, but - 
i I 

also with the aim of ensuring electric strength (disruptive strength) when traiwanlt- 

ting signals of high pulse power, which may reach the value of several megawatts. 

Considerable attention is being paid by our radio specialists and those abroad 
i 

to the problem of using round waveguides with a wave of the type HQ^. The structur« i 

of the electromagnetic field of , 

this wave is such that the propap- 

t 

gat ion of the energy in the ware- I 

guide takes place at relatively | 

weak currents on the surface of 
1 

the wall.   Therefore, the energy 

loss in the waveguide becomes in- 

significant. 

The application of waveguides 

with the HQJ^ wave is interesting 

in two directions: for use in the 

waveguide channels of the milli- 

meter wave band and in long chan- 

nels of the centimeter range, as well as for independent excessively long conminicar- ; 

tion lines, which have low attenuation and possess an exceptionally wide frequency 

band (instead of a high-frequency cable).    Unfortunately, even the slightest hetero- 

geneity in the cross section of the waveguide (and more so any bends), causes a con- 

version of the energy of wave type HQ^ into energy of wave type E^, which has hl^» 

attenuation.   With a view to solving this and other problems, encountered in the 

practical use of the HQ, wave, intensive research and development work is constant^ 

being done. | 

During the last four years two new types of feeder lines were developed which 

Fig.15 - Klogston's Cable 
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are becoming of practical use. The first type is the single-cable line for the deci- 

meter and centimeter range. The propagation of electromagnetic waves along the cy--' 

lindrical conductor, coated with a layer of dielectric, was theoretically explored  } 
c . ■.      _... ............ -1 

as far back as 1907 by the German scientist F.Kharms (Harms), However, only In 1950 ' 

—: did the German engineer, G.Gubo, 

draw attention to the fact that  | 

the presence of the dielectric 

layer results in a concentration 

of energy transported by the elec- 

tromagnetic field in the immediate 

vicinity of the cable. This neces- 

sitates a comparatively small area 

.around the cable free of other 

cables, so as to permit transfer 

of energy without loss due to eddy 

currents created in adjacent 

cables. 

Figure 16 shews the transfer 
Fig.16 - Single-Cable Line 

system of a coaxial feeder to the single-cable line, having the shape of a horn, cov- 

ered with a dielectric cone for protection from precipitation, and the outgoing ca- 

ble. While it is still impossible to achieve high efficiency when changing from cab- 

bie to line, the single-cable line can successfully compete with the coaxial cable, 

when long lengths are involved. For example, the line shown in the diagram (made of 

a brass wire with a diameter of 2.56 mm, coated with an 0,35 mm layer of polyethy- 

lene) of a length of 32,5 m, has an attenuation 2,1 - 2,iV db in the 1,6 - 2,4 mc 

range and a coefficient of the traveling wave not lower than 0.77» 
I . 

The second new type of feeder lines, intended for the centimeter range, is the 

so-called belt line, which came into existence in 1952. Such a line presents two  I 

,--] 
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conducting belts, divided by a layer of dielectric (Fig.l?).   The lower, electrical- 

ly grounded belt ie wider.    When properly laid out, only a small part of the energy- 
J I ~     | 

conveyed by the field is contained in the area surrounding the line, outside of the   j 
i            i 

dielectric. ! 

The energy loss in belt lines is larger the n in waveguides, mainly because of 

losses in the dielectric itself.    Recently, however, progreaa has been made in reduc- 
I 

ing these losses substantially.    Belt lines are now used only in receiving apparatus, 

since they do not permit feeding of large amounts of energy without disruption. 
i 

Another question of recent tnter-^ 

est whose solution would mean a furth- 

er step in the development of wave- 

guide technique will be discussed bo- 

low.    This is the use of magnetized 

femtes in waveguide channels. i 
! 

If a section of the waveguide is 

partly filled with ferrite to which a 

Fig.17 - Belt Line 

a) Conducting belts; b) Dielectric 

constant magnetic field is applied, then - as theory teaches and experience confirms 

- various conditions relative to phasal speed, attenuation, or rotation of the polar- 

ization plane for waves traveling in opposite directions could be created. This 

i 
property of magnetized ferrite permits, for instance, a separation of the reflected 

wave from the incident wave and its absorption, preventing it from reaching the gen- 

erator. Thus, the problem of coordination of the waveguide channel with the genera- 

tor can be solved in a new and much simpler way. Arrangements with ferrites open 

new prospects also in other directions, such as the creation of current-controlled 

high-speed waveguide conrautators, various kinds of filters, etc. i 

In summation, it may be stated that the layout technique with regard to chan- 

neling high-frequency energy ha» made great progress during the last 10 - 15 years 

and that the future offers still bigger opportunities of doing so. 

-•d 
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—^ The success achieved in the technique of antenna arrays and feeder systems dvu>- 

lag the last period would be unthinkable had there not been considerable scientific 

research and exploratory work, dealing with all kinds of theoretical questions raised 

in this connection.    Important results have been obtained in this direction during 
'" — ■ ! ! 

the last 10 - 15 years. 

In 1938, E.Gallen in Sweden and, independently, M.A.Leontovich and M.L.Levin In 

the USSR, have worked out a new method of calculating the current distribution in 

oscillators of different forms, based on the solution of int egro-differential equa- 

tions, which takes into account the electromotive forces induced in the various elo-' 

ments of the oscillator by the current distribution wanted.    Despite the complexity 

of the calculations, this method precipitated the publication of a series of articles 

on current distribution, not only in different versions of a single oscillator but 

also in a system consisting of two oscillators. 

A great deal of attention was devoted to the theory of slot antennas, which came 

into increasing use of late. The most significant part of this work was done b7 Sov- 

iet scientists, among them M.S.Neyman and Ta.N.Feld. 

A great deal of theoretical work was undertaken to clarify and explain various 

questions relating to the directive emission of antennas, in particular the question 

of erecting an antenna with a given radiation pattern.    A series of new ways to solve 

the task was suggested.    Besides, it was established that althovi^i, in principle, an 

antenna of such dimensions will give any radiation pattern desired, in practice the 
i; _ '. 

maximum directivity conforms to an even current distribution in the cable or the ex- 

cited field.    A further increase in directivity demands such a current distribution 

as to make a practical application impossible, in view of the frequent change of 

phase, high peak values, and sharp dependence on frequency.    This question was dis- 

cussed in Russia in papers by the author of the present study, by E.G.Zelkin, L.D. 

Bakhrakh, and L.B.Tartakovsldy and in other countries by S.A.Shchelkunov, G.Zh.Riblet, 

P.M.Vudvard (Woodward), Zh.D.Lawson and others. 

-I H-1 
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Considerable attention was also devoted to the question of supressing the side 
-1 

lobes.    In 1946» K.^.Dolf suggested a method of calculating radiator systems - baaed 
_! i 

on Chebyshev's polynomials - with a completely unifonn level of the side lobes of tW 
 I 

radiation pattern (Fig.18).   This level, at certain dimensions of the antenna, deter- 

mines the width of the principal maximum, which increases somewhat with the decrease 

of the level of the lobes. 

The Soviet scientist L.A.Vaynshteyn succeeded in finding a strict solution of 

the problem of radiation from the open end of the waveguide. 

Tremendous work has been done in developing the theory of image antennas and de-i 

vising methods for their calculation.    Basic results were obtained which led to the 

present level of the technique of image antennas.    Important in this field are re- 

ports by Yu.K.l'urav^yev, L.D.Bakhrakh, B.Ie.Kinber, K.I.Mogilnikov, and abroad those 

by A.Denbar and K.S.Kellekher. 

The introduction of waveguides into radio technique led to studying questions 

on the excitation of electromag- 

netic waves and their propagation. 

Credit in this field is due to 

I.I.Volman and G.V.Kisun'ko. 

Recently, research was dona  ' 

on working out methods for broad- i 

band coordination of waveguide 
i 

channels.    Considerable success    i 

in this direction was achieved by 
I 

A.L.Drabkin, A.L.Feldshteyn and 

others. I 

In connection with the pro- , 

1 
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Fig. 18 - Radiation Pattern of 

Dolf - Chebysher 

spects of using ferrites in waveguide channels, it became necessary to work out the 

question of propagating electromagnetic waves In waveguides filled completely or 

i.j 

I 
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partly with magnetized ferrite.    Successfully working in this field are A.L.Kikaelyan 

I i | 
in Russia and M.L.Eejlz, G.Sul, L*R«Valker# etc. in other countries« — 

i i 
Here only the basic trends and results of the theoretical work done in the field 

i i 

of antennas during the last several years are mentioned. This, of course, does not 

cover the multitude of theoretical questions reviewed during this period in reports 

by Soviet and foreign scientists. 

In completing this survey, the fact must be stressed that it does not comprise 

many fields of radio technique, which contain antenna techniques of their own.    Such 

tire, for example, radio navigation and aerial radio surveying of localities where the 

principle of radio altitude ■easurement is used in determining the topography of the 

locality. ' 

However, such a brief survey of the present-day status of antenna technique 

characterizes, on the whole, its exceptional complexity, the high rate of develcp- 

ment, and the outstanding part played in this developtient by Soviet radio specia- 
i 

lists. I 

i   -i 
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THE PROPAGATION OF RADIO WAVES 

by 
i 

M.P.Dolukhanov 

Introduction ! 
! 

The study of the basic rules of the propagation of radio waves was "begun ty th« 

inventor A.S.Popov during his experiments in the Baltic and Black Seas in the sunnier 

months of 1897, 1898, and 1899. On the basis of these and later obserr^tions, A.S. I 

Popov cane to the conclusion that the previously expressed views on ths cooniination, 

of the laws of propagation of radio waves in the earth»s atmosphere wü those of 

light waves are wrong. A.S.Popov concluded that the waves which propar-te above the 

earth» s stir face are affected by a factor which forces the radio waves vs bend round 

the convex surface of the globe. 
i 

A further study of this question showed that two factors, acting separately or 

in conjunction, my cause propagation of radio waves around the spherirU surface of, 

the globe. These factors are diffractions, i.e., the natural tendency, characterla- 

tic of every wave process, to bend round the obstacles net on the path cf propagation 

{such an obstacle in the given case is the convex surface of the globe; and the re- ; 

flection of radio waves from the ionized layers in the upper atmosphere. Exploring, 

in 19.'a. - 1923, the phenomenon of diffractions and reflection from the Ionosphere  j 
i 

(as the ionized area of the earth»s surface is now coumonly called), Aiaiendcian 
i 

M.V.Shuleykin, made a further detailed study on the mechanism of reflertion of radio 

waves from the ionosphere and proved that, in complete agreement with --he classical 

views on the phenomenon of diffractions, the latter are strongest on tie longest 

waves of the band and that their effect decreases gradually in proportian to the   , 

shortening of the wave. M.V.Shuleykin further studied in detail the nechaniam of re? 

flection of radio waves from the ionosphere and proved that the ionosjfccr« will 
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fleet only waves longer than about 10 m. Shorter waves, similar to light waves, are 

I 
not reflected from the ionosphere but penetrate it* . ......    .  . ._ 

I 
It is now accepted to call the waves which bend round the convex surface cf the 

globe, as a result of the phenomenon of diffraction, ground waves (or surface waves)* 

Tho distance of propagation of ground waves does not usually exceed 2000 km* The  ! 

waves propagating around the globe as a result of single or repeated reflection from 
 i i 

the ionosphere are called Ionospheric (or spatial). 

Thanks to the work Vy Sommerfeld, van der Pol, and M.V.Shuleykln, convenient 
t  i 

formulas were obtained for calculating the field strength of ground waves at small    ' 

distances from the transmitter, when the earth's surface can be considered plane.      < 

Developing and going deeply into the work of the Ehglish physicist Watson, B.A.Vveden- 
; _. "       l 

sidy established formulas for calculating the diffraction field at large distances 
- _ i 

fi*om the transmitter.    The thin structure of the ground waves was explored in a ser- 

ies of work done under the guidance of L.I.Mandel»shtam and N.D.Papaleksi. 

The study of the characteristics of the propagation of ionospheric waves went in 

two directions.    First, a large amount of work done mainly by physicists and geophys- 

icists was devoted to the study of the structure of the upper layers of the atmos- 

phere and to the processes taking place there.    Another series of work done mainly 

by radio engineers related to the special features of the propagation of ionospheric' 

waves of various ranges. 

The basic attention of the explorers was centered on the range of short waves. 

Experiencing the minlimcB absorption in the ionosphere (in comparison with medium and 

long waves) the short waves proved to be particularly useful for establishing com- 

munication over large distances.    At the same time, the short waves were character- 

ized by rigidly expressed Inconstancy cf the conditions of propagation.   Observing 

over a number of years the specific properties of short waves, M.A.Bonch-Bruyevlch 

established in 1925 the basic rules of the processes of propagation.    Fading and cerr 

taln other phenomena, accompanying the propagation of short waves, were studied by 

-i 
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A.N.Shchukin. Tha latter is the author of the first method of calculating field 

strength in the short-wave range»  _  ' - ...— —  - 

The development during the last several years of te. jvision, frequency modular- 

tion, pulse systems of comraunieation, radar, radio navigation, and several other ap- i 

plications of radio technique, is the cause of heightened interest in the range of 

meter waves and much shorter waves. The study of the propagation processes of meter} 

waves was begun by B.A.Vvedenskly in 1921. Vvedenskly was the first to call attet>* ) 

tion to the part played by the ray reflected from the 'jarthts surface and to estab- 

lish formulas (which are now called »Veflecting") for calculating the field strength! 

at the point of reception. The increasing application of diffraction fonsulas to the 

meter range and to the band of shorter waves is also to his credit. 
i 

In proportion to the Increase in the number of transmitters, regularly operating 

in the ultrashort-wave range, the existence of a connection between the metereologl- 

cal status of the lower layers of the atmosphere (trope-sphere) and the conditions of : 

propagation of ultrashort waves was discovered. The necessity was established of 

taking into account the phenomenon of atmospheric refraction, i.e., the effect of the 
I 

bending of the rays when they are propagating in a heterogeneous atiiosphere, A num-' 

ber of authors suggested to take into account the phenomenon of atmospheric refrac- j 

tion when using reflecting fomulas, by means of an apparent increase of the radius 

of the globe. i j 

In 1945, it became obvious that the effect of the troposphere on the processes  j 

of propagation of ultrashort waves is substantially greater than it was original!;' 

believed to be.    About the same time the strong variability in the meteorological 

status, inherent in the layers of the air near the earthts surface became apparent» 

A new branch of science was born, called meteorology, which explores the thin struc-( 

ture of the troposphere and the changes occurring there. 

—i 
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DSVELOPIffiNT OF THE SCIENCE OF TOE PROPAGATION 

OF RADIO WAVES - 

'1 

1. Propagation of Ground Wavoa,  ._     

I 

a) Derivation of Approximate Boundary Conditions 

I 
A thorough exaninatlon of the process of propagation of radio waves along the 

spherical boundary along the interface of air and semiconductor surface of the earthj 

belongs to the most complicated problems of modern mathematical physics.    The excep- 

tional complexity of the mathematical computations is responsible for the fact that 

only in a very few of the simplest cases of this problem were solutions suitable for 
t 

engineering practice ever found. 

In the light of the above, the derivation in 1%8 by M.A.Lcontovich of the so- 

called "approximate border conditionsn was of considerable significance. These con- 

ditions were called "approximate" for the reason that they are satisfied when observ- 

ing the following inequality: 

3] J 

i^ (60A<J) » 1, 

! ^ 

where     e' ■ relative electric permeation; 

o « specific conductivity of the soil, above which 

the radio waves ire propagating, in 

X m wavelength in air,   In ä. 

Ohffi-D 
; 

—i 
The above condition is being well satisfied in the majority of practical cases, 

-\ i 
so that its restrictive action is insignificant. 

i 
The principles of M.A.Leontovlch establish a definite correlation between the 

- radio waves composing the electric field in the air, directly above the earth's sur- 

,-1 

face, dapending on the electric parameters of the soil (i.e. size e'   arri o).   The 
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application of the principles of M.A.Leontovich permits a substantial sinplification! 
! I 

of the sol'ition of a series of known problems of the propagation of ground waves as 

' ' I 
well as a solution of new problems, which until then were not susceptible of explora* 

tion. 

Utilizing these approxicate boundary conditions, M.A.Leontovich and V.A.Fok suc- 

ceeded in reducing the problem of the diffraction of radio waves around the globe to 

an equation of the parabolic type, i.e. to well-known equations of mathematical    ' 
i 

physics. ' 
i 

i 
2. The Conception of L.I.Manlel^shtan of ^Take-Off" and "Landing" Fields 

1 i 
Modern theories of the propagation of ground waves are all based on the concep- 

tion by L,I.Mandel»shtam of take-c" -id landing fields, when given radio waves are 

propagating. The essence of this conception is the following: The authors of earl- 

ier theories of the propagation of ground radio waves believed that the mechanism of 

absorption of radio waves propagating above the earth,s surface, is in general out- 

line similar to the mechanism of absorption of the wave of a current, propagating In 

a long cable. Every aection of the cable, independent of its location, contributes 

to the magnitude of the total absorption. I i 
i ! 

L.UIandelTshtam expressed the assumption, a long time before actually fornu- 
i 

lating a strict theory, that it was possible to compare, to some extent, the process 

of the propagation of ground waves to the flight of an aircraft, which takes off near 

the transmitter, flies at some altitude above the earthfs surface in the direction 

of the point of reception, and lands in the ar?a. of propagation of the receiving ai>- 

tenna.    It is assumed that the absorption of the radio waves is highest in sections 

of the route where the aircraft flies at a low altitude above the ground, i.e., in 

the zones of take-off and landing fields.    Thus, in conformity to the views of L.I» 
-■ ' ! 

Mandel'shtam, the part played by the individual sections of the route in the crea- 

tion of absorption phenomena is not identical. The greatest absorption is contrlb- I 

i 
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uted l>7 the sections of the route in the Immediate neighborhood of the transmitting 
I i 

and receiving antennas. Tho  strict theory of the propagation of ground waves, de- -! 
! 

veloped in the articles hj E.L.Feynberg, confirmed in full the justification of the i 
i  i 

L.I.Handel»shtaro concept. 

3. Speed of Propagation of Ground Vfaves 

One of the conclusions of the L.I.Handel*shtam concept is that the speed of 

propagation of ground waves is independent of the kind of soil above which they prop- 

agate.    In fact, as long as the basic flow of energy which reaches the point of re- 

ception does not propagate immediately above the earth1 s surface but at a certain 

altitude above it, there is no reason to erqpect any strongly expressed dependence of 

the speed of propagation on the kind of soil. 

The speed of propagation will depend on the kind of soil only in the immediate 

vicinity of the transmitting antenna, i.e., in the area of the take-off field.    Ex- 

actly to these conclusions came P.A.Pty-azin, who in 1940 theoretically examined the 

question of the speed of propagation of ground waves.    These deductions were experi- 

mentally confirmed in a series of works, both in the Soviet Union and abroad. 

J i 
4. The Phenomenon of Shore Refraction of Radio Waves 

Still in the period of the First Vforld War, when radio direction-finding sta- 

tions first came into use, it became known that when the shore line is intersected 
i  ■» 

by radio waves, a phenomenon occurs which greatly resembles the refraction of light 

rays at the transition from one medium to another, and which consists of a change in 

direction of propagation of the wave.    It is obvious that the "shore refraction of 

radio waves" (as this phenomenon is new called) leads to errors in radio direction    \ 

finding, as a result of which the skill in calculating the error assumes an important 

practical value. ' 

Still in 1919, the Biglish scientist, T.L.Eckersley tried to calculate the 

3     1 
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angle of deflection of the propagating wave by means of a direct application of the j 

law of refraction (law of sines). Basing himself on the theory of Tsennek, Eckersley 
■'._: i ■      | 

proceeded from the (as is now known) erroneous assumption that the velocity of prop- j 
_ _ I 

agation of ground waves depended on the kind of soil above which they propagate* It 1 
i 

is of interest to note that the angles of deflection obtained by Eckersley not only ■ 

did not coincide with the observed values with respect to the absolute size but dif- i 

fered fron then with respect to the direction of the deflection. j 
i 

In the light of the above, this should not come as a surprise since the velocity 
i 

of propagation, as indicated,  is practically independent of the kind of soil.    On the 

basis of the L.I.Handel»stam concept, it is possible to foresee that the phenomenon , 

of shore refraction will be particularly strong in cases where the shore line is in ' 

the zone of the "take-off* or "landing'1 fields, in other words, near the transmitting 

or receiving antenna. If the radio wav^a intersect the shore line in the center sec- 

tion of a sufficiently extended route, it can be asserted beforehand that the effect 

of the shore refraction will be insignificant. 

Only during the last decade, thanks to the work by V.A.Fok, G.A.Grinberg, and 

E.L.Feynberg, it became possible to work out a sufficiently rigid theory of shore 

fraction, which confirms in full the above-formulated premises.    E.L.Feynberg, in 

particular, established a fonnula for determining the error of direction finding. 

The resultant equation represents a purely local disturbance of the field of radio 

waves which causes the error in direction finding only at small distances from the 

shore line. 

5. The Propagation of Radio Waves over Heterogeneous Paths 

As heterogeneous one describes paths (i.e., lines of radio comnunication) over 

different soils.    It is easy to see that, in the overwhelming najority of cases en- 

countered in practice, heterogeneous paths are involved;  consequently, knowing how 

to calculate the field under such conditions is of exceptional practical importance« 
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Until recently, P.Eckersley,3 o^thod of calculating the field of ground waves  } 

H ; i 
«long heterogeneous paths was used,   rhe non-strictness of this method is confirmed   ' 

4j i | 
l>7 tae fact that it did not satisfy tie principle of reciprocity, in other words, the 

f- _. _.    . ' , ' ...... J 
calculation result depended on the direction of propagation of the wave, which should 

not be the case in s strict calculation method. 
10 

77777777%?. 
Dry Land 

Fig.l - Shifting of the Point of deception 

from B^ to Bo, accompanied by an -Increase 

in Field Strength 

In the light of contemporary I 
i 

opinion, the non-strictness of      \ 

Eckersleyt3 method is explained 
i 

by the fact that it attributes to' 

all the sections of the path an 

equal part in the creation of ab- 

sorption and does not take into 

account the special part played by ibe sections in the area of "take-offn and Tland- 

ing" fields, ! 

Continuing and further developLrig the work by M.A.Leontovich, G.A.Grinberg, and 

7.A,Fok, E.L.Feynberg explored in cU^ail the conditions of propagation of ground 

waves over heterogeneous paths and established formulas for calculating, under such 

conditions, the field strength at tie point of reception.    Similar to other authors, 

E.L.Feynberg figured that the radio iraves are propagating above the plane surface of 

the earth.    The deductions obtained ry E.L.Feynberg also frilly confirm the theory of 

L.I.Mandel»shtam.    The formula of F«~ «Feynberg, in complete agreement with the ex- 

perimental data, shews that, in sone types of paths, cases occur where, at a certain 

distance intervals proportional to tie dlstanco from the transmitter, the field 
■   -, i 

strength does not diminish (as is usually the case). 

A similar phenomenon is observsd,  for instance, in cases where the receiver, 

formerly located along the coast oc fry land (point B^ in Fig.l) is shifted to the 

sea into position B2»    If, in the fzmer position of the receiver, the "Laniing 

field" was situated above dry land azd was causing a noticeable absorption of radio 

-d 
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waves, in the second position the "landing field" will be above the sea and wouU 

cause only an insignificant absorption because of the fact that the sea possesses a 

higher conductivity and that, with increasing conductance, the absorption of ground 
r 

waves decreases* 

6. Derivation of a Strict Solution of the Equation of Diffraction 

Notwithstanding the fact that the problem of diffraction of radio wares aroand 

the globe attracted the attention of the most outstanding scientists of world renown, 

all the calculation formulas and methods of computation recommended during the last 

period were suitable for determining the field strength only in the shadow zone, i.e.', 

at distances well above those of direct visibility. j 
_•■ i ! 

As long as only long, nedium, and short waves found application in the technique, 

this presented no inconvenience.    In the given ranges, as a result of strong diffrac- 

tion, the equations for the field strength, derived under the assumption that radio 

waves propagate above the plane earth, proved suitable for the calculations also in 

the initial part of the shadow zone (i.e., in the part imnediately adjoining the 
I 

boundary of direct visibility). 
1 i 

After the meter waves and much shorter wave bands came into increasing use in     i 

radio technique, the entire aspect of things changed radically.    In this range, ths 

diffraction (as is known) is very weak, whereas the fomulas used for calculating ths 

field strength in the zones of Illumination (i.e., at distances within the direct      j 
' — ' ! 

visibility range) and based on the principle of interference of direct rays with I '   _. .^.. ... ., , ^ 

those reflected from the earth's surface, can be applied up to distances not exceed- j 

Ing 70 - 80^ of the direct visibility range.    At the same time, the diffraction for»* 
I - I 

ulas known until recently could be applied to practical calculations, starting with   i 

distances exceeding by about 30 - ^0$ the direct visibility range.    Thus, the inter- 
I J - " j 

val between the distances from 0.7 r    to 1./* r    (where by r   denotes the range of      i 
p  » _            _ _ . —  . ®   _ \ 

direct visibility) - the interval within whose boundaries, under normal conditions. 
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0_. _ _  .._    _. . _. ...._.     
it is highly essential to know the magnitude of the field strength - was left essen- 

- —j t 

tially without formulas for computations. '   
'.~j i ! 

The gap was filled in 1%4« when V.A.Fok, applying new and original methods of   | 
t _ . .'■ 

totaling the rows, to which the problem of the diffraction of radio waves around the 

globe was reduced, and utilizing the specific qualities of the functions newly intro- 

duced by him (called the functions of EJyri) obtained a strict expression for the 

field strength at the point of reception, at any distance from the transmitter.    It   ; 

is essential to note that the expression obtained by V.A.Fok could be directly con- 

verted into the conventional diffraction formula at large distances from the trans-   ' 

mitter, and into the reflection formula at small distances from the transmitter. 

In 1948, in a joint study with M.A.Leontovich, V.A.Fok proved, by using the ap- 

proximate boundary conditions, that the solution of the diffraction problem could be 

reduced to a diffraction equation of the parabolic type.    This proved the possibility 

of substantially simplifying the solution of the problem of diffraction. 
; " i 

7. The Spatial Area Required for the Pi'opa^ation of Radio Waves 

Until recently the question as to the area of space essential for the propaga- 

tion of radio waves was of academic interest as a means for illustrating the wave na- 
; - _ " 1 

ture of radio waves, the Prcsnel zone, and other concepts of wave op-xcs. 
». -.- ■ 

In connection with the vigorous devolopnent, during the past several years, of 

the technique of ultrahi^i frequencies and the necessity of working out engineering 

methods of calculating radio relay lines of conmmication, the question as to spatial 

area required for the propagation of radio waves assumed great practical importance. 

This will be illustrated by an example.    It is known that in the area of exposure to 

light, the field, at the point of reception, is the result of interference between 

direct rays and rays reflected from the earth's surface.    The size of the resulting 

field is greatly influenced by the absolute value of the coefficient of reflection 

of the wave from the earth's surface which, in turn, is determined by the electric     I 

■d 
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parameters of the soil at the point of reflection and by the topography of the «oil ' 

(such as the character of roughnesses, form and height of vegatatlon, etc.). Praa 
\ i • 
the viewpoint of geometric optics, the reflection from the earth takes place at one 

point, namely, at the point where the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of re- 

flection. Wave optics has a different answer to this. A rarticlpatlng factor In the 
( 

formation of the ray reflected from the earth fs surface participates the section of | 

the surface, which is limited by the first Fresnel half-zone. As far as we know, it 

was M<,A.Leontovich who first emphasized the usefulness of the construction of Fresnel 

zones on the reflecting surface. In constructing the given half-zone on the layout ' 

of the locality, it is easy to determine accurately which section of the earth*s sur- 

face participates in the generation of the reflected ray and precisely determine the 

value of the coefficient of reflection. 

No less important is the knowledge of the measurements of the half-zones of 

Fresnel on the path of propagation of a direct ray, since these measurements detei>- 

mine the necessary clearance between the trajectory of this ray and the obstacles 

(in the shape of tops of hills, isolated buildings, etc.) encountered on the path of 

propagation.    Recently, a suitable calculating procedure was worked out for deteiv 

mining the dimensions of the Fresnel zones, both along the path of propagation of the 
i 

direct ray and of the rays reflected from the earth. 
I 
I 

TROPOSHIERIC PBOPAGATION OF RADIO WAVES 

I 
l 

1, Calculation of Atmospheric Refraction iYom Reflection Formulas 

i 

The question as to the effect of meteorological processes on the conditions of 

propagation of long, medium, and short waves, which attracted the attention of many ! 
i I 

researchers and was the subject of numerous discussions, is now solved In the sense 
* I 
that these effects can practically be disregarded, whereas the question as to the      | 

effect of the troposphere on the propagation of radio waves shorter than 10 ■ «as —: 

solved quite differently.   It has been established that the troposphere (i.e., the —; 
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lower part of the atmosphere extending up to 12 - 16 km) plays an extremely important 

role In the processes of propagation of meter and shorter wares* .   — i 

The cause of the troposphere effect is the heterogeneity of the atmosphere: The, 

refractive index of the air depends on pressure, temperature, and humidity.    Each of 

these factors changes with the altitude, causing the magnitude of the refractive ii>- 

dex of the air to vary.    Under so-called formal conditions" the refractive index 

near the earth's surface has a value of n » 1,000333 and decreases uniformely with 

the height, by 4 x 10     with each meter.    As shown by elementary calculation, this 

heterogeneity of the troposphere, which at first glance seems rather insignificant,   ' 

causes a considerable bending of the ray paths; under these conditions, they acquire 

the shape of arches with a peripheral radius of 25,000 km, rotating convexly upward. 

This phenomenon, which takes place also in the propagation of light waves, is called 

atmospheric refraction.    This makes it plausible that such bending can be disregarded 

in the propagation of long, medium and short waves. 

In the given ranges, the bending of waves around the globe is ( aused by more 

strongly acting factors, such as diffraction and reflection from the ionosphere. 

Therefore, one can disregard the insignificant bending of rays in the troposphere, 

caused by atmospheric reflection.   However, in the range of waves shorter than 10 m,, 
i 

the effect of diffraction of radio waves decreases sharply, so that even insignifi- 

cant curvatures of the paths must be taken into consideration. 

In 1933, it was shown that tho effect of atmospheric refraction, when using re-i 

flection formulas, can be discounted by substituting, in the mathematical formulas, 
i 

the real value of the radius of the globe R with a certain effective (usually larger) 

value R».    The quantity R» is determined by the condition of equality of the relative 
i 

curvature between the actual trajectory of the wave and the surface of the earth - 
i 

the relative curvature between the rectilinear ray and the surface of thfl earth of 

the effective radius. 
i 

The question of the admissibillty of such substitutlou was explored by B.A.        j 

--1 
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- Vvedenskly and M.I.Ponomarev in their Joint work published in 1946. In this report, 

the authors proved the adajsajbility of using the theory on the effective radius of~ 

the globe for sufficiently slanting rays; the same report also defines the liadLts of 
t \  

applicability of the given concept. j 

In 1933, the results of research on tha conditions of propagation of ultrashort 
_i i 

waves in a heterogeneous atmosphere, obtained by the Czech scientist P.Bekman, were 

published. i 
i 1 

I 
2, Calculation of Atmospheric Refraction from Diffraction Formulas | 

After the theory of the effective radius of the globe was first applied to the J 

calculation of the phenomenon of atmospheric refraction on the basis of reflection ' 

formulas, individual authors started using an analogous procedure in calculations i 

with diffraction formulas. i ! 

In the report by B.A.Fok, published in 19^8, the question of simultaneous calcu- 

lations of the effect of diffraction and atmospheric refraction was thoroughly re- 

viewed.    It was also shown, that, if the value of the refractive index of the air 

changes uniformely within the boundaries of the atmosphere area, where the radio 
■ ' ■■ ■ i 

waves bending around the globe are propagating, then the effect of atmospheric re- 

fraction can actually be disregarded by substituting the effective value of the radi- 

us of the globe for the one entering into the diffraction formulas.   Generally,, when 

the refractive indec changes with the altitude according to a more complicated law,  i 

it is necessary to use a special formula for computing the effective radius of the    i 

globe. 
!  '  -T i i 

! i 

3. Expeririental Data on Lon^-Ran^e Propanation of Meter and Decimeter Radio Waves \ 

v J ! I 
The results of extended observations on long-range propagation of meter waves 

J--1 ; | 
were described in a series of works by the scientists Lauter and Klinker of the Ger- 

man Democratic Republic. i 

,-rj  r 
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In proportion to the Increase in the mmber of television stations, more and 

more references to long-range receprtion of television programs appear in the litera»-1 

ture.    In analyzing these cases of long-range reception of transmissions in the meter 
i __, __ _  i 

range, governed by the effect of the troposphere, it was found that all these can bo 

subdivided into two groups.   The first group includos cases of regular (daily) recep- 

tion of signals.    The second group comprises cases ■•'here the long-range reception of 

signals is recorded only during fixed intervals of lime and where the farthest trans- 

mission is not of a regular character.    In both these groups of observations, the re- 
i 

ception of signals is accompanied by irregular and more or less sharp fluctuations 

in the power of reception.   In analogy to the effects in the short and medium wave 

bands, these fluctuations are called fading« | 

Figure 2 gives the results of measurements of the field strength in the range 

unier review, at substantial distances from the transmitters.    The distances are plot- 

ted on the abscissa and the field strength in decibels is plotted on the ordinate in 
i 

relation to 1 u volt/m. ! 

The obtained findings are converted into 1 kw of radiated power for the isotrop- 

ic transmitting antenna.    The height of the transmitting antenna is of the order of 

150 m and that of the receiving antenna is 10 m. 

Inasfar as the field at the point of reception is subjected to continuous oscu- 

lations (fading), three curves Taw are plotted on the diagram for the siEoltaneous    ! 

characteristic at mean values and degree of fading.   The lowest curve characterizes 
i ^ i 

the so-called mean values of the field strength, i.e., values, which, in fact, are 

exceedod in 50^ of the time of observation.    The center curve characterizes the val- 

ues which are exceeded in 10^ of the time of observation.   The upper curve represents 

the level of the field exceeded in 1% of the total tin» of observations. For compar- 

ison, curves "b" are plotted on the same diagram,  calculated from diffraction form- 

las, taking into account normal atmospheric refraction.    At the selected scale, 

these curves degenerate into straight lines.    The upper one corresponds to the wave 

.H 
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X « 6 m and tas lower one to the wave   ^ - 50 em, 
i 

A study xT the curves permits the following deductions: -      
i 

1) The Hslds under actual observation begin to exceed the values computed on 

the basis of elf fraction formulas, at diatances above 100 km.    The greater the dis- 

tance from ths transmitter, the larger will be the excess.    At a distance of 200 km. 

AfW *m 

Fig.2 - Field Strength as a Function of Distance 

a) Arr-ording to experimental data; b) According to calculations by 

diffraction formulas 

this excess (Isr waves of 6 m) amounts to 20 db, at 500 km to 86 db, and at 700 km ; 

to 150 db)*. j j 

2) The fiilds, actually observed at considerable distances from the transmitter, 

do not depend an the frequency in the broad band.    The inscriptions on the curves      | 

♦ The calculate curves for waves of 6 m cover only the distance of 550 km« 

vH 
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»how that, in the interval of X- 1.5 m to  X- 7.5 n any dependence on froqaencj is 
M i i 

completely absent« —     —l—              -: 

_ 3) The depth ox* fading is practically independent of the distance and reaches 

30 db (counting from the median values to the U8 level). 

Observaticns showed that telephone transndssion is not accompanied by noticeable 

distortions (no observations of television transmitters were carried out because of 

the limited power of existing television transmitters). 

AU the above relates to regularly (daily^ cbserved levels of the field at con- 
I  r",      _; 

siderable distances from the transmitter, i.e., to cases of long-range reception 
'<■'■..' i 

which pertain to the first group.      j 
2''._ 1 ' 

As far as the characteristic of cases of long-range reception of the second 
> i ] 

group is concerned, it has been so far impossible to plot ary generalized curves for 

the dependence of the field on distance. This is explained by the fact that the ir- 

regular cases of long-range reception strongly depend on local conditions and on the 

meteorological medium: At some instants of the period the field strength may reach 

magnitudes equal to those of the le^el of the field in free space. As a rule, long- 

range reception is accompanied by strong fading; the depth of the fading is also 

variable. 

1 

4.  Classification of Different Cases of Atmospheric Refraction 
—1 ! 

In meteorology awl physics, *ihe concept of the so-called "standard atmospheric 
t:_i ""   " 1 i 

conditions'» came into increasing use, by which, conventionally, temperature of the 

air at 150C at a pressure of 1015 millibars is understood. It is absolutely clear 

thit, at a given point on the surface of the globe, such conditions can occur only 
1.;-, J " 1 

when there is a somewhat favorable concurrence of circumstances. 1 
v... 

The first approximate measurements of the dependence of temperature on altitude 
52—-j 1 

showed that the temperature decreases on the average by 6.5C with the elevation of 

each kilometer.    Taking into account this circumstance, the International Conndssioo! 
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on Aeronavigation introduced the concept of the so-called "standard atiii08phere,,r, j 
: -j I i 

where the temperature equals 150C near the surface of the earth and decreases evenly-' 
■'. _' ' i I 

by 6.5° with every kilometer. This temperature distribution conforms to the even de-| 

^  "        -, ■      -  -_» —' 

crease of the refractive index of the air of the order of magnitude of ^ x 10  with | 
i 

every meter. Such a dependence of the refractive index on the altitude agrees rather 
__ j 

well with the theoretical value obtained for a well-mixed atmosphere at an adiabatic | 

temperature change with altitude. The atmospheric refraction taking place when such i 

dependence of the refractive index on the altitude exists, will be denoted as 

formal ^ l 

I 
Until recently, meteorologists used rather coarse devices for measuring the de-j 

I 
pendence of pressure, temperature, and humidity of the air on the altitude above the | 

surface of the earth, which gave no information on the microstructure of the tropo- 

sphere. Probably as a result of this, the opinion became widespread that the actual 

distribution of the refractive index with altitude differs, in the majority of cases, 

only insignificantly from the %ormal', distribution. 

When it was established that even insignificant deviations in the distribution | 

of pressure, temperature, and humidity with altitude have a strong effect on the prop- 

agation of ultrashort waves, it became desirable to develop more sensitive measuring 

devices which would permit an investigation of the microstructure of the troposphere« 

Some authors began to call this new branch of meteorology, micrometeorology. 

At present, the literature contains publications on the results of the measur^- 

ing the dependence of the refractive index on altitude, for many points of the globe« 

An analysis of the results shows that, only in a comparatively small number of cases, 

can it be expected that the actual distribution differs little from the so-called 

,%iormalrt one. In the majority of cases, substantial deviations take place. 

All types of the observed distribution of the refractive index with altitude 

can be subdivided into the following groups: 

1) Absence of Atmospheric Refraction. If pressure, temperature, and air faundd-1; 
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ity change with the altitude according to a law where the refractive index will not 

depend on the altitude at certain intervals of distance, ^absence of atmospheric re- 

ft-action" In the given interval of altitudes is involved.    In this area of the tropo- 

sphere, radio waves propagate in rectilinear trajectories. 

2) Negative Atmospheric Refraction.    If the troposphere is characterized bj such 

a distribution of pressure, ten^Ärature, and humidltj with altitude that the refrac- 

tive index increases with the altitude, then the ultrashort waves will propagate in 

trajectories rotating conveady downward.    In this process, the rays diverge from the 

earth's surface.    In cases of negative refraction, the range of direct visibility as' 

well as the range of propagation of the ultrashort waves decrease. 

3) Positive Atmospheric Refraction.    A positive atmospheric refraction takes 

place in cases where the refractive index of the troposphere decreases with altitude, 

causing the ultrashort waves to propagate in trajectories rotating convexly upward. 

In all, three different possibilities of positive atmospheric refraction can be dif- 

ferentiated, j 

a) The so-called •toormal atmospheric refraction", where the refractive index of 

the air decreases uniformly with the every meter of height to a magnitude of 4 x 10    , 

I This casa was discussed above; > 

b) The so-called ^critical atmospheric refractionn, where the refractive index 

of the air decreases uniformly with every meter to a magnitude of 1.57 x 10"'.    At 

such a fast change in the magnitude of the refractive index, the paths r* the ultra- 

short waves assume the form of arcs of a circle whose radius is equal to the radius 
' •_. . ! i 

of the earth; ' 
< i 

c) The so-called "super-refraction", where the refractive index of the air de- 

creases with altitude even faster than in the case of critical refraction.   The re- 
i —\ I 

fractivity of the troposphere increases greatly in the process, so that the suffici- 

ently slanting r^ys, which undergo full internal reflection, return to the surface 

of the earth,    under the influence of super-refraction, the distance of propagation > 

l,J ; i 
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of ultrashort waves increases sharply.    In Pig.3, the trajectories of radio waves are 
I 
shown schematically at various atmospheric refractions. .         ....  

I I 
5. The Phenomenon of Super-Refraction of Ultrashort Waves   .     . _.  

i j 
In 191M, working on the theory of propagation of radio waves in waveguides, ?.- 

Te.Krasnushldn mentioned the possibility of long-range propagation of ultrashort j 

waves in waveguides, taking place i 

in the lower layers of the tropo- 

sphere.    Less than a year later,   ' 

cases of super-distant propagation 
j 

of decimeter and centimeter radio 

waves were actually discovered in 

various places of the globe, which 

confirmed the accuracy of the the- 

ory developed by P.Te.KrasnushkLn. 

The problem of super-reflrac- 

tion or propagation of ultrashort 

waves in atmospheric waveguides 
i 

attracted the attention of many 

researchers. It should be mention- 

ed here that detailed theoretical I 

Fig.3 - Trajectories of Meter Radio Waves at 

Different Forms of Atmospheric Refraction 

1 - Absence of atmospheric refraction; 

2 - Negative atmospheric refraction; 

3a - Positive atmospheric refraction; 

3b - Normal atmospheric refraction; 
1 

3c - Super-refraction invest if at ions were made by the 

-1 Soviet scientists LJ!.Brekhovskiy 

and V.A.Fok and by the foreign scientists Buker, Pekeris, KacParlan, and others. 

Whil) P.Te.Krasnushldn proceeded in his investigations from the idea of so-called  | 

'formal vaves", V.A.Fok, using the analogy between the waveguide propagation of radio 1 I 
waves and the quantum-mechanics passage of particles through the potential barrier j 

as basis, obtained a more general and more rigid solution of the problem of super- 

.H 
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H 
refraction. 

A comparison of the observations of super-distant propagation of meter waves and 
■        ' i i 

shorter waves with the results of meteorological measurements shewed that two proce»- 

ses are instrumental in producing the phenomenon of super-refraction; the occurrence 
i 

of temperature inversion and the sharp decrease in air humiditj id.th altitude. Tem- 
! ' i 

perature inversion is the disturbance of the normal dependence of the temperature of 
J i I 
the air on altitude, which manifests itself in that, at a certain interval of alti- j 

tudes, the temperature starts increasing instead of decreasing with altitude, as is 
1 

usually the case. The existence of the phenomenon of temperature inversion had been' 

known in the last century; however, detailed investigations of this interesting phen- 

omenon were made only during the last several years, in connection with the develop- 

ment of micrometeorology. Both the temperature inversion and the sharp decrease in 

air humidity with altitude, promote an accelerated decrease in the refractive index 

of the air in proportion to the increase in altitude, which, as mentioned above, is 1 

the cause of the phenomenon of super-refraction. 
I i 

At present, the conditions leading to temperature inversion have been studied  i 

rather thoroughly. Without enumerating all these conditions, we will merely mention 

that the formation of temperature inversion is promoted by anticyclones, i.e., the 
I 

formation, on the earth|s surface, of areas with high atmospheric pressure, charac- 

terized by good, stable weather. In the area encompassed by the anticyclone, set- 

tling of air masses takes place, which warm up in the process of compression. It is j 

this heating up that leads to local elevations of temperature. i 
i 

A thorough study of the process of propagation of ultrashort waves in wav»- 

guides shows that the "trapping" by the waveguide of the propagating radio waves can' 
■t ! ; 

occur only in cases when the altitude of the waveguide fromation exceeds by some tens 

' i 

of times the length of the propagating wave. It follows from this that the atmo»- i 

pheric waveguides which are usually formed, contribute to the long-rajige propagation: 

of only decimeter and centimeter waves. High waveguide formations in which meter 

d 
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waves could propagate are observed nuch less frequently» 

H I The formation of Kaveguide channels explains the long-range propagation of j»-- 
/.J " t 

- ter waves in odd cases, belonging to the second group.    Even a partial encompassazj 

- of radio waves (when the wavaguide formation is not fully developed) leads, in a nan- 
- ' I 

ber of ^ases, to a noticeable incroase in the distance of propagation of meter WETBS» 

j j 
6, The Phenomenon of Diffusion of Meter Waves in the Troposphere 

, ^ i 
It is iir.possible to use the phenomenon of super-refraction for explaining the 

systematic excesses of the field in the ultrashort-wave band at considerable distea-' 

ces from the transmitter, b7 comparing with the field computed from diffraction fecTa- 

I i 
ulas, taking into account normal atmospheric refraction. Among other explanations ' 

for this interesting occurrence, by far the most plausible is the theory of diffoaion 

of radio waves in the troposphere, first elaborated by V.A.Krasil'nikov and developed 

by Buker, Gordon, and other authors.    j 

' 1 The essence of this theory is as follows: The multitude of phenomena involvei j 
! ' I 

shows convincingly that a turbulent, i.e., irregular novement of the air in the tropo- 
t i 

sphere is taking place continuously. In particular, observations on the motion off | 
■ ■ _.: '   " i l 

smoke plumes from factory stacks prove this effect. The smoke usually swirls, i»«-, | 
•-_, " ' i j 

rises along a winding path, at times of bizarre shapes.   The phenomenon of twinklfcgj 
I 

of the stars is also explained by the state of turbulence of the air. j 
• '.'- -j i j 

The cause of this turbulence lies in the unequal heating (and, accordingly, 

cooling) of different parts of the earth's surface. A plowed area is wanned up ir a! 

I I 
different way than a surface of a lake or mowed meadow. The air currents rising 

'   - I I 
above these areas ascend at different speeds, come into contact, intermix, and for« ; 

I ; i 

vorticea. Any, even the most insignificant, temperature changes during this process1 

I 
leads to equally insignificant changes in the values of the refractive index of ths i 

>H ! i 
atmosphere.    In the end, the atmosphere acquires a sort of granular structure, where 

the f,grains,, which correspond to the valuer of the refractive iraiex, differing 

d 
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slightly from the values of the environment, are propelled back and forth incessantly 

and irregularly.    !    ..              . _ — —  

6 .. 

'-] 

The effect on the propagation of nltrashort waves is produced by areas of the 

troposphere which are situated high enough (from 5 to 10 km) and which, siraultaneous- 

ly, are visible from points on the earth's surface several hundred kilometers apart. 

: 6 _; 
i 

; "i 

i 

> J.. 

Fig.4 - Diagram of the Diffusion of Meter Radio Waves 

in the Troposphere 

The radio waves, emitted by the transmitter, on reaching the givsn area, are partial- 
'•''—1 i i 

ly diffused as a result of the granular structure of the troposphere, as is shown In i 
i - -. i ' | 

Fig.^.. Part of the diffused radiation, entering the zone of the receiving antenna. 

i 
permits long-range reception of the signals.    Inasmuch as turbulence of the tropo- 

I 
sphere is always present, while various types of weather have an effect only on the 

i i 
magnitude of individual heterogeneities (grains), it is this very quality of the 

troposphere that is responsible for the regular reception of signals at distances 

exceeding the normal distance of propagation of the diffractional radio waves. 
,i.j.  

Some authors, including Feynshteyn, explain the long-range propagation of ultra- 

:,sH 
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short waves hj partial reflections from the heterogeneities of the troposphere. 

IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION OF RADIO WAVES 

-1 

.;=! 

-.-1 
i 

1. Newest Data on the Composition and Structure of the Earth's Atmosphere 

! i 
It seems plausible that progress in realizing reliable and uninterrupted coi»- 

I 
munications on short waves is based on the knowledge of the formation of the ionized j 

I ! 
layers of the air and the processes taking place th-sre. j 

] 
Until recently, our information on the composition of the upper layers of the    j 

atmosphere was based on indirect observations (observations of the aurora polaris, 
i I 

the luminescence of the night sky, movement of meteors, etc.), as well s.3 on direct   | 
i 

observations, obtained from radio exploration of the ionosphere with the aid of radio 

pulses, emitted by the ionospheric stations. In recent years, the literature con" 

tained publications on preliminary results of direct study of the ionosphere by means 

of measuring devices installed in rockets. Up to the present time, altitudes of 160 
I 

km were reached. A preliminary evaluation of the results of the measurements con- 
i 

firms the previously expressed theory on the existence of a maxlmun temperature at 

an altitude ox' 50 km and a sharp rise in temperature, beginning with altitudes of 
i j 

80 km. The results of the measurements also show that, up to altitudes of 100 - 120' 
i i 

km, the atmosphere has the same composition as at the surface of the earth. 

i 
Explorations of the atmosphere by rockets are only in their beginning, and ther« 

is every reason to believe that in the next lew years considerably more complete data 

' I i 
will be obtained with respect to the composition and structure of the atmosphere of 

the earth. 

i i 
2, Ionospheric Winds 

Among the explorers of the ionosphere the view was widespread for quite a long 

time that intensive mixing is peculiar only to the lower layers of the air»- Thu»,- 

it was assumed that in the area of the ionized layers, the atmosphere is in a 

P-TS-9076/?- _52- 



-   paratlvely stable state« j 

_ Complex studies made during the last several years at different points of the 

globe, showed the fallacy of this concept.    These studies are called "complexn for 
6_J. ' „_.   . .   ' __.... .   .  _ I 

the reason that the conclusions as to the character of the tovenent of the ionized 

«:ir masses were drawn by comparing the data on radio probing of the ionosphere with . 

obsejrvations on tfte ch,aracter of fading, on meteor trails in the atmosphere, on the 

twinkling of radio sta-.'S, and on the auroras. j 

It can now be taken for granted that constant and rather rapid shifting of the  I 

ionized air masses is taking place in the ionosphere, known under the connon name of 

•M-onospheric winds".    The main cause of this is the thermal and gravitational effect 
.' ^ ' 

of the sun (i.e., the phenomenon of tides in the ionosphere), while the tidal effect 
j i 

of the moon plays on^y a secondary role.    The simultaneous vertical shifting of air i 

masses in the lower layers of the atmosphere leads to a horizontal displacement of 

the air. 

The rate of the horizontal shifting is hundreds of meters per second, whereas 

the vertical rate of displacement is only 5 n/sec.    "Hie measurements carried out b7 , 

V.A.Baranul»!«) showed that, in July 1952, the rate of travel of ionized clouds above 

Moscow, at the altitude of a sporadic E layer was 85 n/see. 

-- j ; 
3. Fluctuating processes in the Ionosphere,    the Fine Structure of Ionized Layers      j 

»■•'J 1 i 
The last few years are characterized also by a change of views as to the fine 

,— " I ! 
structure of the ionized layers of the atmosphere. The results of the evaluation of 1 

the first measurements at atmospheric stations gave reason to believe that during 

calm ionosphere days the D, E, and ?-> layers have a normal structure and are charac- 

terized by & monotonous change in the electron concentration in the interval fron 

the ainiaun to the maximum; in pace with the perfection of the technique of iono- 

spheric measurements and with the greater permissible capacity of the ionosphere star- 

tions, it became apparent that fluctuations, i.e., irregular oscillations in the val- 
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ues of the electron concentration, in the ionosphere are taking place constantly'»  ! 

! 
The fluctuations are due to the heterogeneity of the ionizing radiation and to the 

.   turbulent (eddy) movement of the ionized air.    Taking into consideration all these 

factors, we cannot fail to reach the conclusion that the ionosphere possesses a 

coarse structure and that any reflection from the ionosphere will inevitably have a 
i 

partially diffusing character. More than that, the propagation of the ray in the  | 
i       ' I 

heterogeneous atmosphere will be accompanied by a partial diffusion of energy sirdlar 

to what is happening in a "turbid mediuIal,. 
i 

Contemporary ideas on the composition and formation of ionized layers and dis-   I 
i I 

tribution of the ionization on the scale of the globe are based to a considerable 

extent on the fruitful work of many years by V.N.Kessenikh and his pupils. 

The fine structure of the ionosphere was explored in a series of works by Ta.L* I 

Alpert, which give numerical data on the measurement of heterogeneities, the rate ot 

chaotic motion in the ionosphere, and the degree of turbidity" of the ionosphere,  i 
t 

JV, Ionospheric Disturbances 

The basic cause of disruption of ultrashort wave communications are ionospheric ! 

'■'-' i 
disturbances. Therefore, it is easy to understand, that research during the last ton 

years centered on the study of processes taking place in the ionosphere during dis- I 

turbances and to the development of methods of predicting these perturbations. 

Vforthy of attention are the neu theories of atmospheric disturbances, in which, 
j    ; 

in contrast to the now classical theory of Chapman and Ferraro, it is presumod that 

the immediate cause of the perturbations in the ionosphere during disturbances, is | 

not the stream of corpuscles penetrating the ionosphere but the electromagnetic field 

of these streams which, in their movements, envelop the globe, similar to the flow l 

!          I 
of a fluid around the obstacles encountered on its course. i 

A comparison of data on ionospheric measurements with the processes taking place 
>; . . .  . ——! 

on the surface of the sun, characterizing the manifestations of solar activity, per-} 

:^-~--~-         -r 
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-  mitted substantial success in the forecasting of atmospheric disturbances.    In this 
:-j i 

.   li^it# a paper of considerable interest is the monograph hj the Soviet astronomers 

.    M.S.^rgenson, K.N.Cäievyahev, A,I. 01», and B.M.Rubashev, devoted to the activity of 

th3 sun and its terrestrial manifestations. 
-  i 

_; I 
f. Sporadic Phenomena in the Ionosphere 

i -   | 

The question of formation in the ionosphere of sporadic layers Ec and F« is 

closely connected with the ionospheric disturbances. A large number of papers in the 

literature was devoted to further experimental and theoretical research and study of 

sporadic formations in the ionosphere, yielding complementary data on the frequency 

of their generation, magnitude, and rate of displacement. The question as to the 

cause of the formation of the sporadic layers still remains open. The majority of 

authors link the fornation of sporadic layers to the corpuscular as well as to the 

meteoric ionization. Interesting is the effort to explain the effect of reflection 

from the sporadic E layer by the turbulent motion of ionized air. According to this 

theory, the reflection of radio waves is caused by the heterogeneities of the sporad- 

ie S layer. 
J;^ I " : 

6. Nonlinear Processes in the Ionosphere | 

M.A.Bonch-Bruyevich, in 1932, was the first to point to the possibility of the 

existence in the ionosphere of nonlinear phenomena. Soon afterwards, the so-called 

Luxembourg - Gorkiy effect was discovered, i.e., interfering influences of powerful 

radiobroadcasting stations on the transzrlssion of other stations in the medium-wave 

range. The elementary theory of this occurrence was worked out in 1934 by Bailey 

- and Martin. 

—-    During the last several years, the question of nonlinear processes in the iono- 

~ sphere was subjected to a more complete and rigid review in a series of works by 

V.L.Ginzburg. The theory developed by V.L.Ginzburg permits exploring not only the 

-I 
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Luxembourg - Gorkly effect, but also other manifestations of the nonlinearitj of tho 

ionosphere, such as for example the dependence of the absorption of radio wares on - 
i 

their amplitudes (V.P.Tselishchev referred to this in 19^0), the generation of dia- 

tortions in the propagation of modulated oscillations, etc« 

| 

7, Development of the Theory of Propagation of Radio Waves in the lonospher» 

i 

t\ 

During the last several years, considerable success was obtained In the study 

of the processes of propagation of radio waves in the ionosphere. While the first 

theories of propagation were based on the conception of the ionosphere as an electron 

gas, modern theories are characterized by a more general approach to the phenomena 

under study; in these, the ionosphere is regarded as an electron-ion plaa— in the 

magnetic field of the earth. The existence of the electromagnetic field imparts to 

the plasrra the properties of an anisotropic environment, whose properties depend on i 

the direction of propagr.tion of the waves. 
i 

One of the most complete and rigid theories of propagation of radio waves in the 

ionosphere was developed by V.L.C-inzburg. This theory takes into account the phen- 

omena of ionizatioa, of simple and complex recombination, adherence of the electrons! 

to the neutral molecules, detachment of the electrons from the neutral molecules un-i 

der the influence of the quanta of extrinsic radiation, elastic and rigid collisions | 

of the electrons with neutral molecules, ions, and other electrons. Poi an analysis i 

I 
of some of these processes, methods of quantum mechanics are applied. 

1 "' ! 
A more general analysis of the question shows that, in addition to the forced 

i 
oscillations of the charged particles in the plasma due to the action of the props- 

I ^   I 
gating wave in the plasma, specific, longitudinal, so-called plasmatic waves other- I 

i 
/■ l 

wise called magneto-hydrodynandc waves are generated in the plasma itself (these        ; 
: ' ; 
waves were first submitted for an analysis by the Swedish astronomer DuAlfven^ when 

he was exploring certain problems of cosmic electrodynanies). 

-d 
M! 

As yet it is difficult to define the part played by the plasmatic waves In the 
. , ..^     ...        , . ._        __ 
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ionosphere, from the point of view of propagation of radio waves there. It is pos- 

sible that these generate shifts of the Ionosphere, which are the cause of the fading 

of signals. It is well possible that tie plasma waves immediately start interacting 

-with the transverse radio waves. Howjvsr-, there can be no doubt of the great useful-j- 

M ! 
ness of the new approach to the processtr in the ionosphere, based on the conception, 

10 J 

L2J 
-'of the ionosphere as a fluid contained Ir. the constant magnetic field of the earth. 

it —i 

18. 

•2(U 

and based on the application of the therrT- of conducting fluids to the studied pro- 

cesses of the mathematical apparatus of ^irodynamics. 

A whole series of works by Soviet rrthors, published in recent years, was devot- 

ed to the question - important for moderz. technique of radio communications - of 

propagation of pulse signals in the ionrrphere.   Here, the papers by V.N.Kessenikh 

and his pupils, the papers by V.L.Ginzbrr^ and others should be mentioned.    Their re- 

ports give a sufficiently complete idea zzx the character of the distortions accompa- ■ 
: i 
nying the propagation of pulse signals. I 

The contemporary theory of propagation of radio waves in the ionosphere permits i 

satisfactory solutions only for the simjTest cases of propagation of radio waves, in 

particular, for the vertically directed rsv.    The problem of inclined propagation of 

radio waves, the most interesting radio ronmunication system for practice, is still 

far from a strict solution. 

8. Modern Methods of Computatin^ Short-."i~9 Lines of Radio Communication 

The production of more complete data on the composition of the ionized layers 
I 

of the atmosphere and a core profound unierstanding of the process of absorption and' 

reflection of radio waves in the ionosphsre served as a reliable basis for the de- 

i 

velopcent of a new method of compitatinc rhort-wave lines of radio communication. 
— i 

Special mention should be made of computi.rion method suggested by A.N.Kazantsev. 
'-'-I 

Contrary to previously reconanended compvts-tion methods, this method - simple and con- 

venient to apply - permits a consideratiac of the absorption suffered by radio waves' 

i ' 

1 
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in all layers of the atmosphere. Including the reflecting layer, a fa^t of particula^ 

importance when calculating fields in nocturnal hours« — —  

During the last few years, some papers were published on the graphic calculation 

J 
of short-wave radio-comnunication lines« 

:.j 

\j\ 

9, Diffusion of Meter Radio Waves in the Ionosphere 

Most recently reports were published on the discovery of a systematic reception 
i 

of transmissions in the meter-wave range, at distances exceeding 1000 km*    Such cases 

of distant reception cannot be explained eit.ier by the phenomenon of diffusion in thi 
i 

troposphere or, even less so, by super-refraction« 
I 

The most plausible seems the concept that the cause of super-distant propagation 

of meter waves Is the diffusion In the ionosphere, similar In its mechanism to the 

diffusion In the troposphere.    There is reason to believe that these heterogeneities; 

i 
i 

in the ionosphere originate not only as a result of the fluctuating processes but al- 
i I 

i 

so under the influence of meteor streams. Apart from large meteors observed in the 
i 

form of "shooting stars", particles of cosmic dust constantly penetrate the atmos- 

phere ^ which, in the aggregate, create ionization leading to noticeable heterogene- 

ities in the ionosphere« 

It is well possible that the phenomenon of diffusion of meter radio waves in 

the ionosphere can be utilized for establishing distant telegraph and telephone com- 
j 
raunications in this range« 

r.6 
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RADIOTRANSMITTING ST5TEM3 

by 

Z.I.Model» 

Introduction 

li 

'd 

The history of the development of radiotransmitting systems has its beginning     j 
i j 

in the works of the great inventor of radio, Alexander Stepanovich Popov.    In his       | 

first experiments, a spark detector with a Hertz oscillator served as a radio trans- 
• t 

mitter, fed by an induction coil with chopper.    The connection of a telegraph switch l 

into the primary circuit of the coil permitted A.S.Popov to establish, for the first I 

time, radiotelegraph communication. 

Later experiments of A.S.Popov, carried out with a view to increasing the range 
i ! 
of the transmitter, led to a substitution of the oscillator by an antenna with a 

ground system.    Transmitters for the Navy during the last several years were manufac-» 

tured according to this principle. 

In 1899, the system of A.S.Popov was further developed by the German physicist 

K.Braun by housing the spark gap into a closed circuit connected with the antenna. 

The introduction of spark gaps with high-speed deionization (the multiple spark gap 

of M.Vin, the rotating one of G.Karconi) which followed later, opened possibilities 
■> l 

for a considerable growth of the capacity of spark transmitters and improved the 
^ I 
quality of reception of radiotelegraph transmissions. 

i i 

-The development of the technique of spark transmitters was further promoted by- 

the classical exploration of the influence of spark discharges on the processes in— 
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the oscillatory circuit, made by the Russian physicist, D.A.Rozhansldy. 

'.        In proportion to the increase in the number of spark transmitters and their c*«. 

pacity, the Inadequacy of fading oscillations became more apparent: interference due 

to the rather wide frequency spectrum; difficulties in insulating the antenna because 
I ' 

of the increased voltage during the initial oscillations; impossibility of establlsh- 
i i 

:Lng radiotelegraphic transmission.    During the Forties, the spark transmitters wer« 
I I 
gradually superseied by transmitters of nonfadlng oscillations - arcs and alternators 

I 
At first, arc transmitters were preferred.    Their capacity reached 1500 lot which 

ensured radiotelegraph comraunication at distances up to 10,000 km.    Then, alternator! 
i ' | i 

transmitters became predominant, due to their higher efficiency, more stable frequen-» 

cy, and absence of secondary emissions.    Within a short time, several types of high- 

frequency alternators were developed.    In the majority of these, the frequency did 

not exceed 20 kc so that the frequencies necessary for radio comcunicatlon had to be : 

obtained by the use of static multipliers.    Since the multiplication of frequencies   1 
i 

i 
was connected with energy losses, alternator transmitters as well as arc transmitters 

I i were built mainly for operation on lung waves. 

The possibility of generating high-frequency oscillations by electron tubes was' 

discovered by A.Heissner (Germany) in 1913,    Later on, it was found that such tubes  | 
! i ! 
can generate oscillations w:l*^ a considerable frequency stability over a rather wide I 

range, starting with the long waves and ending with very short ones;  it was also 

found that radiotelephone modulation is obtained more readily and with smaller dis- 

tortions in a vacuum-tube generator than in generators of the arc and alternator 

... type, t 
!-_| ] 

After the First World War, low-power vacuum-tube transmitters, mainly medlun^ 
13-4 1 

wave transmitters, were being used for telegraphy, telephony, and radiobroadcasting. 
^(_J 1 

Low-power transmitters designed by radio anateurs, to whom the unused short-wave 
r n , 

band was allotted, made their appearance. I 

At that time, the majority of radiotechnical experts believed that the use of 
^j       _   

r,8J I 
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electron tubes would be limited to transmitting equlpnent of low power and that, for 

long-range comaunication, realizable only on long waves, alternator transadttera  

would have to be used« 

_J This prediction was soon refuted by the vigorous growth of radiobroadcasting,    \ 
e-J ; ' i 
^ the success in vacuum technique, and records of long-range cossnunications, establish- 

■M i 
_ ed on short waves by amateur transmitter sets of low power. M.A.Bonch-Bruyevich, be- 

:-i ^ I       I 
.  ing the first to use water-cooling of the tube, proved the possibility of producing | 

- —. ' ! 
high-power tubes.    In 1923, he produced an oscillator tube of 25 kw power, and during 

19%* - 25 one of 100 kw.    In the field of professional radio cormunication, short      * 
~        ^ .    ' I 

waves supplanted long waves, and the construction of alternator transmitters ceased*. 
II ! 

Creating new types of radiotransmitting arrays of the tube category, Soviet r*-i 
' ' I i 
dio specialists simultaneously did detailed research and developed original calcu- 

lations methods. 

>-_J 

Primarily, it became necessary to create a method of calculating the vacuum-tube 
i ■' I 

generator, suitable for a theoretical analysis and engineering planning. In other 

! 
countries, a graphic method was developed, rather bulky and unsuitable for engineer-; 

ing practice. The outstanding Soviet scientist, M.V.Shuleyldn, suggested to idealize 
! • I 
the tube characteristics in the form of straight lines.    On the basis of such an idfri 

1 ' ! alization, rather simple and at the same time sufficiently accurate methods for cal-i 

culating the tube generator were developed during the last several years. The method 
: ' i 
of linear idealization reached full completion in the work by A.I.Berg who, in 1936,1 

created an orderly procedure for calculating the various conditions of the generator; 

Approximately up to the middle Twenties, tube transmitters were designed as   | 

single-phase devices with self-excitation. With the increase in number of transndt-! 

♦ It is interesting to note that during the Second World War a long-wave tube trans- 

mitter (waves above 20 km) of 1000 kw power was built in Germany despite the exist- 
i I 
ence of alternator generators» In the USA, in 1952, a long-wave radio stati 

-I 
(range 3.6 - 20.7 km) was built, consisting of two tube transmitters of 500 kw each« 
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— ters, the requirerjents gr^w aa to their frequency stability. T^ie single-phase d«- 
2-j    ' I 

.. vices were replaced by two- and three-phase devices at« soon afterwards by polyphase 

- devices with low-power exciters, characterized by their higher frequency stability. 
cj. . _    _   ..  i      .  
_ Success in the field of frequency stabilization of radio transmitters was achieved 

i [ ', 

because of the work of irany radio specialists, including B.K.Shembelm M.S.Neyman, 
?-J I 

Tu.B.Kobzarev (USSR). ! 
--i ! 

The switching to separate excitation was readily accomplished only in transmit- 

ters operating on waves longer than 500 - 1000 m.    Substantial difficulties were cre^ 

ated with respect of shorter waves:  The interelectrode capacitance and inductance of' 
P _: i I 

the tube output generated parasite connections between the Input and output circuits i 
  i i 

of the steps, which were disturbing their nonral operation«    On short waves, the para- 

site connections led to self-excitation of the stepe« ! 
I 
! 

To eliminate these parasite connections, oscillator tubes were developed toward 
> .... ; 

the end of the Twenties with plate grids, first tetrodes and then pentodes, Howeverj 

the first experiments showed that, at sufficiently hi^i frequencies and at high power, 

the screen grid loses its properties because of the inductance of its output. There- 
;" I - — i 

fore, the field of application of sc sen-grid tubes was limited to frequencies lower, 
■ i J   " '" ' ~ ! 

than 30 megacycles and powers of the order of 1 kw, 
!.■_; i I 

To eliminate parasite connections in the stages of the transmitter, based on  I 

triodes, neutralization devices known from radio receiving technique were applied. 

The theoretical investigations by G.A.Zeytlyenk, I.Kh.Nevyazhskiy, and other Soviet | 
i i 

specialists, as well as those by V.Kunerer and V.Bushbek (Germany), V^Dogerti (USA)  , 

and others,  showed that these devices are of little use in the wide band of short 

waves, since they disconnect the input and output circuits of the HF amplifier only 

in a certain frequency band and since, beyond these boundaries, the spurious coupling 
i 

nay even intensify.    The neutralization devices offered by G.A.Zeytlyenk, V.V.Tatari- 

t' 

1 

-i 
J_ 

nov, Z.V.Topuria, V.Bushbek, and others, permitted to cake the amplification on «ho; X 

d 
oj. 

waves more stable.    Hoiwver, in full measre, the problem of stable operation of 
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- higji-pcwer amputier a on high frequenciea, particularly in the ranges of short and 

ultraShort waves, remained without a solution»         
4 » 1 | 

The developtjent of radiobroadcasting is characterized by a continuous step-up | 

of the quality factors of the transmitters and the increase in their power. 
r —i i i 

At first, the basic task was to obtain a stable linear radiotelephon modulation. 
IC-J ! | 

Therefore, plate modulation was generally applied to single-phase transmitters. On [ 
12 J I ! 

changing to separate excitation and increased power, it was easier to keep distor- I 

tions to a mlr^"""" by using plate or grid modulation in the low-power stage and by 
1 -. ~ 1 

aiqilifylng the modulated oscillations in the subsequent stages. Thus, in the begin- ' 

ning of the Thirties, the system of amplifying modulated oscillations was universally 
' ■■ I I 

accepted. A thorough elaboration of the questions of the 3 Inearity of the amplifica-i 

tion anl of the frequency distortions permitted the construction, according to this 

System, of transmitters with rather high electro-acoustic indexes. 

In proportion to the further growth of the power of radiobroadcasting transmit- : 

ters, the deficiencies of the amplifying system of modulated oscillators became more , 
! j 

axxi mare pronounced - the low efficiency of the transmitter (no more than 20%)  and a; 

considerable rated power of the tube. I 

The search for new, more efficient, systems led again to the method of plate i 

modulation in the final stage of the transmitter, but now with a high-power modular j 
> ^ - I 

tor, operating on a class B two-cycle circuit. In the middle Thirties, the system 

of ^lass B plate i. odulation" started to eiupersede the system of amplification modu- j 
1 - - I I 

lAted oscillations. Simultaneously, unsuccessful efforts were made to maintain the [ 
< i 

latter by applying powerful amplification of modulated oscillations according to the, 

complicated device of V.Dogerti, which ensures a higher efficiency of the amplifier. 

Pull utilization of the energy resources of these systems led to higher nonlinear      1 
'i  _ '    i i 

distortions relative to the usual amplification of modulated oscillations.   The use 

of a deep negative feedback eliminated this deficiency, permitting a substantial low- 

ering of the nonlinear distortions. ' | 

d ~"  I ^  
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The perfection of the methods and technique of modulation can be attributed to 
| 

a le.rge extent to the work by Soviet radio specialists (M.A.Bcnch-Bru7eviehv AJL. 

Mints, I.G.IOjratskin, N.K.Titov, S.V.Person, Z.IJtodel», N.I.Oganoy, and others). 

11. 

They worked out engineering calculations for modulation, recomnended original do- 
i • 

vices, and explored the questions of distortions and their ellndnation. 

The foundation for the erecting of powerful radiobroadcasting stations was laid 
! ' I 
by M.A.Bonch-Bruyevich.    In 1922» a 12 kw radio station was built under his guidance, 

i 

and in 1?27 c '.0 kw radio station. At that time, both radio stations were the moat 

oowerful in the world. From 1928, work in the field of constructing powerful radio 
| 

stations was headed by A.L.Hints.    In 1929, the most powerful radio station in Eur- 
I 

ope, the 100-kw radio station VTsSPS, was built under his guidance; in 1932, a 500-kw 

radio station was built, named Komintern; and during 1937 - 3d, a short-wave 120-kw 

radiobroadcasting station was erected (the last tvo stations are the most powerful in 

the world).    The erection of each of these stations constituted a new forward step in 
I | 

the development of radiobroadcasting technique, strengthening the lead of Soviet sei-» 
I 

ence and Industry in the field of powerful radio constructions. 

In the Twenties, in connection with the construction of powerful transmitters, 
i 

i 

the question as to the sources of their B supply was raised.    At that tims, other 
■5 ■ - - | 

countries used kenotron rectifiers, which had a low efficiency due to the steep vol- 

tage drop in the kenotrons.    V.P.Vologdin - a pioneer in the field of designing higb- 

voltage rectifiers based on ionic tubes - developed high-voltage mercury lamps, cro- 
i i " 

— i 
ated the theory of the ionic rectifier based on the smoothing filter, and recommend- 

ed an original device of cascade rectification. A.M.Kugushev developed a rectifier 
^-- I 

(first on kenotrons, then on mercury lamps) according to the three-phase bridge prin> 
l _ , 

ciple suggested by A.N.Larionov in 1923« A few years later, this system, based on 

gas rectifiers and other types of tubes, became the most conmon type in rectifiers 

:x 

,—I 
fed by three-phase current. 

In the Twenties, studies began on the specific qualities of the generation of 

•d 
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ultrahigh frequencies (OHF), at first with the aid of tubes with control grids, and 

then by means of magnetrons and klystrons« In the Thirties, the use of the meter-— 

ware range for television, radiobroadcasting with frequency modulations, radar, and 

.0. 

H 

16-J 

18. 

2 0. 

other applications was intensified. The rapid development of radar and radio-relay 
I i 
coinnunications that followed, led to a new branch or radio technique, based on the 

I 
application of decimeter and centimeter waves. 

I 
Toward the end of the prewar period, the technique of radiotransmitting devices, 

operating in the ranges of long, medium, and short waves, reached high perfection. 
i ! 

This permitted building, in the USSR during the years of the Great Patriotic War, a 

medium-wave radio station, which is even now the most powerful in the world. 

In subsequent years, intensive and creative work in all branches of radiotrans- 

mitting technique was continued. Improving the prospects for further perfection and 

new possibilities for the application of radiotransmitting devices. 

xi-] FREQUENCY STABILIZATION 
I j 

The growing Congestion in the ether", the teriency to increase the protection 

of receivers from interference by narrowing the frequency band received, and the 
I 

problem of easy connection to the networks - were all factors responsible for the 

:>3 

> — 

general trend toward increasing the frequency stability of the transmitter. 

— The exciters of high-frequency oscillations in multiphase transmitters are de- 
VJ_^ " i 

- signed for operation: a) in the continuous or discrete frequency range, b) on one or 

several fixed frequencies. 
■ ' —» 

A typical example of an exciter of a continuous frequency range is the self- 
i 

oscillator with an oscillating circuit whose tuning is changed by a variable capaci- 
M- 

tor or variometer.    The frequency stability of the oscillations of the self-oscill*- 
',J—! I 

tor is determined by the constancy of its natural frequency and the quality of the 

~ circuit, the stability of the operating conditions of tJie tube and the accuracy of 

frequency calibration. In the prewar years, the frequency stability of the exciter 

I   
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H 
of the continuous range was brought up to'(2 - 3) x 10"-*. 

It is much easier to ensure frequency in a single-wave oscillator by using a—. 
4j    ~ '   i 

quartz plate as the oscillating circuit. The generated frequency here is 1 - 2 inag- 
6J I ___  .  

nitudes more stable than in a ge lerator with a change-over circuit« 
r _J ' i 

In 1933, G.A.Zeyt.lyenok suggested stabilizing the frequencies in the continue. 
:n_J "     " I 
■ —I range, by mixing the frequency f of the quartz oscillator of high stability with a 

much lower frequency P of the generator of the continuous range« In this method, the 
i 

frequency stability at the exit of the mixer (equal to f0 ♦ P or f - P) changeable 

within the boundaries of the range of the second oscillator, is of the same high magA 
i h _i 

nitude as in the frequency f0« 
■JO-J 

This schematic method of stabilizing frequencies in the band (tlirect method of 
:: _j I 

frequency interpolation"O was applied in practice on only a limited scale, due to the 

"'-' ' i existence, at the exit of the rdxer, of a large number of oscillations of secondary 

frequencies near the rated frequency f (f0 - 2P, f0 t 2?,  2 f0 - nF, etc.), which are 

not filtered by the circuit of the subsequent stages of the transmitter and are emit- 
t ! 

- ted into tin ether» I i 
> ' 

As a result of the work during the postwar years, a ten-fold increase or more 
n_J '^    , 

of the frequency stability in the band as well as in single-wave quartz exciters was 
J^_;       '  *' i 

obtained. Both in the band and the quartz single-wave exciters, the self-oscillator 

is mostly built according to the tritet principle: the oscillating circuit is con- 

\.\ 
nected between the control and screw grids of the pentode; in the plate circuit, the 

: ^  t 
oscillations are amplified according to the aperiodic principle - by means of resist- 

ance.    The tritet arrangement permits attenuation of the disturbing action of the 
■■-1          I 

tube Itself and of the subsequent stages of the transmitter« 
; -t 

In self-oscillators with change-over circuit, substantial improvements were 

achieved on the basis of the theoretical work by G.T.Shitikor and the structural ix>- 
:'-i 

novations of B.V.Voytsekhovich, V.7«Berenev, B«V«Kuznetsov, and other Soviet radio 

TO 
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specialists (use of ceramic variometers and capacitors, cermet screens, printing by 
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-photo-optical methods of a graduated scale with a large number of divisions, etc.). 

4j 

JO. 

The success of quartz stabilization was due primarily to the progress made in 
i 

the manufacture of quartz plates: at the existing cuts, the dependence of the temperr 

ature on the frequency in the plate is so slight that the main destabilizing factor  ; 

became the aging cf the plate.    Recently, plates of lenticular shape were used, chaiv 

acterized by single frequency and better quality (105 - 10^). [ 

w 

.r _ 
0 

<1 

Fig.l - Schemtics of Quartz Self-Oscillators 

A more thorough study of the system of quartz exciters explains the disappear- 
i 

ance of the frequency in the quartz self-oscillator by the fact that the variable 

capacitance (C!var) of the tube and other circuit elements are connected in parallel 

to the quartz (Fig.la). i 

Formerly, the Circuit" arrangement of a quartz self-oscillator, with the quarts 

connected between grid and cathode was frequently used (Fig,lb). In the postwar 

years, the "circuitless" system, with the quartz connected between the control grid j 

and the anode or screen grid, was preferred (Fig.lc), This system, with more stable 

elements, ensures satisfactory constancy of frequency - of the magnitude of 10 . 

An analysis of the quartz circuit shews that it has two frequencies of ^paral- 

leln and Series" resonance, where its equivalent resistance Roa is active. In the 
—1 

process, any change in the variable capacitance has a much greater influence on the 

:,d 
frequency of the '^)arallel,, resonance (when Roe is high) than on the resonance (when 
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R a is low). In this widely used arrangeicent, the generation takes place exactly at 

the frequency near the parallel resonance. Consequently, the use of series reson-— 
-J I 
. ance will permit a further increase in the frequency stability. 

j:-| 

In high-stability oscillators, the bridge circuit of quartz exciters, recomnend-^ 
t J 

ed by Hitcham (USA) in 1938, in which the quartz operates in the range of series re-j 
: I 

sonance is often used at present (the theory of the bridge circuit was developed in } 
' i 

the USSR by L.I.Klepatskaya). This device ensures frequency stability of the order | 

of icr7 to icr0. ! 
i 

In the field of frequency stabilization in the band,  considerable success was     j 

achieved by schematic methods - the oscillations of secondary frequencies were atten- 
1 1 

uated and the stability increased by the use of more stable self-oscillators. 
I : 

Figure 2 shows one of the circuit ar- 
i 

rangements for "indirect interpolation of 1 

frequency". Here, the exciter of the high- 
l j 
frequency oscillations of the tranrndtter 

! I 
is the self-oscillator of the continuous 

I 
band GPD. Its frequency f, equal to the  ! 

sum frequency of the quartz self-oscilla- | 

tors KG and P of the LF band generator 

GNCh (F « f0), is maintained stable by means of a ring of the self-trimmer, consist- 

ing of the mixer S, the phase detector FD, the filter P, and the reactance tube RL 
i 

(instead of a reactance tube, a variable capacitor of low capacitance, rotated by a 

small delayed-action motor can be used). In this arrangement, the oscillations f  • 

'    i ' ; 
are sustained equal to the sum frequency of the generators KG and GNCK: f ♦ F with I 

i I 

precision to phase. Because of the voltage surges at the output of the phase detec-l 
I ' "^ j 

tor, which produces frequency modulation, secondary frequencies may be generated in : 
I " i "'    ' 
the self-oscillator GPD. The  filter P is used for eliminating the surges. 

r 
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Fig.2 - Block Diagram of Indirect 

Interpolation of Frequencies 
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Figure 3 shows a version of another method of schematic frequency-band stabili- 
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0 — 
- zation, based on frequency pulsation in the continuous-band self-oscillator GPD. 

Here, oscillations from the generator GPD are transmitted to the pulse-phase detector 
I I 

IFD and short voltage pulses with a follow-up frequency of f   from the pulse system 

i 

4    ICG 

16 

.d 

Fig,3 - Block Diagram of the Exciter 

of a Discrete Frequency Band 

I, stabilized by the quartz KG,    By means, 
I I 

of the reactance tube PL, to which voltage 
I | 

is applied by the detector IFD and smooth- 
I i 

ed by the filter F, the oscillation fre- 
i 

quencies of the self-oscillator GPD are 

maintained by the n*^ hamonic of the 

quartz oscillator. When the pulses are 
i 

sufficiently short, a synchronization of 

:c — 

'1 

the discrete frequency band down to the 200*^ harmonic of the frequency f. is 

obtained. j 

METHODS OF HIGH-FREQUENCT A1IPLIFICATI0N 

Tne technique of hi^i-frequency amplification in the transmitters of the post- j 
— I 

war period was further perfected by the progress made in the design of oscillator I 
i _J                                                                                 | I 

tubes, the development of high-power amplification circuits with a common grid, and 

structural improvements of the entire set« 

In low and medium-power stages, pentodes are primarily used.    Their improved de- 

3-_l 

!.'_ 

1 • 

1 

sign, with a plane mount, reduces the output inductance, while the resultant improve^ 

■ ' I ment in the shielding action of the second and third grid permits the use of osciL-  I 

later pentodes for amplification on meter waves.    At higher frequencies, stable am- | 
; ■ ~        '        ' | 

plification is obtained by double-grid tubes suggested by S.A.Zusmanovsldy in 1934»  i 
: . j 

The power stages in transmitters of medium waves are constructed, as before,      ! 

on triodes with neutralization.    In the USSR and other European countries, the push- 
5:-1 ! * "       I 

" pull circuit is usually applied, which damps the even hamcnics and is more suitable! 

for neutralization.    In the USA the single-cycle circuit is often used with primi- 
i ^ ^^     
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tive resonance neutralization of the plate-grid capacitance. j 
; ' j 

In the transmitters for short and ultrashort waves, it is USUB'!/ possible to - • 

obtain stable operation of the neutralized stages after capacitance regulation,    Be-i 
6.. 

.0 

Fig.U - Amplification Circxiit with 

Grounded Cathode 

cause of the neutrodyrse capacitors, 

the initial capacitanre of the cir- 

cuits increases substantially,  causing 

a narrowing of the Wer- band and a de-i 
i 

crease in the power as5. efficiency of I 

the transmitter on tte shortest wavej. 

Tn 1929, M.A.Bonri-Bruyevich sug-j 

gested to eliminate tvs harmful in-      ' 
I 

fluence of plate caparitance by short-1 

I 
wave amplifiers operaiLng on the 

principle of "grounded grid"  (in modem terminology designated as "i^nnmon grid"),      1 

In contrast to the usual circuit with a common ("grounded") cathode '?ig./»), the 
i i 

grid in the new arrangement is grounded on high frequency across th« "blocking capacl- 

tai::"* C      (Fig.5) and the output circuit is connected between the plvte and grid.    A 
CO I 

comparison of these circuits shows that the spurious coupling betweei the output and; 
1 

input circuits are much weaker in circuits with a common grid: thii coupling is 

created by the plate-cathode capacitance C  which is substantially analler than the pc 

transfer plate-grid capacitance C      in the circuit with a ccnunon caüode, and the 
'Pi 

inductance at tne output grid L which is smaller than the inductance of the cath- 
£ 

ode L • 

In previous years,  the circuit with a common grid was not applied on a large 

scale in practice because of its special features,  regarded as basic drawbacks; 

a) since the solid source of incandescence cannot be isolated on hip: frequency,  it 
I ', 
is necessary to combine it with the cathode, which is either at a hUb-frequency       l 

potential, by means of HF chokes; b) the circuit yields a small increase in power, 

_ F-TS-907.6/1L  70 
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-   as additional power of excitation is required, transferable into the output circvit; 

n   ! 

c) the plate and grid modulation become somewhat complicated» 

Further,  it was established that these drawbacks are not essential in view of 

the £reat qualities of the arrangement.    Thus, at a determined value of the capaci- 

tance C    , grounding the grid (Fig.5)# 
i 

stable amplification in a certain wave 

range is ensured without application of 

other means of neutralisation.    In this 

process, the initial capacitince of the 

plate circuit is decreased by about two 

times, which permits tuning it to 

shorter waves. 

With the aim of a more efficient 

utilization of the advantages o    the 

hookup with a common grid, a series of 

Fig«5 - Circuit Amplification with 

"Grounded Grid" 

3'',_' 

'Si 

■'. 0. 

"n 

S- 

H 

high-power triodes was developed in postwar years, of special design "with a plane 

mount". In such a triode, the grid serves as a good shield between anode and cath- 

ode (the capacitance C  being very small); due to the ring-shape lead, the indue- 

tance of the grid is also rather small. As shown by experiment, such tubes ensure 

stable amplification on meter waves, no longer requiring matching of the blocking 

capacitance C • 

! I 
At the present time, the system with a common grid superseded amplification 

i 

with neutralization in transmitters of short and ultrashort waves. As far as tele- 

vision transmitters are concerned, application of this system promised substantial 

simplification. 

Previously, aperiodic HF amplification was applied In low-power stages of the 

transmitter. The utilization of cathode repeater circuits and new magnetic materi- 

als permits efficiently designs of aperiodic power amplifiers. For example, in 
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modern long-wave transmitters, all stages with the exception of the terminal stag« 

are designed without oscillating circuits.    A certain increase in the number of 

amplification stages is worth the simplicity of retiming in the band. 
C ._•„ 

RADIOTELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS WITH AMPLITUDE HODULATIOM 

i-' 

i;:._, 

•po 

At the present time, in practice, preference is given to such modulation 

methods which permit modulation up to 100^ with rather small distortions, possess 

high power factors and, in the case of band transmitters, are not sensitive to vari- 

ations in the HF stage operation which latter are unavoidable when operating in the 
lfe_J 

wave band. ! 

The question of undistorted modulation is closely linked to the progress 

achieved in the field of negative feedback.    The modem theory of circuits permits 

in many cases to so adjust the frequency-amplitude characteristics of the systea 

(amplifier,  transmitter) in the broad frequency band that negative depth feedback 

becomes possible, leading to a substantial decrease of distortion at the output. 

Therefore, the methods of modulation, distinguished by insufficient linear charac- 

teristics may become competitive if use of depth negative feedback is possible. 

Postwar radiotelephone transmitters are designed mainly according to the ays-   i 
i 

tern of Class B plate modulation.    The terminal plate-modulated HF stage of the 

transmitter operates with high efficiency and rather insignificant nonlinear dis-    | 

tortions.    Its indexes are little affected by variations in HF excitation of the      ' 

grid and the plate load, when operating in the wave band.    The modulating device is | 

a multistage audio-frequency amplifier operating on the pwsh-pull principle.    Ths    j 

final stage - modulator - operates in Class B with higher efficiency and yields a 

power equal to about 75% of the rated power of the transmitter.    The depth negative 

feedback encompassing the modulating system, ensures small distortions in the aodo- 

lator and stable voltage at its output so that the transmitter is modulated with 

equal depth on the different waves of the band. 

d          ~" "          
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During the last decade,  the power factors and the electro-acoustic index trans- 
2-1 I 
-   mitters, designed with Class B plate modulation, have increased substantially«    For 

4_J 

I 
... — 

12IJ 

14_.; 

16- 

18_ 

•:o_ 

22IJ 

2-, 

Fig.6 - Principal Wiring Diagram of the Dogcrti Amplifier 

example, modem high-power radiobroadcasting transmitters commonly reach an effi- 

ciency of U5 -  5Q£, the nonlinear distortions at percentage modulation {95%)  ar* 
26 _| , 

about 2%,  the level of stray modulation (background) is less <-han 0.1^, frequency  l 
<■>,     . ■ ' 1 
4- u-  

t 

distortions in the 50 - 10,000 cycle band are rather small,  etc, 

A series of innovations was instrumental in raising the indexes: a) The sub- 
32_., ^ I 

modulator is designed as a cathode repeater instead of the previously used circuit ■ 
.^ '• _ I 

1 
of transformer amplification.    Elimination of the submodulating trar;sformer signi- 

ficantly simplified the task of the modulating arrangement for depth negative feod-i 

back,    b) The ultrasound harmonics are effectively suppressed in the circuit of the[ 

modulating transformer by designing it according to the principle of a band-pass 

filter,    c)Apart from plate modulation in the terminal HF stage, additional modu- 

lation is applied in the excitation circuit.    Thus,  for instance, in short-wave 

transmitters designed on the principle of high-frequency amplification with a com- 

mon grid,  the stage before the last is further modulated, which permits decreasing 

the power of its tubes,  results in a more linear modulation,  etc.  (with the same 

aim in mind, the next to the last stage in medium-wave transmitters is sometimes 

modulated).    In pentode transmitters, plate-screen modulation is applied frequently. 

C0_1 
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Some finiis in the USA and Western Europe continue to design medium-vare radio- 

broadcasting transmitters according to the system of amplification of modulated os-» 

dilations with powerful HF amplifiers of the V.Dogerti type.    Figure 6 shows the 

1 principal wiring diagram of such an amplifier. 

To the load circuit LC    two tubes are con- 
r 

nected: one (L    ) directly,  the other (L ) 

across the inverting circuit C-L.C , equiva-   ! 

lent to a quarter-wave line.    During the nega- 

tive half-period of modulation, the tube L       ' 
Il- 

ls  switched off,  leaving only the tube L    to 

operate as a Class B amplifier.    When there 

is no modulation, the tube L ,  emitting 

carrier frequency power, operates with full 

utilization of the plate voltage at high ef-   ■ 

f. 

Jismi—ij-Hifi—*- 

Fig.7 - Schematic o." Self-Plat« 

Modulation According to 

N.G.KrugloT 

o. - 

3^ — 

ficiency. During the positive half-period of modulation, the tube L  is also    . 
II I 

operating; at an increase of its plate current I       the lead impedance of the 
all 

tube L   decreases due to the circuit C,L,C, .    As a result,  the tube L_ continues to 
I 1 1 1 ' I : 

operate at constant oscillating voltage U      and high efficiency. 

The oscillating plate voltages of the tubes L   and L      are dephased by 90   be- 
111 I cause of the invertine' circuit C L C .    This necessitates connection of an addi-       | 

111 [ 
tional inverting c^   cult into the excitation circuit of one of the tubes.    Due to 

the frequenry d:' ütortions in these inverting circuits, an accurate sequence of the 

operation of the tubes is maintained only in a relatively narrow bind of side fre-   ; 

quencies; on waves longer than 500 - 600 m,  the modulation by high audio frequencies 

may be strongly distorted. 

For operation in the wave band, transmitters with Dogerti amplifiers are of 

little use because of retuning difficulties;  the power factor3 obtained were worse 

than in the system of Class B plate modulation. 

-\ 
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Apparently, designers were finally successful in eliminating this latter draw- ; 

back«    According to data in the literature, the average efficiency of the new 500-kw 
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Fig.8 - Voltages in Grid Circuits Fig,9 - Modulation Characteristics in 

the System of Self-Plate Modulation 

transmitters, designed in the USA, is 5Go when there is no modulation and  increases 

to 5k% at 10Q? modulation. The nonlinear distortions in the 60 - U000  cycle band 

do not exceed 2% when operating on waves up to 550 m, while the nonlinear distor- 

tions increase on waves longer than 1000 a. 

Rather promising is the original idea of self-plate modulation suggested in 

19ili3 by the Soviet radio specialist N,G.Kruglov, Its essence is the following 

(Fig.7): The grid of the terminal stage of the transmitter is fed with HF oscilla- 
2L  

tions modulated in one of the initial stages.    The circuits of its plate power sup- 

ply and grid bias contain chokes L     and L     with high inductance, due to which the 
■,.  am cm 

direct plate (Iar.) and grid  (I    ) currents do not change in the process of modula- 

tion  (as distinct from other methods of amplitude modulation). 

The constancy of the grid current I      can be explained differently:  The choke 
co ' I 

Lgjjj is supplied with the variable voltage of the bias Ucqwhich varies inversely to 

the modulation of the excitation U- - when U increases the instantaneous bias 

voltage must decrease, and when Ü decreases, it must increase (Fig,8). Corra- 
"1 

spondingly, at maximum excitation, the pulses of the plate current in the tuhe must 

have the smallest cutoff angle and at minimum excitation, the largest angle. 

sei 
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- If the circuit of plate power supply would contain no choke L , then the di- 
2—! am 

- rect plate current of the tube I  would also vary inversely to the excitation modu-i 

lation U . When the choke L  is present, the current I  must remain constant,   | am AC 

12 

14 

1; 

which is the result of audio-frequency voltage U 0 arising in the choke L  thus in- aw an 

creasing the plate voltage (E ♦ U ,0 in the positive half-period and decreasing it 
a   aw 

i 

in the negative half-period of modulation* 

Thus, due to the presence of the choke L^ and the choke L , the modulation of; 

high-frequency excitation automatically causes antiphasal grid and synphasal plate 

C" self-anodic") modulation. Figure 9 shows a typical (for self-plate modulation) 

i 
dependence of the first harmonic of the plate current I  on excitation U . As can ; 

be seen from the diagram, the modulation of the current I  is strongly distorted. ^ i 
To eliminate the distortions, the grid excitation of the tube must be modulated with 

artificially created reverse distortions, or by the steps with modulated oscilla- 

i 
tions with depth negative feedback. 

The magnitude of the direct plate current I  rises with an increase of the 
■       -   ao 

modulation factor - at 10QS modulation, it is 20 to AQfc higher than when modulation 

is absent. 

At the present time, the theory and engineering calculations of the self-plate 

modulation are developed in the works by N.G.Kruglov and other Soviet radio special- 

I 
ists, where it was established that the self-plate modulation can be applied to band 

i 

transmitters. I 

Calculations and experience show that, with self-plate modulation, the tubes 

of the terminal high-frequency stage may furnish almost the same power as with 

plate modulation (in some cases, the utilization according to power is limited by 

the admisfible magnitudes of power dissipation on the plate and grid). Consequently, 

in (omparison with Class B plate modulation, there is no need for a powerful modu- 

lator, which results in a gain in the overall size, cost of equipment, etc. The 

common consumption of energy is of the same magnitude as with Class B plate modu- 

J 
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2-' 
lation - ±i Is larger when modulation is absent and smaller, when modulation is at 

lOQk    This .far, self-plate modulation is achieved in practice when re-designing 

-   some transELtters previously designed on the principle of amplification of modulated 

0-j 

10 "-J 

Ib.J 

2Ö_: 

24. 

26 

oscillatiors-.    It can be assumed that,  in the next few years,  ihis method of modu- 

lation wiT. come into increasing use« 

SINGLE-BAND RADIO TRANSMISSION 

The m:Tt promising kind of national radio link on short waves is definitely the 

single-banf radio communication. 

With z^ts usual amplitude modulation applied in broadcasting and also until now 

in radiotelephone circuits, the power of the transmitter is utilized only to a small1 

! 

degree: ths continuously emitted oscillations of the carrier frequency (f) in the  ' 

receiver are not utilized, and the telephone effect is created solely by oscilla- 

tions of tt-f side frequencies (f * F). When single-bsmd transmission is used, os- j 
■•>, ■ 

dilations ci" one sideband are emitted (f*Forf-F)as well as the so-called 

i i 
"pilot sigiil", necessary for accurate tuning of the heterodyne of the receiver to 

3'.- ! 

the carrier frequency f and representing oscillations of a fixed frequency (usually, 
3'1—; 

carrier freruency f) with a small amplitude (of the order 10^ of the maximum ampli- ] 

3u- 
tude). 

■ü. 
At correntional modulation with carrier frequency, the total amplitude of the 

side frequei^ies (f ± F) reaches 0,5 of the maximum amplitude.    In the case of 

single-banc xransmission,  the amplitude of the side frequency reaches 0.9 of the 
; i 
maximum am. lltude, which gives a 3-fold gain in power.    At the expense of narrowing 

■ I 
the frequeiir^ band by 2 times when using single-band transmission, the selectivity 

of the receixer can be correspondingly increased,  which results in an additional 
i 

gain in the power of the transmitter by 2 tiroes.     Consequr * ly, at equal power of 

reception, t^e power of the single-band transmitter can be 6 times smaller than the 

usual power. 
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With respect to input power, the comparison is even more advantageous for the 
i ! 

single-band transmitter: the average power used by it, at equal volume, is approxi- j 

.   mately 10 times smaller than in a transmitter designed according to the system of      i 

plate modulation class C or plate self-modulation. 

j -J 

12 

14 

K 

1? 

Efforts to use a transmitter with conventional modulation for multichannel tele- 

phone and telegraph transmission met with little success because of the necessity ofj 
j 

widening the frequency band occupied by the transmitter and due to its poor utillza-j 
i I 

tion with respect of power.    The application, for this purpose, of a single-band       j 

transmitter yields a substantially higher power effect.    Besides, the multichannel   ! 
i ' i ! 
transmission penoits to condense the ether substantially: in single-channel trans- 

\ ' * , 
■ i 

mitters, between the bands occupied by them, the nonutilized frequency intervals 

-u-1 
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Fig.10 - Block Diagram of a Single-Band Exciter 

t—j 

exceeding the possible frequency departure of their exciters must be left.    The in- 
i 

terval between adjacent channels can be narrowed in the case of multichannel trans- 

mission, since the high-frequency exciter is the same for all channels. 

Single-band transmitter consists of a low-capacitance device, which separates 

the oscillations of the sideband c-uid the pilot signal, and of a multistage high- 

frequency amplifier. ' 

At the present stage of development of the technique of short-wave transmitters, 
! 

a more complicated task is the separation of a single frequency sideband from the  i 

H 
60._i 

carrier frequency f and another sideband, differing very little with respect to 

i 
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- ' oscillation frequency.    For example, when modulating with a frequency of 100 cycles ' 
2-; '■ i ' j 

- on the 30-fli wave, it is necessary to separate the side Trequency 10 000 100 cycles 
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Fig.11 - Block Diagram of Balanced Quadrature Modulation 

i 

from the carrier frequency 10 000 000 cycles and from the second side frequency 

''-i ' I 
9 999 900 cycles. ' 

32—1 ■ 
In order to suppress the oscillations of the carrier frequency f, balanced 

34-_J i 
modulation based on subtraction of two oscillations modulated in antiphase is used: j 

3C_J I 

4 0 1 

4':,_j 
I 

4LO 
I 

SO—1 

i 

in  ■ 1(1 ♦ mcos2t} cosut and 1^ " 1(1 - a cosQt) cosut. 

At the output of the balanced modvlator, the following oscillations of the 

side frequencies remain: 

i^ - I2 " 2 m I cos fit coswt ■ mlCcos (u ♦ ß)t ♦ cos(u) - 2)t]. 

Even the most up-to-date band filters are not capable of dividing the side- 

bands which do not differ much in frequency (in the above case, 2 * 10 )• This 

problem is solved by two methods: a) by repeated balanced modulation; b) by bal- 

anced quadrature modulation. 
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With repeated balanced modulation, the sidebands are artificially separated hj I 

means of a few balanced modulators.    Thus,  Fig.10 shows a block diagram designed in , 

the following principle: the first balanced modulator BM    is supplied with the os- 

1 dilations of the intermediate 
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Fig. 12 - Block Diagram of a Single-Band Device 

in /»-Channel Telephone Transmission 

frequency f   and the oscillations 

of the audio band F, a? carrier. 

The selection of the frequency is 

determined by a compromise be- 

tween the requirements of undis- 

torted modulation (for this pur- 
i 

pose, the frequency f, must be 

much higher than the modulating 

frequencies F) and the necessity 

of suppressing one of the side- 

bands by means of the filter fi_ • 

In former years, the frequency f.. 

amour ed to 20 - 40 kc which made 

it impossible to obtain slightly I 

distorted modulation by high 
i 

audio frequencies. The quarts 

filters now in use with a rather 

steep transconductance of the pass band permit a separation of sidebands, with in- 

tervals of 100 - 200 cycles, at a carrier frequency of f- " 100 kc. Besides, to 

decrease the nonlinear distortions, the balanced modulator BM is designed as a ring 

circuit. 

The frequency band (for example, f ♦ F), transmitted by the filter fi , is fed 

as modulating frequency to the input of the second balanced modulator BH^. The 

modulator is fed with the intermediate frequency f- as carrier, selected in such a 

F-TS-9076/V 80 
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- way that a relatively simple filter fi    can be used for separating one of the side 
2 '. 2 

- frequencies (for example, f,   ♦ f    ♦ F).    Usually, the frequency f,, is selected with- 

6 . 

-I 

in the limits of 1.5 - 2.5 «c,        i 

In modem short-wave transmitters, the required side frequency (such as f ♦ P) 

is obtained after triple balanced modulation. For this purpose, the third balanced 

modulator BM is supplied with the carrier 

frequency f„, which differs from the nominal 

carrier f of the transmitter as to the magni- 

tude f ♦ f , for example f - f - (f, ♦ f ). 
12* 3     v 1   2 

The required sideband (f ♦ F) is separated by 

the filter fi . i 

3 l 
On the whole, the device for separating 

one sideband, designed on the principle of 

multiple modulation, is complicated and re- 

quires careful tuning. To simplify the opera- 

tion of the device in the wave range, the part 

17 — 
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Fig.13 - Block Diagram of Fre- 

quency Keying According to the 

Principle of Frequency Inter- 

polation 
— connected with the intermediate frequencies f, 

and f    is kept constant, and only the exciter f- and the balanced modulator BM- as    | 

well as the connected filter fi„ are being retuned, 
3^_ 3 

Balanced quadrature modulation permits in principle to separate any amount of 

adjacent side frequencies and thus dispense with multiple modulation and compli- 

cated sideband filters.    The block diagram of a balanced quadrature modulation is 

shown in Fig, 11,    Here, BM,  and BM    are equal balanced modulators.    Their inputs 

are supplied with the voltages of the carrier frequency f    and of the audio band F, 

o 
with equal amplitudes but spaced at 90 .    For this purpoae,   the input of the modu- 

lator BM_ is provided with two phase inverters FV   and FV ,    Accordingly, the cur- 

rents in the output circuits of the modulators will be 

. - /, ~ 2 ml cos 121 cos «•»„ / »^ i2 — 2 //// sin 12 / sin «•>„ /. 

d 
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In the maater circuit,  the oscillations of one sideband are obtained: 
9_J 

, f - /,— /_, — 2 ml (cos <»„ t cos t2 /  - sin «»„ t sin 12 /) ^ cos (••», + L>) t; 

Another sideband can be separated by changing the. phase of oscillations in one modu- 

lator to the opposite - then,  e= cos(w    -fit). ! 

Evidently,  realization of this method would permit a considerable simplifica- 
j ' " '' I 

tion of the device for separating one sideband:  It would become possible to separate 

the side frequency at a carrier f    of the magnitude 2 mc without complicated filters 
i 

and feed the frequency to the balanced modulator BM , as shown in Fig. 11.    However, 

until now no sufficiently simple phase inverter has been designed, which, in the 

broad-band of audio frequencies, would shift the oscillation frequency to 90 , with! 

rather small frequency-amplitude distortions.    Therefore, modem devices for separa- 

tion of one sideband are based primarily on the method of repeated modulation. 

Significant success was achieved in recent years in the field of multichannel 

communication on short waves.    Figure 12 shows a block diagram of a single-band de-1 

vice with /»-channel telephone transmission.    To each channel is alloted a band of    , 
. i 

0,3 - 3 KC, where in the channels II and IV the spectra are shifted to 3 kc (3»3 -  i 

6 kc).    Each pair of channels occupying the 0,3 - 6 kc band is fed to the balanced 

modulator operating on the intermediate frequency f -»100 kc.    The filters fil and' 

fi^ pass, respectively, the uppe:- and lower sidebands.    As a result, the balanced 
I 

modulator BM   is fed with the frequency spectrum from the pilot signal and two side1 

channels. 
I 

Another important question is that of utilizing the power of a single-band 

transmitter in multichannel operation. At equal power N of the channels, each of  i 

these can have an amplitude of not more than i. of the critical amplitude in single- 
N 

channel operation. Correspondingly, each channel can have a power of not more than 

_1 of the power in single-channel operation and the total power of the channels is 
ir 
N times smaller than the power of the transmitter. .__ _. J 
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As the probability of simultaneous operation of all channels with maxisaa    [ 

volume is rather small, it is possible to obtain a substantial improvement iü the 

utilization of the transmitter as to power, by using a compressor device, nalntain- 

ing the total amplitude of the channels at a level near the critical one, Zben each 

channel will operate with a much higher power: if, at a given instant, one ibannel 

operates on a high level while the others operate at a low one, then its povsr will 

almost equal the power of the transmitter. The resultant decrease of the drsamic 
i 

range is not essential for voice transmission, of importance is only the *acrcopllsh- 

ment of compression without nonlinear distortions. 

In multichannel transmission, sufficiently linear amplification of oscula- 

tions is required in the subsequent stages of the transmitter to prevent iirafmls- 

sible cross distortion leading to interference between the channels.    In ths low- 

power stages, linear amplification can be obtained. Just as in LF amplifiers, by 
1 

operation of the tubes in the linear segment of their characteristics (ampliTication 
I 

class A); poor utilization of the tubes and their low efficiency in these süges 
i 

will have little bearing on the power balance of the transmitter. 

Operation in class A of high-power stages of the transmitter would cani«! the   1 

power advantages of the single-band transmitter.    Therefore,  in these stage, the 

tubes must operate in class C, i,e,, with half-period HF pulses of the plats sur- 

rent.    Under these conditions,   however,  it is more difficult to ensure linear ampli- 

fication of weak oscillations,  since the tubes operate on the lower bend of «heir 
I 

characteristics. This nonlinearity can be eliminated by the use of negativi feed- I 

i 
back. The existence of compression also leads to a weakening of the cross LLstor- , 

tions, due to the nonlinearity of the lower part of the characteristics, as ihe 

total amplitude of the channels increases, 

-\ 

3: ._! 

--I RADIOTELEGRAPH KEfING 

5',-._. 

Formerly,  radiotelegraph communication was accomplished by interruptiot of 
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- high-frequency oscillations during intervals.    The development of radiotelegraph 
o _ 

- keying proceeded by improving the form of the telephone signal envelope and increas- 

ing the speed of transmission. Introduction of the electronic relay to replace 

r.: 

i; 

16 

Fig.l/i - Frequency Modulation with Appli- 

cation of a Reactance Tube  i 

29_J 
I 

2\ — 

mechanical relays raised the telegraph 

speeds to 500 - 1000 words per minute. 
I 

In Soviet transmitters,  electronic 

circuits of telegraph keying came into 

increasing use, as suggested by '\ 
i 

I.Kh.Nevyazhskiy, Ye.I.Kamenskiy, 

Z.I.Model, A.I.Itylenkrig, G.S.Koropov,! 

and others. 

In the prewar years, research was done on methods of frequency keying in which 

the high-frequency oscillations in the transmitter are not interrupted, and their 

frequency changes suddenly to low values,   corresponding to telegraph sending.    It 

was established that the change-over from amplitude keying to frequency keying in- 

creases the protection from interference in the receiver to such an extent as to 

permit rapid communication by printing at decreased transmitter power. 

At present,  frequency keying has replaced amplitude keying in the nation-wide 

lines of communication.    In the letterprinting process, two-way sendings are fed to 
i 

the transmitter;  in the case of positive sending, a frequency f,  - f ♦ Af is emitted 

and in the case of negative sending a frequency f    ■ f -Af,    The magnitude of the   I 
■'—i " 2 *' j 

frequency difference Af from the nominal frequency f is known as frequency devia-     ! 

' "1 i 
- tion. 

The postwar development of frequency modulation tended toward an increase in 
'' ■ —i | 

the protection from interference in communications and a decrease in spurious emis- 
J"~l 

sions of the transmitter, which create interference in adjacent commdnication chan- 

nels. The increased noiseproof feature was achieved by increasing the selectivity 

of the receiver; for this purpose, it was necessary to decrease the frequency devi- 

5r| 
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atlon Af and increase the frequency stability in the transmitter. 

- - To start with, the frequency deviation amounted to a few kilocycles, and the 

frequency keying in the transmitter was achieved by means of switching the two 
6_.-_ 

quartz exciters with corresponding frequencies.    Such a method of frequency keying 

was inconvenient since, when operating on some waves,  it required a large number of 
3 I 

quartz crystals. Besides, there were substantial spurious emissions during sudden 

~—I 
frequency changes in keying. The point is that in connecting th«: independent quartz 

12 — 

1-'■_.. 

16—i 

iM 

2 0..; 

master oscillators, a frequency change may occur at any rapid change in phase - up 

o 
to 180 • This considerably intensifies the transient processes in the transmitter 

i 

circuits, due to frequency changes of the excitation. The oscillation frequency 

2: 

2-1. 

briefly exceeds the boundaries of the interval f, - f„, causing a sharp decrease in 

the oscillation amplitude. For this reason, keying methods were developed in which 

the frequency change takes place without a rapid change in phase. 

The method of frequency keying directly in the quartz self-oscillator found 

some application in practice by connecting a reactance into the quartz circuit, 

which alters the oscillation frequency; during keying, the key (relay) blocks this 
;•■ I V j 

reactance briefly. This method has several drawbacks. In particular the frequency 

stability is impaired and the conditions of self-excitation of the quartz oscillator 

' are disturbed. j 

The method of frequency keying, based on frequency interpolation came into 

wider use. For instance. Fig.13 shows a block diagram where the balanced modu- 

I '  " "' i 
lator BM is fed with oscillations of the high-frequency quartz oscillator KG and of 

the low-frequency generator GPCh controlled by the reactance tube RL. The change 

in the direct voltage in the circuits of the latter creates frequency keying. This 

circuit suffers from spurious emissions - in the new frequency-keying circuits, the 

spurious emissions are greatly attenuated. 

Another practical application is the principle of frequer"-y keying based on 

balanced quadrature modulation (Fig.11): High frequency and audio frequency F - Af 

■UL. 

53 
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are fed to two balanced modulators, with a frequeacy shift of 90°. During the kej- 

o 
ing, the phase of frequency F in one modulator is shifted to 180 , which causes a 

i 

transition from  one side frequency f ♦ F to another f - P. i 
i  . 

FREQUENCY MODULATION 

r: 

i 

t a) 

Imsi 

Improved noiseproof feature in the receiver at broad-band frequency modulation 

is responsible for its wide application in the ultrashort-wave range for radiotele- 

phony and radiobroadcasting. In the USSR, radiobroadcasting with frequency modula- 

tion is utilized at present mainly for sound accompaniment of television programs. 

When broadcasting on meter waves, the frequency 
i 

deviation amounts to Af - 50 - 70 kc.    The electro- 
i 

acoustic index of ultrashort-wave transmitters with 

frequency modulation is, as a rule, higher than for 

amplitude modulation: the audio-frequency band is 

wider (the upper boundary is 10 - 15 kc), the non- 

linear distortions are smaller (up to 1 - 2%),  and 

the hum level is lower (lower boundary -60 db). 

Transmitters with frequency modulation are de- 

signed according to the following block diagram: Fre- , 

quency modulation is achieved in the exciter p^e^thlng 

c 

Fig.15 - Circuit Diagram 

for Transforming Phase 

Modulation into Frequency 

Modulation 

a) Phase modulator 
on a lowered carrier frequency f , with correspond-     i 

0 fo i ingly decreased frequency deviation Af- " Af — • 
f 

This exciter is followed by the frequency multiplication and amplification stages. 

Frequency modulation of high-frequency oscillations can be accomplished by two 

methods: a) by changing the circuit parameters of the self-oscillator; b) by ob- 

taining phase modulation and transforming it into frequency modulation. 

During the 20-year period of use of frequency modulation,  numerous variants of 

both methods were suggestei and many of these were put into practice. 

1 

d 
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The most crmraon method usually operates with a reactance tube RL (Fig.H), sub- 

connected to the circuit of the self-oscillator and acting as a reactance which 

changes with the frequency modulation F, For this purpose, the voltages in the cir- 

i,   cuit of one of the grids of the re- 

f •, S(l «l 

ft 

i 

6' 

1 

If« f. 

RU 

~] 

'H n i fi n n 

actance tube are modulated. 

The usual carrier (medium) fre- 

quency f in this circuit amounts tp 
o 

5 - 6 mc, and the frequency modula- 

tion with rather insignificant dis- 

tortions is obtained without diffi- 

culties.  It is much more difficult 

to ensure constancy of the medium 

frequency f in the exciter. The 

point is that, on connecting the re- 

actance tube to the circuit of the 

self-oscillator, the frequency sta- 

bility, which was initially rather 

low, decreases still further. For 

this reason, the frequency de- 

parture f may substantially exceed 

the frequency deviation Af , re- 

i i » 7 71 rT 
Fig,16 - Pulse-Phase Modulation: 

a) Block-Circmit; b) The Shape of 

the Pulses 
quired for frequency modulation. 

In order to ensure the required stability of the medium frequency, various de- 

vices of automatic frequency control, based on a comparison of the mediurn frequency 

of the self-oscillator with the frequency of the quartz self-oscillator are in use. 

Originally, frequency comparison was achieved with the aid of a frequency discrimi- 

nator, whose output voltage controlled the frequency f of the self-oscillator by 

means of the reactance tube.    Later, the frequency discriminator, which is an addi- 
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tional factor for the frequency instability, was replaced by a phase detector; more 

perfected devices of automatic frequency control were developed which have a lot in 

common with the devices of indirect frequency interpolation (Fig.2), 

The nature of phase-modulated oscillations is the same as that, of frequency- 

modulated oscillations. The oscillations, phase-modulated by the frequency F to a 

value of A V are identical with the frequency-modulated oscillations for which 

In order to obtain equal frequency deviation A f at various frequency modula- 

tions F, the phase deviation A 9 must vary inversely proportional to the frequency F, 

Consequently, ths  phase modulation device can be transformed into a frequency modu- 

lation device, by varying the modulating voltage inversely proportional to the fre- 

quency F. This is usually done at the input of the audio frequency by means of an 

integrating circuit RC (Fig.15), in which 

Ü C  2 = Ft? 

for a transmission factor 

Ut        F' 

In phase modulation,  high-frequency excitation can be obtained from the high- 

stability quartz self-oscillator so that the problem of IF stability does not exist 

here.    E .sic difficulties formerly occurred in obtaining the required large phase 

deviation A «p.    For instance,  in order to obtain a frequency deviation of Af - 70 kc 

at a modulating frequency of F " 50 cycles,  the phase deviation must be 

_ 

As = ^ r^ ™^. ^ 1400 radians   = 80 000°. 
'        F 511) 

i 

To facilitate the task,  phase modulation of the lowered frequency f    of a sag— 

nitude of 200 kc is done, after which the required deviation decreases accordingly« 
i 
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However,  to obtain a reduced deviation A?    - 300 - LOCP was a difficult task 
0 ; -   for a long time« — _ _   . J       .        _ _ ... 

The original methods of phase modulation were based on transformation of ampli- 

tude modulation into phase modulation: In the equipment developed by Zeytlenok and 
I- . 

1 ;   _ 

I-' — 

It     ' 
_l 

16 J 

Fig.17 - Principle of Obtaining Phase 

Modulation 

Ye.I.Karaenskiy (1932), two high-frequency 

oscillations are combined in quadrature, 

modulated in antiphase; in the Armstrong 

circuit (1935), the unmodulated oscil- 

lation are combined in quadrature with 

the oscillations of the side frequencies« 

These methods permit phase modulation 

with small distortions within the limits 

■ < 

of ± 20 • However, their use for frequency modulation leads to a rather bulky multi- 

tube exciter. 

Special vacuum devices were developed (the Shelby tube and, in the postwar 

period, the phasitron) which permitted modulation with a large phase deviation. How- 

ever, they were not widely applied in practice, due to their complexity. More were 

circuit methods of the type of: 

a) The pulse-phase method, borrowed from the pulse technique. Tne block dia- 

gram and the shape of the pulses, illustrating this method, are shown in Fig.16 a  i 
t    

and b. Here, high-frequency oscillations from the quartz self-oscillator KG are fed 
• — I 

i 
to the saw-toothed oscillator GP. The oscillations of the latter u^ are fed Jointly 

with the audio-frequency voltage u to the comparator SU, at whose output rectiJ-gu- 1 
F ; 

lar pulses u are obtained, whose leading edgeu undergo temporary modulation. In 

the shaping unit Sh, the pulse leading edge u is transformed into sho.-t intermit- 

tent pulses u_, where the required harmonic is separated by the resonance ampli- 

fier RU;  \ 

b) The method of the Soviet radio specialist A.D.Artym, based on the addition 

H 
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cf several HF CE r^ llations, nonlinearly amplitudennodtilated and shifted in phase« 

Let there "de, for instance, three vectors of high-frequency voltage, phase-- —-I 

shifted by 120 r?ig.l7 a), where at a given instant, one of the voltage equals zero« 

At a modulating -roltage of zero, the vectors u and u are identical, and the vec- 
I 

tor a, is absem« With an increase in the modulating voltage, the vector tL de- 

o 
creases, while iL^a vector u increases and the resultant vector u is shifted by 60 . 

2 , 

Jig. 18 - Circuit Diagram for Phase Modulation 

After this, the -«rtor u   decreases, while the vector u   increases (Fig.17 b), and 
o 

the resulUnt verlor u is shifted another 120 , etc. 

The requirec law of amplitude modulation of each vector can be obtained by 
i 

means of a diode, «-nose plate circuit has three voltages: high-frequency a , fixed 
fo 

bias E , and audi: frequency u     with the circuit tuned to the second harmcnic. Flg- 
• o ' i 
ure 18 shows a device which, with sir. diodes, permits a phase deviation of A»    ■ 

- ± 300°. 

J ' 
l 
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0    _    _.. .     
In modem broadcasting FM transmitters, mainly exciters with phase modulation 

2_J 
are used.    These are simple»* than exciters with direct frequency modulation and more 

4_, • j 
reliable in use* 

6J  . ! 
_J 

8-i TELEVISION RADIO TRANSMITTERS 
 j 

.0—1 
The development of television and the constant improvement in its quality fac- 

i2—: 
tor stimulated progress in the radio-transmission technique in this field, 

K _. 
For television transmitters the following features are characteristic: 

16—' 
a) Operation in the meter and decimeter band in conjunction with a rather broad 

1&_ 
frequency band of the television signal; i 

■2 0 — 
b) Amplitude modulation with transmission of the constant component of the tele- 

22 _j 
vision signal. Accordingly, for modulation onlj such methods can be used which per- 

mit control of the magnitude of the intermediate amplitude. The power of the trans- 

mitter is determined by the maximum value of the amplitude of the current during i 

modulation; 
" I"!  

c) In the USSR and in most of the other countries, the band of emitted fre- 

quencies is narrowed by a partial suppression of a single sideband; 

d) The necessity of passing a rather wide frequency band of the * elevision sig- 
3t._' 

nal in the stages with modulated oscillations, generally leads to a poor utilization 

of their tubes with respect to power, to low efficiency and to a small amplification 
■1L _ 

factor in the power stages. This is explained by the fact that the plate circuit of 
'''— i 

such a stage, in order to pass a wide frequency band, must have a rather low quality 

factor Q. On the other hand, when operating on SHF, the wave impedance of the plate .'. -.  ., - i 

circuit p B — is small, since the capacitance C is formed by the relatively high 

output capacitance of the tube (this capacitance increases substantially in the case 

of application of neutralization). As a result, the equivalent resistance of the 

circuit R ■ pQ is much smaller than the optimum for this type of tube; for better 

i 

2 
utilization as to power (P» - 0.51 ..R )t it is necessary to increase to the limit 
  ale 
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0 
the first harmonic of the pulses of the plate current I    ,    If the oscillating plate 

2-' /  ^ I i 
voltage U - I R - * 2P« R is too small, the plate feeding roltage is reduced to, 

.;_, a       al e e 

prevent further loss of power.    For fuJl utilization of the tube with respect to 

emission, a high amplitude of the oscillating voltage in the grid is required and a 

corresponding power of excitation - the amplification factor of the stage as to 

power is rather insignificant. ' 

In prewar years,  the definition of the image was 2U0 - 3^3 lines, which corre- 
!•'     - i 

sponded to the band of modulating frequencies up to 1.3 mc.    Television broadcasting 

was done on ^ - 6 m waves.    Partial suppression of a single sideband was achieved 
i;   _ 

by SHF filters,  connected with the antenna feeder,  and,  therefore,  the stages with 

modulated oscillations had to pass the double band of modulating frequencies uni- 

formly.     In connection with the use of neutralization, which increases the capaci- 

tance of the circuit,  and the double frequency band, tubes of such a stage operated 

with extremely low efficiency. 

Due to the difficulty of passing a wide band of side frequencies, modulation 
'' - - i 

was usually accomplished in the grid circuit of the terminal stage of the trans- 
■. , _ i 

mitter.    But then a powerful modulating device was required, which proved to be 

complicated and rather bulky commensurate, as to overall size and input power, with I 
J L     

the high-frequency part of the transmitter.    The total efficiency of the transmitter 

in such a case was rather low - of the order of 5%, 

In older to decrease these difficulties,  an effort was made in the Thirties to I 

revive modulation in television transmitters by absorption, which was applied in the 
» , 

first years of the existence of radiotelephony.    At absorption modulation,  the 

stages of the transmitter operate with unmodulated  oscillationa with high efficiency 

and good utilization of its tubes.    The power of the terminal phase is distributed   I 

between the antenna and the modulator tubes,  serving as absorbing resistance^  which 

changes in conformity with the television signal.    A close study made in 1940 by 

A.I.Lebedev-Kamanov showed that,  at absorption modulation, the simplification of 
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the high-frequenc7 channel is achieved at the cost of a substantial complication of 

the modulating device, and the power indexes of the transmitter pitjve to be still 
4._: ■ 

lower.    Therefore,  absorption modulation was found impractical and abandoned. 
6 . '    ._      ...      

In the postwar years, still stricter requirements were made with respect to 
8-J 

television standards - in the USSR, 625 lines scanning is accepted,  which corresponds 
■ C   •- 

to a frequency band of about 6 mc.    With respect to the application of an amplifi- 

cation circuit with a common grid,  in triode-containing stages the principles of de- 

signing television transmitters were subjected to a radical survey. 

The amplifier, designed as an amplifier circuit with a common grid, ha? a small 

output capacitance of the tubes and thus a high wave impedance of the circuit; con- 

sequently,  the amplifier can pass a wide frequency band with better power indexes. 

Besides, the increase in the circuit of the high-frequency power of excitation leads 
i ■ 

to a similar decrease of the quality factor of the circuit of the initial stage and 

to a widening of the frequency band passed by it. This circumstance permits a 

transfer of the modulation into one of the initial low-power stages and thus a sub- 

stantial simplification of the modulating device. 

Subsequent amplification stages of modulated oscillations are tuned to the 

passage of the required narrowed frequency band, due to which their tubes operate 

with a higher efficiency and are better utilized as to power. A special filter for 
J  

partial suppression of a single sideband proves unnecessary. 

In home television transmitters other modifications suggested by E.S.Glazman 

were introduced: Simple filter circuits are connected in the circuit for improving 

the band characteristics of the circuit system and increase the power indexes of the 

transmitter, 
■1 ■._. 

All these measures led to an increase in the common efficiency of the trans- 

mitter at a substantial reduction in the over-all size and improvement of the quali- 
j.'- ■ 

i 
ty factor. 

In connection with the substantial increase in the number of television sta- 
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o  .   .   ._.             . 
tions and the introduction of color television with a wider frequency band for tele-I 

i  I 

casting, a aeries of additional channels in the decimeter range has been set aside* -, 

For these, special types of SHP generators were developed, reviewed below. 

_ i 

' •• - METHODS OF OBTAINING HIGH POWER 

The increase in power of radio stations is achieved both by increasing the 

power of the generator tubes and by addition of the power of high-frequency genera- 

tors. ! 

In the middle Thirties,   the power of generator tubes of the sealed-off type 

reached 300 kw.    A further increase in power was more easily achieved in tubes of      i 

demountable construction, operating in vacuo.     In the USSR,  such tubes are developed 
i 

with a power of 500 kw and more. 

In the postwar years powerful tubes  (up to 500 kw) of the •,semidemountable,, 

type were developed, which permitted their disassembly and assembly in the radio 
i 

station; these were so hermetic that a constant vacuum was no longer required. Ap- 

parently, such a design which combines th^ qualities of the demountable and sealed- 

off type of tubes, has prospects of wide application. 

The creation of powerful tubes does not exclude the problem of addition of the ' 

power of tube generators.    The construction of a powerful radio station in the form 

of several generator units,  capable of operating jointly, greatly increases the 

maneuverability of the station and increases the continuity of its operation.     In 
i 

this case: a) the number of operating units can be changed in accordance with the  | 

i 
required power; b) the inoperative unit is switched off and after eliminating the  i 

i 

trouble is switched on again, with these operations taking place without interrupt- 
( 

ing the operation of the station; c) a reserve unit to replace the faulty part can   ' 

be provided so as to maintain the power of the station unchanged. 

The realization of this principle by parallel connection of a large number of   ; 

powerful tubes proved impossible.    This problem was solved for the first time in 
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1931 in developing the 500-kw radio station "Komintern^: the final stage of the 
2—t 

..  transmitter consisted of six operating unit groups and of one similar reserve unit; 
4_! - - -■ , 

each unit contained 12 tubes of the type GDO-30 and a plate oscillating circuit;  the 
6_'      , .... 

plate circuits of the units were connected to a master intermediate circuit, feeding 
£_-.' 

the antenna.    As shown by experiment,   such a system of units operates practically 

without interruption; a breakdown in one of the units does not entail stoppage of 
i:.-: 

operations in the remaining units: During their operation,  the reserve unit is cut 
1 •' _ . 

in and the trouble in the disconnected unit is eliminated. 
It _' 

An analogous system of units was used in 193/» for the 500-kw radio station WLW 
I 5 . J 

in the USA, designed on the principle of class C plat«* modulation. Its terminal 

stage and a powerful modulator were composed of units, with the units of the modu- 
■J2_! 

later forming a separate arrangement, motlalating on the plate system of units of the 

terminal HF stage. 
-i — 

For powerful transmitters designed according to the system of class C plate 

modulation. A,L.Mints suggested in 193^ an improved system of units. Each unit of 

the modulator forms a single whole with the unit of the terminal HF stage. This 
1 o 
J ..     

system of "generator-modulator units" was put into practice during World War II in 

the USSR on the most powerful radio station in the world, as well as in England. 
3t,  ' 

The weak feature of the system of units is the strong intercoupling between 
•? • ■ 
J t. — 

them, due to the common load. Therefore, the nonphasal excitation of the units leads 

to their detuning, where the degree of mismatch depends on the connection of the 

units with the load. Besides, the tuning operations of the unit, control of its 

communication with the load, etc, reflect on the operation of the other units. 

With the shortening of the wave am the increase of power, these deficiencies 

become more and more pronounced. Therefore for ohe short wave range, the system of 
5 C . 

"compounding of power in the ether", recommended in 1935 by I.Kh.Nevyazhskiy proved 

more adequate.  In this system, the radio station consists of transmitter units. 

each of them having its own antenna, weakly coupled with the antennas of the other 

5d 
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units.    Thus,  the compounding of power takes place "in the ether" at irufficiently      | 

weak interaction between the units.    The t-jtal polar radiation patter of the anten- 

nas becomes sharper than that of the fjitenna of a single unit (nondirsctional radia-, 

tion can also be obtained by compounding of power in the "ether" in -^is form of a 

rotary electromagnetic  field with corresponding antenna bearing and L specific phase 

shift of the feeder currents)» 

The drawbacks of the system of power compounding in the ether ars: bulkiness of 

Fig.19 - Bridge Circuit of Power Com- 

pounding for SHF Generators 

Fig.20 - Circuit of a BaZ^ced Bridge, 

by B.P.TerentjCT 

the antenna feeder and dependence of the form of the polar radiation pattern on the ' 

number of switched-on units. I 

In the postwar years, the bridge method of power compounding cane into use. 

The principle is as follows: To eliminate feedback between the generciors, the lat-; 

ter are connected to the diagonals of the balanced bridge,  consisting zit reactances ; 

or line sections.    Since the active load resistance R    serves as onecf the bridge n 
t 

elements,  another active load resistance,  known as a ballast resistance  (R ) must     | 
b 

be included to balance the bridge. Correspondingly, when connecting -zae  generator 

to the bridge, the power of the generator will be distributed evenlj S'-tween the   i 
i 

load resistance R    and the ballast resistance R  .    The bridge elements  are so se-  
n b 

lected that, upon connection of both generators, the resultant currcms are added ia 
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the load resistance R but are subtracted in the ballast resistance R , In the case n 

6 _' 

of identical generators, there is no current in the ballast resistance and the total 
i 

power of the generators 2P is fed to the load. 

8_J 
Originally, variations of the bridge circuits were suggested, which permitted 

to add the power of the SHF generators. These bridges consist of elements with dis- 

12 ~1 

1-UJ 

16 I| 

l fi    . 
i 

:20lj 
l 

i—^^TMwvw—i 

Fig.21 - Version of a T-Network Bridge Circuit 

tributed constants: sections of waveguides or lines.    Such a device is shown in 

Fig. 19.    Quarter-wave line sections serve as three arras of the bridge, while the 
i 

fourth arm, connected with the ballast resistance,  is a three-quarter-wave line sec- 

tion, so that the currents in the ballast resistance, created by the generators,  are 
i 

subtracted. At lower frequencies, the line sections are replaced by lumped re-   , 

! 
actances.    B.P.Terentyev suggested a version of a balanced bridge,  consisting of       i 

I 
uniform reactances (Fig.20),  in which the balance does not depend on the frequency, ; 

Since the input resistance of the bridge is complex for the generators,  changing 

with the frequency, the points of input must be supplied with devices which trans-   ] 

form the input resistances into active resistances of the required magnitude. 

Figure 21 shows a version of a T-network bridge system which ensures, in bal- 
i 

ance, full decoupling of the generators a?d represents an active input resistance  

equal to the load resistance R .    When one generator is permanently disconnected. 
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the second generator can be switched directly to the load, bypassing the bridge, in 

i: 

order not to 1  ie half of its power in the ballast resistance.    An analysis of such 

a device shows that the balance can be restored there in case of various disturbances 

inevitable in practice« 

With the aim of ensuring uninterrupted operation,  transmitters are now fre- 

quently designed of two equal parts, whose power is compounded in the bridge circuit» 

In England,  a network of small medium-wave broadcasting stations were constructed 
l.' 

with remote control, i 
i •; -. 

r __ HIGH-FRKJUENCT GEWERATORS 
i 

— i 

The basic difference between high-frequency generators and generators of lower j 
■? 2 . i 

frequencies consists in the following: 
j.; __. 

a) The electron tube is not an electronic device, inasmuch as the period of 

oscillation proves commensurate with the transit time of the electrons be- 

tween the electrodes; 

b) The oscillating system of the generator cannot be separated from the tube 

so that, at very high frequencies, hollow-space oscillators instead of cir- 

cuit coils and line sections are used. j 

At first, conventional tubes with control grids (triodes and tetrodes) were 

used for high-frequency generators. It was established that relatively high inter- I 

electrode capacitances and inductances of the lead-outs, limit the reception of high 

frequencies, lead to a low efficiency of the generator, and impair the conditions 

| 
of self-excitation. The most practical device of self-excitation proved the system 

■'•'■_' 

with an oscillating circuit between plate and grid.    The method of its technical 

calculation was developed by A.M.Kugushev, who was the first to show the possibility 

of controlling feedback by means of cathode chokes.    The theory of the device of 

the triode high-frequency self-oscillator was later developed by G.A.Zeytlyenok, 

S.A.Drobov, and Ye.P.Korchagina. 

-d         
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Fig.22 - Circuit Dia- 

gram of a Decimeter 

Wave Generator 

3:\ 

j^— 

U' 

5(1- 

Simultaneously with theoretical investigations of electron processes in the tri- 

ode, made by a number of authors (the most rigid study in the USSR was undertaken in 

1936 by G.A.Grinberg),  showed that the inertia of the 

electrons must have a substantial influence on the opera- 

tion of the tube: during their transit, the voltage on the 

electrodes has time to change substantially, which re- 

flects on the conditions of the movement of the electrons. 

As a result,  a) part of the electrons,  emitted by the 

cathode, does not manage to reach the grid and returns to 

the cathode,  heating it additionally; b) the pulses of the 

plate current are condensed and a phase shift takes place 

between its first harmonic and the grid excitation,  re- 

sulting in a decrease in the power and efficiency of the 
I 

generator;  c) the input conductance of the tube increases, due to which more power 

of excitation of the generator is required. 

To weaken these effects, it is necessary to reduce the distances between the 

electrodes, which results in a decrease o' the oscillating power of the tube, or in 

an increase of the plate feed voltage,  admissible at pulse operation. 

Further development in the meter-wave oscillators led to the use of concentric 

lines as oscillating systems. In the second half of the Thirties, H.S.Neyman de- 

veloped the theory of closed oscillating systems and suggested their various forms. 

Later, N.D.Devyatkov and his coworkers created an original design of an oscillator, 

containing a new type of triode with planar electrodes and circular leads, and also 

oscillating circuits in the form of concentric lines. This oscillator and its tube 

were the prototypes of present-day oscillators with lighthouse tubes (cermet and 

metal-glass), which find wide application at present in the decimeter-wave range. 

The idea of the device of such a generator is shown in Fig.22.    Here, three 

coaxial cylinders serve as a continuation of the disk lead-outs of the tube elec- 

.d" 
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erodes. The input circuit of the generator is formed by the grid-cathode capaci-  ' 

tance of the tube and by the inductance of the concentric line section, composed of 

the cathode and grid cylinders, between which the capacitance piston C is shifted« ' 

At the lower frequencies of the decimeter range, the operating sections of the 

lines are shorter than quarter-wave. At higher frequencies, such a tuning of the 

circuits may be impossible; in that case, tuning at which the electric length of the 

lines corresponds to three-quarter wave is used. , 

In the case of a generator with self-excitation, the connection between the two 

circuits is established either by means of special coupling loops or probes ex- 

tending through the wall of the grid cylinder, or by means of increasing the plate- 

cathode capacitance of the tube. The presence of many natural waves in each circuit 

may lead to self-excitation due to stray frequencies. This is eliminated by so se- 

lecting the feedback parameters that self-excitation is possible only on the oper- 

ating wave. The power of modern triode generators of decimeter waves reaches hun- 

dreds of watts in continuous operation and hundreds of kilowatts at pulse operation 

(when more power is required, several generators are connected in parallel). 

In the postwar years, papers published by Soviet scientists and specialists - 

M.S.Neyman, G.S.Ramm, G.A.Zeytlyenok, K.I.Ivanov, and others - contain the develop- 

ment of the theory of electron processes in SHF triodes, operating with high ampli- 

tude oscillations and current cutoff, i.e., under conditions characteristic of a 

generator. I 

The conditions for motion of the electrons, obtained in the SHF tetrode are   ! 

more favorable than those in the triode: In the space between the control grid and 

the screen grid the electrons accelerate and, therefore, travel back and forth be- 

i 

tween screen grid and plate to which is connected the output high-speed oscillating 

circuit. This fact permits improving the pulse shape of the current as well as in- 

creasing the distance between the electrodes with the aim of reducing the spurious 

capacitance between thera. In the cathode-control grid space, also negative phen- 
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n       
onena occur, as in the triode: a) additional heating of the cathode by returning 

■■) . , 

electrons, b) increase in 'nput conductance and thus in the power of excitation. 
4_' " ^ | 

For television, lighthouse tetrodes with air cooling of the plate and 1200 watt 
6 . ' _,...    _.    

power, operating on waves up to 30 cm, were developed, 
r 

The development of the SHF tetrode generator lei to the "resnatron" which is a 

high-power tetrode with the input (grid-cathode) and output (screen grid-anode) os- 
12— 

cillating circuits located inside a balloon. The plate and screen grid are inter- 
1-' -. 

connected by direct voltage and are grounded; the cathode, under high negative 
K _ 

voltage, is insulated. The design of the electrodes ensures sharp electron focusing, 

due to which the screen grid receives only part of the electron flow of the cathode. 

Besides, the possibility of the secondary electrons of the plate striking the screen 

grid is eccluded at values of the instantaneous plate voltage closer to the voltage 

on tha screen grid. In the Forties, resnatrons of the demountable type were de- 

signed with power up to 80 kw at continuous operation. On waves of the order 50 cm, 

their efficiency amounts to about 605£ and the power amplification to about 10, 

The difficulties in obtaining high power on meter and decimeter waves in tubes 

with control grids necessitated, as early as the Twenties, to start development and 

research on magnetrons. Intensive work in this field done in the USSR by A,A,Slut- 

skin, M.T.Grekhova, G.A,Grinberg, V.S.Lukoshkov, S.Ya.Braude and others, led to the 

construction of magnetrons with cplit anode and later to the multisegment anode, 

which permitted obtaining high power and increasing the generating frequencies. In 
■ • — i 

the second half of the Thirties, a multiresonator magnetron was designed under the i 
"■-■ i 

guidance of M.A.Bonch-Bruyevich, N.F.Alekseyev and D.Ye.Malyarov, which is the pro- 

totype of modem magnetrons, finding wide application on centimeter and millimeter 

waves. Their pulse power reaches hundreds of kilowatts on the shortest waves of the 

centimeter range and thousands of kilowatts on waves longer than 10 cau 

Possessing the highest efficiency in comparison with other generators of the 

centimeter range (on waves of the order of 10 cm the efficiency reaches 6550, the 
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magnetron generator has substantial deficiencies: a) change of load and feeding con-j 

ditions have an effect on the generating frequency; what is more, a skip effect la --I 

possible to another frequency of a multiwave system,  represented by the magnetron;    ! 
£.,_.. ,    ___     ^ . .   .__.. ..  : 

b) the amplitude and the broad-band frequency modulations of the oscillations in the 

magnetron generator are made more difficult. | 

In recent, vears, means of stabilizing the frequencies of the magnetron generator 
- --- i 

were Jeveloped; thus, for instance, the frequency generated by it is held by a high-, 

stability generator (having the same or twice as low a frequency), whose power 

amounts to 5 - 10^ of the power of the ma6r.3tron.    In this manner, deep amplitude      ' 

modulation of the magnetron generator by changing its plate voltage is obtairad»        j 

The klystron generator has a much lower efficiency than the magnetron generator« 

Therefore,  it previously seemed that this generator would be useful ior low-power 

transmitters.    In connection with the increased demands as to frequency stability 

and the requirements of television and other fields of radio engineering, utilizing ! 
i 

the SHF modulated oscillations, intensive development of powerful klystrons was 
i 

undertaken, which could fully satisfy the new requirements, as generators with in-   I 

dependent excitation.    To achieve these aims,  three-resonator (cascade) direct- j 

transit klystrons are used today.    In comparison with two-cavity klystrons, they 

possess a much higher efficiency and a substantially higher power amplification I 

factor, reaching 1000.    The shape of the pulse of the current in klystrons is rich 

in the highest harmonics, which permits their effective use as frequency multipliers« 

As a result, a klystron transmitter with a quartz exciter,  frequency multiplier and 

intermediate amplifiers,   is no ra' re complicated than a short-wave transmitter. 

In many types of klystrons,  the resonators are external which facilitates theii1 

retuning in a wide wave band.    The application of magnetic focusing for reducing th« 

harmful effect of the repulsion of electrons as well as gridless resonators of a 

special design (with the aim of reducing losses in these) permitted an increase in 

the efficiency of the klystron generators on waves in the 30 cm range, up to 30^ at 

:H 
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a power of 5 - 10 kw, i 
2 -- 

_.   _     In view of the high quality factor of the input and intermediate resonators 
4_J • 

(the output resonator has a lower quality factor because of the load),  the klystron,; 
6.J  ..       _     ' '   _     ' 

in principle,  is a narrow-band SHF amplifier.    Despite this fact, by means of some 
r      i \_, — 

detuning and lowering the quality factor of the first two resonators, undistorted 
,....) 

passage of the band of the television signal is made possible. This somewhat re- 
12 — 

duces the power amplification factor in the klystron amplifier, but leaves a rela- 
1 •'. — 

tively high value. This greatly simplifies the tuning of the television transmitter. 
10 _: 

There is also a positive experiment of the development of super-powerful pulse 
It J 

klystrons at 20-30 megawatt in the 10-cm wave range at an eificiency of 33^« Ac- 
•2 0._ 

cordingly to literature data, the joint operation of 20 such klystrons, furnishing 

the linear accelerator with a power of /+00 megawatt, does not present special dif- 

ficulties, inasmuch as the phasing of the oscillations in the klystron generator is 

easily achieved, 
■■i. 

In recent years there was intensive work done on other types of powerful SHF 

amplifiers - tubes of moving and magnetron amplifiers, which open up possibilities 

of SHF amplification of an extremely broad band. For instance, a new type of 

traveling-wave tube furnishes a power of 1200 w in the 60-cm wave(500 mc) range on 
"j., 

the 100 mc band. 

In low-power radiotran.smitting devices, utilized for radio relay lines, etc., 

lighthouse triodes and reflector klystrons are used.    By changing the voltage on 

the reflector in the latter4   aut' matic control and,  rather simply,   frequency modu-   | 

-   lation are obtained, 

_! 
43-i HIGH-FREQUENCY GENHIAT0RS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE 

i i 

50.1] 
The work by the outstanding Soviet scientist V,P.Vologdin and a number of other 

J2—| 

radio specialists led to widespread application of high-frequency generators in 

various fields of the national economy. 
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At present, the total power of high-frequency vacuum-tube generators, used only; 

I 
in metal-working plants, substantially exceeds the total power of radio stations« 

Vacuum-tube generators are used for casehardening, smelting, soldering, and tin- 
t 

plating of metals, for drying lumber, yam, canning of food items, for heating 

plastics, for extermination of pests, etc. Vacuum-tube generators also have found 

wide application in medicine. 

The extreme diversity of the purposes of the generators permits the application 

of all radio frequencies, beginning with the lowest and ending with superhigh fre- 

quency. The power of generators in use already reached hundreds of kilowatts. 

In connection with the tremendous importance of high-frequency generators for , 
i 

the national economy,  the problem of practical design of the circuit and the con- 

struction is very acute.    Let us take note of a few specific features of high- 

frequency generators: 

a) The load parameters change in the heating process.    This leads to poor power 

utilization of the generator during a substantial part of its operating cycle.     If 

the cycle of heat treatment is  sufficiently long, manual power control of the gen- 

erator is possible.    In short cycles, most generators at present operate without 
I 

automatic power control; 

b) So long as frequency stability is of no importance, the generators are ! 
i 

usually designed as devices with self-excitation,    A more suitable balancing be- 
i 

tween tube and load can be ensured by a two-circuit connection with the latter, J 

This frequently leads to backlash, a skip effect from one frequency of the connec- 

tion to the other, accompanied by drastic changes in the load current,  in the 

operating conditions of the generator,  its power,  efficiency,  etc.  (in itself, a 
■ 

small frequency surge during the tempering process is of minor importance). 

Formerly, attempts to eliminate the backlash were made by applying single- 

circuit systems,  containing high-frequency matching transformers of special design. 

Such systems are still in use today in cases where the generator operates on a fixed 

-\~ 
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load.    In the postwar years, two-circuit systems were used in generators intended 

for universal loads, designed in such a way that self-excitation was possible only 
4_j 

on a single coupling frequency (feedback to the grid of the secondary circuit,   the 
6.  _   

system of frequency-dependent feedback by Yu.B.Vigdorovich); 

c) For a number of reasons (distortion of the form of grid excitation, complex 

character of feedback,  etc.),  the efficiency of generators is often low.    At the 

same time,  the problem of increasing the efficiency is rather acute in view of the 
Is  

tremendous total input power of the generators; 
1 c _ 

d) In the postwar years,   serious attention was devoted to the elimination of 

radiation in generators, which created substantial interference in the reception of 

radio stations.    This was achieved by shielding and feeding across high-frequency 

filters; 

e) The feeder sources of generators used in standard production must be sta- 

bilized. 

Directing the attention of a broad circle of radio specialists to the above 
—I 

questions will no doubt increase the level of this tremendously important field of 

radio technique. 
i 
i 

3fc—| RADIOTRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT 

The development of radiotransmitting technique during the last decade is 

closely linked with the improvement of equipment, more perfected construction, and 

progress achieved in the technology of manufacture. 

To the above statements on new types of generator tubes,  one may add that in 

modem high-power generator tubes the cathodes, as a rule, are made of thoriated 

tungsten.    The resultant decrease in the input power of the filament circuits by 

2,5-3 times noticeably affects the efficiency of the transmitters.    New designs 

of anodes with forced cooling were developed which permit the construction of trans- 

mitters with powers of 100 and more kilowatts, with air cooling as well as with a 

—i 
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rather economical system of water cooling« 

Deslgiers of radio transmitters now have at their disposal a more perfected set- 

up of high-frequency circuits.    In the long and medium-wave ranges, mica capacitors 

subjected to aging, particularly at higher temperatures,  are replaced by ceramic 

capacitors and,  in powerful stages, by gas-filled capacitors under pressure and oil- 

filled capacitors.    In the short-wave range,  huge air c.xpacitors are replaced by 

ceramic and high-voltage vacuum capacitors.    The application of circuit coils with    j 

sliding contacts along the loops permits designing short-wave transmitters in the 
i 

two-dimensional rather wide wave range.    The decrease in  ehe overall size of their 

circuits in conjunction with a more rational space arrangement of the equipment, 

contributed to the widening of the range in the direction toward shorter waves and 

to an increase in operating stability.    Great improvements were made in the design 

of transmitters of other ranges due to the use of new materials and parts.    The ap- 

plication of magnetodielectrics (ferrites) permits electric tuning, without inertia, 

of the circuits in a broad wave band. 

The development of feed  sources of the transmitters tended toward new types of 

small-size, high-voltage kenotrons, dry rectifiers, and powerful high-voltage thyra- 

trons.    The replacement of gas-filled tube rectifiers by thyratrons increased the 

operating stability of the rectifiers, owing to the introduction of rapid-action 
i 

grid protection from overcurrents caused by flash-back in the valves and breakdown   | 

in the tubes. 

Success was achieved in the field of control, automatic tuning, and protection 

of the equipment. 

-4 

-1 
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NEW STRUCTURAL SOLUTIONS I 

6..- .   The task of mass delivery of radiobroadcasting receivers for the population in- 

voives the necessity of producing receivers by mass-production methods, together 

with a decrease in weight and size of the receivers, lowering of their cost, and im- 

'   provement of their quality indexes. 

1'       It is known that the reproduction of the lowest frequencies of the sound spec- 

trum is connected with the perimeter of the housing and the diameter of the cone of 

2 0-, 

— -A 

-J 
30— 

Fig,7 - Two-Section Units of Variable Capacitors! 

a) Old design, b) and c) New designs 

the loudspeaker.    In order to ensure the reproduction of the lowest frequencies 

(60 - 100 cycles) by the receiver one usually utilizes loudspeakers with low fre- 

quency of the resonance of the mobile system and the casing is made with a rela- 

tively high perimeter.    With a decrease in the size of the casing and the diameter 

of the cone of the loudspeaker,  the low frequencies "vanish",  leading to a deterior4 

ation in the sound qualities of the receiver. 
i 

It is also known that one of the specific characteristics of the human ear is 

its nonlinearity, manifesting itself strongly on the lowest frequencies. If instead 

of the lowest frequencies the receiver were to reproduce their harmonics, then, on 

i 
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the strength of the nonlinearity of the ear, z.he impression would be created of per-; 

ception of the lowest frequencies,        _ _  , 

A sharp accentuation of the harmonics oT the lowest frequencies is achieved by \ 

means of a circuit solution or by selecting xr. appropriate mobile loudspeaker system« 
r. —; 

V» — 

Ü 

31- 

i;._ 

50. 

Fig.8 - Inductance Coils of lifferent Designs ; 

a) Without magneto-dielectric, b) With'»iJ-sifer'* core,  c) With alsifer shell- 

type core, d) With carbonyl core; extrea* right - with ferrite core molded 

into the plistlc ' 

The latter method finds much more applicatior,  since it does not require complica- 

tion of the circuit and is relatively easy ti  attain by a proper structural design   | 

of the mobile loudspeaker system« 

The reduction in size and cost was greailj furthered by the decrease in sise 

of the radio tubes, i.e., the change-over to srall-button tubes.    The decrease in 

power of the heater of the cathodes of these radio tubes also exerted an influence 

on the reduction in weight and size, and coruequently on the cost of the receivers, 

in view of the fact that the power of the poter transformers is reduced« 

The use of selenium rectifiers, germanioL detectors, and new magnetic and in- 

..-] 
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sulation materials permitted a qualitative change in many elements of receiver de- 
2 —! 

sign and thus lower the total consumption of materials. 
4_J  " , 1 
—    It suffices to say that the total use of materials for Class III receivers was 

6 J..  .___   ' . . _ 
reduced in recent years by r.ore thcin 50% and in Class II receivers by as much as 30^. 

f —, 
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3fc. I 

Fig,9 - Printed Mounting Plate of the Receiver "Dorozhny" with Details 

of Assembly 

Significant success was also achieved in the field of the structural perfec- 

tion of the basic units of radio receivers. For instance, modem variable capaci- 

tors of radio receivers are reduced in size and weight by more than 2,5 times. This 

was achieved by narrowing the air gaps from 0,5 mm to 0,25 mm and by using a more 

accurate rolling of the aluminum strip of which the capacitor plates are made. In 

Fig.7 two-section units of the old and new design are shown. 

I 
The use of ferrite pemitted a reduction in size of the inductance coils, in- ' 

termediate frequency filters, etc. Figure 8 gives a comparison of the design of 

inductance ceils having ferrite cores with coils having carbonyl or "alsifer*1 cores« 
54_i .  

Tho increase in the specific capacitances of the electrolytic capacitors per- 

sd   
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raitted a reduction in their size by 2 - 3 times in comparison with older models» i 

~ ~~' i 

The decrease in the overall size of the loudspeakers,  in combination with the 

improvements 'n design (of both the mobile and the magnet system), permitted, with- 
i       ^       _       .   ' .„ '" . .....   . ' _..' 

out impairing the acoustic qualities of the receivers, to reduce the size of the 

casing and to increase the productivity of labor in its manufacture.    For example, 

the most popular receiver "Koscovite", which is several times smaller in weight and 

size than the Class II receivers formerly produced, has acoustic indexes close to 

these latter. 
■ -- I 

Further perfection of radio receivers with respect to lowering their cost is 

obtained by the introduction of completely new methods of design and manufacture; 

one of these is the method of "printed circuits", used in the production of both 

i 

radio and television receivers.    The basic advantage of printed circuiot is their 

adaptability to the highly mechanized and automatic manufacturing processes. 

For example,  in the five-tube superheterodyne receiver "Dorozhny", a large por- 

tion of the circuit is based on the printed method.    Figure 9 shows the printed 

mounting plate of this receiver with mounted printed conductors and resistors. 

lo. 

JH 

PROSPECTS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF RADIOTELEGRAPH SYSTEMS 

I 
In the modern theory of communications, two directions are clearly marked: 

1) increase in the operating efficie; ry of the channel by the fact that statistical ! 

features of the language or of ot her material transmitted via the comraunication 

channel are utilized and 2) search for methods of transmitting messages which would [ 

ensure maximum possible stability of the communication channel.    The first direc- 

tion is most pronounced in the work by K.Shannon (USA), and the second found its 

most advanced  form in the work by V.A.Kotelnikov, "Theory of Potential Noiseproof 

Feature". 

Let us review some special trends of the first direction. 

Modem transmission of telegrams by telegraph teleprinters is based on letter 
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0.   . ..   . .         .       _          
transmission, where each letter is given a fixed combination of five elementary send- 

2-- I 
ings. As each elementary sending has the possibility to transmit one of two mes- 

sages ♦ or -, then five such sendinga can form 2 " 32 various combinations or trans- 

mit 32 different messages. In the Russian alphabet there are exactly 32 letters, if 
r..] 

the letter e is excluded. 
.' —i 

Consequently, by utilizing all the combinations of the five elementary sendings, 
12—: 

any worded text can be transmitted. But this text will contain no numerals, punctu- 
1 ', — 

ation marks, or even spaces between words» 
I-. — 

The question is how this problem is solved in telegraph communication. Each 
1- .J 

telegraph apparatus has two recorders: one for letters, one for numbers. On the 
■2 0._ 

letter and the number recorders one can transmit 29 conventional combinations on 

each, a total of 58 conventional corabinations. It would appear that this number 

ought to equal bk,  and not 58. However, one must not forget that of the 32 possible 

corabinations from 5 elementary sending, one combination must be used for spaces be- 

tween words, another combination for shifting the recorder, and still another com 

bination as the inoperative sign. The last two combinations are necessary on both 

recorders. The spacing can be on only one recorder, but this complicates the opera- 
> 

-   tion. 
3. ' 

Thus, on the letter recorder, 29 letters out of 33 are transmitted.    On the 

number recorder the remaining letters, numbers, and necessary marks are transmitted. 

The question arises whether it would not be more practical to produce a code of 
* 'i : ' I 

six elementary sendings rather than of five; then all the letters, numbers, and 

marks could be arranged on one recorder. From the point of view of simplification j 
•^ ■' | 

of the design of the telegraph apparatus, this way would be practical but would de-' 

■18-1 j 
crease the carrying capacity of the channel. Let us examine this on an example of | 

SO—. 

a simple telegram: 

I Moscow Gorkovo 17 apt 35 i 

—t Sokolova 
5 5 
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Await aunt coming Ufa arrives June 18 j 
2—1                                                                                               , I 
_'.   . _   _ . Dunya      . - : 

In this telegram there are 60 letters and numbers,  13 intervals between the 
e " "   _ .' 

words,  and 6 shiftings from recorder to recorder.    Altogether for its transmission 

would be required 5 x 79 ■■ 395 elemental y sendings.    If a six-digit code were used 

for transmission of the same telegram,  the saving would be at the expense of six 

shiftings from recorder to recorder,  and consequently, would necessitate 6 x 73 ■ U38 

elementary sendings, and the time of transmission of the given telegram would be 
i ■ 

lengthened by 11%, 

Thus,  the use of two recorders shortens the time of transmission of telegraus 

and,  consequently,  increases the operating efficiency of the channel.    It seems logi- 

cal to attempt to develop this concept further, by applying,  e.g.,  four recorders In- 

stead of two and in this way still further increase the operating efficiency of the 

channel.     It appears that this is feasible.    As is generally known,  the first let- 

ters of the alphabet are used more often than the last.     If one were to place the 

most frequently used letters on the first recorder, and those used less often on the 

second recorder and in an analogous manner distribute numbers and marks, the five- 

digit code could be replaced by a four-digit code.    With four recorders and a four- 

digit code, one could transmit a total of UU signs instead of 58,  since four com- 

binatiors of the possible number 2    ■ 16 on each recorder are used up for shifting 
1 

of the recorder and for the intervals between letters,  while one combination is used 

for absence of transmission.    If one were to familiari2e oneself with the transmis- | 

sion of normal telegrams, disregarding the established practice of composing tele- 

grams without punctuating marks,  then UU combinations would suffice.    As an example. 

Table 2 gives the possible distribution of letters, numbers and necessary marks on 

four recorders. 

If we were to transmit the above telegram with the aid of the newly composed 

'.j 

alphabet on four recorders, then 336 sendings in all would be required, i.e., we 

^t 
-I 
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6 J 

would obtain a saving of almost 12%, I ! 
i 

Of course, the discussed neasure is only an example illustrating the basic idea 

that an increase in the operating efficiency of the channel is possible by practical 

Table 2 

i: 

i' 

Combination No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 u 15 16 

M 
M > 
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coding of the messages. Let us give another example.  In this book, there are 

^0,000 typographical signs on each author's sheet of text. In order to transmit »n 
3 

these signs by the Baudot telegraph, tO x 10 x 5 * 200, (XX) elementary sendings are 

required, not even taking into account the combinations for shifting to the number 

recorder and vice versa. If we were to count each word as consisting of fiv? let- 

ters on the average, which, as far as the Russian language is concerned, consti- 

tutes a gross underestimate, then each author's sheet has to contain 8000 words, 
i 

Assigning to each word a fixed combination from a certain number of elementary 

sendings, one can prove that 13 sendings are fully sufficient for the description    | 
13 

of 8000 words.    Actually 2      - 8192.    If,  from this number, we were to allot 32 

combinations for numbers and signs, a total of l60 combinations could  still be uti- 

lized for the distribution of all possible words on 160 recorders.    In all, with 

the aid of combinations from 13 elementary two-digit senoings, one can transmit 

160 x 8000 - 1,280,000 different words plus 32 signs and numbers.    These possibili- 

ties are evidently sufficient for the transmission of any worded text«         — 

However, with this method of coding,  the author's sheet will require for its 
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transmission approxiuiately 13 x 8000 - 10/», 000 elementary sendings instead of the 
I 

200,000 required with the usual method of telegraph transmission. The saving ob-—! 

tained, as can be seen, is 2 times. In other words, the operating efficiency of the: 

channel can be increased to twice its original value. The above two examples suf- 

fice to show the tremendous possibilities in a practical coding. 

However, it is not difficult to grasp that the utilization of practical codes 

like those discussed above leads to a lowering of the resistance or the communica- 

tion channels to interference. As a matter of fact, when transmitting coded words, ■ 

individual letters in words are distorted. The intelligibility of the text generally 

remains complete. In the transmission of coded words, an error in one elementary 

sign means substitution of a whole word so that, in this case, full intelligibility 

of the text cannot be expected. This creates the necessity of looking for new 

methods of transmission, which would insure high protection from interference to- 

gether with the utilization of practical coding. 

The basic principle, developed in "The Theory of Potential Noiseproof Feature" 

by V.A.Kotelnikov, applicable to telegraph systems, boils down to the requirement of 

transmission of sendings reflecting different messages (letters, words, etc.) with 

the aid of orthogonal functions. This means that signals carrying various messages 
i 

must differ to the maximum extent. Therefore, the problem arises to fi.d economical 
i 

methods of encoding which,   together with maximum operating efficiency of the channel 

and without widening of the band, would ensure maximum possible distinctions of the 

code combinations in order to increase the protection from interference. 

It seems that the development of radiotelegraph systems is bound to go along 

such a synthetic course. 

50_ 
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RADIO RELAY COIMJNICATION ON ULTRA-SHORT WAVES 

by 

V.A.SmimoT 

-'. 
I?.. 

-j 

n 

srl 

1. Brief Historic Review 

i ' 

The development of the technique of ultrashort waves (VHF) down to waves of the 
j 

millimeter range, was considerably furthered by the scientists of our country,    A 

series of papers of fundamental importance in the field of propagation, generation, 

and reception of ultrashort waves by B.A.Vvedenskiy, A.A.Glagoleva-Arkad^yeva, 

M.A.Bonch-Bruyevich and others belong still to the Twenties cf the present century, 
i 

The same period includes also the firf- work on testing the practical feasibility of 

establishing communication on ultrashort waves,  condtoted by B,A,Vveden3kly, 

A.I.Danilevskiy, A.G.Arenberg, A,V.Astaf'yev, Yu,N,Sheyn, S,Ta,Turlygin,    The de- 

signing and creation of the first ultrashort wave lines of communication began in 

the Thirties.    Thus, during 1932 - 193^ in the USSR, equipmei t operating on meter 

waves was developed and installed OP the experimental communication lines Moscow- 

Kashira and Moscow-Noginsk,    Later, during 193t - 1936, experiments on telephone 

communication were conducted on the 60-cm wave, with the suburban ^one of Moscow 

(10 - 15 km).    In the prewar years, work was being done on the creation of a more 

powerful ultrashort wave communication channel for multichannel telephone and tele- 
I 
graph comnunication. 

During the same years work was begun in other countries on using ultrashort ' 

waves for conmunlcation purposes.    In Germany, approximately during the period  
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1932 - 193/*, the first satisfactory results in communication on meter waves were 

4_J 

6 _ 

•u; 
Tn. 

"I 

5.1 

achieved.    In 1934, the firm Telefunken established for the first time a coranuni- , 
I 

cation on the 50-cm wave, at a distance of about 10 km. I 

In 1932,  the first communication on the 5-ni wave was organized over the British 
i 
i 

Channel in England.    In 193/*, Qigland was the first to use an ultrashort wave 
i 

"insert" into the conducting line, which ensured operation of six telephone chan- 

nels.     In 1937, a 9-channel service was accomplished through the Channel between        i 

the points Belfast-Stranrir on a wave band of about U m over a distance of about        i 
i 

55 km. 

The first link in the USA, which operated on a wave band of about 3 m was es- ; 

tablished between New York and Philadelphia in 1936. This link had already two in- 

termediate booster stations and can be considered as the first radio-relay communi- 

cation system. 

However, all these single lines erected during the decade 1930 - 19U0 in dif- 

ferent countries were of an experimental character. Communication on these lines 
i 

was realized in the majority of cases on meter waves and the number of simultane- 
i 

ously operating telephone channels on these lines did not exceed six. , 
i 

In the following decade 1940 - 1950, owing to the rapid development of the 
I 

ultrashort wave technique,  the development of the technique of decimeter and centi- \ 

meter waves in particular, and also as a result of mastering new methods of modu- 

lation  (frequency,  pulse), ultrashort wave systems found wide application in prac- 

tice.    Systems appeared which permitted simultaneous operation of several tens of 

channels and, toward the end of 1950, even of hundreds of telephone channels in one 

"radio trunk" (i.e.,  in a single broad-band radio transmission), accompanied by the 

development of systems for televieion transmission.    The field of application of 

ultrashort wave systems also widened: short ultrashort wave "inserts" into the con- 

ducting communication lines found rather wide application in places where the laying 

of a conducting line wa« hampered  (for example, under water or at mountain condi- 
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0 _ 
-   tions)»    Single, relatively short ultrashort wave lines began to replace cables for 

2_ . . ^ , 

_  the connection of studios with broadcasting transmitters or of transmitting and re- 
4 J I 

.   ceiving centers with radio centers.    Special stationary-mobile ultrashort wave com- 
6..'    

munication systems were created for servicing railway and automobile transportation. 
P. 

12 _J 

i:. 

!•; 

!'.'__ 

-  ' 

48- 

50- 

-A 

for postal service in towns, etc.    The transmission of television programs from sta- 

diums,  public squares,  theaters,  etc,  is effected in the majority of cases with the 

aid of such ultrashort wave lines.    At present,  there exist multichannel telephone 

and television radio relay systems of many hundreds and thousands kilometers length. 

The radio relay communication systems are undergoing final development in the 

current decade, after 1950,    The technique and economics of these systems have al- 

ready reached such a level that they are fully competitive with aerial wire and 

cable systems of long-distance communication.    Radio relay communication systems 

began to be put into operation on a large scale.    The industry produced for this 

purpose a series issue of highly perfected equipment. 

During the war years and during the first postwar years,   the technique and in- 

troduction of ultrashort wave communication systems in the USSR was somewhat de- 

layed.    However, during a later period, particularly in connection with the direc- 

tives of the Nineteenth Congress of the Communist ParV-,  on the introduction of 

ultrashort wave radiobroadcasting and  radio relay systems, an expansion of opera- 

tions in thi:« direction began in every way.    Several radio relay systems have al- 

ready been established,  none of them being in any way inferior in qualify to ; 
i 

foreign systems of the same power.    Development of still more perfected systems is 

being continued.    The existing network of radio relay systems in the country has 

been considerably extended.    The technical foundation has been created, on whose 
I 
basis './his network will expand rapidly in the coming years. 

2,  Radio Relay Ccmnnnicatior. Systems and Their   <'. itus of Development 

Si    ' 

58 d 
According to literature data,  and mainly Judging by the material of the MKKP 
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and KKKF, quite a clear idea can be formed both about existing radio relay systems 

and those in the stage of developnent as well as their adoption for operation in a    j 

'-' \ i number of countries. i 

In the majority of systems of multichannel telephone service, the principle of 
c 
t  -   - 

frequency division of channels and the same terminal equipment as in wire coranruni- 

cation are used.    The use of one and the same terminal multiplexing equipment in 

radio relay and wire lines  substantially simplifies the interconnection of these 

lines and lowers the cost of the system as a whole. 

Both in telephone and  television ultrashort wave systems,  frequency modula- 

tion (FA) of the carrier frequencies of the transmitters are generally used.    In 

some countries, multiple telephone systems have been developed •>-ith time division of 

channels, but with the total number of channels not exceeding 27t,    In the over- 

whelming majority of such systems, pulse time series modulation and amplitude modu- 

lation on radio frequencies   (PTH-All) are used.    Less popular is amplitude modulation 

of the pulse series with frequency modulation of the radio frequencies  (APK-FM) or 

pulse-duration modulation with amplitude modulation of the radio frequencies 

(PDH-AM). 

In some countries,  systems for a number of channels, 600 and more in a single 

radio trunk, are in the stage of development. 

The present status of radio relay lines is characterized by the total length 

of these lines, which in different countries varies from 600 (Switzerland) to 

60,000 (USA) km». 

During the next 3-5 years, about 20,000 km of radio relay systems equipped 

with modem apparatus will be erected in the countries of Europe aid Asia.    Projec- 

- ted radio relay lines for communication are as follows: USA-Europe  (via Greenland), 

- Ankara-Beirut - Kairo, etc.    At present, England, France, Belgium, Denmark, Holland, 

* In addition to the main lines, this also includes the communication lines of th«- 

transportation system and other eyste 
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0  
Switzerland are in the process of interchanging television programs over radio relay 

2 I 
_ lines. .  _     _.'..        

4_j i i 
Of interest is a comparative economic analysts of radio relay and cable lines, i 

e    .. ._ . 
published in the Zhglish literature (Table 1), 

i 

iC-J 
I 

i:J 

i- __ 

16 — 

1"    . 

Table 1 

Comparative Economic Indexes of Radio Relay and Cable Lines for Trans- 

mission of Television Programs  (Ehgland) 

Basic Indexes Radio Relay Line Cable Line 

Relative Weight of Steel 2 1     1 
! Relative Weight of Copper 1 ^ 

Relative Weight of Lead 1 280    | 

Relative Weight of Aluminum 1 - 

| Size of Buildings, m A™ 7.8 11.3   | 

Electric Power Consumption, w/km 156 81 

Total Number of Radio Tubes per 1 km 13 7    | 

ul 
50 

The cost of installation of a modem radio relay line with a small number of 

channels is comparable to that of a cable line, while with an increase in the num- 

ber of channels, the cost is reduced. According to presently available approximate, 
■ 

data, the cost of erecting a radio relay line with a capacity of 60 - 960 telephone j 

channels amounts to approximately 90^ - 6Q£ (depending on the number of channels) 
i 

of the cost of a cable line of the same length and capacity, 

3, Block Diagrams of Radio Relay Systems ' 

q 
' Radio relay communication systems, as is generally known,   consist of an It- 
i 

erated network of ultrashort wave radio stations, placed between conforming cor- 
—1 

respondents.    Two extreme stations of the line an called terminals, while all 

ssn 
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others between these are called relay stations. If the surface of the terrain be- | 

I 
tween the terminal points of the communication lines is fairly uniform and if waves ; 

OC. 

> 
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< 

>       > 

<       < 

> > 1 
< <  [ 
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Ü^'' 

l-i-f4Pl'-'' 
oc. 

oft. 

Fi.^.l - Simplified Block Diagram of a Radio Relay Line 

of the centimeter range up to several tens of centimeters are used,  the average dis- 

tance between the  stations is of the order of 50 km.    Depending on the length of the 

operating wave and the topography of 

Oft 

P 
Cft BR 

Pd 

PP 

r4 

45 ' 

4 6_ 

50_ 

Fig.2 - Simplified Block Diagram of a 

Terminal Office 

the locality,  these distances may vary 

considerably,  reaching at times sev- 
I 

eral hundred kilometers.    Each sta-     , 

tion on the line is a complex of dif- 

ficult radiotechni' al devices and in- I 

stallations.    The .-nest powerful modem 

radio relay systems have several (up 

to 7) radio-frequency trunks, in each 

of which several hundred telephone 

conversations or one te if vision program can be transmitted.    All trunks are usually 

identical as to composition of the equipment| therefore, it is practical to first — 
; I 
! I 

give the composition of the equipment of a single-trunk line, and then show how the 
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trunks are united intc i.he total system*   I 

     Figure 1 gives a sfiaplified block diagram of a radio relay line consisting of 

n bays, where OC,  and ZC    are the terminal stations, T , T_ ••• Tn^ are relay sta- 

tions, OA,  and OA    are ~ne terminal offices at the ends of the communication line, 1 2 ' 
OA    is the terminal o£Lze which is connected with any one of the relays where a 

separation or a paralliL branching of a part of the channels (for example, of the 

audio or television chrr-^els) occurs, while      ,  f ,    ..•  f . f   are the operating 
12 i     k 

frequencies used on tte individual sections of the line. 

Many of these freruencies may be equal, i.e., on different areas of the line 
16 __ 
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Fig.3 - Sirriified Block Diagram of a Radio Relay Station 

the frequencies may repx.t themselves.    In the simplest  case, only two frequencies: 

f    and f    are utilized oz: the whole line. 
1 2 

Let us review theb-^sic composition of the equipment of the terminal offices 

,q 
SO-] 

H 

and relay stations. 
i 

The block diagram a" the terminal station shown in Fig.2 indicates that the 

entire equipment of the t-erminal offices is divided into the following basic as- 

semblies: 

1. High-frequen(r equipment - BA, comprising the transmitting device Pd and   [ 

receiving device?*; 

=d 
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2, Service equipment CA; 

       3» Terminal equipment OA; 

U* Devices of primary feeding PP; 

5. Transmitting and receiving antennas A; 

6, High-frequency antenna feeders  (waveguides) L. 

The function of the Pd and Pr units, entering the complex BA and comprising i 

also a series of modulation and demodulation stages, consists in filtration, genera- 

tion,  and amplification of frequencies corresponding to ultrashort waves.    With the 

i 

~> S 

sS'rT 3-^ Pd 

b) 

o     I 

M. 

Fig./» - A Simplified Block Diagram of a Station with Multitrunk System 

a) Intertmmk filters; b) Apparatus 

aid of the high-frequency lines L, usually in the form of a concentric cable or hol- 

low waveguides, Pd and Pr are connected,  respectively, to the transmitting and re- 

- ceiving antennas A which generally have high directivity. 
•t 8—i 

The terminal equipment OA serves the following purpose: either a) to bring up 
50 

-1 
one or several telephone or other channels to a fixed level, to place th- rhinnels 

in the frequency spectrum, or to time them so as to create a common primary modu- 

lation spectrum entering the transmitting part BA; or b) to effect a reverse process 
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of separation of individual channels from the master primary modulation spectrum, ob- 
i 

tained at the output of the receiving part BA. 
I 

The service equipment CA comprises signaling devices, not provided for directly 

In the OA and BA units, devices for establishing service telephone communication and 

for automatic control and administration of stations. 

The volume and technical solution of each of the basic assemblies depend on the 

type of communication system, which is determined mainly by the quantity and quality 

of tv.e channels formed and the type of modulation used. 

A block diagram of a radio relay station is shown in Fig,3» 

The relaying part consists of a compensating un.it for the attenuation of the 

ultrashort wave field, created during propagation, also when a change in the direc- 

tion of the propagation is required. For this purpose, a weak signal, received from 

one of the directions, is amplified and then re-emitted in the same direction or in 

another one. It is essential to note that, for the time being, relays in which such 

amplification is effected on operating high frequencies are hardly ever used in 

practice. Therefore, modem relays have a very complicated equipment containing 

several demodulation and modulation st ges, while amplification of the signal is 

done on the relatively low intermediate frequencies. 

As indicated by the block diagram, a relay station is a combination of two BA 

units. Sometimes, the BA of the relay stations coincide fully with the circuits and 

sizes of the ^A in the terminal offices. This is the case for the practical relay j 

types where the process of complete modulation takes place prior to receiving of the 

primary modulating signal, which arrives from the terminal office. In other relay 

i 
types, the number of modulation and demodulation stages in the BA is decreased, so 

that there is no demodulation prior to receiving the primary signal. Sometimes, th«i 

separation or branching of all or part of the channels is done in the intermediate 

1 ^ i 
relays. In this case, a corresponding terminal equipment OA™ , shown in Fig»3 by a' 

dotted line, is subconnected to the BA relay. The necessity of separating in each 

■H 
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c  
station the service conminication channel and the control and direction channels   ! 

further complicates the equipment«     - 
l 

At present, the technique of ultrashort wave ccannrun' cations is very near to a 

practical realization of amplification on high frequencies and Urns to the realiza- 

tion of simpler relay stations without frequency transformation« 

The Joining of several trunks in a siiigle radio relay line is done in the block 

diagram shown in Fig./». In this case, individual trunks operate on different car- 

rier frequencies, but with conmon antennas, and the connection of the equipment of 

the individual trunks to the common ar.tennas must be accomplished by separating band 

filters. In some multitr-jnk systems, only two antennas are used instead of four, so 

that transmission and reception in one and same direction are achieved on one an- 

tenna. This further complicates the filter system« 

/i« Fundamental Equations of the Radio Relay System 

The calculation of any radio relay line can be done with the aid of two basic 

equations. These equations establish the connection between the most important 

parameters of the radio relay system: of the actual power of the transmitter P . of 

each station; of the signal-to-naise ratio at the output of an individual comnuni- 

S 
cation channel (for example, of the telephone channel) at the end of the line — ; 

of the effective band of the system ßf; and of other parameters. 

The first equation has the form 

14- 

46- 

1° 

5n_ 

-d 

IMF (1) 

where u is the total attenuation of the section, equal to the relation of the actual, 

power of the transmitter P  to the power at the input of receiver P ; 

L is the attenuation in the elements of the equipment between the output cir-j 

 cuit of the transmitter and the grid circuit of the first tube of the re^  

ceiver. Here the attenuations of the waveguides, output and input f liters - 
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»L 

in the antennas are connected. Practically, the largest attenuation com- 

i 

ponent L is due to losses in the waveguides;    ..  

! I 

W is the attenuation,  fixed by the ratio of the magnitude cf the power PZ , 

emitted by the transmitting antenna, to the magnitude of the power arriving 

at tha receiving antenna P-—, under the assumption that the propagation of 

electromagnetic energy takes place in a vacuum; 

F is the attenuation, fixed by the fact that propagation actually takes place 

not in free space but in the atmosphere near the rough surface of the earth. 

The factor F is -z mapriitude,  varying in time as a result of constants 

changes in the atmosphere. 

The study of the prcrp.gation conditions of ultrashort waves permits computing 

the average value of the output WF as well as evaluating the magnitude of the oscil- 

lations of the factor F, when the structure of the atmosphere is changed,    Fuiiia- 

mental work in the field of propagation of ultrashort waves was carried out in the 

USSR,    This mainly includes the papers by B.A.Vvedenskiy who,  still in the Twenties, 

elaborated the methods of calculating the field of ultrashort waves within the 

limits of direct visibility and later in the field of diffraction beyond the limits 

of optical visibility.    At r much later stage,  V,A.Fok specified more accurately the 

calculation of the field of ultrashort waves within and without the limits of visi- 

bility by taking into consideration the refraction in the atmosphere.    The new i 

methods of calculation developed by him are today the most common and the most           i 

rigid.    In recent years,  B.N.Troitskiy and A,I,Kalinin contributed valuable informa- 

— tion to the question of propagation of ultrashort waves, as applied to actual con- 

■'H ' ^ ' i 
— ditions encountered in radio relay systems, 

13_J 

— The second b.isic equation, necessary for the calculaiion of radio relay lines 

i 
— is as follows: I 

d 
B 

J* 
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Here P     is the actual power at the transmitter output; 1 
i—i 

6 J_. 

N^_ is the power of the fluctuation noise- relative to the first tube of the ro- pr ^ ' ( 
l i 

ceiver (usually at the input of the mixer); 

This power equals ■ 

Npr.N0KTAf (3) 

where N is the noise factor of the receiver, which for quality receivers is within 

the approximate limits of 5 - 30; 

K is the Eoltzman constant; 

T is the absolute temperature. At a temperature of 20 C, KT " 0,U x  10 

Af is the effective width of the band of the receiver, in cycles; 

r20 

_§.   is the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver output in the band of an in- 

dividual channel.    This magnitude is usually rated and, for telephone 

trunk lines,  is equal to 6 nepers; 

B is the noise gain, depending on the form of modulation and on the correla- 

tion of the bands at the receiver and individual channel input« 

Finally, 

Z ^i ' ^1 * P2 * — * ^ 
U) 

3 :_ 

represents the total attenuation of all sections of the radio relay system. 

It can be assumed that 
i 

ZVl-nlie (5) 

where u    is the fading of the equivalent section equal,  consequently, to 

(5a) 

Then eqs,(l) and (2) can be written in the following form: 

J 
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In order to assign the parameters of 

1   .    Pa 
B         Na 

the comm 

(U) 

(2a) 

1 •', _J 
fix the possible stability of the communication line as to time, ii zs.  necessary to 

knew the behavior of each u as to time or, what amounts to the sae, of each R.. 
< i i 16 

IbJ 
In this connection, an increasing number of publications in recentv^s^rs gave the 

distribution curve F for various kinds of tracks, representing tht r-=5ult of long 

experimental research. However, due to the considerable variety o.'-be tracks as 
22 j 

to length and profile as well as due to the utilization of differed frequencies in 

the systems, there is no sufficiently large amount of such experimir^?'! data avail- 

able at present so that a suitable classification is still missing.  ZTnerefore, the 

calculation according to eq3.(l) and  (2) or (la) and (2a) is only .rproxiaate.    Be- 

sides, it must be noted that establishing the law of distribution c -^."he quanti- 

ty ^ , even at assigned laws of distribution for n    [eq.(5a)], presn^s in the ma- 

Jority of cases a rather difficult task. i 

5. Distortions in Radio Relay Systems 

■*. Q_J 

— The transmission of signals of a given kind through the actual —..üienunication 
42-1 

systems is always accompanied by distortions.    The distortions encor^/ered in 
■U_j 

— practice can be divided into two basic categories: distortions of r.ccsoendent 

— origin and distortions of dej indent origin.    The distortions of inor imdent origin 
48— j 

50- 

52-j 

54^. 

include all kinds of noises  (interference), such as external intertrsn^e of atmos- 
i 

pheric or industrial origin and fluctuation or smooth noises,  genestisd in the 

equipment of the communication system itself.    AU interference oitzs kind is in- 

dependent on the transmitted signal emf, created in the communicatir.. rhannel or 

5,d 
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0  
introduced from outside.    Consequently, these types of interference are detected in 

■i,.. 

the communication channel even if there is no useful signal available«  
i 

The distortions of dependent origin are caused by the imperfection of the com- 
4_J 

6 ._' 

o. 

ii. 

46 

48 

muiiication channel of the system.    These include, for example, distortions due to 
1 

the nonlinearity of the amplitude, frequency, and phase characteristics of the con- 

munication channel, as well as distortions due to the presence of parasitic channels 

of the system, which occur (for example) in multibeam propagation of radio waves. 

This kind of distortions includes quantiaation noise created in the process of pulse- 

code and delta-modulation which, in multichannel radio relay systems, manifest them- 

selves most frequently as additional noises in the channel. The origin of these 

noises is directly linked to the useful signal; when it is absent, such noises are . 

not detected. 

The study of the noises of independent origin in the channels of radio relay 

systems shows that, in the 100 - 6000 mc frequency band normally used here, atmos- 

pheric interference is practically of no importance. Only at the lowest frequencies 

of this range, during the time of a local thunderstorm, can these disturbances be 

perceived faintly. 

More pronounced in the given frequency region is industrial interference, 

particularly that due to ignition systems of automatic machines, tractors, aircraft, 

etc. In the decimeter and especially in the meter wave range, the level of such in- 

terference at the point of reception must be taken into account, the more so, if the 

reception is effected under urban conditions. For evaluating the noise level of 

this type of interference, experimental data are used. However, modem, high- 

power radio relay systems operate normally on waves of 20 cm and shorter ones. 

50 

;T 

H 
-' where the level of industrial interference is so insignificant, that it is usually 

H i disregarded in the planning process. 

The independent noises include as the most important type for radio relay 
H 

systems the set noises or inherent noises. These arise mainly at the input stages 
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of the receivers and, to a smaller extent. In other elements of the equipment.    On    ' 

_ the radio relay lines, these noises are stored from station to station, as shown by : 

4j ' I ,        - . . ! 
_ the second basic equation of ^adio relay communication [eqs.(2) and (2a)j« | 
6j   '_   ._ .    I 
—{    The noises of dependent origin in multichannel radio relay systems manifest 

themselves for the most part as transient noises« These noises are by no means less 

important than the fluctuation noises. They are easily detected in each of the in- 
12-J 

dividual channels of the system, when useful signals pass in all or part of the 
l-> _ 

other channels. i 
16_j 

Modem (theoretical and practical) rreV-ods of analysis and  calculation of 
IGJ 

smooth,  independent noises in radio relay systems as well as of transient, dependent 

noises, are based on two fundamental theories,  created by Soviet scientists: the 

theories of stationary random processes established by A.Ya.Khinchin and the theory 
2 

of potential noiseproof feature by V.A.Kotelnikov.    These theories permitted a com- 

parative analysis c. numerous radio relay systems with different kinds of modulation, 

from the point of view of the basic indexes of the given systems - the magnitudes of 

all  kinds of noises.    Among other papers in this field should be mentioned those by 

V.I.Siforov,  V.A.Smimov, S.V.Borodich, I.S.Gonorovskiy, Ya.D.Shirman, and V.I.Buni- 

movich.    Substantial developments in the correlation method of the analysis of ran- 

dorn processes, widely used in the analysis of distortions and noises, were created 
3 ■  

by the Soviet mathematician, V.S.Pugacher. 

6. Basic Characteristics of Hlgh-Frequency Equipment of Radio Relay Systems 

a 
—'a) Radio Tubes and HiRh-Frequency Equipment 

46_j I 

48—    Modem powerful radio relay systans occupy RF and IF band up to several tens 

50— of megacycles. The frequency deviation on the carrier may go as high as 5 - 6 mc. 

" -; The actual efficiency at the transmitter output varies between a few tenths of wattf 

,,-1 
to several watte. —     - — -      ' 

c .-I 

i 

In order to create such broad-band communication systems, corresponding elec- 

i 
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tron tubes and semiconductor converters are required in the first place.    At radio 

frequencies, for generation and amplification special triodes, klystrons, and 

traveling-watre tubes (TW tubes) are used. 

Triodes,  capable of operating on centimeter waves of the order k - 10 cm, are 

on the market.    Their distinctive characteristics are the extremely small interelec- 

trode distance and their considerable transconductance.    For example, in the triode 

of the type Zil6A,  the transconductance is as high as 50 ma/v, and the grid-cathode 

distance equals about 15 microns.    At U0O0 mc frequency, this tube ensures amplifi- 

cation up to 10 db in a band of several tens of megacycles.    However, mass produc- 

tion of such types of triodes is difficult; therefore, there is a general trend to 

use traveling-wave tubes instead. 

At present, TW tubes are known which operate on frequencies of several hundred 

to 48#000 mc.    On the waves most frequently utilized for radio relay lines (5-20ca), 

the Trf tube ensures amplification up to 20-30 db in a frequency band comprising 

up to 2($ of the operating frequency.    For example, at a frequency of UOO0 mc, ampli- 

fication in the band up to 800 mc is feasible.    An output power of the TW tube from 

fractions of watts to tens of watts is readily ensured.    The noise factor for qxiali- 

ty tubes is smaller than 10 db, but more frequently is of the order of 15 - 20 db. 

The drawback of these tabes is their rather low total efficiency, due to the sub- 

stantial energy consumed for magnetization.    However, this drawback is eliminated 

in the TW tube with constant magnets. 

Klystrons have found wide application in radio relay systems, mainly in the 

master FM exciters and as heterodynes lor receive«. 

As frequency converters (mixer),  semiconductor diodes are generally used. 

In all modem systems, the basic amplification on the relay stations of a mag- 

nitude of 90 - 100 db takes place on the intermediate frequencies.    The values of 

the intermediate frequency recommended by the Ninth Committee of the MKKP are equal 

to 35, 70, and 105 mc.    Known are also attempts to design relay stations witij ampli- 
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ficatlon on high frequencies, with application of TV tubes. 

The receivers of the terminal stations are designed on the superheterodyne 

principle. 

In order to obtain a high frequency deviation, a high-frequency exciter with 

subsequent frequency conversion is used. 

b) Antennas and Waveguides 

Amplification created by the antennas,  in the majority of cases, is of the 

order of 25 - tO db; with an increase in the number of channels and,  consequently, 

of the width of the band of the system,  the amplification of the antennas is in- 

creased.    The antenna amplification must be such as to (jointly with the amplifica- 

tion in the radio set) compensate for all losses in one section of the radio relay 

line.    The total amplification of the radio relay station will then be of the order 

of 120 - UO db. 

The main requirements made on antennas of radio relay systems are minimum power 

of the side lobes and broad-band transmission.    The ratio of power in the main direc- 

tion to power in the side direction should be not less than UO db.    In the more ef- 

Ticient antennas of today, a ratio of the order of 50 - 70 db is obtained. 

Since in powerful radio relay systems,  six to seven trunks are connected to the 

antenna array, the bands of such antennas must be up to U00 - 500 mc. 

In radio relay systems, various types of antennas are used.    The selection of 

the type of antenna depends mainly on the magnitude of the carrier frequency and on 

the width of the band of the communication system.    For example, on waves of the 

meter range, in systems with relatively few channels,  cophaaal multi-oscillator 

antennas are used.    The same antennas are occasionally used in the decimeter range, 

starting from waves approximately 30 - U0 cm and higher. 

The most popular antenna types are the parabolic and the horn-lens antennas. 

Normally, in systems operating on «raves from 15 cm and higher, more often antennas 
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of the first type are used and, on waves of less than 10 cm, antennas of the second 

type. 

To feed the electromagnetic oscillations from the transmitter to the antenna or 

from the antenna to the receiver, concentrical cables or hollow waveguides are used. 

The latter are generally used on centimeter waves and have an attenuation up to 

U0 - 50 db per kilometer.    The attenuation of the concentric cable depends on the 

frequency and,  for waves of the order of 15 - 20 cm, reaches 80 - 100 db per kilo- 

meter,    A very ssser<-ial problem is the elimination of reflections from the ends of 

the waveguides, in order to avoid nonlinear distortions in FM systems.    With this 

aim in mind, an attempt is made to create conditions which would exclude the use of 

long waveguides, for example, by placing the high-frequency equipment in the im- 

mediate neighborhood of the antennas on top of the radio relay towers. 

In recent times, for systems with relatively few channels, antennas are being 

systematically replaced by passive relays, installed on top of the towers and having 

the form of conventional plane reflectors.    The antennas themselves are installed on 

the ground below, near the equipment,  and narrow beams are directed on these re- 

flectors.    Although the attenuation of such a system may also be of the order üf 

3 - U db,  it does not create the same large nonlinear distortions as the waveguide. 

Figure 5 shows a version of a terminal office, utilizing an analogous system. 

In this case, a small horn antenna A,,  connected directly to the high-frequency out- 

put unit,  radiates in the direction of the elliptic reflector A    installed on the 

ground below.    The beam, reflected from A , then strikes the plane reflector A_,  in- 
2 3 

stalled on top of the tower. 

In recent years, waveguides and antennas of a new kind are the subject of 

active research and it is possible that they may find application in future radio 

relay systems.    Such waveguides include, for example, waveguides in the form of a 

single wire, sometimes coated with a dielectric or with a special surface finish, 

waveguides in the form of two parallel strips, separated by the dielectric, hollow 
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waveguidei of special design, etc, 

r,he antennas of the new type include also the horn-parabolic antennas, 

■"l 

!L 

Fig.5 - Appearance of a Station with a;. Antenna System having a Passive 

Reflector on Top of the Tower 

a) Plane reflector; b) High-frequency equipment; c) Multiplexing equip- 

ment; d) Elliptic reflector 

c) Equipment for Service Communications.  Automatic Devices, and Power Supply 
Automatic Devices,  and Power Supply 

Communication service along the radio relay lines is e:  -ablished in two ways. 

In high-power radio relay systems, a separate communication ]     e is preferably used. 
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for example, a wire running parallel to the radio relay syatera, jr a separate cheap 

few-channel radio relay system operating on other waves.    When using radio relay 

systems with relatively few channels, such a method of establishing communication 

service is uneconomical.    In this case, communication service channels are created 

in the same system, by utilizing the frequency spectrum above or below the multi- 

channel group spectrum (in frequency division-multiplex systems) or additional time 

intervals (in time division-multiplex systems). 

The majority of radio relay stations of modem systems belong to the nonservice 

category: the proportion is one service station to A. - 6 nonservice stations.    On 

all radio relay stations a stand-by high-frequency device is provided, which can 

automatically replace the operating equipment in case of failure of the latter. 

In a typical power supply system for radio relay stations, the feeding is done 

from the AC network nearest the station.    In case of a voltage drop in this network, 

the load is taken over immediately by a special storage battery, which is charged 

during normal operation of the network.    If the feeding of the equipment is ac- 

complished by alternating current with the aid of rectifiers,  then the storage bat- 

tery rotates a motor-generator set which creates the same A^ voltage as the network. 

On some radio relay lines,  self-starting diesels or gasoline engines are installed 

in each station, which go into action in case of long interruptions in network oper- 

ation.    However, with a reliably operating mains,  the probability of its failure for 

a period longer than a few hours is rather remote so that a storage battery is fully 

sufficient. 

Any kind of trouble in the nonservice stations has to be reported immediately 

to the staff of the service stations, by means of special signaling devices.    Upon 

receipt of such a signal,  the maintenance crew proceeds to the emergency spot, if 

there is the necessity for it, or other adequate measures are taken.    Complicated 

systems are provided also with a monitoring system of the status of the nonservice 

equipment from the location points of the technical crew. 
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RADIO NAVIGATION AND RADAR 

by 

I.V.Brenev and Ye.Ya.Shchegolev 

1. Modem Technique of Radio Navigation 

The possibility, in principle, of utilizing stations of wireless telegraph for 

determining the location of a ship in the absence of visibility, by night or in fog, 

was pointed out by A.S.Popov as early as 1897,    Already ten years after Popov» s ex- 

periments, devices for determining the direction of radiowaves received (radio direc- 

tion finders) reached a sufficiently k 3rfected technical form.    Radio direction 

finding as an acknowledged method of determining the location of a wireless tele- 

graph operating station found particularly wide application after World War I.    With 

the history of development of radio direction finding in Russia are closely linked 

the names of I.I.Rengarten, N.D.Papaleksi, N.N.Tsiklinskiy,  D.A.Rozhanskiy, and of 

other physicists and engineers who were working in those years in stiil young field 

of radio. 

Later numerous goniometers of the most diverse designs and functions were de- 

veloped, which found wide application in pilotage as well as in aviation.    This 

group includes airborne, naval, and ground, automatic and nonautomatlc direction 

finders of various wave ranges, various radio landing beacons, glide path facili- 

ties ensuring the landing of aircraft, marker beacons of various kinds, etc. 

At present,  there are radio direction finding devices of some type on every 

well-equipped aircraft and on every large naval craft. 
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If a radio direction finder is not available on a ship, but the boat is equipped 

with a transceiver station, then the location of the ship can be determined with the, 

e-i 

12J 
1 

1 •: „.; 

]'.-■ 

lej 

Fig.l - Radiation Pattern of the 

— — Antenna Array of a Radio Hange 

? '■ ■ Beacon,    Lines B-B and C-C form 

0- the axes of the zone of uniform 

11 audibility of the signal "A" and 

0 1 MH
M 

aid of coastal DP instiillations. Upon request 

by the pilot, the ground (shore) DP stations 

take the bearings of the ship or aircraft and re- 
i 
1 

port the data obtained by radio to the pilot«      ! 

Since the accuracy of taking bearings with the   I 

aid of immobile,  stationary installations ia 

substantially higher (at night in particular) 

than with the aid of devices on board; ships 

equipped with radio direction finders frequtrntly 

ask the assistance of coastal, points. 1 
j 

The organization of ground radio direction 

i 
finding service is comparatively simple, but a I 

large number of snail craft without radio trans- 
: I 

mitters remains without service, Por servicing j 

all ships, including small ones, radio beacons with directional radiation patterns j 

are being designed. 

Radio beacons with directional action can be of two kinds: some of them are 

free to move in one or several completely defined directions (these are the so- 

called radio range beacons), others give the possibility of fixing, at any point,  j 

the direction from ship or aircraft to the radio beacon (these are known as radio 

beacons ensuring reception of the bearings or, as they are sometimes called, bearing 4H ' ' J 
projector). 

Among the radio range beacon», the most widespread standard beacons are those 

which create a narrow zone of uniform audibility of signals, usually marks nAn and 
^ _ — - I 

1 
"H" ( or "E" and "T") (Fig.l),    The combination of various kinds of antennas in the1 

34_ 

3C_ 

3L— 

'1J_ 

.  "   beacon permit obtaining a different number a;id a different directivity of zones 
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- (courses). Radio range beacons found particularly wide application on air lanes 

8-J 

d 
12 

14 

16 l 

2-! ! 
.. where an airborne air craft can successively pass from the zone of one beacon to the 

4-l ! 
_| zone of another, serving as a continuation of 

6J ^ r  I           
the run« 

t 

Quite widespread, particularly at sea, were 

radio beacons for - eception of bearings.    The 
I 

radiation zone of these beacons rotates,  cover- 
i 

ing within a fixed time the full periphery or 

sector,  r er ri.ced by the beacon.    The form of the 
| i 

radiation pattern of these beacons may differ, 

the simplest having the form of a cardioid (Fig- 
l 

ure 2).    The change in the radiation direction   ' 

is accomplished either by rotation of the an- 

— tenna array itself or, in more complex installations, by rotation of the rotor of a 

— powerful goniometer, whose field coils are connected with the antennas.    In some of 

— the newest beacons, the shifting of the radiation zone i3 accomplis'.ied by changing 
32_! 

the phase difference of oscillations in the individual radiators composing the an- 

tenna array of the beacon. 

K „   Fig.2 - Diagram of Directed 

2   _   Action of the Cardioid Radio 
I 

—i 
22_ Beacon with Rotating Zone 
J 

2 -- a) Zone of no reception 
J 

2£J 

4 0_.i 

The zone, serving for identification of the bearings in a cardioid radiation 

pattern, is the space where reception of signals is absent; in beacons giving the 

50— 

zone of uniform audibility of the signals "A" and "H" or "E" and "T" (rotating zone | 
J . j 

of uniform audibility), ] 
t I 

To take bearing from ship to beacon is rather simple. At the instant when the 
J J \ 
RDF zone of the beacon is directed accurately to the north, an initial nondirective' 

signal is emitted, which is received on board ship. The observer, on hearing this 

signal, places the seconds counter into operation. After some time, the observer 

will fix the time of passage of the RDF zone through the point of observation. Sub- 

tracting the time, by the stopwatch, which elapsed between the moment of reception 
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12 
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—i 

_j 

of the initial signal and the passage of the RDF zone, and knowing the time of a        j 

full revolution of the ray, it is easy to determine the bearing.       _.           -; 
i 

The basic problem at present in designing navigation devices is to create as      j 

simple an apparatus as possible, capable of providing orientation at distances of 

hundreds and even thousands of 

i 
kilometers.    Particularly im- 

portant is the maximum simplifi- 
i 

cation of naval radio equipment. 

In tnis respect, are particularly l 

worthy of mentioning the so- 
l 

called sector radio beacons with 
i 

phase control of the radiation  ! 

pattern are of special interest. 
I 

For taking bearing with the aid  j 

of such a radio beacon, the ship 

need be equipped only with an or- ; 
I 

dinary radio receiver, can^blö of j 

receiving the sustained oscil- | 

lations of a conventional radio 

range beacon. 

The antenna array of these 

radio beacons usually consists of 

Fig.3 - Radiation Pattern of a Sector 

Radio Beacon 

a) Direction of rotation; b) Service 

sector 

J-H 

50- 

three vertical antennas up to 100 m height, arranged on a direct line at equal dis-i 

tances, with spacings of 2 - 3 wavelengths. For different beacons, the distance be- 

i 

tween the vertical antennas will, differ but the total length of the array will be : 

of the order of 5 - 6 km. The antennas, with the aid of feeders, are fed from the 
si-\ 

common transmitter with about 1.5 - 2 kw power. Since the distance between the an-, 

tennas equals several wavelengths, the radiation pattern of such a system has a 
5 i_' .              ...   

5 an 
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- multilobe character (Fig.3). 
H o 
— Beacons of such type usually service two areas, limited by angles of 120 each, 

4_J l 
with a bisector perpendicular to the line connecting the antennas of the beacon. 

6J      . _.  ... I 
The operating cycle of the radio beacon starts with the sending of calls. After 

e-J 
the calls, the observer hears either points or dashes, depending on the sector in 

- which he finds himself. Later, some time after passage of the equisignal zone 
12 _{ 

through the position of the observer, the audibility of this signal decreases sharps 
14 J 

- ly and is replaced by the audibility of another signal. The equisignal zone passes 
16 _i 

. a sector in 30 sec. During this time, sixty pairs of signs are emitted. 
18 _• | 
_    The signals of the radio beacon follow one another at a uniform rate. These 

20_J 
_ signals replace the function of the seconds counters. While recording the number 

22 _J 
of signs heard from the beginning of the cycle to the moment of their change, the 

2.;—: 

operator measures the time required for shifting the equisignal zone from the in- 
2'. _J 

itial position to the direction toward the point of observation. Under good condi- 
2e-j 

tions,the metering accuracy is assured up to one sign, which corresponds, for the 

' : i - sectors adjoining the normal,  to the metering accuracy of the bearing of the order 
::_ ^ | 

10*.    In sectors, lying at the edge of the operating area, the accuracy decreases 3--_i ^      - - .. I 

by two times.    When there is interference and at night, the accuracy drops sub- 

stantially.    The influence of the nocturnal effect is particularly strong at dis-    j 
,... i .— 

tances of 500 - 700 km from the beacon.    On longer ranges, the accuracy increases    ! '.•_; ... I 
again. | 

In order to make use of the sector beacons, the pilot must have at his dis- 

i 
posal special charts or tables, which permit determining the position line of the 

ship by the number of signs. It is obvious that, in order to fix a position, it is1 

necessary to get the correct bearings relative to two beacons at least. Since the 
J  V    ■ 

waves propagate along the arcs of a great circle, the jiost suitable charts for 

these beacons, as also for all other radio navigation systems,  are charts in gno- 

_l 
53   I 

cü_i 

nende projection.    On this projection,  the position lines are presented as straight 
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9  
lines cclrjg from the beacon. 1 

 AE^Er- as the accuracy of location is concerned,  sector radio beacons not only., 

are not Inferior to the most perfected coastal radio direction finders with respect j 
e _: 

cJ J 
i 

" J 
12-j 
1.; .   ■ 

1-.. - 

lc. 
_l 

20.J 
.J 

■r-,     I 

f-mo 

i 

'f-r.i - Rai.ge-Difference Measuring  (Hyperbolical) System of Position 

''rf ng by Two Position Lines (in the Diagram: Solid and Broken Lines 

Correspond to the Groups of Stations A^  - B    and A? - B«) 

to detecizjn^ but even exceed these latter.    Another important point is the eliM- 

nation ;" ~he necessity of any kind of special shipboard radio navigation equip- 

.. Mit.    cw^ver,  the described system also has noticeable drawbacks, the aost i»- 
I I 
F>ortant"f which is the time it takes to obtain a position fix: for defining a | 

locus t ■Jwo radio beacons  (with control),  3-5 minutes are necessary.    During 

this pci-Nf, Eodem aircraft may cover several tens of kilometers and high-speed 

aircraf ^e-^en up to hundreds of kilometers. 

Th' rr-eatest drawback of all  £ ^riometric systems (radio beacons and radio di- 

rectionfinders) is the low accuracy of position fixing at large distances fron the 

rereren«? roints of the radio beacons or DF points.    Actually, at an average opera- 

H 
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uxoiia-L error m eomometrr oi - ' tional error in goniometry of  t 1 ,  the linear error at a distance of 600 km will, 

in daytime, «unount to approximately ±11 km. Here it is necessary to take into ac- 
4j 

- count the fact that the most widely applied RDF systems (loop DF) are so sensitive ' 
6_'_.      ....    _   . 

with respect to the nocturnal effect that the range of reliable radio direction 
8.J : 

finding at night io reduced to distances of the order of 50 km. 

—j    If there is a possibility not to limit the measurements of the installation   , 
12 —I 

(this is permissible under ground conditions) then as pointed out above, radio    | 
1--J ' " ' i 

beacons can be erected which ensure a substantial range of action, with the simul- 
16-J 

.. taneous possibility of receiving linear errors within the permissible limits. There 
iej ! " ! 

_    are some RDF systems in existence which, under conditions of nocturnal measurements I 

give satisfactory accuracy, but usually these installations cannot be used on ships! 
22j  ^ ' j 

and aircraft because of excessive bulk and can be used only under shore conditions, i 
2-'—; " , 
- All goniometric systems permit position fixing of a locality by using as basis m     \ ' ...  .     . , 

the solution of the triangle with two angles (obtained as a result of the measure- 1 

- ments) and one side - a known distance between the coastal reference points. In 

addition, all such systems are based on some manner of using the wavefront. In- 

cidentally, it is known that the position of the wavefront depends greatly on vari- 

ous factors associated with tne propagation of radio waves. These factors h^ve   ' 
•j  i 

much less influence on the length of the path of the radio waves between transmitter 
3;.—' 

and receiver. Therefore, it can be predicted that the solution of the triangle 

with three sides, two of which are determined by experiment while the third (base) | 
i 

is preset, will give more accurate results than the solution with one side and two ' 

angles. Even the replacement of one angle measurement by measuring the dis- 

tance permits position fix in the polar coordinates and a substantial reduction of ' 

the area of the expected locus of the object to be fixed. 
30—; 

Actual experiments did not only confirm these premises but alfo proved the 
5-— 1 

possibility of practical application, apart from the range finding and polar sys- 
i 

tern«? of position fixing, but also of range-difference measuring (h/perbolical) 
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- systems (Fig.ij. I ! 
2-4 ! 

_.' Fix by position lines according to the difference in azimuth between the point 
4j | i 

of observation and two difference points is,  in principle, less accurate than fixing! 
6_L_.      . ..    .:  .    ..     .  ..„ 

8-1 

H i > 

1''- 

■10._ 
I 

22.1] 
J 

by distances. However, in view of the sub- 
i i 

stantial accuracy factor of the range-finding 

systems, the range-difference measuring sys- 

tems satisfy, as to accuracy,  not only the re-, 
i 

quirements of navigation and hydrography but    | 

in many cases also the demands of aerial pho- | 
i i 

tography and geodesy, 1 
i 

At present, range measuring methods are 

utilized in systems operating in the ultra- 

short wave range. Therefore, position fixing 
i 

is ensured only for relatively small distances 

(within the boundaries of propagation of ultra- 

short waves). The methods of position fixing by the polar coordinates have found 

wide application in radar. These methods will be described later. The difference- 
—! 

range finding methods are mainly utilized for position fixing of ships or aircraft 

Fig, 5 - Position Fixing on the 

Basis of a Composite (Sum- 

Difference) Range-Finding System 

3c, 

3-_ 

U'_j 

50- 

I 
i 

at large distances from the radio transmitter, | 
I 

V/hen using difference-range systems for obtaining two position lines, two bases 

are necessary,  i,e,, four reference stations.    The number of these stations can be    I 
1 I 
reduced to three,  on condition of combining the extreme points of the base lines in- 

to one, but in this case, the area serviced by such a system is substantially re- 

duced in size. 

Apart   .Vom the above-described methods,  there are also navigation systems,  in 

which the position of the ship or aircrcft is fixed on the basis of simultaneous 

measurements of the sums and differences of the distances from the wanted point to 
j * _   

58"J 

two reference points. Systems of the latter type have two basic advantages over the 
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-  diffsrence-range finding systems: first, for fixing the position,  two coastal ref-    ' 

H 
_ erence points are sufficient, since the sum of the distances from the point M to the 

4_J ' I 
reference points  (i.e., the sum of the radius-vectors) gives only one position line, 

■   C.'  ...    . '  .__ 

namely an ellipse, while the difference of these distances gives the second position 

line, naaely a hyperbola (Fig.5).    Secondly,  the angle of intersection of these 

position lines remains in all cases the most advantageous,  since the confocal el- 
12—1 

lipses and hyperbolas are always intersected at a right angle, 
1 4  _J 

I 
2,  Radio Engineering Methods for Ran^e Determination ' 

isH ! 
Let us next discuss the methods applied when ranging by radio engineering 

20-l | '^ i 

_ methods« 
22 J 

The basic procedure applied in these measurements is the fixing of the time ro- 
2.1—1 

quired by the radio waves for covering the distance to be measured,    Vnon measuring 

the range difference,  the retaliation of radio waves traveling over longer distances 
n <     < 

than some reference waves is determined.    This explains the recent emphasis in radio 

engineering on the questions of time measurement.    Devices for such measurements 

(chronometers) must have great accuracy of movement and must permit timing up to       l 

hundredths of a microsecond   (10   sec).    To ensure the necessary accuracy of such 

chronometers, modem radio engineering systems use oscillations of quartz plates, 

which possess a high degree of stability.    Such "quartz watches", provided any 

harmful effect on their movements are eliminated  (change in ambient temperature,       j 

atmospheric pressure,  humidity, and other factors), will ensure the relative ac- 
'i '_ i 

i 

curacy of time measurement required for radio navigation systems, ; 
4 ,, i 

—! 
Another, not less important parameter which determines the accuracy of all 

radio engineering methods of position fixing,  is the magnitude of the rate of propa- 

gation of radio waves,   taking into account the action of all kinds of influences on 

it.     For this reason,  ever since the first radio engineering devices for measuring 

distances were introduced,  special emphasis was placed on the question of measuring 

trj         
£0_j  
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J 

the rate of propagation of radio waves,     | j 
i 

The first such operations,  started in the USSR in 193i+ under the guidance of 

L.I.Mandelshtam and N.D.Papaleksi, were undertaken in the wave range of 150 m up to 

360 m.    After the end of World War II, numerous experiments on defining the rate 
i 

of propagation of radio waves were conducted by a group of authors,  in ultrashort 
i 

wave range. i 

The experiments were based on various methods, for example, direct utilization ! 
I 

of radar stations, measurement of the wavelength in waveguides, and hollow reso- 
i 

nators, use of the interferometer method, use of absorption spectra, etc. To stun  ' 

up^ it was established that the rate of propagation of radio waves in a vacuum, 

with accuracy to the fifth significant figure, equals 299,790 km/sec, ' 
i 

At present, all radio-ranging systems are divided into two large groups: the  ; 

first includes devices, in which long-period (in some devices, continuous) emission 

of oscillations. The second group includes devices, for whose operation inter-   ] 

mittent sending of signals (radio pulses) of a duration equal to infinitesimal frac- 

tions of a second are required. 

In the systems of the first group, the timing of the retardation of one oscil- 

lation as compared with another is done by measuring the phase differences between ' 
i 

these oscillations.    The given installations are called phase-meter or (for short) 

phase devices.     It should be mentioned that phase or phase-meter systems also in- 

elude some types of radio direction finding and radio beacon systems, in which 

phase correlation is used for fixing the direction, I 

Radio navigation systems of the phase-meter type,  in which the problem of 

position fixing is solved by ranging methods,  found particularly wide application 

during World War II.    At present,  there are tens of various types of equipment in 

existence,  operating in ranges of ultrashort waves to waves thousands of meters 

long. 

All existing phase radio navigation systems of this type are variants of the 
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-  basic systems,  created in the beginning of the Thirties by L.I.Handelshtara, N.D.Papa- 

"1 
leksi and coworkers,  I.H.Borushko,  K.E.Viller, E.Ya.Shchegolev,  V.I.Yuzyinskiy, and 

—  others. 
6..'  

8—,' 

12—1 

1-', 

16 

!£_■ 

Phase navigation systems, in turn, can be divided into two groups. The first 

group includes systems, in which the position fixing is based on a phase comparison 

of two coherent oscillations, whose frequencies are at a fixed, absolutely accurate, 

rational (in the mathematical sense) relation. The second group is composed of i 

systems, in which the difference of the phase angles, which depends on the distance, 

is determined from the frequency of a single fundamental oscillation. The radiators 

of additional frequencies applied in systems of this group play an essential but 

9 0 
— only accessory role, and the frequency of oscillations emitted by them is not given , 

by the fundamental oscillation. In the systems of this group, the conditions of co- 

herence of the auxiliary oscillations need not be satisfied. 
i 

As in optics, these phase systems frequently are called radio interference 

i . i 
- systems, | 

~ The radio interferometer, in its classical form, consists of the "key" or ! 

"master" radio transmitting station and a second station playing a role equivalent ■ 

to that of a mirror in the optical interferometer, of the "reflecting" or "slave" 

station. The basic difference between these stations lies in the fact that the fre- 

j 
quency of oscillations emitted by the master station, is determined by corresponding 

i 
standard frequencies, whereas in the slave station the role of the master oscillator 

_. j 

is played by the frequency transformer of the oscillations received from the first i 

station. The existence of the frequency transfonner ensures an absolutely accurate 

frequency relation of the master and slave stations. The resultant rigid coupling 

of the oscillations in frequency and phase, i,e., the coherence, pemits measure- 

i 

ments of the phase difference of these oscillations at any point in the space sur- 
_] 

rounding both stations. 

i 

At constant characteristics of the system, the phase field surrounding the 

:,H 
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M 

stations remains stable and the phasen^ 

tion, depends only on the coordinates:^ 

such fixing of the phase difference c tr 

i.e., for soiinding the field at this T-rr 

r:-_j 

i- 

u 

U 

senting simple high-frequency amplifir: 

station, the other tuned to the frequr: 

installation. As the most simple ph^- 

which was in fact applied in the init/Ll 

ference systems, special phase-meterr : 

matic recording of the readings, are r« 

If such a pickup device, called - 

a change in the reading of the phase—:- 
9 '  i i —, 

phase-meter, the isophases (lines of tz 
?(. — 

plotted on the chart in advance. Knotr. 

craft and observing further the chanp : 

possible at any time to fix the posit::: 

method, the isophases wiiich are posit;:: 

itself belongs to the category of rarr- 

Anotier variant of the radio intri 
3__ 

•• v ) 

plied, where the indicator arrangemen ; 

long as the distance between the mastr 

dicator readings remain constant. Whs 

change. In this case, it can be deter; 

phase angle is proportional to the dir-: 

the change in distance between the stj.: 

cator. Analogous to the log, which i^-; 

such a variant of the interferometer N 

the ordinary log, the radiolog shows r- 

fference, measured at the point of observa- 

this point. The equipment necessary for _. 

-a oscillations at a certain point In space, 

rzt, is rather simple: two receivers repre- 

-, one tuned to the frequency of the master 

— of the slave station, and a phase-c" «iter 

--eter, a cathode-ray tube can tc used, 

_ devices. In newer designs of radio Inter- ; 

i_~ten equipped with an attachment for auto- '■ 

oz for this purpose, 

r--ase probe, is shifted in the phase field, 

_c:r will result. To be able to use the    i 

ced values of phase differences) must be   \ 

- the initial position of the ship or air- j 

rr the reading of the phase-meter, it is 

i 

^f the ship or aircraft. In the described j 
i 

lines,  represent hyperbcl^s and the system 

-difference systems. 

■croceter is possible and is frequently ap-   , 

-r  corbined with the master station.    As 

snd slave station remains constant, the in-1 
I 

~-^T.e difference changes, these readings also' 

.r.ed with a high degree of accuracy that the 

~ze.    Therefore, it is easy to determine 

z'.s from the readings of the phase indi- 

~=3tes the distance covered by the ship, 

^=.e known as radiolog.    In difference fron 

he traveled distance, but an increase (or 

—I 
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- a decrease) of the distance between the stations.    In operating principle, the radio- 
H 
- log la closest to the optical interferometer, and among all phase devices, generally 

- distinguished by high accuracy, it is the most accurate. With the aid of the radio- 
C _.• _...    . _. .  _      .       ___ i 

- ■ log, in case of necessity, it is readily to measure distances abo/e the sea or in 
8—J 

the air up to hundreds of kilometers, with an accuracy of the order of a few tens 
—i 

or even single meters. 
12 

The phase probe, like the radiolog, possesses a serious operating drawback: "1        ^_u ..    .--„.,., _. ..      , ,    . I 
14-i 

both ground and airborne devices must operate continuously since even a short inter- 
i6_J * ; 

ruption in their operation may cause a loss of identification and. in any case,  ex- ' 
1S_| " j 

- ert a considerable Influence on the accuracy of position fixing* 1 

1 '■ ~ There is a possibility to eliminate this drawback and create systems which per- 

ndt position fixing at any time after connecting the indicator. The principle of 

action of all these devices, which have been used in practice, is based on changes 
26_| 

in the structure of the phase field, surrounding the coastal reference stations,   | 

which depends on the frequency change of the applied oscillations. The first in- 

stallations of this t^pe were the radio range finders MPShch, named in honor of the 

inventors of these systems (Kandelshtam, Papaleksi, Shchegolev). These range 

finders (Fig.6) were successfully applied for position fixing of ships on the open I 

sea, shortly after the end of the Thirties- I 

At present, large areas of the territory of Europe and the surrounding oceans ' 

form part of the zone of action of a few phase navigation systems which permit l 

position fixing of aircraft or ship at any moment and at any time, immediately upon l 
I 

connecting the pickup on board,  after its brief heating period. 

It is interesting to note that in all installations in which incoherent oscil-' 

lations are applied,  and also in all devices without exception which permit posi- 
o ' . 

I 
tion fixing without preliminary tying-in to a known point, a rather important role 

is played by the phenomenon of maintaining the differences of the phase oscilla- 

tions when converting their frequency by heterodyning. This phenomenon permits at 

sd 
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- will to switch the process of measuring the phase difference into the range of low 
2-, ^  !  ^ 
_ frequencies (for example, acouatic; while maintaining the accuracy of the high- _ 

4_J -        '     | ' ' ; 
frequency radio interferometers, or to change the grid scale of the position Unas 
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Fig.6 - Slave Station of the HPShch Radio Range Finder 

1 

5ft 

into any uumber of times with the aim of obtaining more coarse detection* As early 
I 

as 1925, at the Ail-Union Radio ßigineering Exposition, an installation was ex- 

hibited which had been erected by the Central Radio Laboratory ETZST accoiding to I 
i 

the ideas of L.I.Mandelshtam; this device demonstrated the phenomenon, discovered 

by him, of the preservation of the phase difference in the heterodyning process   ' 

with recording of the phase difference on the telegraph tape. Some time later the | 
1 

same phenomenon was described in one of the foreign publications. | 
1 

The process of obtaining an accurate fix by position lines by phase installa- 

tions consists of successive stages (two or three), carried out autcnatically.    in- 

itially, the zone of detecting a ship or aircraft is delineated on the rough iso- 

phase grid, created as a result of utilizing,  for example, the differential fre- 

quency in the heterodyning process.    Then,  the position is more accurately defined . 

on the phase-meter operating on a higher frequency (a "path" is fixed), and,  

tu 
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- finally, in some systems, the accurate position line is found by utilizing oscil- 
2   I 1 

_  lations of. still higher total frequency.    The numbers of zones, paths, and position 
4-i ! 

_  lines are counted off by the pilot directly on the indicator scale. 
6_i  __.   .    J    ._._._           
-J The accuracy of position fixing vdth the aid of hyperbolic phase systems meets 

8-J 
- the practical requirements for distances from the control points up to 2000 km, with 
—j i 
- a transmitter pover of the order of 1^ - 2 kw and antenna towers of 100 m height, 

12_| "       , 
- However,  such accuracy can be obtained only under stable propagation conditions of 

14_l 
- radio waves by day.    At night, as a result of the influence of waves reflected from 

16_| 
.-.  the ionosphere, the phase of the received oscillations changes substantially and 

18 _| i 
-.scatters in time.    Consecuently,  the reading of the phase-meters become unreliable 

20_| i 
_ at distances on which the reflected waves have a substantial effect.    The decrease 

22 J 
- of the zone of action of the phase systems at night time is the basic and practi- 

24_J 
cally the only important drawback of modem installations of this type. 

26--] 
- The second group includes devices,   for fixing the distance by direct measure- 

o. i 

- ment of the time needed by the radio wave to travel the given distance.     In these 
"-! i I 

systens,  called pulse systems,  sending of rather short signals consisting of a com- 
32 „j 

- paratively small number of oscillations is used.    The duration of such signals 
34_j 

- (radio pulses), depending on the design of the system,  has a magnitude of some tens i 
36_J ..... -^ • ^ 

of microseconds up to smallest fractions of a microsecond.    Typical examples of 
3^—1 

pulse systems are the widespread types of radar stations and a large number of navi- 
4'J_., " | 

- gation range finding, difference-range finding, and sum-difference systems. 

"—-1 I 
All radio navigation systems reviewed until now are characterized, as shown, 

■'--..j ... . | 

by their high sensitivity to the harmful influence of the waves reflected from the 
45_J i 

ionosphere.    Even in devices,  specially designated for operation over large dis- 

tances,  the accuracy at night drops considerably.    Many types of systems cannot be 
5 (•_. 

used at all during the night, on distances exceeding 50 - 60 km. To eliminate the 

-~l 
influence of the reflected waves on the reading of the devices,  the waves arriving 

- at the point of reception along the surface of the earth must be separated from the 

.. F-TS-9076/V U?_ 
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- waves, initially reaching the ionosphere and returning to the earth upon being re- I 
2-i I I 

- fleeted. Here, time selection comes to the aid* _ -     • 
M i ; 

Under any conditions and at any distances,  the path of the ray traveling along i 

the earth is always shorter than the path traveled by the reflected ray.    This dif- , 
£H " ' ! 

ference, for the maximum ranges of the order 2000 km,  constitutes about 25 - 30 km; 
:—i ' '   ! 

for smaller ranges,  the difference is substantially higher.    Thus, a signal sent by 
l2-_i " j 

the master station will be received at the point of reception twice: once after the j 

receiver records the arrival of the direct ray, and for the second time, when the  j 

reflected ray arrives at the receiver. The minimum interval of time between these ' 
16    ■ i i 

i 
signals amounts to 100 microseconds.    If the signal has a shorter duration,  for ex- i 

2 0~i ;    "' '      i 
- ample, U0 or 50 microseconds, then the direct and reflected signals will be received, 

22 _j y : 

separately. This circumstance, when utilizing pulse transmission, permits elimina- 
2 ) - : 

■ 

tion of the harmful Influence of the nocturnal effect. I 

The described method of elimination of the nocturnal effect can be applied not j 

only in range systems, but also in goniometric devices. For example, if the optical 

method instead of the acoustic method of position fixing is used in radio direction 

finding and if the change in the reception power is observed on an electron oscil- 
"  —I 

lograph, then, at the moment of disappearance of the pulse image (received thanks 

to the direct ray) the correct reading will be obtained on the scale of the radio 

goniometer, despite the fact that the images of the reflected pulses may have a   i 
■11 . [ 

larger size and that a much louder sound may be heard on the telephone. 

In the following, we will only give a brief review of the operating principle 

of the pulse difference-range finding system.  To obtain a position line in this 

case as well as in all hyperbolic systesns, two reference transmitting stations are 

necessary. One of them is the master station, the other a slave station. 

The operation of the system proceeds as follows: The master station emits the 
. —i        ' ' i 

1 i 
radio pulse. This signal reaches the slave station after an interval of ^ime de- 

termined by the distance between the stations. Normally, this time equals ten 

58 J 
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Fig.7 - Lines of B^l Delay of the 

Pulse for the Distance AB - 300 km 

thousandths of a second.    The pulse which had reached the slave station serves as a j 

signal for this station to send a return pulse.    The slave station always sends the 

signals with some lag relative to the signals 

of the master station.    This delay is primarily 

caused by the necessity for the key signal to 
i 

travel the distance between the stations and, 

secondly, by some delay in the circuit opera- , 

tion of the slave station.    This delay must be 

constant and fixed for correct operation of 

the system, but,  in size,  equal to infini- 

te?imal fractions of a second. \ 

The fact that the signals are not re- 

ceived simultaneously by both stations, at a correct time selection of the delay in 

sending the pulses,  readily permits determining which of the stations is nearer and 

which is farther from the observer.    Figure 7 shows a family of hyperbolas, designed 

for a distance of 300 km between the stations (the time of propagation of the signal 

from the master station to the slave station is 1000 microsec), and with metering 

the time of operation of the slave station (2500 microsec).    The total delay equals I 

3^00 microsec.    Near each hyperbola the timj (in microseconds) between the instants : 

of reception of the signals is entered.    Evidently,  the largest interval of time 

will be on the extension of the base line beyond the master station.    In our case,    ' 

this equals ^500 microsec. 

To obtain a fix, the measurements by two pairs of stations must be available. 
i 

These two pairs of stations can be independent or can be formed by one master sta- 

tion and two correspondingly located slave stations.    The accuracy of position 

fixing depends on the accuracy of the time measurement, on the quality of operation 

of the ground stations, and on their location.    An error of 1 microsec causes an 

error of 300 m in the fixing of the position line on the base line.    With an in- 
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- crease in distance from the base line, the linear trrz^- increases considerably. Due' 
2_J "    ! 

. to.the extensive range of action of the support stz-t-rrrs, the area serviced by the ' 
4j , 'I 

_ pulse system may be quite large. The support statir^s :may be as far away as hun- 
c.: ... , . ..  _._       . '... 

dreds and even thousands of kilometers from the are rz-  navigation or flight; how- 

ever, the greater the distance, the less the accursj« 

The pulse system, operating according to the a=:rr-ibed principle, is largely  i 
i :■ i 

free of the harmful influence of the nocturnal effec. However, obtaining a fix 
1 ••- _ : ' 

with this syctem is by far inferior in accuracy of "Ln t,o phase devices.    In addi-   | 
].  i 

tion, the cost of coastal installations and board iil^-=tors of receivers is sub- 
i'-1 I ! 

stantially higher. 

_ Experience shows that the time measurement car--*  rone with an accuracy equal   \ 
2 2 _J i 

to 1/10 - 1/20 of the duration of the received pulss.  The shorter the pulses the I 

more accurately can the position lines be determine, -rrovided all other conditions 

are equal. Therefore, it is preferable to use the .-.-r.:r^est possible waves within 
2 j . J 

whose range the formation of very short pulses is arf-rsible. 

There exist pulse systems of great accuracy, wir- are not inferior to the 

phase systems with respect of accuracy but which ar i.-rrlied (in connection with the 

fact that ultrashort waves are utilized) only withi: ~-:2 boundaries of a few tens  | 
3t : ! 

of kilometers HX, sea and 200 - 250 km in aviation,  r": r- navigation purposes, a ; 

particularly high degree of accuracy is not always •'S,.:j;izLred, but such kind of sys-   1 

terns find wide application in other cases,   for exanl-?.,   in aerial photography, when | 

a position fix of the aircraft is required at the r.r^nn of exposure with maximum    | 
I'-' i 

accuracy.    The same high accuracy is required for drir-23 serving the needs of mili- 
■;•■.._ I 

tary aviation, for example, for solution of the prcl-^t: of bombing an invisible 

target. 

The literature contains numerous indications pi~,ulng to the rather important 
'••-1 ''    ; 

advantages of navigation systems which would combin'*>« merits of both phase and 

pulse systems (so-called phase-pulse systems). 
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-  3. Modem Radar Methods 

/
f_ In navigation, along with the above-described methods,  radar methods found wide 

C .    application.    Usually stations with circular scanning are used for this purpose. 
__ i 

;  Such stations are used both in aviation and on ships of the naval and river fleets, 

0 — ■    The essence of the method of circular scanning lies in the fact that the an- 
-A 

''' -    tenna of the radar station which gives a sufficiently narrow beam of rays in the 
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Fig,8 - Image on the PPI of an Airborne Radar 

Station 

horizontal plane, rotates con- 
I 

tinuously about an axis per- 
i 

pendicular to this plane, and 

sweeps the entire area to be ob- 

served. The signals reflected 

i 

from the swept area of the    i 

earth»s surface are reproduced 
l 

only in that sector of the j 

cathode-ray tube of the PPI of 

the radar station, which cor- J 

responds to the given direction i 

of the antenna. Since the ro- ! 

tation of the antenna proceeds 

at high speed, while the screen 

of the cathode-ray tube is capable of retaining for some time the received image,  i 

the eye will perceive the picture on the screen as a whole. 

Figure 8 shows a photograph of the screen of a cathode-ray tube of an airborne 

radar station. The scope shows images of islands, of the sea shore, and the water 

surface. The islands and the shore area are reproduced on the scope brighter than 

the sea surface. This is explained by the fact that the water surface acts almost 

as a mirror with respect to the incident rays, i,e,, the rays directed toward this . 

surface at a certain angle are reflected from it at the same angle, but to the sid« 

sa  | 

111 _i 
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of the aircraft. In rough seas, the law of mirror reflection is naturally somewhat 

disturbed but not to such an extent that the reflection from the sea would exceed - - 

the reflection from the earth's surface,1 

Further, if there are on the earth's 

surface any objects which reflect the 

radio waves stronger than the terres- 

trial envelope, they will be received  , 

on the screen in the form of still    i 
i 

brighter light spots. Thus, individual ' 

coastal installations, railvay trunk 

lines, bridges, etc. can be spotted by 

radar, in view of the fact that they 

possess a better reflecting quality than 

the reflecting background. On the same 

principle, radar stations can spot 

$T TOT.. ' 
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Fig,9 - Image of a Coastal Dispatcher 

Radar Station on the PPI 

shipj, buoys, and other objects on the water surface. 

For convenience in counting off the distance on the circular scan PPI, space 

rings corresponding to fixed distance? from the position of the radar stat ion are  I 

created, corresponding, as a rule, to the center of the circvj.ar screen. The lumi- 

nous line on the photograph in Fig,8 is the lubber line indicating the direction of ' 

flight of the aircraft or of tne movement of the ship, I 

The scale of the images on the screen of the cathode-ray tube is variable. 

This allows, depending on the requirements, either to conduct scanning of a large 

area, resulting in small-scale images or to confine the scanning to a small area, 

resulting in large-scale images. 

Figure 9 shows a picture from the PPI of a coastal radar station, designated 

for dispatcher service in the harbor, Tne picture shows a channel marked by buoys 

with two ships in succession whose images of which on the tube screen appear in the 

5: 

tu. 
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form of two traces of streamlined fonu 

Rather often, the circular scanning stations, used for navigation, are comoined 

with devices permitting an adjuncture of radar images of the location with its 

~\ 

12 

U- 

16 — 

\b 

•2C_ 

images on the geographical maps. 

The basic principle of all these devices is the reduction of scale and position 

of the images.    This is done with the aid of some optical projection devices.     How- 

ever,  from the point of view of design,  such devices are either too complicated or 

hot enti/cly satisfactory with respect to practical  requirements.    When designing 

such devices,  it must be remembered that the image of the locality on the map is 

constant and that the chart itself is stationary, whereas the ii.vige of the same lo- 

cality on the PPI varies in proportion to the movement of the ship or aircraft.  This 

2 

•:1 

presents the basic difficulty of 

designing simple and well- 

performing compound devices. 

The described principle of 

circular scanning itself was de- 

veloped in the years of World 

War II, but recently its develop- j 

ment was extended in the direction 

of improving the resolving power 

and increasing the accuracy of re- 

production of the objects scanned. 

This was achieved by shortening     i 

the duration of the radar signals 

-    (pulses) to values of some hundredths of a microsecond and by lessening the lengths 

of the waves applied.    During the war,  the basic  range of such stations was 10-3 cm, 

while this range has been widened to limits including the millimeter waves. 

Fig.10 - Image on the PPI of a Naval Radar 

Station 

Figure 10 show^ the picture of the PPI of a circular scanning naval radar 

.H 
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Station with a high resolving power. On this photograph, the ship is at the center 

of the picture. Due to the high resolving power of the station as to distance (a. .. 
4j 

very short pulse is used), the bow and sLcm of the ship can be discerned on the 
6.;.  _. 

picture.    The outline of the coast is also well defined. 
! -J 

A further development of the described radar method tends toward a solution of 
.   -J 

the problem of radiovision.    This process is the possibility to reproduce, on the 

screen of the cathode-ray tube,  the image of the observed object by direct utlliza- 
1 ; 

tion of the reflection effect of the radio waves without applying electro-optical 
i 

converters, as is the case in modem television.    Thus far,  however, this is a 
If     i , 

matter for the future. 

* J 
A. Practical Applications of Radar 

? ■ - 2 
It is obvious that the utilization of radar is far from being exhausted by its 

application in navigation. To be more accurate, one would have to say that utili- 

zation of radar for navigation is a rather nef iigible part of the multitude of its 

applications. Let us discuss some of these. 

Radar, which came into existence shortly before World War  II was intended 

primarily to aerve the war effort. In those years, the development of aviation 
3! _! 

made great strides. The flying speeds of aircraft have increased from year to year. 

The old aeroacoustic methods ox   spotting aircraft began gradually losing importa-.re, 
i       

This very circumstance posed the problem for radio engineering to find reliable 

methods of spotting airplanes at large distances.    The solution of this complex 

task by radiotechnics became a reality only in the mid-thirties, when ultrashort 

waves came into use, when methods of observation and recording of high-speed pro- 

cesses were developed (electron oscillography), and the basic principles of position 
r 

fixing with the aid of radio waves and the principle of radio direction finding« 
• -~i 

The radar development in the USSR is linked with the names of many of our re- 

tu. 

searchers who, by their works in related fields of radio engineering, ensured the 
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0 ·---- - -
-' possibility of development and realization of the first radar stations. These re-

21 I I 
- · searcherS- include . M. V .Shuleyldn, B.A. Vvedenskiy, I-t.A.Bonch-Bruyevich, A.A.Chernyshev ~ 

4~ I I 
- and w.ny others. The creation of the first domestic models or radar stativns oper- I 

6 ' ·----·--~- - - -- - ··-- - - -- - ·---· - - - ·· --- -
8~ ating on the pulse method, w!dch subseque~tly were widely applied in radar, is 

-- linked with the names of Yu .B.Kobzarev, P.A.Pogorelko, and N.Ya.Chernetsov. 
o--1 

Rather widespread use and further development was experienced by radar during 12=1 
_ World War II. J.tilitary applications of radar, which basically became better defined 14-1 ' . 
·- during the course of the war, have grown in diversity more than anticipated. Apart i 

16 _J 
I 

_ troa ground stations, intended 
1 8~ 

_ erected ror spotting ships and 

for the needs of antiaircraft defense, stations were ' 
I 

controlling the fire of coastal batteries. Almost 
I 20--1 

_ · simul.taneousl.y, radar stations came into increasing use on airplanes and warships. 
' 22~ 

-, Further development of radar led to t he creati on of special types of stations, in 
2 l-l 

I 

~6_j 
conrormity with their various purpos es. Thus, in aviation, there a ppeared radio 

- ·bombsights (operating on the principle of ci r cular scanning), aircraft interception 
2---l 

- stati ons which spot enemy a i rcraft in the ;air; fire control stations for aircraft 
1 I 

- a rtillery; defense r adar located in the tail sect ion which spot enet" aircraft in 
3:-J 

- t he rear hemisphere; radio altimeters; etc. ~arships were equipped with stations 
34-; 

f or d etection of a i r and surface targets, stations for artillery and torpedo anna-
3_j 

· ment of ships, navigation stations, and a number of others. The installation of 
3e.-.. 

- airborne and ship stations, with the aircraft and ship 
4 0_.) 

in moti on, under conditions 

- of rolling, turning, etc., demanded the realization of 
.;:!_, 

special stabi lization devices 
I 
I 

Improved performance of the stations with for the antenna arrays of these stati ons. 

-- ' respect to moving objects (flying aircraft, moving ships) demanded the development 
.• t: --; 

. ( -· of methods of automati c tracking, i.e., methods where the station, having spotted a ' 
., .... ----J 

5 
target, automatically tracks its movement. During the war, methods of radar recon-

_- nais sance were developed and widely u:!"'<i 1 i.e., methods which permitted with the aid 
o~ I 

- of radar stations to establish, by means of "interrogation" and "response", whether · 
5~ _: - - ----- ---- ·- - ---- . - -·- -- ----- ·----·; 

I 

- the ships or aircraft in question belonged to friend or foe military forces. 
56 ·- ·-· ---- - - -· - -- ----- -- --- --- ---- - - - · -
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Still during World War II, many methods of navigation and radar came into use   ; 
2-; ' I 

for control of flight of the aircraft or projectile along a given course, for guid- : 

ing the aircraft, projectile, or ship to a designated place with raaximura accuracy, 
i   . _ _ _ . _.  .   '      '   '.   

The development of radar permitted such devices as homing of missiles on the target 

or radio detonators which detonate the projectile not only when it strikes the tar- 

i 

get directly but also when it flies wide of the mark, at a fixed distance. 
I.: - 

The successful utilization of radar during the war resulted in the development 
r,   . ~ '        ' 

of a whole series of countemeasures against radar observation.    This started radar 
I-  - 

reconnaissance, use of jamming stations, antiradar screens in the form of light 
i  

metal foil or metallized strips  (windows) scattered in the air from aircraft, vari- 

ous methods for simulating of targets and methods of antiradar camouflaging, which 

render the real targets hardly noticeable or completely invisible against the sur- 

rounding background.    However, the radar countemeasures did not rob radar of its 

inherent valuable strategic qualities but rather forced the improvement of the 

technical methods of designing radar stations, bringing them up to such a state 

that,  for every radar countenneasure, new defensive measures were developed. Modem 

radar in *„his respect is much more advanced than radar of the war years. 
i 

The rapid and successful development of radar during the last two decades and   j 
31 ' 

the resultant improvement in ultrashort-wave technique opened possibilities of a 

wider use of radar systems not only for war purposes but also in a number of other 

fields.    3uch fields where,  in the recent past,  the achievements of the ultrashort-i 

wave technique and radar were utilized, include radioastronomy,  radiometeorology, 

and radiogeodesy. 

The rudiments of radioastronony date back to the beginning of the Thirties of 

our century when, during studies of the nature of atmospheric interference,  the ex- 

istence of cosmic radio radiation on short waves  ( X ■ H - 17 m) was first dis- 

covered.    However, the transformation of this new branch of astronomy into a suf-    ; 

ficiently developed scientific discipline, was realized only in the mid-forties 

i 
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after it had become possible to create rather sensitive receivers in the ultrashort-1 

2-l i 
. wave range,       .. _: 

At present,  radioastronomy is being developed in two directions.    The basis of 

- one of these is the utilization of the method to receive the natural radiation of 

cosmic bodies (sun, moon, stars),  the basis of the other is the application of the 

- radar method of reflection of radio waves from the objects observed. 

For the first time,  radio radiation of the sun was discovered in 19/^* on the 

187-cm wave.    Subsequently, the existence of solar radio radiation was established 
K— 

i 
also on other waves, beginning with waves of 8 aim length and ending with waves of 

18 ; 
12 m length.    The exploration of the  radio radiation from the sun gave the possi- 

i ■ 

bility to obtain a whole series of new data about it.    For example,  it is quite es- ■ 

tablished that solar radio radiation,  unlike light radio, does not possess constancy. 

Thus,  it was established that longer  (meter) waves are radiated by the lower layers 

of the solar atmosphere - the chromosphere - and the shorter ones (centimeter waves) 

by its upper, more rarefied, layers  - the solar corona.    Further investigations have 

established a direct connection between the flux of radio radiation and the area of 

sunspots.    With the aid of radioastronomy methods, it became possible to ascertain 

the kinetic  temperature of the corona,   i.e., the temperature determined by the mean ,' 

velocity of the thermal motion of the particles composing the corona.    This tempera- 

ture was found equal to approximately one million degrees. .,, _ • - I 

,    " At present,  the radiotechnical raethoas of solar radiation are firmly entrenched 
i 

in the operational practice of the so-called 3un Service,  having the task to conduct 

regular observations of the sun,  to develop and evaluate the results obtained, and 
—, i 

to predict the appearance en the earth of certain effects of solar disturbances. 

r Extensive scientific material is obtained from radio observations of the sun 
j ■■ —. 

i 

during eclipses. In this connection, the USSR Academy of Sciences organized in 19^7 
""__ j | 

a special expedition for carrying out such explorations during the total eclipse of , 

^ 

the sun in Brazil.    The radioastronomic observations were organized on board the 
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Soviet Diesel-propelled ship, the "Griboyedov", and were conducted on the 1.5 m wave- 

length,      -   _. '. . . _      _•-   —__          j 
/ ■ • j 

Apart from the sun, radio waves are also emitted by the moon. The lunar radio ! 
d  . .   ._  . _   __    .   , I 

radiation on the 1.25 cm wave was first detected in 19/^6. An analysis of the ob- 
r. ■ 
'" - - i 

servations confirmed that the temperature of the moon changes during the transition 

from moon "day" to moon "night". However, these temperature fluctuations are 

smaller than the diurnal variation, detected earlier in studies of the infrared radi- 

ation of the moon. This led to the conclusion that the radio radiation of the Moon/ 

unlike the infrared radiation, is not created by the lunar outer envelope but in   ' 

much deeper layers. The same observations confirmed the correctness of the supposi- 

tion that the surface of the moon is covered with a thin layer of "cosmic duat", 

preserved there due to the fact that, in the absence of an atmosphere on the moon, 

there are no rains or winds there. 

Still more interesting results of radioastronomical observations were obtained . 

in recent years in connection with the discovery of galactic and extragalactic radi- 

ation. It was established, in particular, that radio radiation arriving at the 

earth from spaces in the universe, covers almost the total range of meter waves. 

Hidden sources of such radio radiation were detected. Until 1952, over a hundred 

such sources were counted. Finally, with the aid of radioastronomic methods, the 

boundaries of our Galaxy were penetrated. In particular, in 1950 on tho 190 cm 

wave, radio radiation from a source lying in the direction of the cosmic fog of   | 
• • _ - i 

i 

Andromede, located at a distance of 750,000 light years (l) from the earth, was de- 

tected, 
'■'.•    ' 

Unfortunately,  the nature of these cosmic radiations is sti 1 guesswork.    It 
Jo- 

is not clear, for example, what formations in the universe serve as their sources: 

the interstellar ionized gas, or the comparatively dense gaseous hot bodies,  capable 
I I 
of intense radiation in the radio range.    One point seems clear and that is that       j 

radioastronomy, owing its existence to the progress in the technique of ultrashort 
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- waves, is one of the most powerful and promising tools for investigating the uni- 

- verse surrounding as. - _ _  -.   _ . . 
 i i 

Not only purely scientific interest attracts our attention to radioastronony. 

The possibility of observation of radio radiation from cosmic bodies opens prospects 
_! 

of creating new methods for position fixing of ships or aircraft in navigation and 
—j 

in flight,  similar to the use of existing astronomical methods for these purposes. 

It is true,  the technical realization of this new concept is connected with con-        , 

siderable difficulties (reception of very weak signals, necessity of stabilization 

of antenna systems, development of tracking systems, accurate fixing of the coordi- 

nates of the sources of cosmic radiations,  etc,),    However,  the first attempts to 

create radio sextants have already been made. 
-J 

The use of radio in astronomy necessitated the development of special radio 

equipment.    Having considerable similarity in many respects with radar devices, 

radioastronoraical devices nevertheless differ by some characteristic features. 

The necessity for detecting rather weak cosmic radio radiation demanded the de- 

velopment of rather complicated receiving inst.illai-ions.    The special character- 

istics and difficulties of their manufacture are due to the fact that the cosmic ra- 

diations and the receiver noise have, in both cases, a very similar fluctuating 

structure.    The separation of the weak cosmic signal from the background of re- 

ceiver noise would have been impossible, without modulation of the received signal. 

The operating principle of such receiving installations with local modulation of the 

cosmic signals received (radiometers) ic as follows: 

The waveguide,  connecting the receiving antenna with the receiver,  is provided 

with a device which alternately passes the received energy or prevents it from 

reaching the receiver.    In practice,  this is done by placing into the waveguide a 

disk,, one half of which passes the radio waves while the other half blocks the 

passage.    Rotating this disk at a speed of 20 - 30 rps permits modulation of the re- 

ceived signal with a desired frequency.    Then,  this frequency is separated by means 

d 
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ol  the LF resonance cimplifier and the synchronous detector, which permits to receive; 

the incoming signal»    . _ ...      _ ..  .      _      J          ...   ._  
4_J ^ ! 

In the most sensitive modem radiometers,  cosmic radio radiation can be de-        i 
6   __ —   . . . . '   .. _   , _ .       : 

tected even when their energy constitutes a magnitude approaching liundredths of the 
v _' 

energy percentage of the receiver noise.     It is interesting to note that the signals 

of cosmic origin thus received, judging by the absolute quantity of radiant erierg7 
1 

!■; 

1 . - 

striking the receiver, have a few hundred times less energy than is req>iired for 

photographing stars with modem large optical telescopes« 

In order to achieve directed reception of cosmic radio radiation, radiotele- 

scopes and radio interferometers are used. Both types operate with directive an- 

tennas, usually applied in radar multidipole antennas, antenna arrays with para- 

bolic reflectors, etc. In radiotelescopes directive antennas are used, which ensure 

relatively nigh angles of radiation (rarely less than 1 ), and, consequently, give a 

rather low resolving power.     In order to increase the resolving power of the radio- . 

astronomical devices,  antenna systems operating on the principle of interference are 
i 

used.    This is achieved by using two or more antennas,  spaced at distances exceeding 

the wavelength used.     In such a case,  the radiation patterns of the described an- 

tennas will have a multilobe character with the width of the lobes reaching a few     I 

minutes, I 

It was mentioned earlier that apart from receiving cosmic radiations,  radio-     I 
I 

astronomy makes direct use of radar methods.    These methods have permitted expert-   i 
I 

ments such as radar contact with the moon and meteors, and have opened the possi- 
i 
I 

bility of obtaining reflections from the sun and other planets. j 

The possibility of radar contact with the moon was theoretically proved by 

L.I.Mandelshtam and N.D.Papaleksi as early as 19^3.     In 19i6,  such an experiment was 

carried out in the USA.    The basic difficulty was the necessity to increase the 

sensitivity of the receiver by approximately 1000 times, as compared with receivers 

normally used for this purpose by radar stations.    In the first experiments of radar 

r . 

to_.L 
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contact with the moon, the required increase of the sensitivity of the receiver was  : 
2-1 ; 

achieved by increasing the duration of the main pulse (in various installations 

pulses of 10 - 250 microsec were used) and by narrowing the pass band of the re- 

.    ceiver (in various receiving devices,  this fluctuated within the limits of 10 to 

100 cycles).    Such a narrowing of the bind, however,  required raising the frequency 
0 -! 

stability of the transmitter and heterodyne of the receiver to values of the order 

12 J ^ 
.  of 10    ,  which constituted an additional difficulty in the erection of s'ich stations, 

14 _ 
In addition,  the manifestations of the Doppler-Belopolskiy effect, due to the rota- 

lc -J 
tion of the earth and the moon's elliptical orbit, had to be taken into account, 

1VJ 
which led to a change in the distance between the moon and earth during the experi- 

. ment.    When the signal is emitted with a frequency of 100 mc,   thn frequency varia- 
22 J 

tion, due to the above effect,   reaches a value of 250 c. 

Nevertheless, despite these difficulties, the first and subsequent experiments 

were successfully carried out and proved the practical possibility of solving such 

a task. 
^_; : 

i 
Apart from the scientific value of these experiments, they contributed to the 

conception of new technical ideas. One of these is the utilization of the mot n as 

a passive reflector for establishing long-distance communication on ultrashort waves. 

Of interest are also the prospects of utilizing radar contact with the moon for 
3;  

celestial position fixing of a ship at  sea.    However,  for a practical realization     1 
•}f_J 

.   of these ideas a large amount of work is still to be done, j 

Another example of the utilization o*" radar methods in astronomy is the ob- 

servation of meteors. 

Without discussing the first radio observations of meteors  (in the years 1928 - 

1930), based on the discovery of changes in the propagation of radio waves under the 

influence of ionospheric disturbances caused by meteor showers,  we will record only 

the more typical examples of direct observations of meteors with the aid of radar 

stations.    Such observations were originally conducted in 19^5«     Particularly in- 

d    ; 
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tereating was the observation of a meteor shower in the night of 10 October 19LS, 

This phenomenon was connected with the transit of the Giacobini-Tsinner comet in 

proximity of the earth.    The phenomenon itself had been predicted by astronomers, 

which made it possible to prepare the radar equipment necessary for the observa- 

tions.    The observations were conducted in various countries, basically on Z» - 5 o 

waves and gave rather clear results.    During the transit of the earth through the 

orbit of the comet (approximately three hours),  the number of radio echoes increased 

to such an extent that there was no doubt as to the true origin of these signals. 

Radar methods of studying meteor phenomena are valuable in this respect, since 

they permit conducting such observations not only at night but also during the day 

as well as under conditions of zero visibility  (for example,  in fog and on day nf 

overcast).    It is essential to note alsc that radar methods permit determining the 

velocity of meteors,  the orbits of the meteor streams, and their other properties. 

No less meaningful and diverse is the application of radar methods in radio- 

meteorology. 

[hiring World War II,   the essential influence of meteorological factors was dis- 

covered in the range of radar observation.    It was established that, due to refrac- 

tion in the lower layers of the atmosphere,  the range of the radar stations varied 

substantially from large to small,  other conditions being equal.    The investigations 

showed that these aspects of radar observation depend on the characteristic of the 

vertical distribution of temperature,  humidity,  and atmospheric pressure in the 

lower layers of the atmosphere.    Laws were established which permitted, by studying 

the data on the status of the weather,  to determine and forecast the appearance of 

favorable or unfavorable conditions for operation of the radar stations.    On the 

other hand, observations of the change in visibility of certain invariable targets, 

at positions fixed with respect to the radar station, opened possibilities for 

formulation and solution of the reverse task - determination of the meteorological 

parameters according to radar data which, in turn, proved useful for weather fore- 
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casts. 

The possibility of obtaining reflections from various heterogeneities in the 

atmosphere opened new ways of applying radar in meteorology, in particular,  for 

fixing the points of formation of hurricanes,  establishment of the position and 

movement of atmospheric fronts,  recording of lightning,   creation of radar pluvlo- 

graphs, and for other purposes. 

All these applications of radar in meteorology have practical value.    For ex- 

ample,  as soon as it is possible to fix the point of formation of a hurricane,  it 

can be dispersed by detonations before it assumes a dangerous character.    The ob- 

servation of atmospheric fronts is useful for almost instantaneous forecasts  (within 

a few hours), which became of great importance recently in aviation in connection 

with the terrific growth of speed of modem airplanes.    The recording of lightning 

gives the possibility to fix the position of areas of electric activity, which is 

important for meteorologists and dispatchers of airports and for pilots. 

Let us point to one more radar application in meteorology - the use of radf;,r 

stations for observing flighta of balloons equipped by the radio stations,  trans- 

mitting data on temperature,  pressure, and humidity in the upper layers of the at- 

mosphere.    The observation coverage of such balloons reaches distances of 50 - 65 ka» 

If they are fitted with responder devices (similar to those used for identification), 

then the observation range of such balloons reaches 150 - 160 km. 

For experimental fixing of the refractive index of the air, an airborne radio 

refractorceter can be used. 

This device is based on the principle of measuring the frequencies of two 

cavity resonators,  through one of which the air to be tested is passed, while the 

other,  hermetically sealed,  serves as standard.    Naturally, when utilizing this de- 

vice on an aircraft, measures must be taken to compensate for the inaccuracy of 

measurements produced by the influence of temperature,  pressure, vortexes, and 

flying speed. 
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To conclude, we will touch briefly on still another radar application - in 

radiogeodesy, 

Kany years ago^ L.I.Mandelshtam ?nd N.D.Papaleksi laid the foxmdation for the 

application of radio range methods for the production of geodetic photographs and 

for the carrying out of geographical work.    But these methods do not permit fixing 

the topography of the locality.    Therefore, whenever it becomes necessary, particu- 

larly when sufficiently accurate data on the topographic details of large areas are 

required,  aerial surveying and photography was used.    However,  in some cases it is 

more practical to use radar photography for the given purpose.    The advantages of 

the latter lie in the possibility of conducting operations at zero visibility,   for 

example, at night or in fog, which is completely out of the question in aerial pho- 

tography. 

To produce radar photographs,   it is necessary to use radar stations with a nar- 

row beam, directed at an angle of U5    to the horizon and rotating about a vertical 

axis.    Such a station is capable of irradiating a circular area of the locality. The 

time of transit of the pulse to the earth and back,  together with thf data on the 

angle of the locus,   the azimuth,  and the altitude of flight,   serve as reference 

values for determining the topography of the locality.     In the described devices, 

the shortest waves of the radar range (about 1 cm) are used.    The photographic 

2 
speeds of the installations,  known from the literature,   reach 750 km /hr.    The re- 

solving power of such stations equals l^ m, which gives the possibility, when taking 

topographic pictures,  of maintaining the distances between the horizontals at the 

same order.    To couple the aircraft to the control points,  the most accurate radio 

navigation systems of those described above are used. 

Radar and its methods find also numerous other applications.    To ♦Ms category 

should be added applications such as radar reconnaissance of icebergs, observations 

of drifts and currents, devices for the blind, devices for locating defects in elec- 

trical networks,  cables, etc.    Further development, in this field of the technique 
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will lead to a still wider utilizati  aof radio in various fields of human endeavor. 
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RELAY SYSTEMS OF BROADCASTING 

by 

I.A.Shanshln 

1, Introduction 

The broadcast receiving network in the USSR bases its development on the utili- 

zation of a wide complex of technical means and relay methods of broadcasting pro- 

grams to the subscribers. 

The combination of individual radio reception by radio receivers with instal- 

lations relaying the broadcasting programs to the wire networks permitted a rather 

efficient solution of the problem of wide coverage of broadcasting to the multi- 

million population of the huge territory of the country and particularly its large 

industrial, administrative, and cultural centers. 

The first installations of wire relay broadcasting appeared in the USSR. In 

1925 they began to come into ever increasing use in the country. Thus, coomenor- 

ating 60 years of radio in 1955, we also note the 30 year old domestic development 

of the system of wire relay broadcasting. Some time later, wire relay broadcasting 

found application in a number of countries in Europe; however, it could never reach 

in these countries such an advanced scale and rate of development as in the USSR, 

since the development of the system of wire relay broadcasting in the USSR was pro- 

moted by the socialist character and the planned development of the national econ- 

omy. 

The system of wire relay broadcasting (wire broadcasting, in short) is charac- 
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terized by its extreme simplicity and efficiency.    Its development, practically 

speaking, is not limited by such essential factors as the necessity to ensure every- 

where power supply sources for the individual receiving installations;  it is free 

from the effect of all kinds of disturbances,  ensures in this way a high quality of 

transmission and solves the problem of achieving local broadcasting with a small 

number of radio waves utilized for this purpose« 

The insignificant energy losses of broadcast transmission in wire relay broad- 

casting networks permits the use of extremely simple receivers for the subscribers 

of these networks.    The centralization of technical means,  requiring special sources 

of power supply and containing various complicated and expensive devices,  simplifies 

the solution of the problem of guaranteeing the power supply of the system and in- 

creasing its operational stability. 

A sufficiently high efficiency factor of the distribution channels permits 

transmitting the electric energy of audio frequencies on a high level and to apply, 

as receiving devices, loudspeakers without additional amplifiers, thus leading to a 

high efficiency of the system and, consequently,  to its large-scale production. 

It is known that, as distribution channels, both specially erected networks and 

existing telephone and electric power lines can be used.    A sufficiently thorough 

analysis of the possibilities of using these networks for wire broadcasting, sup- 

ported by extensive experimental work, was carried out in the USSR in the first 

years of the development of radiobroadcasting.    Thus, already during 1925 - 1926 an 

experimental installation for broadcasting over telephone networks was erected in 

Moscow.    Similar work was conducted in Germany and in a number of other countries 

in Europe, where broadcasting over telephone networks is still in partial use. 

In 1930 - 1932, experiments were carried out in the USSR on using electric 

power lines for broadcasting.    Somewhat later,   similar developments took place in 

Japan, England, and some other countries. 

Then,  the possibility of channeling energy by audio frequencies as well as by 
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modulated high frequencies was tested, efforts were made to channel modulated high 

frequencies on a high level, excluding the necessity of signal amplification at the 

point of reception; a whole series of other experimental work was carried out, which 

permitted selection of the most practical methods of distribution and designing sys- 

tems of wire broadcasting which, under the conditions prevailing in the USSR, were 

systems with special networks« 

The growth of wire broadcasting networks and the ever increasing demands made 

as to quality of the broadcasting transmissions in the first stage of its develop- 

ment,  are closely linked with the necessity to increase everywhere the adjusting and 

specific power (power to the receiving installation) of the stations, feeding these 

networks.    The increase in specific power, in turn,  required a review of the system 

of designing networks and the formation of branch points of the station installa- 

tions.    Thus, the formerly applied centralized power distribution of audio-frequency 

transmission from one booster point (station) for the entire territory serviced by 

this station was replaced by a decentralized distribution within individual houses 

and dwellings by means of creating several small-power booster points  (substations). 

The initial construction of booster stations and substations of small power (2 - 

3 volt-amp), due to the increase of load, had to be expanded to more powerful sta- 

tions and substations  (200,  500,  1300, 5000, and even 60,000 and more volt-amp). 

The rise in the capacitances of stations and substations and the increase in 

t'ieir effective radius caused a transition from the usual single-link distributing 

network,  for which the electric energy voltage  (of padio frequency) transmitted by 

the network,  equals the excitation voltage of tho loudspeakers (30 v),  tc the two- 

link network with one transformation stage  (2^0:30 v or 120:30 v);      However,  even 

this measure did not solve the problem of channeling large capacitances,  over suf- 

ficiently large distances, with high quality; as a result,  since 1939» the intro- 

duction of three-link distributing networks of wire broadcasting with two trans- 

formation stages of the transmission was started in a number of large cities« 
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Developing gradually, large vfire broadcasting networks were transformed into 

powerful systems equipped with all technical facilities, with extensively developed 

automatic mechanisms of monitoring and remote control.    Wire broadcasting became an 

independent technical field as a result of widespread and critical utilization of 

technical methods, applied in a number of related fields of the coramunications and 

broadcasting techniques. 

The development of relay wire broadcasting networks in the USSR was promoted by 

intensive development of a vast complex of questions of calculating and designing 

elements and equipment of wire broadcasting routes,  calculation and projection of 

networks with specific features,   sharply distinct from regular communication lines, 

calculation and designing of elements of automatic devices and tele-mechanics, whose 

wide application permitted, in its early years of development, to create rather ef- 

ficient automated and remote-control systems. 

Among the "first generation" of Soviet radio engineers and scientific workers, 

who laid the scientific and technical foundations of the wire broadcasting technique 

and who organized the training of qualified nuclei for this new field of technics, 

one must mention particularly: L.A.Meyerovich,  I.P.Vaks,  I.Ye.Goron, A.N.Barashkov, 

V.V.Furduyev, and others.    As far as the organization of industrial manufacture of 

equipment,  planning, designing,  and operation of wire broadcasting systems is con- 

cerned,  excellent work was done by G.S.Tsykin, A.A.Nikolaev,  I'.Ya.Gertsenshteyn, 

B.G.Pozdeyev, N.L.Bezlednov, M.S.Orlov, and others. 

2. Urban Systems 

In the majority of towns in the USSR with up to 50,000 inhabitants and about 

8 - 10,000 subscribers, the design of mainly two-link networks of wire broadcasting 

is the rule.    Hereby, two-link networks are erected even when their full load is not 

planned for the first year of construction but for subsequent years.    In populated 

points of this type, depending on their layout, usually one or two booster stations 
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are erected.    In larger towns with a population of 250 - 300,000, both two-iihk~andn 

three-link networks are in use.    The selection of a certain design variant for « I 

network is usually accompanied by corresponding tech; >-econcaiical calculation, ! 
I 
| 

carried out during exploration and planning.    The networks are usually fed fron 

several booster stations and substations, composing a single, interconnected complex 

of installations.    For cities with a population exceeding 300,000 it is practical to 

apply, as experience has shown, three-link networks, wk'u-e the route between the 

booster station or substation and the subscribers* installations is supplemented by | 

a third link, high-voltage main feeder lines. 

The system utilizing three-link circuits is accepted as fundamental for pro- 

jecting and designing wire broadcasting installations in the towns of the USSR.    This 

system ensures: increase in quality lactors of the routes, increase in operational 

stability of the installations of wire broadcasting in towns with difficult de- 

composition of the power systems, operation of powerful booster substations (up to 

60 kva) and transformers of substations (up to 10 kva) with remote control and moni- 

toring and possibility of a flexible range composition of various circuits cf the      ' 

system elements; instant automatic reserve during failure of basic elements (booster 

substations, main high-voltage networks, transformer substations); supervisory con- 

trol of the status of all booster devices, main and distributing feeder lines for 

rapid detection of trouble in the most branched-out sections of tho route with a 

minimum of service personnel; minimum outlay for consti-uction (the saving in cost In 

comparison with two-link systems is about 25 - 30^), etc. 

In the process of development and introduction of the three-link system and 

equipment, a nunber of original technical solutions was accepted.    These include, 

for example, automatic shielding devices for powerful amplification channels at a 

drastic change in their load; automatic limiters - compression of the tranamissioi: 

level while maintaining high quality indexes of the route; devices for forced air- 

cooling of powerful radio tubes with air filtration by automatic filters, ventll*- 
Df 
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tion and heating of the buildings of stations and substations; switches and devices 

of automatic shielding of the networks operating on audio frequencies; original de- 

vices of consolidating the monitoring, signaling, control, etc. circuits. 

A simplified schematic of the transmission route of a large urban system of 

wire broadcasting is shown in Fig.l. The central monitoring station TsS is linked 

LinK m — iinkn 

T.S 

> 
5L 

to J.Jv 

LinK I 

.  RAL 

<g rrrri *? 30* 

Fig.l - Simplified Schematic of the Transmission Route of a 

Wire Broadcasting System 

by a connecting line SL to the booster substation UP, which supplies the audio- 

frequency power to the transformer substation TP via the feeder lines PFL. From 

the substation, the energy, traveling along the distributing feeder lines RFL, 

arrives at the subscribers' transformers AT, feeding the distributing subscribers1 

lines RAL, to which the loudspeakers of the subscribers are subconnected. 

The presence of a third link in the network iicreases the radius of action of 

the stations or substations, thus reducing thair nutber in the system, increasing 

its operational statilHy, and considerably reducing the cost of designing and 

operating the installations.'. Depending on the planning of the town and its size, 

density of population and built-up area, the number and interconnection of booster 

stations and substations and also of ehe transformer substations may vary from 2 

to 10 - 15 booster stations and from ^ - 5 to ^0 - 50 and DK re transformer sub- 

stations. In all cases the possibility is provided for interchangeability of indi- 

vidual station objects and feeder networks. 

As experience in concrete planning has shown,the extension of the high-voltage 
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link of the network can be shortened in some cases by supplementing the three-link 

relay network with feeder points FP, which permit considerable branching out of the 

feeder lines. 

The increase in operational stability of the system is usually ensured by the 

use of damage localizers in its distributing links and reserve units in the feeding 

links. The correlation between the distributing and feeding links and the stage of 

500   1000 1X0 2000 zsat 
a) 

Fig.2 - Dependence of the Cost of the System on the Number of Subscribers» 

Sets (a) and the Number of Distributing Feeder Lines (b) 

localization and reservation are determined by special requirements and capital out- 

lay. These optimum correlations are based on a compromise between the given quali- 

tative and economic requirements. 

The dependence of the cost of the system on the number of subscribers» instal- 

lations, arriving at the distributor feeder line of the distributing link, is shown 

in Fig.2; here the relation of cost of the entire system to the cost of the vari- 

ation in which the number of subscribers» installations on the distributing feeder 

line equals 2000, is denoted by the letter C, and the number of subscribers» instal- 

lations arriving at one feeder line, by the letter N^. 
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The dependence of the coat of the system on the number of distributing feeder 

lines, belonging to a single transformer substation of the suppl'dng link, is 

plotted in Fig.2b, 

Here, the cost of the entire system refers to the cost of the variation, where 

the transformer substation is subconnected with 10 distributing feeder lines of the 

distributing link, with the number of sub- 

scribers» sets on each of these lines C 

*) 
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1 X 
b) ^ 
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fU^ ̂  

fr» 
J t ) '     6 i '     K 1 

Fig.3 - Dependence of the Cost of the 

System on the Number of Transformer 

Substations 

a) Conventional unit; b) Total cost; 

c) Cost of stations and substations; 

d) Cost of supplying network 

amounting to 1500. The quantity of dis- 

tributing feeder lines subconnected to 

the transformer substation is equal to N . 

Figures 2 a and b indicate that an 

increase in the number of subscribers» 

sets subconnected to the distributing 

feeder line, to more than 1700 - 2000 

makes the system somewhat cheaper but 

simultaneously sharply decreases its op- 

erational stability. An increase in the 

number of distributing feeder lines, sub- 

connected to the transformer substation, 

to more than 10, leads to an insignificant 

reduction in the cost of the system but to 

a complication of the network topology and 

the consequent unavoidable increase in the parallel spacing of the feeder line cir- 

cuits, i.e., to an uneven load. 

The dependence of the cost of the system on the number of transformer sub- 

stations of the supplying Ixnk, subconnected to one booster substation, is shown in 

Fig.3. Here the cost of the system is given in conventional units, and the number 

of transformer substations alloted to one booster substation, equals N • 
'       mn 
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Figure 3 shows that, with a growing number o^ transformer substations subcon- 

nected to one booster substation, the cost of the high-voltage supply network grows 

proportionally with the extent of the latter. However, simultaneously the cost of 

the station installations decreases, due to an increase in the capacitance of the 

TP [)f TP UP      UP 

(>H~CHHU [3=0 
UP TP TP UP 

B—a—o—s 
TP TP 

TP TP 

>i . Q     O ' i 
TP     6      TP 

Fig.^ - Variations of Supply of Sound 

Transformer Substations 

booster substations and a decrease of their 

number in the system. 

The total cost of all the installa- 

tions has a certain optimum. The graphs 

shown in Figs.2 a, b, and 3 are the re- 

sult of techno-economic calculation, 

carried out for one of the large cities; 

these graphs have a rather conventional 

character and are used for illustrating 

the methods of the techno-econoralc In- 

vestigations, 

It should be mentioned that, in some cases, on the outskirts of large cities 

and also in towns with low buildings and less densely built-up areas, the realiza- 

tion of the optimum correlations, obtained by calculations, is limited by the ad- 

missible fading and frequency distortions in the distributing feeder lines. In 

this case, the size of the distributing bunch TP mav be slightly different from the 

calculated one. The same may occur in the center of a town, where the establish- 

ment of the optimum size of the bunch is hindered by natural boundaries (canals, 

main streets). 

Since the system of power supply to towns, as a rule, imposes certain limita- 

tions as to the selection of a location for the booster substations. In the over- 

whelming majority of cases the possibility of direct link-up to the booster sub- 

station of the distributing bunch is excluded. 

Apart from this, in a system where trouble occurs in the elements of power 
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supply of the booster substation or where its connection with the central station is 

impaired, the transmission would stop in the whole bunch of the distributing link. 

Sufficient operational stability is achieved by subconnecting the distributing 

bunch to two sources of transmission. Such sources can be either direct booster 

substations or sources supplying high-voltage feeder lines. 

Figure U  shows possible variations of feeding the audio-transformer substa- 

tions TP, Sufficient operational stability of the system, when utilizing the vari- 

ants 2, Ut  and 5» is possible only when using feeder lines of two-way supply, inter- 

connecting the booster substations ("feeders of power exchange"). However, in this 

case, the system becomes complicated and, at a substantial power, it becomes neces- 

sary to apply high voltages to the power excha^e feeders, which can be achieved 

only by the use of cable lines. The greatest operational stability is shown by cir- 

cuits designed in the variants 1, 3,  6, In connection with the necessity of auto- 

matic change-over of the supply of the transformer substation from basic to standby, 

the systems 3 and 6, which havd no permanent break point of the standby ring, even 

in the presence of two step-down substations in the supply ring, a highly compli- 

cated automatic monitoring system is required. The best system is the subconnection 

of the transformer substation to two different booster substations and the connec- 

tion of supply feeder lines into the one-way supply system, as is shown in the vari- 

ant 1, This variant finds application everywhere. 

It is also practical, for supply standby of transformer substations on the out- 

skirts of towns and some other special situations, to introduce a block substa- 

tion BP into the system booster substations, which operates only when standby oper- 

ation is required. 

The basic diagram of the urban wire broadcasting system, described in general 

outline, accurately determines the links, in which localization of defects and 

standby must be applied. The requirement of high operational stability of the sys- 

tem necessitates extensive use of automatic devices for localizing damage. As 
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trouble finders, together with safety fuses, automatic limiten of the changes of 

full load resistances, are used. In particular, in the distributing and supplying 

feeder lines, special relays are utilized, operating from the transformed energy of 

the broadcast transmission; in the 
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Fig. 5 - Example of a Basic Diagram of Moni- 

toring of Elements of the System 

subscribers» network, limiting in- 

ductive resistances of the house 

transformers and active limitera 

are used. 

The accepted  system of stand- 

by (two independent supply sources) 

governs the technical demands as 

to the standby equipment.    In 

particular,  there is no necessity 

in a number of cases for reserve 

amplifiers and other elements on 

the booster substation.    The basic 

standby device is an automatic 

switch on the transformer substa- 

tion. 

The operation cf modem large 

wire broadcasting systems, which 

presents a difficult complex of 

technical facilities, is impossible without extensive automation and centralized 

dispatcher control. This fact was responsible for the wide application of moni- 

toring and control devices as well as systems of automatic control and safety. 

The devices of monitoring control ensure: acknowledgment signals for operation 

of remote-control elements, automatic signalization as to status and coordination 

of the individual parts of the system, telemetering and remote control of the quali- 
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ty of transmission. As channels of telecontrol and monitoring, and also for supply- 

ing the programs to the station points in urban wire broadcasting systems, pairs of 

telephone cables of the city telephone networks are used« 

The monitoring and control elements of the system are usually divided according 

to their functional principle. Operators' positions are in existence for super- 

vising the booster substations, 'or supervising the high-voltage supply network and 

TP, for control of the distributing feeder lines, and for supervision of the not- 

work of the public address system. The questions of territorial layout and quanti- 

tative breakdown of these operators' positions are solved individually for each 

town. For example, for medium-^ize towns, all the operators' positions can be 

placed in the same building; for very large cities, with multi-office line service, 

the switchboard monitoring positions of the distributing feeder lines can be or- 

ganized in each zonal line-technical center, whereas the control of the booster sub- 

stations and the high-voltage network is centralized. The supervision of street 

loudspeaker systems, independent on the size of ehe wire broadcasting system can be 

effected from the central station of wire broadcasting or from another point, upon 

request of town organizations, etc. 

Figure 5 shows an example of a basic diagram of supervision of the individual 

elements of the system. In the central station TsS are concentrated all the control 

devices of the booster substations TsUP; the control devices for the supply  -eder 

lines TsPFL and TP, the control devices for the distributing feeder lines TJ^JFI., as 

well as the installations serving for control and supervision of the distributing 

feeder lines of the street public address system TsZFL. 

Figure 6 shows the master diagram of a toll-switching layout for station instal- 

lations of the wire broadea 'ing of a city» 

Stable supply sources in the central station and booster substations are usual- 

ly obtained without difficulties, whereas stable sources for the local supply of the 

automatic devices and telecontrol in all the other links of the system are extremely 
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difficult to obtain and are expensive.    In connection with this,  the power supply 

for all important elements of the telecontrol system is obtained by electric energy 

1 

Fig, 6 - Master Diagram of Toll-Switching Planning of Station Installations 

of Urban Wire Broadcasting 

transported from the central station and booster substations along special channels* 

These channels are located within the broadcasting circuits and  connecting lines. 

The highly developed automation of suporvision and telecontrol permit main- 

taining the operation of tho system with minimum service personnel, which represents 

a substantial saving. 

The basic complex of the apparatus and equipment for urban wire broadcasting 

systems, manufactured by the irdustry, permits both two-link and three-link systems. 
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For small and medium towns, equipment sets for booster stations of the type TT-600, 

TT-5, CBK, STP,  and CTR find application.    More powerful amplifier and switching 

equipment for the largest town centers is produced in smaller numbers.    Thus, the 

■ * tT^" T'T ."'"' T*- 

O   -Q', ,'SM. 

lu m»inm* fa* ->— 

Fig,7 - General Aspects of the Sets of Typical Apparatus of a Remote Control 

60-Kilowatt Booster Substation 

administration of the Moscow town radio relay network manufactures equipment sets 

and apparatus for remote-controlled 60-kilowatt booster substations.    The manu- 

facture of equipment components for remote control,  control, and metering for the 

central stations of the large wire broadcasting systems, is arranged along similar 

lines. 

The general aspects of the sets of typical apparatus and equipment of a remote- 

control 60-kilowatt booster subJtation of wire broadcasting is shown in Fig,7« 

3, Rural Systems 

The rural wire broadcasting network is designed either on the centralized or 

the decentralized principle.    The centralized system is based on a relatively power- 

ful radio center,  supplying the far-flung networks which serve a large number of 

populated places,    A typical example of such a system is the Mraionn or district 
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central office, which,with the aid of several lines of considerable extension, sup- 

plies the entire zone or part of it.    In largv, administrative areas, several centers 

may be installed.    One is usually located in the district central office itself and 

covers the adjoining populated points, while the others are located in large settle- 

ments (primarily kept running by continuously-operating electric power sources) 

which represent geographical as well as administrative centers of separate parts of 

the zone.    The decentralizad syatera is based on small radio centers or receiver- 

booster installations,  each of which serves from one to three small populated points 

of the given zone. 

A technico-economical analysis shows that the centralized system should be 

primarily used for coverage of small rural populated points,  located within a radius 

of 15 - 20 km from the station of the radio center and gravitating toward the dis- 

trict central office or a larger town of a more extensive area. 

The decentralized system may be used eficiently in cases where the broadcast 

coverage of populated rural points by the centralized system is technically impos- 

sible or impractical from the economical view poin-,  in particular, at distances 

from the stations of the radio center exceeding 15 - 2C km and at a low number of 

subscribers'  sets per 1 km length of the line. 

In each individual case, the limits and scope of application of a given system 

are determined by investigation;  however, in areas with a large density of popula- 

tion and small distances between the populated points, preference is usually given 

to the centralized system.    The use of this system is particularly effective in the 

presence of continuously-operating electric-power sources at the point of installa- 

tion of the station. 

The centralized system simplifies the transmission of programs and the reali- 

zation of local broadcasting on the scale of the administrative area.    In the case 

of undeveloped electrification, this system is more stable from the operational 

viewpoint than the decentralized system and, apart from that,  requires a smaller 
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technical staff for its servicing. 

In recent years, a combination system has been used, where the drawbacks of the 

decentralization of station equipment are partly eliminated by automated supervision« 

The combination system provides for the development, along with relatively powerful 

stations, of small-power remote-controlled substations,  similar to the system used 

in towns.    Primarily, this system is introduced in districts with highly developed 

inter-area telephone networks where the utilization of the circuits of the latter 

permits establishing the required automation  (telecontrol) and the transmission of 

the broadcast programs to the booster substations« 

In this case, local broadcasting becomes accessible for even smaller admini- 

strative and agricultural sections of the area (rural soviet,  kholkhoz,  sovkhoz). 

The combination system with rural booster substations is sufficiently effec- 

tive, whenever the substations are located in populated points having constantly 

operating electric power sources or when there is the possibility oT supplying elec- 

tric power to the substations via the artificial circuits of telephone communication. 

As shown by experiment,  such a method of power supply for small-power equipment 

yields positive results. 

The degree of decentralization of station installations cannot have a well- 

defined solution for all of the various rural areas.    However,  in the majority of 

cases, the decentralization is usually limited by the size of the kholkhoz.    When 

the kholkhoz unites populated points spaced at considerable distances,  the scale 

of decentralization increases.    In the opposite case, in areas with considerable 

density of population and closely spaced populated points of various kholkhozes, 

inter-kholkhoz radio centers are used.    The construction of inter-kholkhoz centers 

has a considerable economical influence and ensures the creation of stable and high- 

quality rural broadcasting systems. 

All above methods of designing rural radio relay broaocasting systems are ap- 

plied in the USSR along with the advanced introduction of reception in individual 
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receivers which came into particularly increasing use in electrified localities. 

In rural radio relay broadcasting systems, lines of various types are utilized: 

local aerial lines, mainly pole supports (in large rural populated points, lightened 

strut supports),  zonal telephone poles, low-voltage power-line poles,  and as an ex- 

periment - high-voltage lines,  ground cable lines, made of cables with nonmetal 

(polyvinyl chloride) sheaths. 

It should be mentioned that in all cases of transmission of broadcasting pro- 

grams to subscribers only special circuits are used and their combination with the 

circuits of other services is attempted only on master supports.    Thus,  suspension 

of broadcasting wires from the supports of low-voltage power lines and also from 

local telephone poles is widely applied at present and is regulated by special rules 

and norms. 

In connection with the great progress made in the construction in rural locali- 

ties of branched electric network,  the use of its poles for wire broadcasting pre- 

sents great economic advantages.    The considerable telephone effect permits also 

the use of the poles of the zonal telephone communication system.    Therefore, the 

designing of low-voltage electric transmission lines,  communication lines, and wire 

broadcasting already takes into consideration t^e joint utilization of their poles« 

For the transmission of broadcasting programs tc the stations and substations. 

Joint utilization of the electric circuits is achieved with the aid of different 

frequency spectra (condensation of the circuits).    Multiplexing of the communication 

lines and, partially as an experiment, of the electric power lines is widely used 

for the purpose? of wire broadcasting. 

Of great importance is also the reverse task:  the development of multiplexing 

means of the broadcasting circuits by CDmmunication channels.    With the existing 

branched wire broadcasting network and its planned substantial development, this 

measure would open considerable additional possibilities for the organization of 

the local inter-production communications in toll offices, kholkhozes, and sovkhozes, 
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The utilization of the electric power circuits for sending broadcasting pro- 

grams of high frequency and at a high level, directly to the subscribers, is econom- 

ically not recommended, as proved by the following considerations: 

Placing high-frequency amplifier devices alongside high voltage requires sub- 

stantial power of these devices.    Arranging detector-amplifier devices alongside low 

voltage requires a large number of these.    In case of relaying low-level high- 

frequency programs to the subscriber, the latter must have special receiving equip- 

ment; use of such equipment in an electrified locality cannot compete with conven- 

tional radio reception, whereas in localities without electrification,  such special 

installations are completely ineconomical. 

For all broadcasting syst'jros in rural localities the question of continuously 

operating power sources is of tremendous importance.    This question,  in conjunction 

with a number of other local factors, basically determines the limits and scope of 

application of a given broadcasting system. 

By determining the municipal expenditure for the entire equipment complex of 

the reviewed systems (stations and networks),  composed of the amortized cost of the 

installations and the cost of their operation, all other conditions being equal, an 

adequate economic comparison can bd made.    In this case, the total outlay for the 

network depends on the radius of action of the network ard its extension, based on 

one populated point covered by broadcasting (load density per 1 km of the line). In 

turn, the total expenditure for the station depends on the load of this station, 

i.e., on the utilization of its installation power. 

The economic advantages of a given system depend largely on the size of the 

serviced populated points (number of yards or courts).    Thus, when the number of 

yards (low density) is small, the advantages of a decentralized sy3f.em are reuueed 

even for cases in which the populated points are widely scattered. 

On the whole, the limits of efficient use of a given system can be determined 

on the basis of technico-economic calculations, based on local cost data, available 
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technical means, and the geographic features of the locality. 

Figure 8 gives the results of such calculations, applied to the local condi- 

tions of one of the objects, relative to the erection of radio communication facili- 

ties. Despite the fact that these calcula- 

tions have, to a certain extent, a conventional 

character, they are nevertheless suitable for 

illustrating the procedure and analysis of the 

question. In the diagram, the length of the 

feeder linet, referring to one populated 

point, is laid off on the abscissa, while the 

relation between the yearly cost per sub- 

scriber installation n in the centralized and 

the decentralized systems is plotted on the 

ordinate. The diagrams are designed for popu- 

lated points with 50 yards, with full broad- 

casting coverage and for a 50 and 10Q£ sta- 

tion load, as well as for the case where no 

continuously operating power sources are available in the populated point to be 

equipped with radio facilities, but where such sources are available at the point 

of location of the station (in the centralized system). 

The segments of the curves lying in the area where n > 1 show the advantages 

of the centralized system, and those lying in the area where n < 1 show the ad- 

vantages of the decentralized system. 

In those rural populated points where, in conformity with the data of the 

findings and planning, the erection of a low-power local radio center has been 

authorized, the use of a single-link network is permissible (with the operating 

voltage equal to the excitation voltage of the loudspeakers). If the center is to 

service also one or more neighboring populated points, a two-link network is uti- 

Fig.8 - Technico-Economic Calcu- 

lations of the Usefulness of Vari- 

ous Rural Wire Broadcasting Sys- 

tems 
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lized. In a number of cases three-link networks are used in the larger rural sys- 

tems. Servicing of a given district or of a considerable portion of it by one 
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Fig.9 - Diagrams of Designing Wire Broadcasting Networks in 

Ruial Localities 

a) Radio center; b) Rural soviet; c) Large populated point; 

d) Small populated point; e) Station or substation; f) Feeder 

or subscriber's radio;  g) Correction; h) Loudspeaker;  i) From 

toll office; j) Through'raion'telephone office;  k) Corrector; 

1) Through'raion'office or radio 

powerful station is usually achieved with the aid of two independent networks - one 

for the district central office itself (network of urban type) and another for the 

hookup with the central clfice of rural populated points (network of the rural type). 

Possible diagrams for designing wire broadc»  Ling networks  in rural localities 

are shown in Fig.9. 
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As far as the rural broadcasting systems are concerned, a very important re- 

quirement is the securin); of high-quality transmission of the broadcasting programs 

to the stations and substations.    For the given purpose, wherever possible, the 

lines of the intercity or interzone telephone system are used, by selecting special 

circuits or channels of high-frequency condensation for broadcasting.    However, fre- 

quently, because of the little advanced electrification of the intercity and inter- 

zone conanunication system of the district, meeting this requirement is connected 

with rather high material expenditures and proves generally not feasible.     In such 

cases, the broadcasting programs are transmitted to the stations over the radio on 

long, medium,  and occasionally (when very urgent) on short waves.    The high quality 

of the program transmission at relatively small material outlays is due to the use 

of meter waves. 

Thus,  in rural broadcasting systems,  the complex of methods of program trans- 

mission is put into practical use.    The scope of application of a given method is 

dictated by local conditions, special requirements, and economic expediency. 

In view of the fact that not all rural districts have at their disposal con- 

tinuously operating power sources, a very essential, if not basic question is that 

of the selection of local power sources.    Above, when discussing the economic ex- 

pediency of using centralized and decentralized broadcasting systems, the extent of 

the influence of the electrification factor on the economic indexes of the systems 

was demonstrated.    The vigorous progress in electrification, together with the wide 

utilization of various local power sources substantially simplifies the solution of 

the problem of continuous electrification of the rural localities in the USSR. 

As local power sources various technical facilities are used: galvanic ele- 

ments, batteries,  charged by generators (the generators are put into operation by 

liquid-fuel internal combustion engines, wind-driven generators and/or hydraulic 

motors and gas-generator engines).    Recently,  thennogenerators came into use.    The 

list of equipment of local power sources comprises a large range of power and thus 
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permits supply of the rural stations and substations of the broadcasting centers, 

both In the centralized and decentralised systems* 

The powerful stations of the centers, requiring relatively powerful current 

sources, are usually supplied by local power stations, using internal combustion en- 

gines.    The stations of small-power centers are supplied by power stations using 

wind-driven generators and low-power internal combustion engines.    Receiver-amplifier 

systems as well as radio receivers are supplied by galvanic elements, in individual 

cases by batteries with wind generators and, experimentally, by thermogenerators« 

The tremendous undertaking to establish radio facilities in the rural areas 

makes the problem of automation of the rural broadcasting systems particularly 

acute.     In this connection,  extensive work is being done in the last few years to 

create the technical means of automation; automated systems are being erected, which, 

in view of tho intensive combination of servicing the communication and broadcasting 

facilities,  have a large overall influence and contribute to successful erection of 

radio communication facilities all over the country within the next few years. 

Remote control of the rural substations of the broadcasting centers is realized 

on artificial lines of the "raion" communication service (BPC), using the connecting 

and subscribers» circuits BPC.    The equipment designed for this purpose perndts 

range control of the typical sets of the radio center equipment (Tl'B-100, MGSRTU-100, 

TU-600,  and others).    The remote-control equipment can be connected to the BPC cir- 

cuits with a resistance of the two-wire circuit up to 2000 ohms and an insulation 

resistance of each wire to ground exceeding 20,000 ohms, which ensures operation of 

th.j s equipment on the 3-mra steel aerial circuits BPC with an extension up to ^0 - 

50 km and,  on cable PRVPM circuits with a core diameter of 1.2 um, with an exten- 

sion of 50 tau« 

Simultaneously with the solution of the problem of remote control by rural 

broadcasting installations,  the question of transmission of broadcasting prograas 

to the stations has been successfully solved. 
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The apparatus designed for this purpose ensures the possibility of overlapping 

the fading of the BPC circuit at 5 nepers at a minimum signal level of 3 nepers, 

which, in turn,  ensures the operation range of the equipment without intermediate 

amplifiers: for /»-mm steel circuits - up to 30 km, for 3-nim steel circuits - up to 

25 km and for 1.2 mm PRVPM cable - up to 10 km. 

In recent years, broadcasting technicians have introduced new methods of da- 

signing and operating rural radio stations and networks.    For small kholkhoz cen- 

ters,   equipment with universal supply - KPY-2 and KPY-10 is being produced and for 

radio relay centers of the zones,  central offices, and inter-kholkhoz centers - 

TY-600 equipment,  wind-driven electric units,  centers with remote feeding RDP-51, 

economic loudspeakers of various types.    Joint suspension on the same supports of 

the broadcasting circuits and toll office poles found wide application;  cables with 

nonmetal sheaths were introduced,  their laying was mechanized,  and efficient methods 

were developed for tying and repairing these cables, 

/». Multiprogram Systems 

The relay wire broadcasting systems created in the USSR are single-program 

systems.    In the field of creating raultiprograra systems,  exploratory work has been 

started in the USSR, 

Multiprogram broadcasting, as is known,  car. be accomplished: 

1) Over special cable netwo.ks - transmission to each subscriber on a cable 

with a number of pairs equal to the number of programs,  or over intermediate auto- 

matic stations,  enabling the subscriber to  select a program from the limited number 

of pairs, using a device of remote dialing; 

2) Over conventional two-wire circuits - by multiplexing in the 60 - 250 kc 

spectrum,  transmission of programs on a low level and their subsequent amplification 

at the subscriber (transmission on a high level is excluded because of power con- 

siderations); 
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3) Over telephone networks - by multiplexing in the 60 - 300 kc spectrum as 

well as by utilizing automation equipment.    In the latter case, a pair of telephone 

cable can be used either for telephone calls or for broadcasting«    In either case, 

the transmission must be done on a low level; 

U) Over light networks - by multiplexing in the above frequency spectrum and 

transmission of the broadcasting programs on a low level. Transmission on a high 

level is excluded« 

Cable systems are complicated, bulky in metal requirement and high in cost; 

their mass use is ineconomical so that they can find application only for individual 

objectives.    All other versions cannot be used for channeling energy on a high level, 

which eliminates the basic advantage of wire broadcasting: simplicity and low cost. 

Low-level high-frequency systems can be used in combination with a radio receiving 

network, as a means of perfecting the quality of radio broadcasting. 

These variants cannot always compete with conventional   radio broadcasting, 

particularly, with broadcasting on ultrashort waves. 

The extensive development of the semiconductor technique opens new pjossibili- 

ties for the solution of the problem of multiprograms over wire broadcasting sys- 

tems« 
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HIGH-FREQUENCY COMMUNICATION ON WIRES 

by 

B.O.Anosovich 

During the postwar years,  a large amount of work was done in Ir.e USSR on res- 

toration and further developnent of electric communication means. 

As a result of the fruitful works of Soviet scientists,   engineers and techni- 

cians,  a vast network of nation-wide and trunk telephone lines was created in the 

USSR.    Outside plants and office facilities of the intercity telephone network now 

permit communications inside the country between points spaced at more than 

10,000 km,  i.e., practically between any points of the intercity telephone system 

in the USSR and also communications with any other country whose lines are hooked 

up with the international telephone network. 

A characteristic feature of the technique of long-distance wire communication 

is the wide use of multiple telephoning and telegraphing on cable and aerial cir- 

cuits, with application of electron tubes and semiconductor elements.    This creates 

a large pool of passive and active,  linear and nonlinear quadripoles and other ele- 

ments of the high-frequency telephone system on the one hand and the radio com- 

munication and radiobroadcasting systems on the other. 

In view of this,  the development of the teefmique of telecommunication at the 

present time is linked in many respects to the technical progress in all fields of 

radio engineering.    Therefore,  it can be stated the name of our great compatriot, 

the inventor of radio, Aleksandr Stepanovich Popov,  is closely connected with the 
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birth and development of another, exceptionally important, field of communications 

technique - high-frequency telephony on wires. 

The basic task of the technique of telecommunication is the achievement, in the 

most economical way, of the required telephony range with simultaneous stable elec- 

trical characteristics of the com- 
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Fig.l - Schematic of Telephone 

Two-Way Repeater 

munication channels, to ensure 

good quality.    This problem is 

solved by applying corresponding 

communication systems and by using 

repeaters for compensating for the 

fading of circuits.    At present, 

four-wire and two-wire communica- 

tion systems find wide applica- 

tion. 

Two-wire communication systems are utilized mainly for intercommunication ser- 

vice, i.e.,  on relatively short sections of the intercity telephone network. 

For increasing the operating range of such communication systems,  two-way re- 

peaters are used. 

The first to develop the basic diagram of a two-way repeater - telephone relay 

- was a pupil of A.S.Popov, now member-correspondent of the Academy of Sciences of 

the USSR, laureate of the Stalin Prize,  V.I.Kovalenkov, who on 2 August 1919, ob- 

tained two patents for the invention of the telephone relay. 

In the circuit of the amplifier, as shown in the diagram in Fig.l, feedback is 

obtained by mismatch of the line impedance and the balancing network (BK).    The 

magnitude of the resultant feedback current is higher, the smaller the balanced 

fadings of the differential systems and the larger the number of series-connected 

repeaters. 

Figure 2, for a particular case,  shows the reduction in the critical amplifi- 
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cation of the audio-frequency amplifier, under the most unfavorable conditions, ob- 

tained by series-connected two-way repeaters.    The critical amplification, which 

actuates the repeater, decreases with in- 

creasing number of connected repeaters and 

thus decreases the margin of stability of 

the telephone communication channel«    This 

circumstance results in a limited applica- 

tion of two-wire systems of telephone cam- 

munication on relatively short sections 

with few repeaters whose number depends on 

the number of the admissible feedback cir- 

cuits in the roaster tandem communication 

system of the country, taking into consider- 

ation the securing of the necessary coverage 

of internal and external through service. 

The tendency toward increasing the 

coverage of the communications led to the 

application of four-wire systems, whose 

basic diagram is shown in Fig.3.    In this case, different pairs of wires are used 

for direct and reverse directions of transmission, which gives the possibility of 

using one-way repeaters for boosting, which compensate for the fading of the pre- 

ceding line sections.    The four-wire communication system which can easily be re- 

placed by an equivalent circuit of a single two-way repeater, has only one feedback 

circuit and thus ensures the operational stability of the telephone communication, 

no matter at what length of line.    N,A.Bayev devoted his work to the development of 

the stability theory of telephone communication channels in the USSR and his work 

served as a basis for projecting a number of nation-wide trunk line service in the 

Soviet Union, 

i w 

Fig.2 - Change in Critical Amplifi- 

cation as a Function of the Number 

of Series-Connected Telephone Re- 

peaters 

a) Critical amplification, in nep- 

ers; b) Number of series-connected 

boosters 
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The problems of stability of the telephone channels are not the only factors 

limiting the operating range of intercity telephone communication.    The operating 
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Fig.3 - Basic Diagram of a Four-Wire Communication System 

a) Terminal repeater; b) Line;  c) Line repeater; d) To sub- 

scriber 1; e) Balancing network line 1; f) Balancing-network 

line 2;  g) To subscriber 2 

range of the system is also influenced by the total time of the current distribution 

between two conversing subscribers, which depends on the special features and con- 

struction of the line installations and on the frequency spectrum, used in es- 

tablishing the communication (aerial or cable line, method of coil loading or pupin- 

izing of the cable line, diameter and material of the wires,  etc.) and also the time 

of propagation of the current echo.    On continental connection between two sub- 

scribers,  the time of propagation of the signal is limited to the value of 250 msec 

while, in each national receiving or transmitting system, the time is fixed at the 

value of 50 msec. 

The influence by the current echo increases with increasing time of propagation 

of these currents in the telephone circuit.    Figure k gives the minimum values of 
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the fading of the current echo, as a function of the time of their propagation In 

telephone circuits not equipped with echo suppressors» 

The developnent of the technique of high-frequency communication on wires en- 

sured the required operating range of the intercity telephone service by the most 

economical method« 

H? gh-frequency telephone communication is 

based on the principle of using either two dif- 

ferent frequency bands for direct and return 

transmission when establishing coranunication on 

one pair of wires,  or one frequency band when 

establishing communication on two pairs of wires« 

0      W     80    120     60   ZOO^M   T     -^ u *    **      *      -i N 'In either case, such a communication is elec- 

trically equivale.it to a four-wire communication 

system and, therefore, possesses all the merits 

of this system from the point of view of increas- 

ing the margin of stability of the telephone 

channels over that of the two-wire consnunication 

system« 

Multiple use of expensive aerial and cable symmetric circuits, not to mention 

concentric cables,  permitted to reduce by tens of times the requirement of nonfer- 

fous metals for establishing one channel-kilometer of telephone communication. 

The rate of propagation of speech currents in modem high-frequency telephone 

channels is so extremely high that it practically does not limit the operating 

range and does not require installation of echo suppressors for elimination of the 

echo phenomenon.    For example,  the rate of propagation of currents in the high- 

frequency channels, operating on nonpupinized and concentric cables, exceeds 

200,000 km per second« 

The above-described brief technico-economic considerations indicate the reason 

Fig.i+ - Minimum Fading of the 

Current Echo 

a) Minimum permissible fading 

of the current echo; b) Time 

of propagation 
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for the fact that high-frequency telephone channels, at the present time, are basic 

for the establishment of trunk telephone service, i.e*, service between district and 

Republics centers and the capital of 1.:J USSR - Moscow. 

Characteristic for the contemporary siatus of the technique of high-frequency 

telephony on cable lines is the widespread utilization of nonpupinized and coaxial 

cables.    Equipping cable circuits with Pupin coils, at its time, was a sign of pro- 

gress since it lowered the fading of these circuits and thus increased somewhat the 

range of telephoning without repeaters or increased the lengths of the amplifier 

sections in the ca^e of application of repeaters.    In proportion to the development 

of the technique of high-frequency telephony, it became expedient and possible to 

multiplex not only the aerial but also the cable lines.    The use of cables in the 

higher frequency range led to the necessity of increasing the limiting frequency 

of coil-loaded cables, above which the fading of the coil-loaded line increases 

sharply, which renders it impossible to make use of the range beyond the limiting 

frequency.    The increase in the limiting frequency of the coil-loaded cable is cor- 

related with the decrease in inductivity of the sections of the coil-loaded line. 

Later, lightened systems of coil loading were developed: light, very light, and 

frequency coil loading. 

The tendency to use cable lines in the still higher frequency range led to 

abandonment of coil loading and erection of high-frequency telephone networks on 

cables without coll loading. 

For establishing comraunication on symmetric cable lines without coil loading, 

cables with braided paper or styroflex insulation are used. 

Soviet engineers devoted considerable attention to the creation of various 

types of 1 ong-distance cables, to the problems of the theory of interference between 

circuits in the cable and elimination of this influence.    As a result, new methods 

of electrical symmetric balancing of the cable circuits were developed, which per- 

mitted the use of symmetric; cables in the broad frequency band,  reaching hundred» of 
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kilocycles. 

The most widespread systems of multiple telephony on symmetric cable lines, at 

the present time, ere the 12-channel and the 24-channel systems.    With these systems. 
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Fig. 5 - Simplified Diagram of a Terminal Station of a 12-Channel System 

of High-Frequency Telephony on Cable Lines 

a) Differential circuit; b) Cable;  c) Individual equipment channel; 

d) Group equipment channel 

12 high-frequency telephone communications in the 12 - 60 kc frequency range or 24 

communications in the 12 - 108 kc frequency range can be obtained on two pairs of 

cable.    For the direct and return voltage of the transmission the same frequency 

bands are used.    Usually the connectior in this case is established on two cables 

(two-cable system), each of which contains concentrated pairs for identical direc- 

tion of the transmission.    It is also possible to use one cable, but with well- 

shielded pairs of different directions of transmission, with the aim of eliminating 
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cross talk due to mutual Interference of the pairs« 

Figure 5 gives the ba^ic diagram for a terminal ?tation of a 12-channel high- 

frequ'.,ncy telephony unit on symmetric cable lines* 

Fig,6 - Change of the Soil Temperature as a Function of the Seasons 

a) Maximum temperature; b) Minimum temperatvire 

Voice-frequency speaking currents, coming from each of the 12 subscribers in 

the 300 - 3i+00 cycle frequency range, are transferred into the corresponding range 

of the common spectrum at the output of the 12-channel 60 - 108 Vc unit, by separate 

frequency conversion in each of the channels. For this purpose, the individual mod- 

ulators (M) from the first to the twelfth channel are supplied with corresponding 

carrier frequencies 6^, 68, 72 .... 108 kc, spaced at a distance of U  kc. Upon re- 

peat conversion in the group modulator (GM) with a carrier frequency of 120 kc be- 

hind the filter, currents in the frequency range 12 - 60 kc enter the line. As 

long as the line spectrum does not coincide, even partially, with the frequency 

spectrum coming from the individuaJ. elements of the 12-channel unit, it is suffi- 

cient to use one stage of group frequency conversion. At the receiving end, by 
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means of corresponding frequency conversion, the line spectrum is transfei red into 

the 60 - 108 kc range which, after individual conversion in the 12-channel unit, is 
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Fig.7 - Frequency Characteristics of Temperature Changes of the Fading of 

the Cable with Paper-^'Kordel" Isolation 

a) Attenuation, mnep/km; b) Frequency,  kc 

converted in each of the 12 channels into the voice-frequency spectrum of 300 - 3400 

cycles« 

The indicated schematic of the individual equipment of the 12-channel unit is 

common also to other systems of modem high-frequency telephony equipment.    The 

12-channel unit is used in the terminal equipment of the concentrical cable, in the 

multiplexing systems of aerial circuits of nonferrous metal, and in the equipment 

for radio relay lines. 

Communication on cable lines is much less subject to the influence of external 

meteorological factors than that on aerial lines; nevertheless, the electric proper- 

ties of the cable will considerably change in the course of a year, depending on the 

temperature of the soil.    The change in soil temperature at the depth of the buried 

cable (O.ft m for the European portion of the USSR) is shown in Fig.6. 

Maximum temperature fluctuations during the year may reach 20 - 220C.    This 
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causes considerable temperature fluctuations of the fading of the cable circuits, 

which are not equal for the various frequencies. In Fig.7 the frequency character- 

istics of the temperature changes on attenuation of cables with paper-cord insula- 

tion are plotted; the diameter of the linear core is 1.2 mm, with spiral quad« 

The increases in the attenuation of cable circuits are given for the various 

o 
temperature deviations from +8 C, accepted as average. At a frequency of 12 kc, for 

example, the fluctuations in the attenuation of a cable circuit of 1000 km length, 

in the course of a year, will amount to a value of the order of 5 nepers. Therefore, 

in order to ensure normal operation of telephone service on cable circuits in the 

12-channel equipment, automatic control of the transmission level is provided, oper- 

ated with the aid of heat-regulated or thermosensitive resistors, so-called thermis- 

tors. Automatic gain control (AGC) of the transmission compensates for the attenu- 

ation fluctuations of the corresponding line sections, due to changes in the ampli- 

fication of the line repeaters and terminal offices in the entire range of trans- 

mitted frequencies« Repeaters equipped with the AGC device, are not connected to 

every amplifier point of the main cable. Instead, repeaters with plane automatic 

gain control of the transmission, in which the amplification change has the same 

value over the entire operating spectrum, are connected after each two repeaters 

without AGC. After every eight repeater stations, a repeater is connected which 

compensates for the attenuation fluctuations over the entire frequency range, by 

varying the slope of the frequency characteristics of amplification. The AGC de- 

vices are controlled by the currents of the pilot frequencies, continuously fed by 

the terminal stations into the line. Repeater stations are erected every 2*0 km, on 

the average. 

In the 2il»-channel hifh-frequency telephony equipment, two 12-channel units are 

used: After the first unit, as in the 12-channel system, a group modulator is in- 

serted which converts the frequencies of the 60 - 108 kc spectrum into a 12 - 60 kc 

spectrum^ while the 60 - 108 kc frequencies from the second 12-channel unit strike 
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the line directly. Thus, the line spectrum in the ^-channel system is 12 - 108 kc. 

In a similar manner, other systems can be designed, in which the number of 

channels will be a multiple of 12, 

The possibility of multiplexing in the broad frequency range of symmetric cables 

yields large bunches of channels at relatively small capacitances of these cables* 

For example, on two cables with a capacity of eight pairs of cores in each, multi- 

plexing of these cables will give 192 high-frequency telephone connections for the 

2/f-channel system. 

Still mora,  profitable from the point of view of savings in nonferrous metal per 

channel-kilometer of communication, at a large number of communications, is the com- 

munication system via concentric cable. This type of cable, due to its unusual de- 

sign, permits its use over a very broad frequency range« 

The concentric pair consists of an inner solid copper conductor and an outer 

Fig,8 - Cable with Four Concentric Pairs 

conductor in the form of a cylindrical tube, with the axis of the cylinder forming 

the axis of the inner conductor. The inner conductor and outer tube are insulated 

from each other. Figure 8 gives a photograph of a cable containing four concentric 

pairs. This type of cable, in addition, contains the usual symmetric pairs for sig- 

naling. 
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In Fig.9, the curves for attenuation per kilometer are plotted for two types of 

concentric cable: the curve 2,6/9,k shows the attenuation cf a cable with a 2,6 mm 

inner conductor and a 9.^ mm (inside di- 

ameter) outer conductor;  the curve 5AÖ 

gives the attenuation of a cable with in- 

ner and outer conductor diameters of 5 and 

18 mm, respectively. 

Both tv «»se types of cable can be 

used not only for telephony, but also for 

the transmission of intercity television 

programs.    For establishing telephone com- 

munication, two concentric pairs are used: 

one for the transmission in one direction, 

and the other for transmission in another 

direction. 

The base of the primary groups in 

the terminal equipment is provided with a 

12-channel unit, of the type described above.    In this equipment two stages of group 

frequency conversion are used, which finally transfer the voice-frequency 300 - 

3U00 cycle spectra to the corresponding point of the common line spectrum« 

As an example. Fig, 10 shows a diagram of frequency conversion for a 900-channel 

system, laid out on the basis of the recommendations of the International Consulting 

Ccannittee on Telephony, 

The speaking currents of the audio frequencies from 900 subscribers enter a 

rotal of seventy-five 12-channel units.    After individual frequency conversion at 

the output of each of these, frequencies of the 12-channel primary group are formed 

in the 60 - 108 kc spectrum.    Then, in the first group modulators with carrier fre- 

quencies of U20, U68, 516,  561», and 612 kc, these frequency spectra are converted 

0*i}4     56     7S9O 

Fig,9 - Attenuatioi per Kilometer of 

Concentric Cable 

a) Attenuation, neper/km; b) Fre- 

quency, mc 
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into 60-channel groups, occupying the 312 - 552 kc spectrum. Fifteen such' groups 

are formed in all. After this, in the second group modulators with carrier fre- 

60    OB M   JßO   W  «tf A* 55/ 

312    bbzsen    msiz    tostoeo  ax jw  wq 

Fig.10 - Diagram of Frequency Conversion for a 900-Channel Communication System 

via Concentric Cable 

a) 12-Channel primary groups; b) Carrier frequencies of the first group frequency 

converters;  c) Five groups of 12 channels: 60 channels; d) 60-channel groups; 

e) Without conversion; f) Fifteen groups of 60 channels: 900 channels 
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quencies of 1116, 1364, 1612 •.., ^340 kc, the spectra of the 60-channel groups are 

converted into a corresponding range of the common line spectms from 31.'2 to A028 kc» 

At the receiving end, the reverse frequency conversion takes place, as a result of 

which the speaking currents of the 300 - 3^00 cycle audio frequencies reach the aub- 

scrlber* 

The number of channels that can be established via concentric cables Is not 

limited to 900 channels.   By utilizing a still higher frequency ranf.e, after analo- 

gous frequency conversions, the number of channels can be doubled, bringing them to 

180C; however, this would necessitate a decrease in the distance between the ampli- 

fying points, in proportion with the increase in attenuation on the higher fre- 

quencies» 

The transmission of intercity television programs via concentric pairs can be 

accomplished in the 0,5 - 7 mc frequency range, while the sound accompaniment of 

television is transmitted in the frequency range below 0,5 mc» 

The distance between the amplifiers for the -able 2,6/9,4 is from 6 to 8 km, 

depending on the number of channels transmitted.    In the repeaters, automatic gain 

control of the transmission is used in order to compensate for the attenuation 

changes produced by temperature fluctuations of the soil at the depth of the buried 

cable. 

The above-discussed principles of establishing communications via cables with- 

out Pupln coils and concentric cable lines show that, in modem long-distance com- 

munication,  the multichannel systems utilizing broad frequency ranges are of basic 

importance.    This circumstance, as was shown,  resulted in a considerable reduction 

of the lengths of amplifier sections and,  consequently, to an increase in the number 

of amplifier points.    Such frequent positioning of the amplifier points would have 

caused a sharp increase in the cost of operation, as well as an Increase in the 

primary capital outlay for construction of the main cable lines (if the high- 

frequency main cable lines are equipped along the same principles, which had been 
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applied formerly in the construction and sejrvicing of the voice-frequency ainplifier 

points of nuDtipair, intercity coil-loaded cables).    A more economical solution of 

this problem was found by creating repeater stations that did not require constant 

technical servicing; the majority of these receive their power from amplifier points 

equipped with power sources.    In this case,, there i3 no need for permanent techni- 

cians to be on duty in remote-supplied anplirier points, the industrial areas of the 

repeater stations are reduced to a minimum and there is no necessity for power sup- 

ply installations, which usually form a substantial part of the equipment of re- 

peater stations. 

In balanced cables, the remote feeding is usually done at the center point of 

the circuit by direct current.    A special feature of this method of supply is the 

protection of the lead sheath of the cable from corrosion by stray currents.    De- 

pending on the magnitude of the DC voltage, the feeding amplifier point can remote- 

supply from 1 to 5 - 6 unattended repeater stations for each party. 

In concentric cables, the supply of remote-fed repeater stations by alternate 

current is realized via the inner conductor.    By filling the cable with a special 

gas between conductor and ground, voltages up to 2000 v can be built up, which gives 

a possibility of simultaneously supplying up to 20 unattended repeater stations on 

either side of the feeding amplifier point.    If the concentric cable is not filled 

by a special gas, then the permissible AC voltage between the inner conductor and 

ground for remote supply is reduced approximately to 800 v. 

Normal operation of such main cables is ensured by the use of complicated sys- 

tems of telecontrol and telesignaling between the supplying and remote-supplied 

points. 

With the installation of hundreds of unattended amplifier stations on the main 

lines, the demands made as to quality and useful life of electron tubes substantially 

increased, despite the existence of standby anplifiers in the amplifier points. 

High-frequency telephone communication via aerial circuits of nonferrous metal 
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and steel circuits gained acceptance In the erection of Intercity connections touch 

sooner than that via cable circuits. The history of the development of high- 

frequency telephony technique actually began with the multiplexing of aerial cir- 

cuits of nonferrous metal. In this case, inasmuch as one pair of wires is used for 

establishing the communication, different frequency bands are used for different 

transmission directions. 

Modem high-frequency telephony equipment permits 16 telephone calls in the 

140 - 143 kc range, on on*1 copper or bimetal circuit (possessing, on high fre- 

quencies, the same electric parameters as the copper circuit). The spectrum from 

300 to 2400 cycles is occupied by the voice-frequency channel. The spectrum from 

3200 to 5200 cycles is set aside for four ultrasonic telegraph communications. In 

the 6-27 kc and 36-143 kc spectra, multiple telephony is achieved by application of 

the 3~channel and 12-channel high-frequency telephone equipment. 

The frequency distribution of the main spectrum in the 3-channel equipment Is 

shown in the Table, given below. 

Table 

Direction of Transmissions A-B Direction of Transmissions B-A 

No. of 
Channel 

Carrier Frequency, 
kc 

Upper Sideband, 
kc 

Carrier Frequency, 
kc 

Lower Sideband, 
kc 

1 

2 

3 

6 

9 

12 

6.3 - 8.7 

9.3 - 11.7 

12.3 - 14.7 

27 

24 

21 

26.7 - 24.3 

23.7 - 21.3 

20.7 - 18.3 

For operation on parallel circuits, suspended on one pole line, the equipment 

of an additional spectrum can be used, in whose channels frequency inversion rela- 

tive to the channels of the main spectrum equipment is applied. 

The repeaters form a pool - one group for each of t' directions of trans- 
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mission.    The efficiently transmitted frequency band in the connmnication channels 

lies within 300 - 2700 cycles. 

The 12-channel system occupies the line spectrum of 36 - 8U kc for one trans- 

mission direction and of 92 - IhO kc for the other transmission direction.    Other 

ioar frost,Q • Jma 

tC   20 30  W 50   60  TO  80 90 100 110 120 W MO W 

Fig.11 - Attenuation per Kilometer of a Copper Telephone Circuit, as a 

Function of the Current Frequency and Atmospheric Conditions 

a) Attenuation, ßlO  nep/km; b) Frequency, kc 

versions are possible, which provide for frequency shifts and inversion of the line 

spectrum in order to ensure better operating conditions of the equipment on parallel 

circuits. Into the base of the equipment, a 12-channel unit is inserted, of the 

type already known from the description of other high-frequency telephone systems. 

The electric parameters of the aerial circuits change within considerable 

limits, depending upon temperature and weather conditions. 
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In Fig. 11, curves are plotted for the attenuation per kilometer of a copper cir- 

cuit with U nm wire diameter and 20 cm distance between the wires, under different 

atmospheric conditions depending on the frequency of the current. 

The attenuation of the circuit increases steeply when there is hoar-frost and 

sleet on the wires, which is a frequent occurrence in winter in a large sector of 

the territory of the Soviet Union. 

The greater the thickness of hoar-frost and ice deposit on the wires (9), the 

greater will be the attenuation of the circuit; this has an extremely detrimental 

effect on the efficiency of high-frequency communications via aerial lines. This 

unfavorable effect is particularly apparent in the operation on the 12-channnl sys- 

tem, which occupies a llgher frequency spectrum thai; the 3-channel system. Main- 

tenance of stability of the electric properties of the channels during changes in 

the attenuation of the circuits requires the application, in the 3- and 12-channel 

systems, of an automatic gain control for transmission at the repeater and terminal 

stations in each direction of transmission. But even these devices cannot ensure 

the efficiency of high-frequency communications when there is considerable hoar- 

frost and sleet, since the attenuation of the amplifier section increases so much 

that it can no longer be compensated by the booster capacity of the amplifier. 

To maintain communications under unfavorable winter conditions, auxiliary re- 

peater stations are used. These stations are erected between the main stations and 

are connected to the circuit as the necessity arises. They are remote-supplied via 

the same copper circuit over which the communication itself is established. These 

measures, at correct planning of the main lines, ensure almost uninterrupted oper- 

ation under winter conditions with minimum expenditure for construction and opera- 

tion of the main lines. 

Considerable work has been done by Soviet specialists in the field of develop- 

ing and desifning equipment for high-frequency telephony in the postwar period. 

For development of the multichannel system of high-frequency telephony, the 
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following workers in science and industry received the 1952 Stalin Prize: G.G.Bor- 

odzyuk, I.A.Babenko, A.F.Beletskiy, N.M.Driatskiy, I.S.Stipakov, G.N.Stepanov, 

G.A.Nikolayev, B.V.Khalezov, A.S.Blokhin, I.V.Basik, Ta.I.Velikin, and S.A.Adzhemor. 

Multiplexing of steel telephone circuits, which find wide application in es- 

tablishing interdistrict communications, gives the possibility of sharply increasing 

the amount of telephone and telegraph communications between the district and area 

main office centers and of creating channels for transmission of broadcasting pro- 

grams via wires. 

The use of aerial circuits in the frequency range up to 150 kc greatly compli- 

cated the parallel operation of the multiplexed circuits, suspended on one pole line. 

To maintain the required degree of mutual shielding between the circuits, excluding 

the influence of one circuit on the other due to cross talk, it was necessary to 

theoretically develop very complicated explanations for the electric effect between 

communication circuits. The practical devices for crossing of telephone circuits 

and the arrangements of lead-ins of the multiplexed circuits into amplifier points, 

developed on the basis of this theory, ensure parallel operation of the multiplexed 

circuits in the frequency range up to 150 kc. 

In the amplif. ers, special filters are used for eliminating interference of the 

radio stations with operation of the 12-channel system of high-frequency telephony. 

Extensive work in the USSR in the field of exploration and study of the prob- 

lems of mutual electric interference between the circuits was carried out by 

P.K.Akulshin. 

The developed network of high-frequency channels in the Soviet Union is the 

basis not only for Jntercity telephone communication. The same network is used for 

establishing communications of voice-frequency telegraphy and phototelegraphy and 

channels for transmission of broadcasting programs. 

The voice-frequency telegraph equipment gives a possibility to obtain, via the 

four-wire communication system, up to 18 telegraph connections when operating on 
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Channels with an efficiently transmitted frequency band from 300 to 2700 cycles, and 

up to 2U  connections when operating on channels with a frequency band from 300 to 

3i*00 cycles. 

The telegraph communications obtained in this manner greatly increase the maneu- 

verability of the telegraph network, since the telephone communication channels can 

always be used for establishing new or bypass communications. Su^h a system of es- 

tablishing telegraph communication is at the same time the most economical type, 

since it does not require any additional outlays for line and station installations 

of the telephone communication system. The main capital outlay is the cost of the 

voice-frequency telegraphy equipment, connected at the ends of the telephone chunnel» 

Powerful bunches of telegraph channels obtained in this way not only met the re- 

quirement of the electrocoramunication agency as to telegraph channels but yielded a 

new form of communication - subscriber's telegraph communication. 

For the qualitative transmission of broadcasting programs, a broader effi- 

ciently transmitted frequency band is required than for telephone communications. 

Therefore, the broadcasting channels on high frequency are formed by combining two 

to three telephone communication channels. 

Simultaneous use of high-frequency channels for telephone, telegraph, and pho- 

totelegraph communications as well as for broadcast transmissions, opens interesting 

possibilities for the complex development of all kinds of communications and broad- 

casting. 

The technique of designing long-distance communication equipment is now at 

such a high level of development that it pays to use high-frequency telephone equip- 

ment not only for multiplexing of intercity lines but also of shorter lines - sub- 

urban and urban telephone service. Primarily, such equipment is to be used for 

multiplexing of suburban cables and cable links between automatic raion or district 

telephone offices. This will save large amounts of nonferrous metals and money in 

laying out an urban telephone communication system. 
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High-frequency multichannel equipment permits the creation of large bunches of 

stable telephone channels.    This gives all the prerequisites for the automation of 

intercity telephone communication systems« 

Each year,new scientific inventions, developments, technical perfections in the 

radio technique and in the field of long-distance coranunication by wire narrow the 

margin between these related technical fields.    Already now,  the multichannel sys- 

tems of hi^h-frequency telephony via wires and via radio relay lines are equally 

useful for establishing an intercity telephone communication system. 

It can be expected that,  in the near future, new and still more progressive 

technical means will be developed,  with whose aid the problems of establishing inter- 

city telephone and telegraph communication in the Soviet Union will be even more 

successfully solved. 
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RADIO-ENGINmiNG METHODS IN SCIENCE AND THE NATIONAL BCONOMI 

by 

S.I.Nadenenko 

1. Basic Principles 

Despite the fact that long-distance transmission of signals remains the basic 

and main problem of radio engineering, the entire complex of technical means, which 

;.3 combined under the term "Radiotechnique", comprises and solves a substantially 

wider range of problems. 

The middle of the current Century is characterized by achievement" of science 

which opened vast prospects for the development of the product.ive capacity of soci- 

ety. The utilization of subatomic energy, principles of reactive motion in trans- 

portation, high-frequency technique of communication facilities, new materials and 

new methods of their treatment, permit to speak about the creation of a new founda- 

tion for further technical progress. 

The part played by the facilities at the disposal of radio engineering is ex- 

ceptionally important in this process. It is sufficient to mention that, in the 

production of atomic raw material such purely radiotechnical devices as cyclotrons, 

betatrons, and synchrotrons are being used. The control of all kinds of air and 

sea traffic is inconceivable with application of radiotechnique. The manufacture 

and develop-nent of new materials also require the use of radiotechnical methods. 

Thus, the characteristic feature of the development of modem radiotechnique, apart 

from the continuous improvement of the equipment and methods, is its constantly in- 
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creasing daily use in various and widely differing fields of science, culture, and 

national economy. 

An analysis of the development of radiotechnique during the 60 years from 

A.S.Popov up to the present time, distinctly shows three basic lines of this develop- 

ment, with well-defined classified criterions: 

1) The field of radiotechnique,  in the true sense of the word, which utilizes 

electromagnetic waves with their basic properties for the purpose of transmitting 

signals at a distance without wires. 

During the 60 years of its existence,  radiotechnique his made terrific progress 

in the field of generation,  radiation,  and reception of electromagnetic waves in a 

rather broad frequency range from 20,000 cycles to 10^    cycles.    The laws of propa- 

gation of the waves in all ranges,  under the complex conditions of the earth's at- 

mosphere, underwent a full and thorough study.    The transmission of signals by means 

of radio waves finds wide and successful application in radio communication,  radio- 

brocdcasting,  television, radiotelemechanics, radar,  radio navigation, radiogeo- 

physics, radiometeorology, and radioastronomy. 

2) The field of various applications of strong magnetic and electric fields of 

high frequency.    This field, due to sheer inertia, is still designated as "radio- 

technique" only because of the fact that high-frequency generators and devices chan- 

neling high-frequency energy (feeders,  cables, waveguides) are widely used h'U'e,    In 

essence, there is no transmission of signals involved here nor is there any exci- 

tation of the waves in space (unless one considers spurious radiation). 

Thus, the absence of radiation and reception of radio waves, i.e., the absence 

of antennas and receivers, is a well-defined classification criterion for this field 

of application of radiotechnical methods, which can be considered an independent 

branch of hJgh-frequency electrotechnique, 

Strorj high- "requency electric and magnetic fields are used in many branches of 

industry, part.' -ularly for inductive heating of metals, as semiconductors and dielec- 
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tries, and in other technological processes, opening new revolutionary manufacturing 

processes for treatment of materials, with tremendous technico-economic effect. Spe- 

cifically, induction heating is applied in metallurgy (induction furnaces), machine 

construction (tempering of steel products),  plastics industry (preheating of raw 

material), building industry (drying of materials),  fcKxi industry (sterilization and 

pasteurization of food products).    Induction heating finds also wide application in 

medicine for therapeutic purposes« 

3) The exceptionally broad field of electronics - application of electron-ion 

devices  (electron tubes,  photocells,  ion devices) in different measuring and control 

devices, and automation and remote-control installations. 

PRESENT STATUS AND PRACTICAL UTILIZATION OF HIGH-FREJUENCY ELBCTROTECHNIQUE 

1. Physical Prin^jnles 

The utilization of high-frequency electrotechnique in the above-mentioned vari- 

ous fields of the national economy is linked, in the majority of cases, with tne 

specific action of high-frequency electric and magnetic fields on the materials 

placed in these fields. 

As is well known, when placing any kind of hod^ jjito a strong magnetic or into 

a strong electric field,  the influence of the field on the body will differ; this 

difference will be mainly determined by the electrophysical characteristics of the 

material subjected to the action of the field: its dielectrical permeability e , its 

magnetic permeability n and its specific electric conductivity o .     If the body 

possesses metallic conductivity, it will warm up considerably in the magnetic field 

and hardly experience any thermal effect in the electric field.    However,  if the 

body possesses th. properties of a diel« trie, it will warm up in the electric field 

and will remain cold in the magnetic field.    This difference is explained by the 

fact that the forces of the magnetic field act only upon the moving charge, whereas 

the forces of the electric field act on both the moving and the quiescent charge. 
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The structural lattice of bodies with metallic conductivity contains free electrons 

in disordered thermal motion.    The magnetic field regulates the motion of the 

charges find imparts high accelerations to these charges.    Under the action of the 

magnetic field, eddy currents are generated in the metal bodies, which result in 

heating of the body. 

In dielectrics there are no free charter, and bound positive ajiu negative 

charges form elastic or ductile dipoles.    These charges cannot move freely but are 

capable of either shifting somewhat from the position of their equilibrium or rota- 

ting under the action of the forces of the electric field.    Therefore, despite the 

fact that conduction currents cannot develop in dielectrics,  the movement of the 

paired charges in the viscous medium is accompanied by substantial losses of energy 

by friction, which leads to heating of ^he medium.    Metal bodies in an electric 

field hardly warm up, because of the fact that under usual experimental conditions 

(for example, placing a solid body into a capacitor),  the current density is rather 

small and the heating of the body, proportional to the square of the current den- 

sity, will be insignificant. 

The character of the heating in both fields will also differ. 

The heating of metal bodies in the magnetic field, due to the surface effect, 

takes place only on the surface while the center may remain cold.    If the time of 

heating is short, the depth of heating will be proportional to the depth of pene- 

tration of the current S, which depends on the frequency of the current, the elec- 

tric conductivity of the body, and its magnetic permeability in the following man- 

ner: 

VJiaf * 

where u is the magnetic permeability, in gm/m; 

o is the conductance, in mho/m; 
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f is the frequency, in cycles. 

The above formula shows that the higher the frequency of the current, the 

smaller will be the depth of penetration of the current and the smaller the depth of 

heating of the metal. By proper selection of the current frequency, the depth of 

heating of the metal surface can be regulated, 

i.ucii j.<icir!6 ouo uxöxectric in an electric field, its heating will take place 

unifonr'y throughout the entire volume, and in each cubic meter of the body an equal 

quantity (equal power P) of heat will be generated, determined by the function 

2        w 
P - E ef tan 6 —- 

»3 

where E is the strength of the electric field, in v/m; 

f is the frequency of the field, in cycles; 

e is the dielectric permeability of the material, in fa»*-  ; 

6 is the angle of loss in the material. 

The uniformity of losses in volume is a characteristic property of dielectric 

heating. In all other heating methods (by convection), the heat is transferred from 

the peripherical layers of the body to its center, and for heating of the entire 

body to the same temperature a known and sufficiently long time is required, de- 

termined by the thermal conductivity of the material. In bodies of low thermal con- 

ductivity, with heating by convection, local overheating is not impossible (charring). 

The difference between the conventional heating methods and heating in a high- 

frequency electric field manifests itself particularly in laminated dielectrics, 

Vfhen the layers are arranged along the electric field (Fig,.'a) the quantity of heat, 

liberated in each case, is proportional to their electric conductivity. When the 

layers are arranged crosswise in the field (Fig,lb), their relative heating is dif- 

ferent for different frequencies (thermoselective heating). In this case, the field 

frequency can be so selected that one dielectric is heated very strongly and the 
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other less strongly. For example, one can cook an egg in a block of ice. 

High-frequency heating of materials has the following properties in coaparlson 

with all other heating methods:        i 

1) Possibility of high rate of temperature increase of the material without 

the risk of harmful effects (charring and fusing). 

2) Thermoselective heating of heterogeneous (stratified) structures« 

3) Uniformity of temperature distribution as to volun^ (selection of field 

frequency). 

U)  Simple methods of regulation and control of the heating process of 

materials. 

For the purpose of high-frequency heating, almost the entire knov*.* e; ^ctrurn of 

electromagnetic oscillations is used, from audio frequencies (500 cycles) up to 

decimeter and, in the future, also centimeter 

waves (3 x 10r cycles). 

The study of the interaction between the 

high-frequency electromagnetic field end organic 

or inorganic nature opens new, at times unex- 

pected, ways of solving a number of urgent 

problems. Particularly extensive possibilities 

are given by the mastering of high radio- 

frequency ranges. Already now, the range of 

the highest frequencies utilized in the tech- 

nique is approaching the natural frequencies of 

the oscillations of large molecules of organic 

substances. The resonant excitation of the molecules may furnish new qualitative 

and quantitative concepts on the behavior of substances in an electromagnetic field» 

Our scientists and designers made large contributions to the development of 

high-frequency electrotechnique. As early as 1912, V.P.Vologdin created a aachine 

6, 
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6, 
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Fig.l - High-Frequency Heating 

of Laminated Dielectrics, with 

Arrangement of Layers: 

a) Along the Electric Field; 

b) Across the Electric Field 
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generator, and in the Twenties high-frequency machines of large power - up to 300 kw 

in one unit were produced.    The laboratory of the Leningrad KLectrotechnical Insti- 

tute, under the direction of V.P.Vologdin, was the first to develop equipment for 

high-frequency smelting of metals and for surface-hardening of steel products. 

The papers by M.A.Bonch-Bruyevich in the Twenties on creation of powerful gen- 

erator tubes and the development of high-frequency generators have created the 

foundation for the designing of powerful vacuum-tube generators in AII   frequency 

ranges.    The theoretical foundations of this branch of electrotechnique were laid by 

V.K.Arkad'yev and generalized in his monograph "Electromagnetic Processes in Metals" 

(1936). 

2, Fields of Practical Application 

Metal Smelting.    The metal to be smelted is placed in an induction furnace 

(crucible) located in the magnetic field of the circuit coil  (inductor).    The cur- 

rent frequency selected is kept at a moderate value so as to allow the field to 

penetrate into the depth of the metal.    The smelting is carried out by heating the 

brdy by induction currents and takes place in absolutely clean surroundings, ex- 

cluding the possibility of harmful admixtures to the metal,  gases,  etc.    In furnaces 

of two-ton capacity field frequencies of 500 cycles are used, while for lower- 

capacity furnaces the field frequency is increased up to 3000 - 5000 cycles.    In 

small furnaces,  calculated for a few kilograms of "ictal, the field frequency may 

reach 100,000 - 500,000 cycles.    The power of induction furnaces reaches thousand 

and more kilowatt in one unit. 

Surface-Hardening of Steel Products.    The  surface-hardening of steel products 

is achieved by placing the parts  (neck of shafts, axles,  cogwheels,  instruments, 

etc.) into the high-frequency magnetic field,   created in the inductor.    At suffi- 

cient power and at an accurate selection of the field frequency and the heating 

time, the surface of the part can be heated to the required depth and to the neces- 
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sary temperature.    Immediate rapid cooling will harden the surface layer and permit 

the center to retain its plastic properties.    Such a hardening will decrease the sur- 

face wear of the part but will not lower the general strength« 

The hardening of heavy articles requires the use of high-power generators and 

complicated equipment.    To simplify the technology,  successive hardening of indi- 

vidual sections along their length, is applied as far as possible; for this, the 

inductor is shifted along th« part and heats one section after another.    The in- 

ductor is followed by the quenching bath. 

To generate the necessary power, machine as well as vacuum-tube generators are 

used.    In the advanced technology of the machine-building industry, high-frequency 

heating for tempering of steel products received full recognition.    In the larger 

plants, special electric-heating sections have been established. 

The hardening of steel products in high-frequency magnetic fields, in compari- 

son with the usual tempering methods, has the following advantages: absence of 

warping during the heating process, due to the small volume of heating; increased 

production as a result of the high rate of heating;  small power consumption and re- 

duced cost of operation; homogeneity of the structure of the hardened layer; possi- 

bility of regulating the depth of hardening;  improvement of the product quality and 

improvement of the working conditions; possibility of automation of the hardening 

process and establishment of assembly-line mass production.    In addition, the hard- 

ening of steel products with the aid of high-frequency currents, obsoletes the ne- 

cessity for further treatment of the part,  its cleaning and polishing. 

Thus,  surface hardening of steel products increases their useful life, yields 

a tremendous saving in metal consumption, improves the quality of production,  and 

eases the working conditions« 

The heating of metals in magnetic fields is also utilized for contact welding, 

brazing, annealing, and normalising of steel,  high-speed gas cementation of steel, 

forging, and stamping.    Lately, high-frequency heating came into increasing use in 
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the manufacture of enameled products (china, wires, etc.) 

Drying of Building Materials.    Drying of lumber in the woodworking industry and 

in the building industry presents a complicated technological process.    In large 

drying workshops, the lumber is loaded into chambers with steam installation and the 

drying proceeds at high temperatures over a period of 100 - 500 hours.    When drying 

large boards,  containing the pith of the wood, the rejects reach 90 - 95^, due to 

breaking and cracking of the pith.    When drying wood in the high-frequency field, 

the drying time is shortened to 3 - 8 hrs, and the quality of the wood remains high: 

the rejects are reduced to a few percent.    The application of high-frequency heating 

to the process of impregnating and splicing of wood under pressure yields new high- 

quality materials.    High mechanical strength, not inferior to the strength of metal, 

wear resistance of the surface,  resistance to corrosion and swelling, high surface 

toughness, low specific weight, and simplicity of treatment permit replacement of 

metal by wood in certain constructions.    This material is used in the manufacture of 

aircraft propellers, cogwheels, boats,  hoods, insulators,  etc. 

Dielectric heating and drying in high-frpquency fields results in a £ ubstantial 

improvement of the quality of ceramics products in the building and «-lectrotechnical 

industry and in the manufacture of artistic ceramic products. 

Production of Plastics.    Hi^h-frequency heating also finds wide application in 

the manufacture of articles from plastic masses by molding.    Since plastic materials 

are good dielectrics, having a small loss angle, a substantial increase in the fre- 

quency of the electric field is required for their heating.    Here generators with 

current frequencies of the order of 10    -    ICr cycles (waves of the meter range) are 

used. 

Induction Heating in the Food  Industry.    Powerful high-frequency installations 

are utilized with high efficiency for the melting out of fat from the waste in 

slaughter houses and for sterilization and pasteurization of food products and 

canned goods.    Placing products,  contaminated by bacteria,  for a few seconds into a 
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sufficiently strong high-frequency electric field ..nakes the product sterile.    Thus, 

the high-frequency field is used for sterilizing Jams, canned fruits and vegetables, 

tomatoes and other products of the food industry,  resulting in a substantially higher 

quality than with the old sterilization methods in which steam baths were us«!; the 

rruit is not cooked to a pulp, keeps its vitamins,  flavor, and natural savory quali- 

ties. 

High-frequency heating can be successfully applied for the drying of macaroni, 

tea, and tobacco and also for baking bread and bread articles.    As shown by calcula- 

tions, the baking of one ton of bread requires about 60 kg of conventional fuel 

(7000 calories) or approximately iV90 kw-hr.    With a high-frequency conveyer baking 

and generator efficiency of 50?,  this consumption amounts to a total of 250 kw-hr, 

i.e., to two times less. 

High-Frequency Electrotechnique in Agriculture.    In agriculture,  high-frequency 

electrotechnique has not been used as widely as in industry;  however,  the results of 

actual experiments,  carried out on a large scale,  show that the high-frequency tech- 

nique in agriculture has great possibilities.    Thus, under laboratory conditions, 

highly favorable results were obtained with high-frequency fields,  in stimulating 

the growth and development of plants and in fighting agricultural pests  (weevils 

and mites).    Significant is also the increase by about 20 - 3Q£ of the yield of 

silk by exposing the larvae of the silkworm to high-frequency fields. 

High-Frequency Heating in Therapeutics.    For a long time,  heat has been the 

most widespread and efficacious therapeutic method.    Local heating not only soothes 

pain in many illnesses but also contributes to the localization and limitation of 

the disease process,  and helps the organism in fighting the disease.    Because of the 

presence,  in living organisms, of heat-control centers and because of the heat- 

regulating action of the skin, the heating of deep tissues and organs of the body 

by conventional methods  (via the skin) is difficult.    Here medicine is assisted by 

the high-frequency field by which any organ of any living organism can be heated to 
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any temperature.    Therefore, high-frequency diathermy equipment is being increas- 

ingly used in the clinic.    Many illnesses which do not respond to surgical or thera- 

peutical treatment, are cured by high-frequency heating. 

Recently, interesting experiments were made in medicine to ascertain the in- 

fluence on the human organism of short pulses of the high-frequency field from radar 

transmitters.    Another insufficiently explored point is the question of the steril- 

izing actiou of the high-frequency field.    This property of the field,  in particular, 

can be utilized in surgery and manufacture of surgical material. 

3, Present-Day Application of Electronics and Radio Methods 

The application of electric circuits containing electron tubes, electron tubing, 

photocells, and other electron-ion devices, is increasing every day.    These circuits 

present a very delicate but powerful means in the hands of a scientific worker- 

naturalist and in the hands of a technologist-organizer of industrial production. 

The number of circuits with electron devices used in various fields of science, 

teclinique,  and industrial production probably has reached several thousand by now. 

Let us examine the main trends of application of electronics and radio methods. 

Electron amplifiers by themselves as well as in combination with every possible 

transmitter-converter of mechanical strains, temperature changes, and other non- 

clectrical quantities into electrical currents and voltages,  permit to carry out ac- 

curate measurements in such numbers and in such fields that were for a long time in- 

accessible to researchers. 

A typical example is the use of amplifiers in biology and medicine.    It appears 

that the cells of living tissues,  in the process of their vital activity,  function 

as electrically active elements.    The charges of the cells change under the in- 

fluence of mechanical,  thermal,  chemical, and other kinds of stimuli.    The varia- 

tions in these charges create currents inside the organism,  known as biocurrents. 

The measurement of biocurrents and their visual observation on the oscillograph 
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screen permit the physician (physiologist) to Judge the proper functioning of various 

organs of the body.    Thus, the recording of the heart currents (cardiogram) and the 

recording of the brain currents  (encephalogram) are of tremendous help to the physi- 

cian in the diagnostics of diseases of these organs* 

Combination of amplifiers with transmitters of mechanical pressures -Jid strains 

is widening the possibilities of measuring deformation of loaded mechanisms in an 

unlimited way.    With the aid of devices of a similar kind in the construction field, 

stresses in load-carrying members of huge installations: dams, bridges, foundations 

of buildings, wavebreakers,  etc,,  in the machine construction the service condi- 

tions of individual units and parts of complicated machines and mechanisms can be 

studio.    The same devices permit observation, measurement, and study of oscilla- 

tions of equipment and machines. 

The results of tensometric measurements give a possibility of an accurate de- 

termination of the dynamic-mechani cal  stresses in various kinds of equipment and 

machines, and assist in finding the most economical engineering solutions in their 

planning, 

V e use of amplifiers in conjunction with seismographs increases the sensiti- 

vity jf the seismographs and permits recording the seismic oscillations, which is 

of particular importance in the seismic prospecting for mineral resources. 

Circuits with electron tubes have been developed for counting the electrical 

pulses and for "remembering" the count. 

These devices find wide application in various kinds of analytical computers. 

Due to the utilization of electron tubes,  the technique of machine computing made a 

big stride forward.     In modem digital computers (some of them contain up to 20,000 

electron tubes) any mathematical calculations down to the solution of differential 

and integro-differential equations can be carried out.    Electronic computers, 

speeding up calculations by hundreds and thousands of times, increase the accuracy 

of the calculations and free highly qaaiif 1 .J workers from laborious calculating 
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processes. 

Electron circuits find wide application in the measuring technique of nonelec- 

tric quantities by electric methods.    For example,  circuits for accurate measure- 

ment of short intervals of time permit measuring time intervals from 0 to 100 micro- 

sec and higher, with an accuracy no less than 2 microsec. 

Electron circuits for temperature measurement permit regulation cf temperature 

with a very high degree of accuracy.    Thus,  a circuit with nickel resistance ensures 

maintenance of the rated temperature of the oven or bath at 100 C, with an accuracy 

of   t 0.00Q55OC. 

An electron micrometer can be used for detecting displacements of one angstrom 

(10      cm).    Measurement devices of mechanical displacements of the order of 10     cm 

do not present much difficulty and are often applied in the practice of precision 

measurements. 

All devices of this kind as well as the circuits with electron tubes for auto- 

matic control and telomechanical control increase tha production output,  contribute 

to the increase in quality of production, and free operators from tedious mechanical 

work. 

The combination of electron tubes with photocells and electron pipes permits 

widening of the frequency and dynamic range of such important sensory organs as 

sight and hearing, and opens a path into the invisible and inaudible.    The most in- 

teresting achievement of electronics in this field of human knowledge is the elec- 

tron microscope. 

It is known that a conventional optical microscope can magnify to the order of 

1500 - 200C times,  the same microscope in ultraviolet  rays can magnify 3000 times, 

which is the limit for optical microscopes.    In the electron microscope,  the illumi- 

nation of the observed object,  effected by the flow of electrons,  substantially in- 

creases the resolving power of the device.    Under the electron microscope, magni- 

fications of 30,000 times and, with successive photomagnifying, up to 100,000 to 
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200,000 times,  can be obtained. 

Under the electron microscopes large molecules of complicated organic compounds 

can be studied,  the inner structure of bacteria and viruses,  can be made visible and 

the structure of metallic surfaces, 

etc. can be examined. 

The tremendous importance of the 

electron microscope in biology and 

bacteriology lies in the fact that it 

gives the possibility of direct ob- 

servation of the action of various 

chemical and medicinal agents on live 

bacteria.    There is no doubt that the 

application of the electron micro- 

scope will help develop efficient 

means of combating disease-carrying 

microorganisms. 

Figure 2 gives the external view 

of an electron microscope, developed 

by A.A.Lebcdev,   V.N.Vertsner, and 

N.G.Zandin. 

Figure 3 sl^ows an interesting 

photograph of the attack of a microbe 

by bacteriophages  (magnification 

Fig.2 - External View of an 

Electron Microscope 

28,000 x). 

Sounds lower and higher than the audibility threshold beyond the boundaries of 

the 16 - 16,000 cycle range remained inaudible until recently despite the fact that 

their world is very rich and diverse.    Electron-ion circuits permit conversion of 

the spectra and rendering inaudible sounds audible.    On the basis of the achieve- 
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ments of radiotechnique and electronics, a new and powerful field of the technique 

of ultrasound was developed.    Ultrasonics find wide application in hydroacoustics 

for sounding the depths of oceans. 
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Fig.3 - Attack of a Microbe by Bacteriophages 

for studying the profile of sea 

and ocean bottoms,  for spotting of 

vessels,  submarines, and obstacles 

in the path of ships (hydroloca- 

tion).    The Soviet scientist, 

S.Ya.Sokolov developed methods of 

ultrasound fault detection in 

machine construction, which per- 

mit detecting,  in solid metal 

parts of machines,  the most minute 

structural defects:  flaws,  cracks, 

foreign inclusions« 

In speaking of the develop- 

ment of radiotechnique, high- 

frequency electrotechnique, and 

electronics, the beneficial in- 

iivence of their ideas and methods on the development of related field of science 

and technique should be mentioned.    Thus,  radiophysics finds wide application, in 

particular,  in the study of the structure of the high layers of the atmosphere, 

Radioastronomy studies the structure of the universe by analysis cf the electro- 

magnetic waves,   radiated or reflected by cosmic bodies.    Radiometeorology is ex- 

ploring the meteorological processes in the earth's atmosphere on the basis of ob- 

servation of the propagation of radio waves. 

The successes of radiotechnique and electronics stimulated the development of 

electroacoustics and the technique of sound recording and sound reproduction. 
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Hie achievements of radiotechnique are also nsed in the development and manu- 

facture of musical radio instruments of various systems. 

The list of applications of radiotechnique and its methods could be increased 

manifold; however,  those mentioned suffice to illustrate the importance of radio in 

the life of modem society. 
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r: - ; LITERATURE ON RADIOTECHNIQUE 

I-i - bj 

10— B, S. Grigor»yev 

i. 

Ten years ago, our country commemorated the fiftieth anniversary of the in- 

vention of radio by A.S.Popov, and for the first time celebrated Radio Day,    This 

holiday coincided with the end of the Great Patriotic War.    Bringing to a victori- 

ous end the most difficult of wars humanity has ever known, the Soviet people re- 

sumed peaceful construction.    Industry, agriculture,  science,  technique, and art 

were given new, unlimited, possibilities of development.    Over the last ten yearst 

the Soviet people recorded great achievements in all fields of the national economy. 

Extensive work was also done in the development of radiotechnique and its practical 

utilization. 

The success of radiotechnique found expression in the radiotechnical literature 

and contributed to the publication of valuable books.    In turn, the literature 

helped and continues to help the further development of radiotechnique and the edu- 

cation of qualified specialists. 

During the Great Patriotic War, publications of radio literature were compara- 

tively few.    Some books and leaflets were published, devoted mainly to a description 

of practical devices and equipment and individual problems of using the means of 

radio communication and radiobroadcasting.    Such literature, in those years, was ex- 

tremely necessary for the young, still inexperienced, workers who had to service 

radio sets.    The publication of textbooks and school manuals for high and mediua 
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special schools was limited, almost no monographs or engineering-technical litera- 

ture were issued, the publication of radio amateur pamphlets stopped.    The edition 

of the popular magazine "Radiofront»» and the scientific-technical Journal "ELectro- 

comraunlcation" ceased as well, which had previously published papers on questions of 

radiotechnique* 

After 19^5, the publications in the field of radio literature started to in- 

crease again, listing numerous documents on the invention of radio for the first 

time.    To mark the cccasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the invention of radio, 

the Soviet of Peoples» Commissars of the USSR decreed a number of measures and the 

publication of a compilation of historic documents relating to the invention of 

radio by A.S.Popov, of a biography of A.S.Popov, of a scientific-technical collec- 

tion "50 Years of Radio" and of a popular booklet on the development of radio.    All 

these books were published in time for Radio Day and laid the foundation for the 

systematic publication of material pertaining to the invention of radio and Its de- 

velopment.    The most interesting and valuable publication is the collection of doc- 

uments on the inventor of radio, prepared and issued by the Academy of Sciences, and 

the scientific-technical compilation "50 Years of Radio", composed by leading Sovlst 

radio specialists and edited by Svyaz'izdat. Other publications, which have appeared 

for the fiftieth Jubilee, include a collection of documents "*..S.Popov", prepared by 

the Archives Section of the UNXVD in the Leningrad district and published by 

Lenizdat. 

From that time on, it became a tradition to mark the Radio Day by publishing 

material devoted to the invention of radio and its contemporary status.    Each year, 

such material forms the basis of the May issues of radiotechnical and radiocommuni- 

cation magazines.    Besides, also nonperiodi cal scientific-technical and historical 

publications, devoted to the development of radio, made their appearance.    Many 

brochures i\nd books on the inventor of radio were published in the years that fol- 

lowed, not only by the central publishing houses but also by local ones (Gorki, 
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Saratov, Stalingrad, and others). These popularized the name of the great scientist, 

a fame well-deserved as proved by indisputable documentation. Material was also 

printed in the periodical literature. It is of interest to note that in the first 

edition of the list of papers and literature on the life and activities of A.S.Popov, 

prepared by the library workers of the USSR Acadeny of Sciences and published in 

19^5, only 431 papers are listed, whereas the second edition of this list (1951) 

enumerates already SOU  papers. 

A whole series of editions during the last decade illuminates the question of 

priority of Russian scientists and engineers in the development of important ques- 

tions of theory and practice of radiotechnique. To this group belong the books by 

N.A.Nikitin "Nizhegorodskaya Radio Laboratory11 (Svyaz'izdat, 1954), a collection of 

papers "Mikhail Vasil'yevich Shuleykin" (Sovetskoye Radio, 1952), a booklet by one 

of the oldest radio operators, P.A.Ostryakov ••Mikhail Aleksandrovich Bonch-Bruyevich•, 

(SvyazUzdat, 1953), the book by V.I.Shamshur "The First Tears of Soviet Radio- 

technique and Radio Amateur Activities" (Gosenergoizdat, 1954) and others. The life 

and activities of A.S.Popov are also described in the books "Men of Russian Science" 

(Gostekhizdat, 1948), M.A.Shatelen's "Russian ELectrotechnicians" (Gosenergoizdat, 

1950), and others. 

A rather important feature, characterizing radio literature and issued during 

the past ten years, is the steady growth of its Ideological level, greatly promoted 

the decisions of the Central Committee of the Party on ideological questions. The 

cultural level of the readers increased sharply, which led to an increase of the re- 

quirements with respect to authors, critics, and editors. As a result, the proba- 

bility of appearance of rough-style, undeveloped, or uninteresting editions was re- 

duced. Now, as far as contents is concerned, the Soviet radio technical literature 

occupies one of the foremost places in the world. 

The planned character of socialist economy ensures the most practical utiliza- 

tion of the possibilities of technical publishers, excludes parallelism in their 
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work, and helps satisfy to the fullest possible extent, the requirements of the 

reader. 

Publishing of radio literature in the USSR ia done mainly by three publishing 

houses. Literature on general questions of radiotechnique, textbooks, and manuals 

for high and medium special schools, information, production-technical, and radio 

amateur literature is published by Svyaz'izdat, forming part of the system of the 

Ministry of Communications of the USSR, Radio literature, intended for designers 

of equipttuit, workers in plants and laboratories, and specialists in the radio- 

technical industry is published by Gosenergoizdac, which also edits many books for 

radio amateurs. Finally, literature devoted to the technique of superhigh fre- 

quencies and related field3 is published mainly by the publishing house "Sovetskoye 

Radio". Some books are also published by other central publishers (Gostekhizdat, 

Transzheldorizdat, Oborongiz, and others) and peripherical houses (Gostekhizdat of 

the Ukraine, and others) which, however, do not systematically publish radio litera- 

ture. 

To coordinate the activities of the publishers of radio literature, the scien- 

tific council for radiophysics and radiotechnique of the USSR Academy of Sciences 

created a special conunittee in May 1952, which was given the task of reviewing the 

program of the publishers and make recommendations. The Soviet sent inquiries to 

the user agencies in the ministries and departments, to teaching faculties of vari- 

ous departments, to scientific research institutes, and other users as to their re- 

quirements of radio literature. After deleting repetitions in the individual re- 

plies, a list of ninety books was compiled, mainly textbcoks and teaching manuals, 

necessary for the normal preparation of engineering-technical nuclei in universities 

and technical schools for radio-engineering degrees, as well as monographs dealing 

with individual questions of radiotechnique, which are needed by the staff of scien- 

tific research institutes and laboratories. Subjects, not represented in the pro- 

grams of the publishing houses, were divided into topical groups and then, on 
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recommendation of the radio Soviet,  introduced into the planned programs of the 

trade publishing houses.    The participation in the formation of the publishing pro- 

grams of such an authoritative organization as the Scientific Soviet for radiophys- 

ics and radiotechnique, and the attraction to this matter of broad scientific- 

engineering publicity has a very beneficial effect on the activities of the publish- 

ing houses. 

In order to form an idea of the work accomplished by the publishing houses, let 

us review, in a most general form, a number of questions treated in the Soviet radio 

literature during the last decade. 

Quito extensive literati-"e appeared on general radiotechnique.    For electric 

engineering colleges and faculties,  a textbook by V,A«Kotelfnikov and A.M.Nikolayev 

"Basic Principles of Radiotechnique" was published in two paints  (Svyaz'izdat, 

Part I,  1950; Part II, 1954);  for higher technical schools,  a textbook by B.P.Aseyev, 

"Basic Principles of Radiotechnique"  (Svyaz'izdat, 1947);  for the physico- 

mathematical faculties of pedagogical institutes, a teaching manual by N.N.Malov, 

"Course of ELectrotechnique and Radiotechnique" (Gostekhizdat, Second edition, 

19J+Ö*; third edition, 1952);  for the institutes of railway transportation, a text- 

book by P.N.Ramlau "Radiotechnique"  (Transzheldorizdat,  first edition, 19^6;  second 

edition, 1950); for the radiotechnical faculties of the higher naval schools, a 

manual by N.N.Krylov,  "Theoretical Foundations of Radiotechnique"  ("Sea Commerce", 

first edition, 1951,  second edition, 1953);  for the navigation departments of naval 

academies, a textbook by A.M.Bayrashevskiy, "Naval Radiotechnique"  (second edition, 
f 

"Sea Commerce", 1949;  third edition,   Vodtransizdat, 1953);  for colleges teaching 

courses in applied radiotechnique,  a book by G.V.Voyshvillo,  "General Course of 

Radiotechnique" (Voyenizdat,  first edition, 1948; second edition,  1950);  for elec- 

trotechnical communications schools,  a textbook by M.V.Amalitzkiy,  "Basic Princi- 

* This book was also published in Ukrainian ("Radjan'ska Shkola",  1950) 
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plea of Radiotechnique" (Svyaz'izdat, Part I, 19h9;  Part II, 19U8);  for military 

signal schools, textbooks by N.M.Izyumov, HRadiotechnique,, (Voyenizdat, 19^6) and 

"A Course in Radiotechnique" (Voyenizdat, first ed, 19h7;  second ed. 1950*) and a 

manual by N.I.Chistyakov and V.D.Zharov, "Radiotechnique" (Voyenizdat, 1953); and 

others. 

Papers on radiotechnique by L.I.Mandelshtam and N.D.Papaleksi have been pub- 

lished in collections of their works (Published by the USSR Academy of Sciences). 

The publishing house "Tekhnika da Shrc üia" published in the Georgian language 

"Basic Principles of Radiotechnique" by K.I.Kontrikadze (19^9). 

Worth mentioning in the literature on general radiotechnique for radio amateurs 

is the book "Radiotechnique" by I.P.Zherebtsov (Svyaz'izdat), which had a few edi- 

tions. 

The basic teaching manual on electronics at present is the book "Electronics,, 

by N.A.Kaptsov, published in 1953 and 195k  by Gostekhizdat as a teaching manual for 

colleges. The same publishing house published basic books on the physics of elec- 

tron emission: L.N.Dobretsov's "KLectrcn and Ion Bnission" (1950 and 1951), 

S.V.Ptitsyn's "Physical Phenomena in Cxide-Coated Cathodes" (19V?), B.M.Tsarev's 

"Contact Potential Difference and its Influence on the Operation of Electric Vacu- 

um Devices" (19^9). 

In 19U9,  a second edition of the book "Electric Vacuum Devices" by B.F.Vlasov 

appeared (Svyaz'izdat), which was approved as a textbook for colleges. The founda- 

tions of industrial electronics are treated in a textbook by I.L.Kaganov "Electron 

and Ion Converters", Part I; "Electron Technique" (Ckisenergoizdat, 1950), for power 

engineering and electrotechnical colleges and facul'-ies. 

For students of communications institutes, electrotechnical and power engineer- 

ing institutes, engineers of scientilic and research institutes and plant? who have 

♦ This book was published also in Esthonian (Estgosizdat, 1951) 
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to do with the application of electronic devices, the book by A.A.Shaposhnikov "Elec- 

tron and Ion Devices" (Gosenergoizdat, 1952) was published. 

Some colleges published their own manuals on this course, for example,  the 

Leningrad Electrotechnical Institute imeni M.A.Eonch-Bruyevich, a manual hj 

N.N.Khlebnikov "A Summary of Lectures on the Course of Electron Devices" (1950); the 

Leningrad Red Banrer Military Aviation-Engineering Academy,  a manual by V.I.Rakov 

"Electric Vacuum Devices" (19V?);  the Military Aviation-Engineering Acadany imeni 

N.Ye.Zhukovskiy, a manual by A.I.Dugin "Electron and Electron-Ion Devices  (19A.9)« 

A series of teaching charts by G.A.Tyagunov and A.A.Zhigarev "Electron Tubes" 

(19^8), "Electron Devices" (19V?), and Ion Devices"  (1950) was published by Gosen- 

ergoizdat.    In 195^, Gosenergoizdat published a book by B.M.Shaposhnikov "Guidance 

for the Laboratory of Electron and Ion Devices". 

In Tallin, a book in the Esthonian language by A.Pydrus "Electric Vacuum De- 

vices" was published (first ed, 19^9;  second ed. 1952). 

As a textbook for the technical schools of the radiotechnical industry the book 

by G.A.Tyagunov "Electric Vacuum Devices" (Gosenergoizdat,  19V?) was used, and as a 

manual for the technical signal schools a book by V.S.Grigoryev and B.S.Grigoryev 

"Electron and Ion Devices" (Svyaz'izdat, first ed, 1950;  second ed. 195/*)• 

The monographs and engineering books on electronics include the interesting 

books of S.Yu.Lukyanov "Photoelectric Cells" (published by the USSR Academy of 

Sciences, 19JI»8); N.O.Chechik,    S.M.Faynshteyn, and T.M.Lifshits "Electron Multi- 

pliers" (Gostekhizdat,  195J+); Ye.A.Vaynrib and V.i.Milyutin "Electron Optics" 

(Gosenergoizdat, 1951);  H.Ya.Mulyarov"Electron-Beam Devices" (Gosenergoizdat,  1954); 

A.V.Moskvin "Cathode Luminescence" (Gostekhizdat, Part I,  1948; Part II, 1949). 

The great success of Soviet physicists in the development of semiconductors 

was reflected in the book by A.F.Ioffe "Semiconductors in Modem Physics" (pub- 

lished by the USSR Academy of Sciences,  1954)«    These questions are also treated in 

other Soviet publications,  in particular, in the books by A.Z.Levinson "Semicon- 
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ductor Rectifie^3,,  (Gosenergoizdat, 1948) and K.B.Karandeyev "Semiconductor Recti- 

fiers in Measuring Technique" (published by the USSR Academy of Sciences, 1954). 

An important contribution to the development of the science of propagation of 

radio waves was the publication of the book by V.N.Kessenikh "Propagation of Radio 

Waves" (Gostekhizdat,  1952), approved as a teaching manual for physics and physico- 

technical faculties of universities and the books by Ya.L,Al?pert,  V.L.Ginzburg, and 

E.L.Faynberg "Propagation of Radio Waves" (Gostekhizdat, 1953).    As a textbook for 

higher technical signal schools a book by M.P.Dolukhanov Propagation of Radio Waves" 

(Svyaz'izdat,  1951 and 1952) is used,    A number of papers was devoted to the examin- 

ation of individual questions on the propagation of radio waves.    These were col- 

lected in the books by B.A.Vvedenskiy and A,G,Arenberg "Questions of the Propagation 

of Ultrashort Waves",  Part I ("Sovetskoye    Radio", 19^8), Ya.L, Al'pert "Propagation 

of Radio Waves in the Ionosphere" (Gostekhizdat, 19/»7), V.L.Ginzburg "The Theory 

of Propagation of Radio Waves in the Ionosphere" (Gostekhizdat,  1949),  V.A.Fok 

"Diffraction of Radiowaves over the Earth's Surface" (published by the USSR Academy 

of Sciences,  19/*6),  P.Ye.Krasnushkin "Method of Normal Waves in the Application to 

the Problem of Long-Distance Communications" (Publishing House of the Moscow Order 

of Lenin of the State University imeni M.V.Lomonosov, 1947),  A.I.Potekhin "Some 

Problems of Diffraction of Electromagnetic Waves"    ("Sovetskoye Radio", 1949) and 

in the collection of lectures "Newest Explorations of the Propagation of Radio Waves 

over the Earth's Surface" (Ckistekhizdat, 1945). 

The collection of papers "Research on Propagation of Radio Waves",  prepared by 

the All-Union Soviet for radiophysics and radiotechnique of the USSR Academy of 

Sciences, was issued by the USSR Academy of Sciences (1948). 

Antenna technique was treated in the textbook for higher technical signal 

schools by A.A.Pistol'kors "Antennas"  (Svyaz'izdat, 19/*?) and in the monographs by 

I.A.Dombrovskiy "Antennas" (Svyaz'izdat,  1951 and 1952), G.Z.Ayzenberg's "Antennas 

for Main Line Shortwave Radio Communications" (Svyaz'izdat,  1949) and Ya.N.Fel'd's 
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"Basic Principles of the Theory of Slot Antennas"    (Sovetskoye Radio, 19/*8),    Stan- 

dartgiz issued in 1950 a collection of lectures and annotations of author*s certi- 

ficates and patents "Centimeter Wave Antennas",  prepared by the All-Union Institute^ 

of Technical Information. 

The mechanical part of antennas is covered in a textbook for the higher tech- 

nical signal schools by G.A.Savitskiy "Antenna Arrays"  (Svyaz,izdat, 1947) and in 

his monograph "Principles of Calculation of Radiomasts" (Statics and Dynamics), 

(Svyaz*izdat, 1953). 

The monograph by B.A.Vvedenskiy and A.G,  Arenberg "Radio Waveguides", published 

by Gostekhizdat in 19^6, was the first Soviet book devoted to the new method of 

transmission of electric power.    In subsequent years, a few more important papers on 

this question were published.    These include the books by L.A.Vaynshteyn "The Dif- 

fraction of Electromagnetic and Sound Waves at the Open End of a Waveguide" (Sovet- 

skoye Radio, 1953), A.G.Gurevich "Hollow Resonators and Waveguides" (Sovietskoye 

Radio,  1952), presenting an introduction to the theory, and Ye.M.Studenkov's "Ex- 

perimental Studies of the Propagation of Electromagnetic Waves in Hollow Conductors" 

(Published by the "oscow State Pedagogical Institute,  imeni V.I.Lenin,  1947)» 

rfany books    on radiotransmitting devices were published during the last decade. 

The basic textbook for power engineering and electrotechnical colleges is the book 

by S.I.Yevtyanov "Radiotransmitting Devices" (Svyaztizdat, 1950) which received the 

Stalin prize.    The fundamental work by S.A.Drobov "Radiotransmitting Devices" was 

published in two editions  (by the Leningrad Red Banner Kilitary-Air Engineering 

Academy, 19i+7; Voyenizdat, 1951).    A book bearing the same title by A.D.Yepifanov 

was published ^y Voyenizdat in 1945.    The Military Red Banner Academy of Conmunica- 

tions,  imeni '       Budenniy published a manual by A.K.Semenov "Radiotransmitting De- 

vices" (1950 

For technical signal schools a teaching manual by Z.I.Model* and I.Kh.Nevyazh- 

skiy "Radiotransmitting Devices" was published (Svyaz'izadt, 1949 and 1950), For 
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the technical colleges of the radiotechnical industry, Gosenergoizdat published a 

textbook by B.M.Betin "Radiotranr \itting Devices" (1951). 

A series of monographs was published, including the books by B.S.Agafonov 

"Theory and Calculation of the Radiotelegraph Systems of Generator Tubes" (Sovet- 

skoye Radio,  195/»), by Z.I.Model»  "Problems of Designing Powerful Radio Stations" 

(Gosenergoizdat,  19/7), by S.V.Person "Circuits of Radiobroadcasting Transmitters 

with Frequency Modulation" (Sovietskoye Radio, 1951), by A.I.E^rlenkrig and S.Ye.Glik- 

man "Modulator Devices for Transmitters with Amplitude Modulation" (Sovetskuye 

Radio,  195/+), ^y S.S.Arshinov "Temperature Stability of the Frequency of Vacuum- 

Tube Generators" (Gosenergoizdat,  1952), by S.S.Arshinov, S.V.Person, and A.I.E^rlen- 

krig "Bigineering Calculations of Circuits of Ultrashort-Wave and Shcrt-Wave Genera- 

tors"  (Sections of Long Lines and Cavity Resonators) (Sovetskoye Radio, 1951). 

The problems of equipment and operation of tnnsiaitting systems were treated in 

the books by L.A.Kopytin "Transmitting Radio Centers"  (1951), A.T.Kholin "Control, 

Blocking,  and Signaling on Radio Stations"  (1953), P.A.Ostryakov and N.V.Zaryanov 

"Heat-Dissipating Devices of Powerful Radio Stations"  (195/1»), L.A.Kopytin "Technical 

Functioning of Transmitting Radio Centers" (195/*), A.S.Repin "Establishment and 

Operation of Enterprises of Radio Communication and Radiobroadcasting" (1953).    All 

these books have been issued by Svyaz'izdat« 

The most popular textbook on receiving devices - the book by V.I.Siforov "Radio 

Receiving Devices" - was reprinted three times in the postwar period.    Originally 

published by Svyaz'izdat,  it was published in the last few years by Voyenizdat 

(fourth ed. 1951;  fifth ed.  195/»)•    A manual for higher technical schools is the 

book by A.A.Kolosov "Resonator Systems and Resonator Amplifiers"  (Svyaz,izdat,19/»9)» 

A book of the character of a teaching manual is the book by B.V.Plisov "Radio 

Receivers"  (Editorial-Publishing Division of the Air Force, 19/»9). The electro- 

technical institutes of communications use as a textbook the book by V.L.Lebedev 

"Radio Receiving Devices" (Svyaz»izdat,  19^9). 
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Military schools and colleges use the books by N.M.Izyumov "Radio Reception" 

(Voyenizdat, 195/*) and N.I.Chistyakov "Radio Reception and Operation of Receivers" 

(first ed., Voenmorizdat, 1951;  second ed,  Voyenizdat, 1953). 

On individual problems of the radio receiving technique, the following mono- 

graphs have been published: N.N.Krylov's "ETectrical Processes in the Nonlinear Ele- 

ments of the Receivers" (Svyaz1 izdat, 19i+9) L.S.Gutkin's "The Conversion of Super- 

high Frequencies and Detection" (Gosenergoizdat, 1953), M,R,Kaplanov»8 and 

V.A,Levin»s "Automatic Frequency Tuning" (Gosenergoizdat, 1953), V.I.Bunimovich»s 

"Fluctuation Processes in Radio Receiving Installations" (Sovetskoye Radio,  1951), 

M.L.Volin's "Intermediate-Frequency Amplifiers" (Sovetskoye Radio,  1950), 

The practice of equipping and operating receiving centers was treated in the 

teaching manual for radio faculties of universities "Radio Receiving Centers" by 

V.K.Adamskiy (Svyaz»izdat,  19^9). • 

The books en repair and maintenance of receivers include as the most fundamental 

the book by Ye.A.Levitin "Radiobroadcasting Receivers" (KOIZ, 1953). 

The change-over to ultra short-wave broadcasting and radio-relay communication 

system necessitated the publication of literature on the radioteebnique of super- 

high frequencies.    At present, many questions linked to this technique have been 

covered in the literature.    The questions of the generation of superhigh-frequency 

oscillations are treated in the books by V,I.Kalinin "Generation of Decimeter, and 

Centimeter Waves (Microwaves)" (Svyaz'izdat,  19U6) and by M.S.Neyman "Triode and 

Tetrode Generators of Superhigh Frequencies"   (Sovetskoye Radio,  1950).    For this 

book, M,S,Neyman received the Stalin prize.     Electronics was reviewed also in the 

books by V,F,Kovalenko "Introduction to the Electronics of Superhigh Frequencies" 

(Sovetskoye Radio,  Part I,  1950; Part II,  1951) and V.M.Lopukhin "Excitation of 

Electromagnetic Oscillations by Electron Streams" (Gostekhizdat, 1953).    In 1952, 

Sudpromgiz published a book by V,P,Blagove3hchenskiy "Foundations of the Radio- 

technique of Superhigh Frequencies", intended for engineering-technical operators. 
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The first Soviet books on frequency modulation were tne monographs by SeV.NoTa- 

kovskiy "Frequency Modulation" (SvyazHzdat, 19/*6) and A.A.Kulikovskiy "Frequency 

Modulation in Radiobroadcasting and Radio Communications" (Gosenergoizdat,  19i7). 

This was followed by the books by I.S.Gonorovskiy "Frequency Modulation and Its Ap- 

plications" (Svyaz'izdat,  19^6) and S.V.Novakovskiy and G.P.Samoylov "Technique of 

Frequency Modulation in Radiobroadcasting" (Gosenergoizdat, 1952). 

The specific features of electrical measurements at superhigh frequencies are 

analyzed in the books by B.A.Dobrokhotov "Radiotechnical Measurements on Centimeter 

Waves"   (Sovetskoye   Radio,   19^8),  R.A.Valitov and V.N.Sretenskiy "Radiotechnical 

Measurements at Superhigh Frequency"  (Voyenizdat,  1951), R.A.Valitov "Radio Measure- 

ments on Ultrashort Waves"  (Voyenizdat,  second ed.,  19/»8). 

Publications on general radio measurements included a textbook for electro- 

technical signal schools "Radio Measurements" by G.A.Remez (Svyazizdat, 19U&) and a 

textbook for technical schools of the radiotechnical industry "Radio Measurements" 

by S.F.Komdorf, A.S.Bernshteyn, and M.I.Yaroslavskiy (Gosenergoizdat, 1953) and 

also a book by G.A.Remez and S.G.Itkin "Radio Measurements and Radiomeasuring Ap- 

paratus"  (Voyenizdat, 19V7),  A.K.BaliKhin's "Radio Measurements" (Voyenizdat,  19/»9), 

G.P.Shkurin's "Electric and Radio Testing Devices"  (Voyenizdat, 19A8), and "Handbook 

of Electric and Radio Testing Devices"    (Voyenmorizdat, 1950). 

The first Soviet books on pulse technique were the books by Ya.S.Itskhokl 

"Pulse Technique"   (Sovetskoye   Radio, 19U9) and N.N.Krylov "Pulse Technique*» 

(Svyaz'izdat, 1950) approved as a teaching manual for electroteclinical colleges. 

Now the basic book on these questions is "Pulse Technique" by L.A.Keyerovich and 

L.G.Zelichenko   (Sovetskoye   Radio,  first ed., 1953;  second ed. 1950.    Pulse com- 

munication systems are described in N.M.Izyumov» s book "Pulse Systems of Multi- 

channel Radio Communication Systems" (Voyenizdat, 1947).     Sovetskoye  Radio pub- 

lished in 195/» a book by N.T.Petrovlch and A.V.Kozyrev "Generation and Conversion 

of Electric Pulses". 
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Equipment operating on the pulse system is covered In books by S.A.Drobov 

"Ultrashcrt-Wave Pulse Generators'* (Svyaz»izdat, 19^6) and V.I.Siforov '^Ultrashort- 

Wave Radio Receivers of Pulse Signals" (Svyaz»izdat, 19U7) and D.V.Stepanov "Pulse 

Amplifiers" (Gosenergoizdat, 195k)» 

The results of studies on transient processes are suinraarized in the books by 

S.I.Evtyanov "Transient Processes in Receiver-Amplifier Circuits" (Svyaztizdat, 

19/»8),  F.V.Lukin "Transient Processes in Linear Elements of Radiotechnical Devices" 

(Oborongiz, 1950),   I.S.Gonorovskiy "Radio Signals and Transient Phenomena in Radio 

Circuits" (Svyaztizdat, 1950 and I.I.Teumin "Handbook on Transient Electric Pro- 

cesses" (Svyaz'izdat, 1951 and 1952). 

A number of books was devoted to television technique.    These are books by 

A.Ya.Klopov and Ye.I.Rassadnikov "Foundations of Television Technique" (Gosener- 

goizdat, 1951), a textbook for technical signal  schools by N.K.Ignat'yev "Tele- 

vision"  (Svyaz'izdat, 1951 and 1952),  A.Ya.Klopov "Foundations of Television Tech- 

nique"   (Sovetskqye   Radio, 1953), P.V.Shmakov's "Color Television"  (Gosenergoizdat, 

19/»8) and "Foundations of Color and Volume Television"   (Sovetskqye   Radio, 195/»), 

V.L.Kreytser»s "Video Amplifiers"    (Sovetskoye Radio, 1952) and S.I.Katayev's "Pulse 

Generators of Television Scanning" (Gosenergoizdat, 1951).    Together with these 

editions,  intended for the advanced reader,   there appeared popular booklets telling 

about the principles of television transmission, and booklets with a description of 

concrete types of television receivers,  intended for televiewers. 

The literature on wire broadcasting was overwhelmingly operational-technical 

and was intended mainly for workers engaged in installations and operations of 

radio relay centers.    Among literature of this kind should be mentioned the manual 

for trade schools of A.K.Chenvavskaya "Stations of Radio Relay Centers" (Svyaz'iz- 

dat, 19^8) and V,N.Dcgadin»s "Installation and Servicing of Radio Relay Networks" 

(Trudrezervizdat, 19^7), "Illustrated Handbook on Equipment for Radio Relay Centers" 

(Svyaz'izdat, 19i+8),  the books by Tu.I.Avramenko "Monitor of Establishment of Radio 
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Communication Facilities" (Svyaz»izdat, 1952) and by V.N.Dogadln and A.K.Chernyav- 

skaya "Manual for the Kolkhoz Radio Operator" (Svyaz'izdat, 195/i). 

The subject of some books was amplifiers.    Problems of amplifier technique are 

treated in the books by A.A.Rizkin "Foundations of the Theory of Amplifying Cir- 

cuits"   (Sovetskoye   Radio,  first ed., 1951;  second ed. 1950, S.N.Krize »»Low- 

Frequency Voltage Amplifiers"  (fJosenergoizdat,  1953),  in the textbook for technical 

signal schools by S.N.Krize "Low-Frequency Amplifiers" (Svyaz»izdat, 19^8), in the 

important textbook for motion-picture technical schools by I.Ya.Chudnovskiy "Ampli- 

fier and Rectifier Devices" (Goskinoizdat, 1949), in the textbook for motion-picture 

technical schools by B.A.Mal,t "Rectifier and Amplifier Bquipraenu" (GoskinoiJäat, 

1949) and in the textbook for jchools and courses for cinemechanics by V.V.Muromtsev 

"Amplifier Devices and Electroacoustics" (Goskinoizdat,  1951)« 

S.A.Lyutov's book "Industrial Interference of Radio Reception and its Elimina- 

tion", appeared in three editions (Gosenergoizdat, first ed. 1945; second ed, 1951; 

third ed. 1952) and is used as teaching manual for electrotechnical and power en- 

gineering colleges and faculties. 

General questions on radar are treated in the books by I.V.Brenev "Basic Prin- 

ciples of Radar" (Kilitary-Naval Academy of Shipbuilding and Armament imeni A,N,Kry- 

lov,  1947), A.F.Bogomolov "Basic Principles of Radar"   (Sovetskoye  Radio, 1954), 

and in the teaching manual for technical schools relating to the design and con- 

struction of devices and installations "Basic Principles of Radar", written by 

V.S.Nelepets and G.B.Belotserkovskiy (Oborongiz,  1954).    A popular presentation of 

the foundations of radar is contained in the book by S.A.Bazhanov "What is Radar?" 

(Voyenizdat, 1948),    The calculations and planning of radar receivers are presented 

in the book by A.P.Sivers "Radar Receivers"   (Sovetskoye  Radio, first ed. 1952; 

second ed. 1953)» 

The theory and practice of radio navigation is treated in the books by V,V,Shir- 

kov "Ground Radio Navigation" (Voyenizdat,  second ed,  1945), T.B.Asatur'yan "Radio 
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Navigation" (Redizdat Aeroflota,  second ed. 19^5; third ed. 1950), S.V.Kuriiov 

"Radio Direction Finding of Aircraft" (Voyenizdat, second ed.  19k5),  T.M.Paliyevskiy 

"Utilization of Radio Direction Finders in Air Navigation" (Redizdat Aeroflota, 

1953), G.N.Gordeyev "Radio Air Navigation Problems" (Voyenizdat,  19'V8), P.V.Kannalin 

"Physical and Technical Foundations of Naval Radio Direction Finding"  (Morskoy Trans- 

port, 19U5), Ye.Ya.Shchegolev "Radiotechnique in Ship Navigation"  (Morskoy Trans- 

port, 1950) and "Naval Radio Navigation Systems" (Vodtransizdat, 1954), i'u.K.Baranov 

"Use of Sector Radio Beacons for Position Fixing of Ships at Sea" (Vodtransizdat, 

1953), I.N.Dmitriyev "Position Fixing of Ships by Radio" (Voyenizdat,  1947) and 

I.N.Terekhov "Brief Course on Radio Deviation" (Voyenizdat, 1947). 

On radioastronomy a popular essay by I.S.Shklovskiy "Radioastronoray" (Gostekhiz- 

dat, 1953) was published. 

The large-scale introduction of electronic concepts into science and the nation- 

al economy resulted in the publication of numerous books OM tnis field of technique. 

These included books by: A.A.Sanin "Radioteonnical Methods of Radiation Research" 

(Gostekhizdat,  1951), A.M.Bonch-Bruyevich "Application of Electron Tubes to Experi- 

mental Physics" (Gostekhizdat,  first ed,  1950;  second ed,  1{/3h)t A.A.Bulgakov "Elec- 

tronic Devices for Automatic Control"  (Gosenergoizdat,  1951),  A.L.Gorelik "Indus- 

trial Electronics"  (Gosenergoizdat,  1951),  V.A.Mikhaylov "Electronic Automation in 

Communal Econony" (published by the Ministry of Communal Economy RSFSR, 1953), 

A.V.Yerofeyev "Electronic Devices for Heat Control and Regulation"  (Gosenergoizdat, 

1951),  I.A.Ibragimov "Electronic Devices for Control and Regulation in Oil Refining 

ana Processing" (Azr.efteizdat, 1954). 

For the planning of electric vacuum devices and radio equipment and for the 

workers in the radiotechnical industry,  Gosenergoizdat published during the last 

several years books by K.I.Krylov "Physical Foundations of the Electric Vacuum 

Technique" (1949), Yu.A.Katsman "Foundations of the Calculation of Radio Tubes" 

(1952), B.M.Tsarev "Calculation and Design of Electron Tubes"  (195-),  S.A.Yamanor 
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and S.A.Smimov "Handbook on Insulation Materials for the Radio Industry" (1947), 

D.M.Kazamovskiy »Testing of Radiotechnical Materials and Parts  (1953), V.A.Volgov 

"Circuit Elements of Radio Sets" (1954),  V.B.Pestryakov and D.D.Sachkov "Design of 

Radio Equipment" (1947), D.D.Sachkov "Design of Radio Equipment" (1951), A.D.Frolov 

"Handbook for Designers of Radiobroadcasting Receivers" (1951), Ye.Yevteyev and 

V.A.Zhukov "Technology of Radio Equipment"  (1952), S.M.Plakhotnik "Manufacturing 

Technology of Radio Equipment" (1949),. S.A.Yamanov and D.D.Sachkov '•Methods of Pro- 

tection of Radio Parts from Humidity"  (1951). 

Calculations and planning of converters for radio sets are treated in the book 

by G.S.Tsykin "Low-Frequency Converters",  published by Svyaz,izdat (1950)« 

Special mention should be made of the compilation and publication of textbooks 

on individual questions of radiotechnique.     The Voyenizdat publishe'  "Problems of 

Radiotechnique" by D.F.Masanov (first ed.,  1948;  second ed., 1949), while the "Mor- 

skoy Transport" published "Problems of I.'aval Radiotechnique" by N.N.Krylov (1950) 

and the Leningrad Red Banner Military-Air Engineering Academy published a manual by 

Yu.I.Sokolovskiy "Problems of Theoretical Radiotechnique Part I; Linear Systems" 

(1948). 

Gosenergoizdat published a teaching manual for the higher technical signal 

schools by Yu.S.Bykov,  R.A.Valitov, and L.S.Gutkin "Problems in the Course of Radio 

Receiving Devices"  (1947), while the Svyaz'izdat published a teaching manual for 

colleges by Ye.R.Gal?perin,  V.P.Godelevich,  S.I.Yevtyanov, P.Zh.Kriss,  S.I.Kunina 

and I.A.Popov "Problems of Radiotransmitting Devices"  (1951).    The Military Rod 

Banner Academy of Communications, imeni S.M.Budenniy issued a manual by N.N.Khlebni- 

kov "Collection of problems and exercises for the Courses on Electric Vacuum De- 

vices" (1948). 

Questions of international control of operation of radio stations were covered 

in a publication by Svyaz'izdat "Rules on Radio Communications" (1949) and in a book 

by S.B.Krylov "International Law on Radio Communications and Radiobroadca3tingn 
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Several publishing outfits are engaged in the publication of popular scientific 

and radio amateur literature, with a leading position occupied by Gosenergoizdat. 

This publishing house, by issuing a booklet by S.A.Bazharov "How Does a Radio Tube 

Operate.    Classes of AmplificationM,  started in 19U7 vrlth publications of a serial 

radio library under the general editorship of Academician A.I.Berg.    Since then 

more than two hundred booklets and books of this series were published, devoted to 

widely differing topics.    These include books by A.D.Batrakov and S.Kin "Elementary 

Padiotechniqui" in two parts  (Part  I, 1951; Part II,  1952),  S.Khaykin "Dictionary 

of the Radio Amateur" (1952),  A.A.Kulikovskiy "The newest in the Technique of Radio 

Reception" (first ed., 1950;  second ed.,  1954) Ye.Ya.Pumper "Crystal Diodes and Tri- 

odes" (1953),  A.S.Presman "Centimeter Waves" (1954)»   V.N.Loginov "Radio Measure- 

ments" (1954),  S.M.Gerasimov "How to Read Radio Circuits" (1948),   F.I.Tarasov "The 

Practice of Radio Assembly" (1949), G.G.Sitnikov "Handbook of the Radio Listener in 

Questions and Answers" (1949),  V.V.Yenyutin "A Guide to Radio Amateur Magazines" 

(1950), G.V.Pankov "Principles of Frequency Modulation "  (1949),  S.V.Novakovskiy 

and G.P.Samoylov "Reception of Television Transmissions"  (1953),  S.A.Yel'yashkevich 

"Industrial Television Receivers and Their Operation"  (1951),  V.G.Korol'kov "Mag- 

netic Recording of Sound" (1949),  V.Yu.Roginskiy "Semiconductor Rectifiers" (1952), 

A.Ya.Komiyenko "Radio-Relay Television Center" (1950), G.A.Ryabchinskiy "Radio- 

technical Materials" (1950), D.A.Konashinskiy and S.Ya.Turlygin "Introduction to 

the Technique of Ultrahigh Frequencies  (1951), and others. 

The total circulation of booklets of the serial radio library exceeded seven 

million copies up to the present time. 

Radiotechnique and its application are covered in several books of the popular 

scientific library of the Gostekhizdat.    They are "Radio Navigation" by Ye.Ya.Shche- 

golev (1946),   "Radar" by G.S.Gorelik and M.L.Levin (1947 and 1948) and F.I.Chest- 

nov (1952), "Radio" by A.F.Plonskiy (1954), "Television" by K.A.Gladkov (first 
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ed., 1950;  second ed.,  1951; third ed., 1952) and others.    Such booklets have also 

been published by Svyaz»izdat, Voyenizdat,  GoskulH-prosvetizdat and other pub- 

lishers. 

Toward the end of 195U, Svyaz'izdat started publishing booklets in a series 

"Manual for Rural Installation Crews of Radio Communication Facilities"  ("Coil Load- 

ing of Rural Underground Lines of Racio Communications" by M.S.Orlov, "Wind-Driven 

Generator VE-2 and Its Operation" by G.H.Sabinin and V.R.Sektorov,  and others). 

In 1951,  the technical administration of the Ministry of Communications pre- 

pared lectures on communications technique for engineers and techidcians.    Some 

lectures during the past years were devoted to radiotechnique and its practical 

utilization.    These are lectures by I.F.Agapov "Two-Channel Frequency Radiotele- 

graphy with Active Spacing - TFT" (1953), S.V.Borodich's "Multichannel Radio Relay 

Lines" (1953),  V.S.Hel^nikov's "Frequency Radiotelegraphy" (1952),  I.V.Ostrovskiy»s 

"Radio Communication on a Single Frequency Sideband" (1952), B,A.Shvart3»3 "Duplex 

Radio Conrnmication with Combined Installation of Transmitters and Receivers" (1953) 

and others. 

In a series of informative books on the new technique, which are also being com- 

piled by the technical administration of the Idnistry of Comrnunications and pub- 

lished by Svyaz,izdat,  the following collections were issued:  "Technique of Establish- 

ing Radio Conraunications in a Village" (1950, "System and Equipment for Wirebroad- 

casting in Cities" (1951),  "Inter-District and Inter-Raion Radio Comnunication" 

(19/i9), "Frequency Keying in Radiotelegraph Communication Systems"  (19A9),  "Radio 

Communications and Radiobroadcasting" (19^7),  "Establishment of Radio Cannunica- 

tions" (1949), 

Another series to be mentioned is the operation-technical literature of the 

Ministry of Communications,    The installation and operation of radio communi.cation 

and radio broadcasting stations must be carried out in conformity with fixed rules. 

The development and perfection of these rules are of great importance for improving 
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the operation of radio stations.    This ia the reason for the considerable attention 

devoted to the publication of operation-technical manuals.    The most popular forms 

of radio stations are radio-relay centers.    For these, electric standards of pro- 

jecting networks, nt'es of design and maintenance and repair of radio-relay net- 

works,  rules of technical operation of radio-relay centers,  typical projects of cen- 

ters of various power and other literature were compiled and published.    Operation- 

technical literature is also issued  for enterprises of radio communications and 

radiobroadcasting.    This kind of literature is published by Svyaz'izdat. 

Apart from the publishing houses, some teaching and scientific-research insti- 

tutes as well as social organizations engage in publishing activities. Over a num- 

ber of years (19V7 - 19^9) a "Collection of Works of the Leningrad Electrotechnical 

Institute of Communications imeni M.A.Bonch-Bruyevich" was published. In addition, 

separate collections of the works of the Moscow and Odessa Electrotechnical Insti- 

tutes of Communications and other teaching establishments were published. 

In 1951», works of the All-Union Scientific Research Institute of Radiobroad- 

casting Reception and Acoustics of the Ministry of Radiotechnical Industry began to 

be issued.    Questions of radiotechnique are also reviewed in the collection of works 

of the Electrotechnical Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences. 

Sections of the All-Union Scientific Technical Society for Radiotechnique and 

Electrocommunications,  imeni A.S.Popov, published results of their work.    They pub- 

lished the booklets by I.S.Dzhigita "Contemporary Radar Systems";  V.A.Smimov "The- 

ory and Calculation of Small Nonlinear Distortions, with Amplification of the Fre- 

quency-Modulated Oscillations";  A.I.Lebedev-Karmanov "Comparison of the Modulation 

Circuits in Ultrashort Wave Television Transmitters"; A.M.Pisarevskiy "Analysis of 

Nonlinear Distortions Due to Transient Processes in Powerful Class C Amplifiers"; 

B.A.Vvedenskiy and M.I.Ponomarev "Application of the Methods of Geometrical Optics 

to the Fixing of Trajectories of Ultrashort Waves in a Heterogeneous Atmosphere"; 

Te.Ya.ohchegolev "Radio Interference Methods and the Study of the Propagation of 
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Radio Waves"; S.i.Katayev "Some Questions or. +he Formation of Electric Pulses in 

Television and Other Technical Fields"; G.V.Braude "Fluctuation Noise in Amplifica- 

tion of Television Signals and Sensitivity of the Transmitting Television Tubes^and 

many others. 

Together with books by native specialists, we issue regularly translated liter- 

ature.    The larger portion of such literature is published by the specialized "Pub- 

lishing House of Foreign Literature".    This outfit published,  in particular, the 

books by G.Bode» "Theory of Circuits and Projection of Amplifiers with Feed- 

back"  (l9i+8), by L.Levin "Contemporary Theory of Waveguides"  (195/»)*  of la.Groshkov- 

skiy "Generation of High-Frequency Oscillations and Frequency Stabilization" (1953), 

by Louis de Breuille "Electromagnetic Waves in Waveguides and Hollow Resonators" 

(1948), by S.Goldman "Harmonic Analysis,, Modulation,and Noise"  (1951), by A.F.Harvey 

"High-Frequency Electron Tabes" (l9/*8),  of J.^rkus and V.Zellhof "Technical Ap- 

plications of Electron Tube Circuits"  (ed. 1, 1953;  ed. 2, 195k), by V.Schokle "The- 

ory of Electronic Semiconductors" (1953), by S.Deshman "Scientific Foundations of 

the Vacuum Technique" (1950), of K.Hering and K.Nichols "Thermoelectronic Qnission" 

(1951), of P.Gerlick "Application of Photocells" (1952), by A.Rustergol "Electron 

Optics" (1952), by L.Kedi "Piezoelectricity and its Practical Applic;     .as" (191*9), 

by B.Lowell and J.Klegg "Radioastronoray" (1953), Collections of Translations "Propa- 

gation of Centimeter Radiowaves in the Troposphere" (1950), "Semiconductor Electron 

Devices" and "Theory of the Transmission of Electric Signals in the Presence of 

Interference" (1953). 

Extensive work was done by the publishing house   "Sovetskpye   Radio" in pub- 

lishing translated literature.    This outfit issued the books by A,E.Harrison "Kly- 

stron" (19A6), by E.Schneider "Radar"  (19U7), by J.Slater "Electronics of Superhigh 

Frequencies" (l9/t8), by G.Colman "Generation and Amplification of Decimeter and 

Centimeter Waves"  (19^8), by D.Fisk, G.Cagstrom and P.Gateman "Magnetrons" {19UB), 

«Translator»s note: Not all of the Western authors» names have been verified. 
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"The Principles of Radar" (Part I, 1%6; Part II, 19i»9), "Radar Technique" in two 

parts (1%9), "Principles of the Technique of Centimeter Waves in Radar" (1951), 

"Generation of Electric Oscillations of Special Form" (1951), '•Tube Circuits for 

Time Mea3urementsn in two parts  (1951), "Antennas of Centimeter Waves" in two parts 

(1950), "Radiotechnical Navigation Means" (19JV8),  "Printing Technique of Circuits" 

(19^8), "Handbook on Waveguides" (1952),  "Crystal Detectors" (Part I, 1950; Part II, 

1951), "Keasurements on Superhigh Frequencies" (1952),  and many other publications. 

The publishing house translated and issued the best books from the series of the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology« 

A number of translated books was published also by other publishers.    For ex- 

ample, Gostekhizdat issued the books by F.B.Levellin "Inertia of Electrons" (l9/*6), 

by S.Ramo and J.Yinneri "The Fields and Waves in Contt  oorary Radiotechnique" (first 

ed., 19^8; second ed.,  1950), of J,Slater "The Transmission of Ultrashort Radio- 

waves" (first ed., 19U(>;  second ed., 19V7), of J.Stratton "The Theory of Electro- 

magnetism" (19^8), by S.Herman and S.Wegener "The Oxide Cathode" (19/*9), by I.Schin- 

telmeister "Th* Electron Tube as a Device for Physical Measurements" (l9/»9).    Gosen- 

ergoizdat published the books by Barton Cog "Elements of Radiotechnique"  (19//7), by 

O.S.Packel "Scanning Oscillators" (1948), by S.Ramo "Introduction to the Radio- 

technique of Superhigh Frequencies" (1948), by J.G.Reich "Theory and Application 

of Electron Devices" (1948), by P.King, G.Mimno,  and A.Young 'Transmitting Lines, 

Antennas, and Waveguides" (1948), by G.Keller, G.Reich and L.Woodruff "The Technique 

of Ultrahigh Frequencies" (1948), by Brücke and Reknagel "Electron Devices" (1949). 

Svyazfizdat published books by R.Sarbacher and V.Bdson "Technique of Superhigh Fre- 

quencies" (1947) and by G.G.Skilling "Introduction to the Theory of Electromagnetic 

Waves" (1947),  Voyenizdat published a collection "The Theory and the Technique of 

Radar" (1947) and the book by D.Fink "The Technique of Radar" in two parts (1950). 

Oborongiz published "The Foundations of Radar" in two parts (first ed., 1950; 

second ed., 1951)« 
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A great deal of attention is devoted to collections of translations and reviews 

of foreign periodicals.    The management of the scientific information center of 

"Publishing House of Foreign Literature" is issuing a series "Questions of Radar 

Technique" (six issues a year) and "Problems of Modem Physics" (twelve issues a 

year) whose individual issues are devoted to questions of radiotechnique.    For ex- 

ample, this series contains the collections "Propagation of Radio Waves in the Iono- 

sphere" (1953), "Physics of the Ionosphere and the Propagation of Radiowaves" (195^) 

and "Radioastronomy" (1953). 

Du ing the past decade, the publication of domestic periodicals on radiotech- 

nique also increased.    In April 1946 began to appear a monthly scientific-technical 

and theoretical magazine "Radiotechnique", the organ of the All-Onion Scientific- 

Technical Society of Radiotechnique and Electrocomraunicatlons, imeni A.S.Popov« 

The function of this magazine is a generalization of the working experience of sci- 

entific research institutes, laboratories, colleges, and individual specialists and 

clarification of the newest theoretical questions of radiotechnique. 

In this magazine, up to the beginning of 1955, over four hundred technical 

articles of the most diverse topics were published.    These manifold articles in- 

cluded: I.Ye.Goron's "Restoration of the Recorded Speeches of V.I.Lenin" (No.2, 

1949), A.A.Kharkevich's "The Basic Features of the General Theory of Communica- 

tions" (No.5, 1954), M.S.Neyman»s "The Mechanism of Radiation of Electromagnetic 

Energy by Metal Antennas" (No.5, 1951), A.A.Pistol»kors "On the Theory of a Wire 

Parallel to the Horizontal Boundary of the Dividing Line between Two Media" (No.3, 

1953),  I.F.Agapov's "Two-Channel Frequency Radiotelegraphy" (No.3, 1954), S.N.Losya- 

kovfs "The Basic Relationship between Signal Power,  Frequency Band, and Signal-To- 

Noise Ratio in Radio Communications" (No.l, 1950), N.G.Kruglov»s "Plate Self- 

Modulation of Radio Transmitters" (No.2, 1949), and "Some Questions on Plate Self- 

Modulations" (No.2, 1954), B.P.Terent'yev's and N.V.Kovalenko»8 "Bridge Circuits of 

Additional Transmitter Power (No.l, 1952), Tu.B.Kobzarev»8 "Theory of Vaeuon-Tube 
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OaclUators with Two Idling Stages" (No.2, 1950), S.I.Tevtyanov's "Theory of the 

Quart» Self-080113^^1"* (Nos. 1 and 5, 19^9), G.A,Zeytlyenok»3 "Parameters of Elec- 

tron Tubes on ültrahigh Frequency" (No, 1, 1953), B.S.Agafonov^s "Loading Charac- 

teristics of Modem Vacuum-Tube Generators" (Nos.2 and 4, 1953), 3.S.ArshinoT»8 

"Thennocompensation at changing TKI" (No.5, 1950), V.M.Vol»f»3 "Dynamic Study Method 

of Nonlinear Distortions" (No.2, 1953), S.V.Person's "Nonlinear Distortions when 

Amplifying Frequency-Modulated Signals" (No.6, 1951), I.S.Gonorovskiy^s "Relation- 

ship between Frequency and Phase Characteristics of a Linear Circuit" (No.l, 1954)» 

S.V.Novakovskiy's "Modern Color Television Systems" (Nos.4 and 5, 1952),  V.D.Kuznet- 

SOT»S "A Collective Antenna for Television" (No.4, 1952), L. V.Mitel»ipan»s "Tele- 

vision Measuring Apparatus" (No.6, 1951), S.A.Lyutov's "The CalculaLJons of L- 

Network Inductance-Capacitance Filters, for Suppression of Industrial Radio Inter- 

ferences" (No.5, 19A9), G.S.Tsykin^s "Calculations of the Cascades of Broad-Band 

and Puls.   Amplification with a Correction RC Network in the Plate Circuit" (No.3» 

1952), Te.L.Faynberg's "Soviet Radiophysics and Theory of the Propagation of Radio 

Waves Along the Earth's Surface" (No.4, 1947), A.V.NetusHl»3 "Calculations of the 

Load of a High-Frequency Generator when Heating Plane Dielectric Plates and Slabs" 

(No.6, 1950), G.V.Voyshvillo's "Present Status of Radiotechnical Terminology and 

Conventional Designations in the Field of Radiotechnique and Electroconsnunications" 

(No.l, 1951), and others. 

In connection with the thirtieth anniversary of Soviet power,  one of the issues 

of the magazine (No.8, 1947) was devoted to a survey of scientific-technical work 

by Soviet scientists and engineers in the field of radio during the thirty years 

since the day of the Great Socialist October Revolution.    In this issue are printed 

articles by A.L.Hints "The Success of the Technique of Radiotransmitting Systems 

in the USSR", by V.I.Siforov "The Works of Soviet Scientists on the Theory of Radio 

Reception", by P.N.Kuksenko "The Development of Soviet Trunk Line and Radiobroad- 

casting Radio Receivers over a Period of 30 Tears", by I.G.Klyatskin "The Beginning 
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of the Soviet Theory of Antennas", by G.Z.Ayzenberg "Development of the Technique of 

Short-¥ave Antennas in the USSR", by A.A.Pistolfkors "Contemporary Status of the 

Theory of Slot Antennas", by I.S.Dzhiglt "History of the Development and Achieve- 

ments of Soviet Television", by S.N.Rzhevkin and V.V.Purduyev "The Development of 

Works on ELectroacoustics in the USSR", by V.N.Kessenikh "Ionospheric Investigations 

in the USSR", by B.A.Vvedenskiy and M.I.Ponomarev "About the Work of Soviet Scien- 

tists on the Propagation of Ultrashort Waves", and by S.M.Rytov "The development of 

the Theory of Nonlinear Oscillations in the USSR". 

Later on, a few topical issues of the magazine appeared. Thus, No.2 of "The 

Radiotechnique" for 1952 was devoted to basic theoretical and some applied questions 

of magnetic sound recording, and No.4 of the magazine - to questions of television 

technique. 

In 19^6 (April), publication of the popular monthly radiotechnical magazine 

"Radio" was resumed (formerly "Radiofront"), this being the official organ of the 

Committee on the Establishment of Radio Communication Facilities and Radiobroad- 

casting of the Council of Ministers of the USSR and of the Central Soviet Osoavia- 

khim of the USSR. The first issue of this magazine had a circulation of 20,000 

copies and then increased by several times. In 1955, the magazine has a circulation 

of 150,000 copies, two and a half times more than prior to the war; however, the de- 

mands for the magazine are not yet fully satisfied. 

From No.7, 1950, the magazine "Radio" became the official organ of the Ministry 

of Communications of the USSR and of the All-union Voluntary Society of Assistance 

to the Army (now DOSAAF). 

The magazine publishes theoretical and general technical articles, gives des- 

criptions of electron tubes and industrial radio equipment, and furnishes schematics 

and designs for amateur receivers, television sets, and parts. Papers are published 

regularly on short and ultrashort waves, sound recording and electroacoustics, 

measurements, measuring apparatus, supply sources, application of radio in the 
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national economy, establishment of radio communication facilities and radiobroad- 

casting in the countries of the peoples* democracies. The experience of Soviet ra- 

dio amateurs is described in the section "Exchange of Experiences'*. Apart fron 

this, the magazine prints articles, surveys, and notes on the development of radio- 

technique, on the establishment of radio communication facilities and radio amateur 

work, as well as annotations of new books on radiotechnique and critical reviews. 

Many outstanding scientists and radio specialists ars collaborating in the 

magazine: A.I.Berg, B.A.Vvedenskiy, V.I.Siforov, A.L.Mints, S.E.Khaykin, P.V.Shmakov, 

M.P.Dolukhanov, Z.V.Topuria, N.G.Kruglov, V.S.Heltnikov, S.N.Krize, and others. 

The problem of large-scale introduction of the newest domestic technique and 

improvements of operation of all communication means demanded a reorganization of 

the magazine of the Ministry of Consminications of the USSR "Vestnik Zvyazi" (Herald 

of Communications), which appeared in two issues - "ELectroconmiunications" and 

"Post". In the old layout of the magazine, the questions of establishment and oper- 

ation of means of communications, economics, planning, the struggle for fulfilment 

of the State plan, were spread over two issues, which made an interchange of ex- 

perience and application of the achievements of some branches of communications to 

other branches more difficult. Therefore, starting January 1, 19U9t  the issue 

"ELectrocommunications'* was replaced by the issue "Tekhnika Zvyazi" (Communications 

Technique) and the issue "Post** was replaced by "Organization and Utilization of 

Communications Facilities". In both issues, articles were systematically published 

on questions of radiotechnique and operation of communications and radiobroadcasting 

facilities. 

However, the editing of the magazine "Herald of Communications" in two issues 

led a division, between the two issues, of the closely interrelated questions of 

acceptance and introduction of the new technique, of the organization and utiliza- 

tion of communications means and of economics and planning. To eliminate this 

drawback, both issues of the magazine "Herald of Communications" were combined, at 
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the beginning of 1951» in one monthly engineering-technical magazine "Herald of 

Communi cation8,, • 

From 1951 to 1953 a monthly mass-produced magazin"» "The Soviet Comnunieator'* 

was published, voich was the publication of the Ministry of Communications of the 

USSR and the Centi \1 Committee for the Trade Union of Communication Workers* The 

Journal published material of advanced experience in operation, organization of 

socialist competition, newest achievements and communication technique, history of 

domestic technique, etc. 

From No.6, 1953 onwards, "The Herald of Communications" and the "Soviet Con- 

municator'' were united into one monthly p oduction-technlcal magazine "Herald of 

Communicationr", the publication of the Ministry of Communications of the USSR« 

This magazine is intended for supervisory engineering-technical and intermediate 

operational staff of administrations, enterprises, and district offices of communi- 

cations. The magazine outlines the tecluiical policy of the Ministry of Communica- 

tions, describes the new technique of communications, and discusses questions of 

operation of the means of communications, rationalization and development of inven- 

tions, history of domestic technique, etc» 

During 1954 alone, the magazine published over 30 technical articles on ques- 

tions of radio communication, radiobroadcasting, and television and over 20 articles 

on questions of organization and operation of radio economy. The published articles 

include the following: S.V,Borodlchfs "Frequency Densiflcation of Radio-Relay Lines 

of Communication" (No#3) and "DensiflcaLlon of the Radio Relay Lines of Connunica- 

tlon as to Time" (No,7), I.A.Gusyatinskiy's "Eicperience of Operation of Radio Relay 

Main Lines of Communications" (No.5), K,M.Koslkov»s "Phenomena in the Ionosphere 

and Ways of Weakening their Influence on Radio Communications" (No.8), A.A.Magaza- 

nlk,s "Device for Frequency Control in Frequency Telegraphy Channels" (No.5), 

I.F.Agapov»8 "Experience in Utilization of Two-Channel Systems of Frequency Radio- 

Telegraphy" (No.3), A.I.Mlroshin«s "Plate Self-Modulation on Short-Wave Trans- 
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mitters" (No.5), A.Ta.Stiikman,s "Amplituda Selectivity in Double Reception" 0*0.9), 

E.S.Soberayskiy»» "Increase in the Stability of the Action of Phototelegraphic Radio 

Coniniunicationsn (No.4)» N.A.Savina's and B.Ya.Gertsenshteyn»a "Projecting of Long 

Feeder Lintss for Wire Broadcaating" (No.9), P.S,Mozharovskljr»8 "Some Queationa on 

the Improvement of the Quality of Operation and the Reduction in Initial Coat of 

Operation in Radio Enterprisea" (No.8), N.V,Zar7anov»a "Cooling Syatema of Radio 

Stationa" (No.12), A.M.Lokshin^s and P.M.Kolpakov»a "Selection of Inductance of 

Cathode Chokea and Capacitance of Coupling C .p „citora for the Transndtter Stagea 

Designed on the Principle of Inverted Circuita" (No.10), A.V.Radiiyevskiy»a and 

Ye.A.Shapiro»a "How to Improve the Operation of Ko"1  oz Radio Centera" (No.8), 

N.A.Savinov'a "Experience of Designing and Operatli.g Linea of Joint Suspension of 

Feeder Radio Relay Circuits and of Circuits of Inter-District Telephone Connunica- 

tion" (No.l),  etc, 

Articlea on radiotechnique are alao being published by the magazinea of the 

Academy of Sciences of the USSR: "Reports of the USSR Acadeiqy of Sciences", "News 

of the USSR Acgdemy of Sciences, Department of Technical Sciences", "Journal of 

Technical Physics". 

In the postwar years, Soviet radiotechnical literature was being exported 

abroad in substantial quantity.    This literature is used in the countriea of the 

peoples» democracies, in particular.    The technical publishing houaea of theae 

countries proceeded to republish the best Soviet radiotechnical books in the native 

tongue of the reapective country.    Theae republicationa include: teaching manuals 

for higher and medium special schools,  engineering-technical monographs, radio 

amateur literature, etc.    The popular radio amateur textbook "Radiotechnique" by 

I.P.Zherebtsov was issued in Bulgaria (two editions), Czechoslovakia, the German 

Democratic Republic, and Rumania, while the textbook for technical signal schools 

"Radiotransmitting Devices" by Z.I.Model»  and I.Kh.Nevyazhakiy waa republiahed in 

Poland, Hungary,  and the German Democratic Republic, the monograph by G.S.Tayldn 
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"Low-Frequencj Converters" is translated into Hungarian, Rumanian, and Polish, the 

book by G.Z.Ayzenberg "Antennas for Main Line Short-Wave Radio Coniniunicationsn has 

been republished in the Chinese Peoples« Republic, etc» 

The Communist Party and the Soviet government devote a great deal of attention 

to the development of book publishing in our country.    The production of paper is 

being increased, new polygraphic combines are being created, equipped with the most 

modern technique, and the bookselling market is being broadened. 

In 1952 a fixed system of establishing rates for book production was intro- 

duced by Government decree.    Previously, before this resolution was accepted, the 

prices for books were fixed by each publishing house on the basis of its own norms* 

Therefore, a great discrepancy in prices existed.    Prices for books were determined 

not only by the character of the edition, but mainly by the special features of the 

publishing house: the volume of its activity,  cost of wages, polygraphy, overhead, 

etc.    As a result, the consumer had to pay for the poor organizational work of the 

publishing houses, and books of absolutely the same type differed sharply in price 

only because they were issued not by one but by different publishers. 

The Government decision motivated by concern with the interest of the people 

put an end to this abnormal situation.    Starting in 1952, the prices for books were 

determined by one single Indicator, namely the type of book.    For example,  each 

sheet of copy of a textbook for technical disciplines for a medium special school 

can be sold for no more than 35 kopeks, a sheet of copy of strictly special informa- 

tion literature for engineers and technicians for no more than 50 kopeks,  classical 

science productions for no more than 30 kopeks,  etc.    Identical prices have been 

established for binding, graphic production, etc.    To get an idea as to the ad- 

vantage to the user as a result of the introduction of maximum ratings, a few com- 

parisons will suffice: The book by N.I.Chistyakov "Radio Reception and Operation of 

the Radio Receiver", published by Voyenmorizdat in 1951 was selling at 6 rubels, 

50 kopeks.    The same book, in the same size, republished in 1953» sold at 6 rubels* 
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The book by S.A.Lyutov "Industrial Interference in Radio Reception and Its ELimina- 

tionn (State Publishing House for Electric Power) published in 1951, was priced at 

13 rubels, 35 kopeks, whereas its next edition, published in 1952, was selling at 

9 rubels, 05 kopeks, despite the fact that the size of the book had increased hj 

more than 30&    The selling price of the booklet by A.P.Gorshkov "How to Install a 

Radio Receiver", published in 1950 by the State Publishing House for Electroconmmni- 

cation, was 1 rubel, 10 kopeks, while the price of the second edition of this book- 

let, published in 1952, amounted to only 90 kopeks, despite the fact that the size 

of the booklet had Increased by almost 50£« 

Simultaneously with the fixing of new uniform ^ates for book production, a re- 

evaluation of books issued in former years and still available in the bookseller's 

market was carried out.    On the average, this reduction was about 18$. 

Despite certain success achieved by the tech^J cal publishing houses during the 

last several years, their operation still shows shortcomings.    The publishers ^o not 

amply satisfy the inquiries of readers as to literature, a munbei   of books does not 

correspond in contents to the present status of science, does not meet the basic 

concept of the contents, or language and form do not satisfy the increased demands 

of the Soviet reader«    Sometimes dull, carelessly written, unfinished books are put 

on the market, cf excessive size with predominantly descriptive material, and of 

unsatisfactory polygraphic quality. 

The publishing houses must work intensively and diligently in order to give 

the Soviet readers the very best what has been created by man in the fields of 

science and technique, as demanded by the interests of the communist structure» 
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HISTORICAL SKETCH OF DOMESTIC RADIOTECHNIQUE 

(Some Chronological Data, 1895 - 19^0) 

by 

V.I.Shamshur 

1895 (7 May)    A.S.Popov delivered a lecture "The Relation of Metal Powders 

to Electric Oscillations11 at the conference of the Russian Physico-Chemical Society 

in St.Petersburg and demonstrated the first radio receiver in the world. 

1896 {2U March)    At the next conference of the Russian Physico-Chemical So- 

ciety, A.S.Popov realized the first, in the history of mankind,  transmission of a 

wireless communication.    Over a distance of 250 m, a radiogram consisting of two 

words: "Heinrich Hertz" was transmitted, 

1897 (June)   During experiments in radio communication, a range of 5 km was 

reached on ships of the Baltic fleet in the summer of 1897, and reflection of elec- 

tromagnetic waves from ships was detected.    In a report on these experiments, 

A.S.Popov pointed out the particular features of the propagation of radio waves, 

which later on became the basis of radio navigation and radar. 

1900 (6 Feb.)    The first practical radio communication line in the world was 

opened, 50 km long between the islands of Goglcjid arvl Kotka on the coast of the 

Gulf of Finland for servicing the rescue operations in connection with the removal 

from the rocks of the foundered armor-clad "General-Admiral Apraksii»".    The first 

radiogram sent by A.S.Popov to Gogland contained an order to the Icebreaker "Kraak" 

to put to sea and try to find the fishermen carried out to sea on a broken-off ice 
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floe. "Ennak" carried out the order and rescued 27 fishermen. 

2 --■ 

1900 (6 July - 9 Aug.) under the guidance of A.S.Popov, successful experiments 

on the use of portable radio stations were carried out during maneuvers of the 1^8 
t . .  .  .„„. . . 

Caspian Regiment. 

1901 (slimmer) In experiments on radioconnnunication on the Black Sea, A.S.Popov 

used complicated devices of transmitting and receiving radio stations: a range of 

radioconnnunication of 150 km was achieved (by receiving radiograms on telephone re- 
i • 

celvers), 

1901 (Sept.)   A.S.Popov organized the construction of civilian radio stations 
U. 

for transmitting messages to the Rostov Harbor on the water level in the arms of 

the riTer Don. 

1902 A.S.Popov started his first lecture series in the Electrotechnical Insti- 

tute of St.Petersburg, which he gave the name: "Wireless Telegraphy". A lithographed 

edition of these lectures formed the first textbook on radiotechnique in Russia. 

1907 (25 July) Professor B.L.Rozing of the St.Petersburg Polytechnic Institute 

obtained a patent on a method cf "electric telescopy" (Transmission of images at a 

distance). The basis of the patent was the use of electron-beam tube for reception. 

1908 V.V.Subbotin designed a generator of the inductor type with reversible 

poles for 500 cycle frequency and 0.5 kw power. 

1911 (9 May) B.L.Rozing obtained on the screen of a cathode-ray tube the 

simplest image (a square). 

1911 D.A.Rozhanskiy perfected the construction of the cathode-ray tube by 

using magnetic focusing and electrostatic deflection of the electron beam. 

1912 V.P.Vologdin (1881 - 1953) designed the first high-frequency machine in 

St.Petersburg, on orders of the Department of the Navy. The power of the machine 

was 2 kw, the frequency 60 kc. The rotor of the machine was making 20,000 rpm with 

a peripheral speed of about 314 m/sec. 

1913 (16 Jan.) A "Radiotelegraph Station" of the Navy department vas official- 

d""'  
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( 
ly opened in St.Petersburg, created at the Kronstadt radio laboratoiy of A.S.Popor« 

19H (Sept. - Dec.)   Two powerful spark-transmitter radio stations were erected 

in Tsarskoe (Detskoe) Selo near St.Petersburg and on the Khodyn field in Moscow, as 

well as a receiving station "The Tver radiostation of international coonunication*. 

The Khodyn radiostation began operating on 6 December, 1914.    Both transmitting sta- 

tions were single-type spark transmitters with rotary discharger. 

1914 N.D.Papaleksi began an experiment to produce cathode tubes (with gas) for 

the amplification and generation of oscillations.    The first tubes were retdy by the 

end of 191^.    N.D.Papaleksi contributed a substantial improvement to the technology 

of tube production by applying high-frequency induction heating for lighting of the 

electrodes during the exhaustion.    This invention was substantially ahead of the 

patent, obtained in 1918 by the German firm "Hut", on the use of high-frequency cur- 

rents for the induction heating of electrode tubes. 

1915 With the aid of N.D.Papaleksi»s generator tubes (Power about 200 w, oxide- 

coated cathode with direct heating and platinum base), and with his cooperation, 

radiotelephone communication was established between Petrograd and   Tsarskoe   Selo. 

1915 (June)    The radiotelegraph station of the Navy Departaient was transformed 

into the radiotelegraph plant of the Navy Department, which executed all the basic 

constructions of radiotelegraph stations for the warships of the Russian Navy. 

1915    At the end of the year, under the guidance of V. I. Volynkin, at the radio- 

telegraph plant, began the development and manufacture of electron tubes, inter- 

rupted in 1917 and resumed in 1922,    The first lot of tubes made by the radiotele- 

graph plant was delivered to the Navy on 8 December, 1922, and the last on 9 August, 

192U,    The tubes of the radiotelegraph plant bore the designation LH. and were in- 

tended for operation in vacuum-tube amplifiers, manufactured by the same plant for 

the Navy, 

1915    At the end of the year, H.A.Bonch-Bruyevich, at the Tver receiving radio- 

station, produced the first gas radio tubes and, with their aid, began to realise 
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reception of signals of radio stations which operated with undamped oscillations, 

applying for this purpose a tube heterodyne. 

1916 (spring)    M.A.Bonch-Bruyevich developed tne technology of manufacturing 
c ... 

tube amplifiers with purely electron dischargers. 

1916 (23-29 Sept.)    M.V.Shuleykin carried out a series of experiments on the 

battleship "Andrey Pervozvanny" with a high-frequency machine, designed by V.P.Vol- 
1...— 

ogdin, and succeeded in establishing radiotelegraph conanunication between Petrograd 

and Helsinki. 
I'.  . 

1916 The ''News on Mine Matters", published an article by M.V.Shuleykin "The 

Conditions of Application of High-Frequency Generators for Radiotelephony", which 

gave a mathematical treatise,  including a formula for proving that, in the process 

of modulation of undamped oscillations, "side" frequencies arise in addition to the 

carrier frequency. 

1917 (7 Nov.)    The radio station of the cruiser "Aurora" transmitted an address 

by V.I.Lenin "To the People of Russia", informing them about the downfall of the 

Temporary Government and the transfer of power into the hands of the Petrograd So- 

viet of Workers and Soldier Deputies - War Revolutionary Committee. 

1917 (Dec. )   A trade union of radio specialists was formed, which took part in 

the creation of a network of radio receiving stations and of first radio courses for 

the training of qualified radio specialists. 

1918 (spring)   A network of civilian radio receiving Jtations NKPiT began to 

function and develop, irtended for the reception of omnidirectional transmissions, 

addressed "CQ, CQ, CQ".    Radiograms for this network were transmitted by the radio 

stations of Khodyn, Detskosel*skaya and Tashkent.    In the fall of 1918,  the texts 

of radio messages from Moscow were posted in all towns and large railway centers. 

1918 (spring)    In Moscow, on Myasnitskaya Street (now Kirov Street) courses on 

radio were opened.    Later on, with these courses as basis, a radiotechnical school 

of national communication was created (on Gorokhov Street).    In 1921, the technical 
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school was reorganized into the Institute of Conimunice:   on imeni V.N.PodbePskiy, 

1918 (21 July)   A decree by the Soviet of the People's Commissars was promul- 

gated "Centralization of Radiotechnical Affairs", which laid th-s foundation for So- 

viet radio construction.    The decree provided for the transfer of several powerful 

radio stations from the War Department to NKPiT and the establishment of Radiosoviet 

NKPiT, whose task it was to develop the organization of installation and operation 

of a network of permanent radio stations, to coordinate the entire national economic 

and technical activities in the field of radio of the various commissariats. 

1918 (Sept,)    The first issue of the scientific-technical magazine "Wireless 

Telegraphy and Telephony" appeared.    The issue had the following foreword by its 

editor,  V.K.Lebedinskiy "Russian Radiotechnical Literature Already has a History". 

It began in the magazine "Electricity" with an article by A.S.Popov, which contained 

the first graphic expression,  in the world, of the idea of the possibility of radio- 

telegraphy (1896).    Simultaneously with "TiTb/p" (Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony) 

appeared   the initial   issue of the more popular magazine "Radiotechnique", which 

was also edited by V.K.Lebedinskiy. 

1918 (2 Dec.)    V.I.Lenin signed "The Status of the Radio Laboratory with Work- 

shop in the System NKPiT in Nizhnii Novgorod", in which it was zl^tod that "the 

radio laboratory is the first stage toward establishment in Russia of a State 

Socialist radiotechnical institute". 

1918 - 192/»    During lectures in the Moscow Polytechnic Institute, where the 

training of radio specialists was organized, M.V.Shuleykln explained his analytical 

method of calculations with respect to generators, based on the linear idealization 
i 

of the characteristics of vacuum-tube generators. 

1918 At the end of the year, the first batches of electron tubes PR1 were 

manufactured and delivered to NKPiT, developed in the radio laboratory of Nizhnii 

Novgorod. 

1919 (Feb.) M.A.Bonch-Bruyevich delivered a lecture in the radio laboratory 
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0 .         
oi' Nizhnll Novgorod on the three-electrode tubes theory developed by him, based on 

.extensive experimental work« 
4 _. 

1919 (March)    Series manufacture of tubes of the type PR1 began (approximately 
6 . ' _    _ "".... 

1000 units a year). 

1919   K.I.L     tyrkin recommended to establish radio centers of communication and 

concentrate there the control of transmitting and receiving stations.    The stations 

themselves would have to be located outside of towns and be connected with the radio 

centers by wire or cable lines.    This recommendation, after its realization in So- 

viet Russia,  came into ever increasing use in the whole world. 

1919 (fall)    M.A.Bonch-Bruyevich developed the design of kenotrons with 

voltages of 1500 v, with tho aim of utilizing them for supplying the plate circuits 

of radiotelephone transmitters. 

1919 (Dec, )    M.A.Bonch-Bruyevich developed the design of a transmitting tube 

with water cooling. 

1920 (11 Jan, )    The first experiment of radiotelephone transmission from the 

walls of the Nizhnii Novgorod radio laboratory was realized.    The transmission 

started at 10 p.m. on the 1200 and 1500 ra wave; the reception of the experimental 

transmission took place at the Nizhnii Novgorod receiving station at a distance of 

about k km from the laboratory. 

1920 (16 Jan. )    Radiotelephone transmission was accomplished from Nizhnii 

Novgorod to Moscow with an antenna power of 50 w, 

1920 (5 Feb.)    V.I.Lenin wrote a letter to M.A.Bonch-Bruyevich, in which he 

stated: 

nI am taking this opportunity to express my deep gratitude and sympathy on the 

occasion of the great work on radio inventions, which you are carrying out.    A 

newspaper without paper and 'without distances*, which you are creating will be a 

great thing.    I promise to give you every possible assistance in this and other 

work", 

_i 
- -    i 

1 
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1920 (17 March)   V.I.Lenin received a report on the successful experiments of 

the Nizhnil Novgorod radio laboratory in radiotelephony, and had the Soviet of Labor 

and Defense promulgate a decree,  the first points of which read as follows: 

"l. To commission the Nizhnii Novgorod radio laboratory to produce with extreme 

urgency, not later than in two and a half months, a Central Radiotelephone Station 

with a radius of action of 2000 versts, 

2, To designate Moscow as the site of installation and to proceed with the pre- 

liminary work forthwith." 

The same decree provided for the manufacture of high-frequency machines, based 

on the V.P.Vologdin system. 

1920 (April)    In the laboratory of the Khazan base of radio formations, a 

radiotelephone transmitter was designed, in whose three stages up to 50 - 100 ampli- 

fier tubes were used.    The test transmissions of this station were received in 

Astrakhan, Leningrad, and Rostov-on-Don. 

1920 (21 July)    V.I.Lenin signed the decree of the Soviet of Labor and Defense 

concerning the establishment of radiotelegraphy in the RSFSR,    The decree provides 

for the construction near Moscow of a radio station with arc transmitters and high- 

frequency machines, powerful enough to ensure direct communication with America; 

the reconstruction of the Detskosel'skaya radio transmitting station, dismantled dur- 

ing the attack of Tudenich; the establishment there of an arc transmitter and high- 

frequency machines; the manufacture and assembly of high-frequency machines at the 

radio stations of Moscow,   (Khodyn), Tashkent, Odessa, and Omsk. 

1920 (10-13 Sept.)    In Nizhnii Novgorod the first Ail-Russian Radio Technical 

Conference was held. 

1920 (Dec.)   On the premises of the Khodyn radiotransmitting station a proto- 

type of a radiotelephone transmitter with 5 kw power was installed, produced in the 

Nizhnii Novgorod radio laboratory.    Radiotelephone communication tests were carried 

out with Berlin, where the reception of these transmissions in Potsdam (near Berlin) 

t 
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was effected with a loop antenna. Not until March 1921 did they succeed in Gemanjr 

to realize a return radiotelephone transmission« 

1920 The first powerful Soviet radiotelegraph transmitting station of un- 
c .   

damped oscillations with an arc generator was erected in Moscow on the Shabolorka» 

After a year, V.CShukhov designed for this station a metal tower of his own con- 

struction, 150 ■ high. 

1921 (27 Jan.) By a decree of the SKK,  signed by V.I.Lenin, the People's Co»- 
. - 

missariat for Post and Telegraph was instructed to install, in Moscow and in the 

more important centers of the Republic, radio equipment for intertelephone comnuni- 

calions. 

1921 (May) The Khazan base of radio formations delivered a three-stage 12-tube 

amplifier of low-frequency oscillations to Moscow. The amplifier showed good op«i>- 

ational results on the intercity wire lines Moscow-Kharkov, Moscow-Tula, and also 

during tests of public address transmissions from the Square in front of the Moscow 

Soviet. 

1921 (3 June)A STO resolution was accepted on the establishment in Moscow of a 

permanent radio newscast with the use of street loudspeakers. After two weeks, 

loudspeakers were erected on six Moscow Squares, and in the evenings (after 9 p.m.) 

the "oral paper** of ROSTA was transmitted daily, including sometimes reports and 

popular lectures. 

1921 (summer) In the laboratory of V.P.Vologdin in Nizhnii Novgorod, aercuiy 

rectifiers were developed, intended for plate feed of the tubes of radio trans- 

mitters. 

1921 (2 Aug.) Completion of the construction ir Lyubertsy of the first dis- 

criminator radio receiving station in the world. Its equipnent consisted of long- 

wave tube receivers, with large loop antennas suspended on a tower of 60 ■ height* 

1921 (25 Sept.) In Moscow, the foundation was laid of the building for a 

central radiotelephone station, constructed during the winter 1921 - 1922« 

i 
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1921 (5 Oct.) The Soviet of Labor and Defense passed a resolution regarding 

the use of the vacuum-tube redlffusion device of V.I.Kovalyenkov for intercity tele- 

phone communication on wires Moscow (Kremlin) - Petrograd (Smolny)« 

1921 N.D.Papaleksi organized the production of electron tubes in the Odessa 

State radio factory. Technicians for this production were recruited from the stu- 

dents of the Odessa Polytechnical Institute. 

1921 V.P.Vologdin developed in tne Nizhnii Novgorod radio laboratory the first 

high-voltage tubes for rectification of alternate current, which he used in creating 

the design of a rectifier, which found application in a number of Soviet radio sta- 

tions. The mercury rectifier of V.P.Vologdin was applied for the first time for 

supplying the plate circuits of the tubes of the radiotelegraph station, designed 

in 1923 by the Nizhnii Novgorod radio laboratory. 

1922 (Jan.) O.V.Losev discovered the amplifying properties of a crystal de- 

tector made of zincite, as well as the possibility of its application for generating 

oscillations. The semiconductor amplifier (oscillating-crystal receiver) of 

O.V.Losev forms the basis for the development of modern semiconductor diodes, tri- 

odes, tetrodes, etc, (transistors). 

1922 (spring) A.F.Shorin of the Nizhnii Novgorod radio laboratory carried out 

successful tests in the application of Baudot and Whitestone printing telegraphs for 

radiotelegraph^ between Moscow and Nizhnii Novgorod. 

1922 (summer) On the site of the central radiotelegraph station, a mast was 

installed before 1 May and another mast toward the beginning of July, followed by a 

complete checkup and assembly of the electric equipment was undertaken. In June, 

the manufacture of a transmitter of 12 kw power was completed, and on 12 August the 

first experimental radiotelephone transmission took place« 

1922 (16 Sept.) A government resolution was passed to award the Nishnii Nov- 

gorod radio laboratory the Order of Labor of the Red Banner. In the resolution, 

special mention was made of the merits of V.P.Vologdin, M.A.Bonch-Bruyevich and 
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A.FaShorin, to whom the VZIK expressed recognition* 
2  

1922 (17 Sept.)   The first concert via the central radiotelephone station in 

Moscow took place, thus initiating Soviet radiobroddcasting,   NKPiT was given charge 
t ....      __.    .  . . ...   

of organizing the radiobroadcasting programs, on the first floor* 

1922 (fall)   In a specially constructed building on the site of the Khodyn ra- 

dio station the assembly of a high-frequency V.P.Vologdin machine of 50 kw power. 

u _ 

1 

manufactured in the Nizhnii Novgorod radio laboratory, was accomplished. 

1922 (fall)   A combine of weak-current industry on the site of the former plant 

BOBTiT in Petrograd established an electricvacuum factory, where a group of scien- 

tific workers and designers under the leadership of M.H.Bogoslovskiy, and with the 
'I C  

cooperation of S.A.Vekshinskiy, A.A*Shaposhnikov, S.A.Zusmanovskiy and others, pro- 

ceeded to manufacture amplifier and oscillator electron tubes* 

1922 (Nov.)   The Upper Quay in Nizhnii Novgorod was renamed Radio Quay; the 

central radiotelephone station in Moscow was designated: "Radiotelephone Station, 

imeni Komintern11, the Khodyn radiotransmittlng station was renamed the October Radio- 

transmitting Station, and Voznesensldy Street in Moscow was named the Street of 

Badio. 

1922 B.A.Vvedenskiy and A*I*Danilevskiy made successful tests of radiotele- 

graph transmission on wave 3*8 ■• 

1923 (Jan*)   P.N.Kuksenko and A.L.Mints obtained an authors* certificate for 

a f erroresonance device of a receiver* 

1923   P.N.Kuksenko achieved a transcribed reception of radio signals at high 

speeds, utilizing for the first time an electron relay for this purpose* 

1923   M.V.Shuleykin, in exploring the question of the propagation of radio 

waves above the plane earth with terminal conductance, derived formulas and dia- 

grams for practical calculations, 8 years ahaad of van der Pol, who solved a similar 

problem only in 1931* 

1923 (spring)   M.A.Fonch-Bruyevich achieved a substantial Increase in the power 

i3   l 
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of oscillator tubes.   The new design with an external brass anode and water cooling 

yielded 25 kw, ■- 

1923 (12 Sept.)   A decree Ox the SNK was promulgated on special-purpose radio 

stations, which gave the right to State and public agencies to organize and operate 

industrial-commercial, cultural-instructive, and amateur radio stations* 

1923 S.I.Shaposhnikov, under the guidance of M.A.Bonch-Bruyrrich, began to de- 

velop the design of a radiobroadcasting transmitter of small capacitance for die- j 

trict towns« | 

1924 (May)    V.V.Tatarinov, in the Nizhnii Novgorod radio laboratory, began ex- 

periments with telephony on short waves (30 m), 
1 

1924 (24 May)   A.A.Chemyshev obtained a certificate for an equipotentlal 

cathode, in which, between the heater and the cathode, an electrically insulated 

substance which conducted heat was inserted. 

192U (28 July)   The Soviet of the Peopled Commissars of the USSR passed a 

resolution with respect to private radio receiving stations.    This resolution of the 

Soviet government which initiated broad organization of radio communication facili- 

ties all over the country, the development of radiobroadcasting, and a mass radio 

amateur movement, received the name "Law on the Freedom of the Ether". j 

1924 (15 Aug.) The first Issue of the magazine "Radioamateur1* came out. 

192k (2 Oct,)   A special "Joint-Stock Company for Radiobroadcasting" - "Radio- 

transmission" was established« 

1924   The radio laboratory of the combine of weak-current industry was re- 

organized into the Central Radio Laboratory (TsRL). 

1924 The combine of weak-current industry began to issue the first radio- 

broadcasting receiver "Radiolina"« 

1925 (15 Jan.)   Radio signals of trie first Soviet short-wave radio ham, 

F.A.Lbov, are received abroad in a number of countries. 

1925    In the beginning of the year, M.A.Bonch-flruyevich and V.V.Tatrinov of 
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the Nlzhnll Novgorod radio laboratory began the study of the directive properties of 
2--     . 

radiation on short waves» At the sane time, a two-tube oscillator on the 76 m wave 

with an antenna power of 15 kw was designed* 
t.          . ..." 

1925   A group of specialists, headed by L.I «Handel* shtam and N.D.Papaleksi be- 

gan to work on the theory of nonlinear oscillations, on the study of parametric 

phenomena, in particular» 

1925 (summer)    In the Nizhnii Novgorod radio laboratory, experiments were con- 

ducted on establishing communication on short waves Moscow - Tashkent and Moscow - 
R — 

Tomsk* 

1925 (June - Nov.)    In Moscow, at the polytechnical museum, the first All-Union 

Radio Exhibit was organized* 

1925 (Aug.)   At the radiobroadcasting station, imeni A.S.Popov (in Sokolniki) 

the first short-wave telephone transmitter in the world, with a power of 1 kw 

(wave 77 m), started operating* 

1925   A.I.Berg published an analytical calculation method for generators, 

which he had developed* 

1925   P.N.Kuksenko recommended a circuit for a low-frequency amplifier with ap- 

plication of a cathode repeater as the penultimate stage* 

1925    In the building of the House of Unions in Moscow, a radio relay center 

of 40 w power was erected, which, a special network of wires, operated 80 loud- 

speakers installed on public squares and workers* clubs in the metropolis* 

1925    V.P.Vologdin completed the manufacture of a high-frequency machine of 

150 lor power* 

1925 I.A.Adaman recommended a system of color television with sequence trans- 

mission of colors* 

1926 (5 Feb.)   A resolution by the SNK of the USSR was passed, on radio sta- 

tions for private use, which gives the right to radic amateurs to design and operate 

their own short-wave transmitters* 
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1926 (March)   A scientific-technical conference of the electrotechnlcai Inetl- 

tutes# fondng part of the scientific-technical department of the VSNKh, was held» 

A decision was taken to mark the achievements of the Nlzhnll Novgorod radio labora- 

tory In the field of short waves and to recommend intensification of this work on a 

larger scale« 

1926    V.P.Vologdin, in colL^oration with engineer Belyayev, realized the first 

experiments on the application of high-frequency currents for surface hardening of 

metal products« 

1926 At the radio station, imeni A.S.Popov in SokolnUd, a 20-kw radio broad- 

casting transmitter was installed, at that time the most powerful in Europe« 

1927 (2 Feb.) In the combine of weak-current industry, an office for powerful 

radio construction was established, headed by A.L.Mints, which designed a number of 

high-power radio stations in the USSR. 

1927 (18 March)   Operation was started of a iO-kilowatt radiobroadcasting sta- 
1 

tion, imeni Komintern, the most powerful (at that time) in Europe, whose transmitter 

was installed in the building of the former Shabolovskaya station« 

1927 (March)   The Nlzhnll Novgorod radio laboratory put into operation the 

first short-wave line of nation-wide radio communication service Moscow - Tashkent« 

1928 (l6 Jan.)   A government resolution was passed to reward the Nlzhnll 

Novgorod radlolaboratory with a second Order of Labor of the Red Banner« 

192C   A resolution was passed on the transfer of the basic scientific-technical 

research and development projects, together with the organized body of leading en- 

gineers and coworkers of the Nlzhnll Novogorod radio laboratory, to the Central 

Radio Laboratory of the combine of weak-current industry«   The reorganization took 

effect in December 1928 to January 1929« 

1929 (5-9 Sept.)   The first All-Union Conference on organization of radio c 

munlcatlon services in rural areas was held« 

1929 (28 No-,)   The radiobroadcasting station VTsSPS with 100 kw power began 
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operations« 
2- 

1929 M.A.Bonch-Bruyevlch recommended an amplification circuit, now widely 
4_i 

known under the name "Amplification circuit with grounded-grld tube", used for 
6„   _      ...            ....       .     .   "    

plifjring superhigh-frequflncj oscillations. 

1930 (12 Jan.)    Radio operator E.T.Krenkel», during his wintering on Franz 

Josef Land, used a low-power short-wave transmitter in establishing radio conmuni- 
12 — 

cation with Dyrd»s expedition in the Antarctica, covering a distance of 20,000 km« 
; 4 _j 

1930 (30 Jan.)   A radiosonde, invented by P.A.Molchanov, rose in the air. 
16-J 

1930 (k Aug.)   L.A.Kubetskiy applied for an author*s certificate for an "elee- 
it-J 

tronic imiltipliern - a device using the phenc  «mon of secondary radiation of elec- 

trons for signal amplification. 
It—1 

1930   In the Leningrad Electrophysical Institute (group of L.I.Mandel»shtam 
2'-. 

ar.u IJ.D,Papaleksi) work was started on the interference method for direction find- 
o 

ing. 

1930 (Dec.) The Soviet physicist A,P.Konstantinov suggested the idea of a 

television transmitting tube, utilizing the principle of simultaneous formation of 

video signals and charge storage (a tube with multicellular mosaic). 

1931 (24 Sept.) S.I.Katayev received an author's certificate for a television 
J t. ■ 

transmitting tube with a mosaic photocathode, now called an iconoscope. 

1931 (1 Oct.)   The television laboratory of the All-Union ELectrotechnical In- 

stitute started television transmission's of images by the mechanical system with 

30-line definition.    The transmissions were carried out by the radio stations MOSPS 

and the experimental transmitter NKPiT. 

1931   Radiobroadcasting on ultrashort waves began via radiobroadcasting station 

on meter waves (PB-61), the first in the world and designed (at the VEI) by A.V.As- 

taf'yev and A.V.Cherenkov, under the guidance of B.A.Vvedenskiy. 

1931   A.L.Mints recommended the application of the block system in the design 

of high-power transmitters, realized by him later in the erection of a 500-ktf radio- 

*'l " ""       " '"'"  
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broadcasting station« 

1932 D.A.Rozhanskiy achieved the first development of tubes with electron re« 

locity modulation« J 

1932 A.N.Shchukin made public the calculating method developed by him with re- 

spect to the voltage of the electromagnetic field on short waves (the method of 

Namba and Tsukada was published in 1933# Bckersleya's method in 193/» )• 
r.... 

1933 (31 Jan«) An All-Union Co-jaittee was created for establishing radio com- 
1-' ' 

munication facilities and radiobroadcasting at SNK SSSR. 
1- - 

1933 (l May) The 500-kw Moscow radiobroadcasting station began operations« 

1933 M.A.Bonch-Pruyevich designed and operated an ionospheric station, using , 

the pulse method for altitude fixing of the reflecting layers of the ionosphere« 

1933 P.V.Shmakov and P.V.Timofeyev applied for an author» s «ertificate for a 

television transmitting tube with projection of the optical image on a semitrans- 

parent photocathode and with subsequent transfer of the electron image on the mo- 

saic« 

1933 (Oct.) Production started of small radio transceiver stations of the 

political department, intended for establishing radiocommunications in toll offices, 

sovkhozes, and kolkhozes« I 

1933 - 1934 A.L.Mints, in collaboration with N.I.Oganov and M.I.Basalayev, 

1 
developed the design of s  iemountable oscillator tube with actual power of 250 kw. ; 

1935 I.F.Agapov developed circuits of electronic relays with feedback, which 
• — 1 

ensure radiotelegraph communications at speeds up to 600 words per minute« 
1 

1935 (fall)   The expedition LEFI was carried out under the guidance of L.I.Man- 
1 

deltshtam and N.D.Papaleksi, for measuring the rate of propagation of radio waves« 

1936 N.F.AIekseyev and D.Ye.Malyarov developed the design of a multichamber 

magnetron-generator of centimeter waves« 

1938 (Aug.)   The world's most powerful (at that time) 120-kilowatt short-wave 

radiobroadcasting station RV-96 was erected« 
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1938 (1 Sept.) Operation began of the Leningrad television center with 
2 — 

240-llne definition* For transmisaion of movies, the cathode-ray transmitting tube 

of G»V.Braude»8 design was used« 

1938 (Oct.) Operation began of the Moscow television center with 3W-llne 

definition« 

1938 V.I.Kerby and V.V.Novikov developed the sextuple Baudot telegraph« 

1939 In the October Transmitting Radio Center, a system of single-band multi- 

channel radio communication (ORM) was installed, developed by V.A.Kotel'nlkov, 

A.V.Cherenkov, and A.P.Ganln« 

1940 N.D.Devyatkov, M.A.Sliozberg and Ye.N.Danll'tsev developed the design of 

a two-circuit klystron with plane radial electron stream« 
1 

1940 N.D.Devyatkov, Te«N«Danll*tsev and I.V«Piskunov obtained an author's 

certificate for a reflector klystron (called by the inventors "electron tubes vith 

retarding field**)« 

1940 V.F.Kcvalenko received an author*s certificate for the method of electron 

tuning of reflector klystrons-. 
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